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Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) requests
an amendment to the above license in the form of changes to the Beaver Valley Power
Station (BVPS) Technical Specifications. This License Amendment Request (LAR)
proposes Technical Specification changes that will support operation of BVPS Unit No. 1
with replacement steam generators at the current power level of 2689 MWt rated thermal

' , power. This LAR does not request a power uprate for BVPS Unit No. 1.

An extended power uprate (EPU) license amendment request was submitted by FENOC
letter L-04-125, dated October 4, 2004 (Reference 3). This submittal requested NRC
approval by November 2005 in order to support operation of BVPS Unit No. I with the
Model 54F replacement steam generators. The Model 54F steam generators are to be
installed during the BVPS Unit No. 1 maintenance and refueling outage in the spring of
2006.

Schedule delays in FENOC providing the additional information specified in the NRC
extended power uprate acceptance review letter of January 6, 2005 have been
encountered such that NRC review and approval of the EPU LAR may not be completed
in time to support the Unit No. 1 2006 spring outage. Due to these delays, an alternative
approach has been defined to support implementation of the BVPS Unit No. 1
replacement steam generators during the 2006 spring outage. This alternative approach
consists of submitting this BVPS Unit No. I replacement steam generator LAR separate
from the EPU LAR. With this submittal, NRC review and approval of the EPU LAR can
proceed on a schedule that is independent of the review of the steam generator
replacement LAR.

The EPU LAR includes the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes
x> J for operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 at 2900 MWt rated thermal power with the Model 54F

steam generators. As such, the EPU analyses form the basis for operation of BVPS Unit
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No. 1 with the replacement steam generators at the current power level of 2689 MWt
rated thermal power.

The safety and radiological analyses conducted to support this LAR assume an
atmospheric containment design and adoption of the Westinghouse BELOCA analysis
methodology, and are bounded by safety analyses performed at 2900 MWt rated thermal
power. Therefore, implementation of the requested amendment is contingent upon
implementation of the requested containment conversion (Reference 1) and BELOCA
(Reference 2) amendments.

This submittal has the following enclosures.

Enclosure 1 contains the FENOC evaluation of the proposed changes. This enclosure
contains a description of the proposed changes, a technical analysis supporting the
proposed changes, a no significant hazards consideration, and an environmental
consideration. This enclosure has four attachments. The proposed Technical
Specification changes are provided in Attachment A. The proposed changes to the
Technical Specification Bases are provided in Attachment B. The proposed changes to
the Licensing Requirements Manual are provided in Attachment C. The regulatory
commitments associated with this submittal are provided in Attachment D.

Enclosure 2, the Replacement Steam Generator Licensing Report, provides the technical
justification for the proposed Technical Specification changes and analysis methodology
changes.

Enclosure 3, the Replacement Steam Generator Component Report, contains a
description of the Model 54F steam generators.

Enclosure 4, the Reviewer's Aid, contains two tables. Table 1 identifies what Technical
Specification changes proposed in the previously submitted EPU LAR are, or are not,
being proposed in this LAR and provides the reason. Table 2 identifies what portions of
the previously submitted EPU Licensing Report are contained within the Replacement
Steam Generator Licensing Report.

Approval of the proposed amendment is requested by January 2006 in order to support
the installation of the BVPS Unit No. 1 replacement steam generators during the 2006
spring outage. However, since a number of the Technical Specification changes
proposed in this LAR require a plant outage to implement, the requested amendment shall
be implemented prior to the first entry into Mode 4 during plant startup from the IR17
refueling outage planned for the spring of 2006.
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The proposed changes have been reviewed by the Beaver Valley Power Station review
committees. The changes were determined to be safe and do not involve a significant
hazards consideration as defined in 10 CFR 50.92 based on the safety analysis and no
significant hazards evaluation contained in Enclosure 1.

The regulatory commitments made in this submittal are provided in Attachment D of
Enclosure 1. If you have questions or require additional information, please contact Mr.
Henry L. Hegrat, Supervisor - Licensing, at 330-315-6944.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on
April /5, 2005.

Sinrei

L. William Pearce

Enclosures:
1. FENOC Evaluation of the Proposed Changes
2. Replacement Steam Generator Licensing Report

3. Replacement Steam Generator Component Report
4. Reviewer's Aid

References:
1. FENOC Letter L-04-073, License Amendment Requests 317 and 190, dated June

2,2004.
2. FENOC Letter L-04-124, License Amendment Requests 318 and 191, dated

October 4, 2004.
3. FENOC Letter L-04-125, License Amendment Requests 302 and 173, dated

October 4, 2004.

c: Mr. T. G. Colburn, NRR Senior Project Manager
Mr. P. C. Cataldo, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector
Mr. S. J. Collins, NRC Region I Administrator
Mr. D. A. Allard, Director BRP/DEP
Mr. L. E. Ryan (BRP/DEP)
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Beaver Valley Power Station
License Amendment Request 320 (Unit No. 1)

1.0 DESCRIPTION

This is a request to amend Operating License DPR-66 (Beaver Valley Power
Station Unit No. 1). The proposed changes will revise the Beaver Valley Power
Station (BVPS) Unit No. 1 Technical Specifications to permit operating with
replacement steam generators (Model 54F) installed.

This replacement steam generators license amendment request utilizes analyses
performed at a bounding power level of 2900 MWt rated thermal power. The
analyses were performed at the bounding power level with the intention of uprating
BVPS Unit No. 1 at a later date. The bounding analyses were evaluated to
demonstrate that they are applicable for the current power level of 2689 MWt rated
thermal power with the Model 54F steam generators installed.

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) submitted extended power
uprate (EPU) license amendment request (LAR) 302 by letter L-04-125, dated
October 4, 2004. This submittal requested NRC approval by November 2005 in
order to support operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 with the Model 54F replacement
steam generators (RSGs), which are to be installed during the BVPS Unit No. 1
2006 spring outage.

The EPU LAR included the Technical Specification and analysis methodology
changes for operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 at 2900 MWt rated thermal power
(RTP) with the Model 54F steam generators. As such, the EPU analyses form the
licensing basis for operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 with RSGs. Schedule delays in
FENOC providing the additional information specified in the NRC extended power
uprate acceptance review letter dated January 6, 2005 have been encountered such'
that NRC review and approval of the EPU LAR may not be completed in time to
support the Unit No. 1 2006 outage. Due to these delays, an alternative approach
has been defined to support implementation of the BVPS Unit No. 1 RSGs during
the 2006 spring outage. This alternative approach consists of submitting this
BVPS Unit No. 1 RSG LAR separate from the EPU LAR but based on the EPU
analyses.

This submittal contains only those Technical Specification and analysis
methodology changes that require NRC review and approval to support operation
of BVPS Unit No. I with the RSGs and at the current RTP. This RSG LAR does
not request a power increase. This alternative approach reduces the number of.
Technical Specification changes requiring NRC review and approval to support
operation with the RSGs and eliminates the need for review and approval of the
Technical Specification change for an increase in RTP. With this submittal, NRC
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review and approval of the EPU LAR can proceed on a schedule that is
independent of the steam generator replacement outage.

This submittal has the following enclosures.

Enclosure 1, FENOC Evaluation of the Proposed Changes, includes a description
of the changes, the technical analysis and the no significant hazards consideration.

Enclosure 2, the RSG Licensing Report, provides the technical justification for the
proposed Technical Specification changes and analysis methodology changes. .tU.

Enclosure 3, the RSG Component Report, contains a description of the Model 54F
steam generators.

Enclosure 4, the Reviewer's Aid, contains two tables that identify: 1) what
Technical Specification changes proposed in the previously submitted EPU LAR
are and are not being proposed in this RSG LAR and the reason, and 2) what
portions of the previously submitted EPU Licensing Report are contained within
the RSG Licensing Report.

The BVPS Unit No. 1 RSG Licensing Report (Enclosure 2) provides the technical
justification for the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes 'is.

contained in this RSG LAR, including an expansion of the selective
implementation of the Alternative Source Term (AST) methodology. The RSG
Licensing Report contains the applicable portions 'of the EPU Licensing Report
(i.e., sections, subsections, figures, and tables) that provide the technical
justification for the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes
contained in this RSG LAR.

In order to facilitate NRC review of the information provided in this RSG-
submittal, as well as comparison to the information in the EPU submittal,
Enclosure I (FENOC Evaluation of the Proposed Changes) and Enclosure 2 (RSG
Licensing Report) of the RSG submittal use the same format and numbering
convention as the EPU submittal. Those portions of the EPU Licensing Report
that are included in the RSG Licensing Report are incorporated with minimal
editing, such as removal of analyses and results applicable to BVPS Unit No. 2.
Those portions of the EPU Licensing Report that are not included in the RSG
Licensing Report are designated as "EPU Section" or "EPU Table." The
designation "NA" (Not Applicable) has been used in tables to indicate that the
information is not applicable to the RSG LAR. In this manner, the RSG Licensing
Report retains the same format and numbering convention that was used in the
EPU Licensing Report.
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The RSG Licensing Report contains only those portions of the EPU Licensing
Report that are required to support the RSG LAR Technical Specification and
analysis methodology changes necessary for the RSG LAR The provisions of
10 CFR 50.59 are being used to address analyses that are not dependent on
Technical Specification or analysis methodology changes and, thus, do not require
NRC review and approval for RSG implementation. Although the RSG Licensing
Report includes general discussion of the Model 54F RSG component design
features and structural integrity, the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 are being used to
address the RSGs as well as the impact of the RSGs on theeanalyses that are not
dependent on Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes. I

The proposed changes reflect revised safety and radiological analysis, as
documented in Enclosure 2, "Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1 Replacement
Steam Generator Licensing Report", April 2005.

The Technical Specification (TS) changes requested include'

(a) revising fuel assembly specific departure from nucleate boiling ratios and
correlations;

(b) modifying Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT equations;

(c) revising the steam generator water level low-low and high-high setpoints;

(d) revising the required steam generator secondary side level in Modes 4 and 5;

(e) revising the steam generator TS to reflect the replacement steam generators;

(f) revising the required charging pump discharge pressure for reactor coolant
pump seal injection flow; and

(g) adding WCAP-14565-P-A (VIPRE) and WCAP-15025-P-A (WRB-2M) to
the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5.

Details on these proposed TS changes are provided in Section 2.3.

Two changes to the BVPS licensing basis that are not directly reflected in the TSs,
but require NRC approval, are an expansion of the selective implementation of the
Alternative Source Term (AST) methodology of Regulatory Guide 1.183,
"Alternative Radiological Source Terms for Evaluating Design Basis Accidents at
Nuclear Power Reactors" (Reference 1) and use of the 1979 ANS Decay
Heat + 2a model (Reference. 2) for mass and energy (M&E) releases for a main
steamline break outside containment. These are discussed in Section 2.4.

To address the accident dose analyses impact of RSG, bounding analyses were
performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the AST methodology. To address the M&E
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releases for main steamline break outside containment a bounding analysis was
performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model.

Some of the proposed TS and methodology changes also result in modifications to
the TS Bases and Licensing Requirements Manual (LRM). The TS Bases and
LRM changes are provided for completeness and information only. Where
applicable, the necessary TS Bases and LRM changes are noted in Section 2.3.

2.0 PROPOSED CHANGES

The proposed TS changes, which are submitted for NRC review and approval, are
provided in Attachment A. The changes proposed to the TS Bases are provided in
Attachment B. The changes proposed to the LRM are provided in Attachment C.
Attachment D provides a list of commitments associated with this submittal.

The proposed TS Bases and LRM changes do not require NRC approval. The
Beaver Valley Power Station Technical Specification Bases Control Program
controls the review, approval and implementation of TS Bases changes in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59. The BVPS Licensing Document Control Program
controls the review, approval and implementation of LRM changes. The TS Bases
and LRM changes are provided for information only.

The proposed changes to the TSs, TS Bases and LRM have been prepared
electronically. Deletions are shown with a strike-through and insertions are shown
double-underlined. This presentation allows the reviewer to readily identify the
information that has been deleted and added.

To meet format requirements, the Index, TSs, TS Bases and LRM pages will be
revised and repaginated as necessary to reflect the changes being proposed by this
LAP,

2.1 Pending LARs

Several of the pages affected by this request contain changes from other pending
LARs. Approval of the pending LARs is expected prior to, or concurrent with, the
approval of this request. The cover pages of Attachments A, B and C list the
pages affected by the pending LARs, as applicable. The applicable LAR number
identifies the page of a pending LAR that is being revised by this request. The
applicable pending LARs for Unit No. 1 are 310, 317, 318 and 327, which are
described as follows.
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Pending LAR 310 was submitted by FENOC letter L-05-009, dated
February 11, 2005 (Reference3). This LAR changes from the Constant
Axial Offset.Control methodology to the Relaxed Axial Offset Control
methodology for the determination of Axial Flux Difference and Heat Flux

Hot Channel Factor FQ(Z). The pertinent changes made by this LAR appear
in TS 6.9.5.

* Pending LAR 317 was submitted by FENOC letter L-04-073, dated June 2,
2004 (Reference 4). This LAR proposes the necessary changes to reflect
conversion of the current BVPS sub-atmospheric containment to an
atmospheric design. The pertinent changes made by this LAR appear in the
TSs and the LRM.

* Pending LAR 318 was submitted by FENOC letter L-04-124, dated
October 4, 2004 (Reference 5). This LAR proposes use of the Best Estimate
Loss of Coolant Accident analysis methodology described in WCAP-12945-
P-A, Volume I (Revision 2) and Volumes 2 through 5 (Revision 1), "Code
Qualification Document for Best Estimate LOCA Analysis" March 1998
(Reference 6). The pertinent changes made by this LAR appear in
Specification 6.9.5.

Pending LAR 327 was submitted by FENOC letter L-04-127, dated
October 5, 2004 (Reference 7) and supplemented by letter L-05-046, dated
March 22,2005 (Reference 8). This LAR modifies steam generator level
allowable value setpoints used in the reactor trip system and engineered
safety feature' actuation system instrumentation for the current steam
generators to address identified non-conservative. setpoints. The pertinent
changes made by this LAR appear. in TSs and the LRM. The responses
provided in letter L-05-046 also apply to this RSG LARP Specifically,
FENOC Letter L-05-046 response addresses the.industry issue associated
with acceptable methodology to calculate Allowable Values (AV). This
response is applicable for the methodology used to calculate
Overtemperature AT, Overpower AT, Steam Generator Level Low-Low, and
Steam Generator Level High-High Allowable Values discussed in this LAR.

2.2 Supporting LARs

Of the four pending LARs listed in Section 2.1, only LAR 317 (Containment
Conversion) and LAR 318 (Best Estimate Loss of Coolant Accident) are required
-to be implemented prior to or concurrent with this LAR since they form a portion
of the necessary supporting analyses.
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2.3 Proposed TS Changes

The following table identifies, by LAR applicability and highlighting, which of the
TS changes proposed in the EPU LAR are being proposed in the RSG LAR.
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Affected Technical Specifications

No. Unit No. I Applicable Title
LAR

I License page 3 EPU Item 2.C(1) Maximum Power Level

2 License page 3 EPU Item 2.C(2) Technical Specifications

3 1.0 EPU DEFINITIONS-13 RATED THERMAL POWER

15 3.1.28 EPU REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK (RWST)
6 33.1.1 EPU REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

(Tables 3S3-1 and 4M3-1, FUNCONAL UNIT 4, Power
.. Range, Neutron Flux High Negative Rate Trip)

9 3.7.13 EPU REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION
. . (Table Notation, Action 8)

10 3.3.2.1 EPU ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATI0N
. SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

. (Table 3.3-3i Footnote to Steamline Pressure -Low)

13 3A.3 -EPU . REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM -SAFETY VALVES ..
1>Pt B ~ t5 ARSG9T~q!EAENERPKT.Oks 7 / s

1 5 3.4.8 EPU REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM-SPECIFIC ACTIVITY
1 _6 3_5.1 EPU ACCUMULATORS
17 3.5.4.1.1 EPU .BORON INJECTION TANK 2 350°F

18 3.5.4.1 2 EPU BORON INJECTION TANK < 350°F

3.5.2 EPU ECCS SUB3SYSTEMS - T,9,s 2 350°F

3.5.3 EPU ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - T,s, < 350°F

20 3.7.1 .1 -EPU TURBINE CYCLE -MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES
(MSSVs)

21 3.7.1.3 EPU PRIMARY PLANT DEMINERALIZED WATER (PPDW)
22 3.7.1A 1EPU PLANT SYSTEMS -'ACTIVITY

IM3 St193_R 6RCMDPMTM A MlT~EP-ORIlE~RG llRW919
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The following provides a description and basis for each proposed change.

Change Number 1 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 2 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR.. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 3 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 4

This proposed change is a modification to TS 2.1.1.1, "SAFETY LIMITS -
REACTOR CORE." The modification consists of specifying the departure from
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) for two different departure from nucleate boiling
(DNB) correlations. For Vantage 5H (V5H) fuel assemblies, the correlation is
WEB-1, and the DNBR shall be maintained 2 1.17. For Robust Fuel Assemblies
(RFA), the correlation is WRB-2M, and the DNBR shall be maintained 2 1.14.
This proposed change is reflected in the TS Bases and LRM.

Although not a matter for NRC approval, the TS Bases is further modified by
adding a reference to the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP) approved by
BVPS Unit No. 1 License Amendment No. 239 (Reference 9) and the applicable
correlations (WtRB-1, WRB-2 and WRB-2M) for DNBR analyses. A discussion-of
the application of the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) and the
applicable correlations (W-3 and WRB-1) is also provided in the TS Bases. The
reference to RTDP and the discussion of the application of STDP do not require
any change to the TS or LRM. This information is added to provide clarification
regarding the application of these two methodologies. The inclusion of the
reference to the W-3 and WRB-2 correlations is conservative with respect to the
fuel assembly specific DNBR limits of TS 2.1 .1.1.

As part of this change, TS 6.9.5 is also modified by adding WCAP-15025-P-A,
"Modified WRB-2 Correlation, WRB-2M, for Predicting Critical Heat Flux in
17x17 Rod Bundles with Modified LPD Mixing Vane Grids," (Reference 10) to
the list of approved methodologies used to determine core operating limits.
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Basis for Change Number 4

This LAR is requesting NRC approval to use the NRC previously approved
WRB-2M correlation for predicting critical heat flux at BVPS. This change is
being made to support enhanced fuel performance. Presently TS 2.1.1.1 only
specifies the WRB-1 correlation and its associated limit on DNBR. The WRB-1
correlation is applicable for both V5H and RFA fuel assemblies, but is
conservative for the RFA assemblies. The Unit 1 core may contain solely RFA fuel
assemblies, or a mixture of RFA fuel assemblies and previously burned V5H fuel
assemblies. With the proposed change, TS 2.1.1.1 will provide a fuel assembly-
specific DNBR limit and the applicable correlation.

Section 6.1 of Enclosure 2 provides the thermal-hydraulic analyses associated with
the TS Bases changes associated with the use of the standard thermal design
procedure (STDP), the revised thermal design procedure (RTDP) and the W-3,
WRB-2 and WRB-2M correlations. The analyses performed demonstrate that the
RFA and V5H fuel assemblies are hydraulically compatible, and ihat sufficient
DNBR margin is available.

The addition of WCAP-15025-P-A to TS 6.9.5 is necessitated by the inclusion of
the WRB-2M correlation in TS 2.1.1.1.

Change Number 5 (EPU Change!

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change'is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 6 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 7

This proposed change is a modification to TS 3.3.1.1, "REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION." The modification consists of revising the value for
Functional Unit 14, Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low, in Table 3.3-1 to
reflect the RSGs. This proposed change is reflected in the LRM. There is no
corresponding change to the TS Bases.

Basis for Change Number 7

Section 5.10 of Enclosure 2 provides the technical justification for proposed
setpoint changes. The Unit No. 1 Model 54F RSGs incorporate a narrow range
span of 212 inches, which is larger than the Unit No. I Model 51 original steam
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generators (OSG) narrow range span of 144 inches. This design difference
necessitated that the low-low water level setpoint and allowable value be revised.

The setpoint analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique
to combine the uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate
combination of those components, or groups of components, which are statistically
independent. Those uncertainties that are not independent are arithmetically
summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for these proposed setpoint changes
is defined in WCAP-1 1419-P-A, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for
Protection Systems - Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1," March 2004
(Reference 11). The same methodology described in References 7 and 8 was used
to determine the steam generator level setpoints in this LAR.

Incorporating the proposed TS and Core Operating Limits.Report (COLR) changes
will support operation with the RSGs in a manner consistent with the Updated
Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) assumptions. All of the new proposed
reactor trip system steam generator level functions have acceptable margins and
therefore are acceptable for the EPU power level of 2900 MWt. The results and
conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for these proposed reactor
trip system setpoints for the EPU power level bound and support operation at the
current reactor power level of 2689 MWt.

Change Number 8

This proposed change modifies TS 3.3.1.1, "REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION." The change consists of modifying the equation shown
on page 3/4 3-5 for Overtemperature AT, and the equation shown on page 3/4 3-5a
for Overpower AT. The TS Bases is modified by deleting the statement that the
Overpower AT trip is not credited. The trip is credited in the analyses, which support
this LAR. The LRM is also modified as necessary to reflect this change.

The existing Unit I No. 1 Overtemperature. AT and Overpower AT equations
shown on Unit No. 1 TS pages 3/4 3-5 and 3/4 3-5a have two deviations from
NUREG-1431, Revision 3, "Standard Technical Specifications Westinghouse
Plants," June 2004 (Reference 12). The existing Unit No. 1 Overtemperature AT
and Overpower AT equations do not include lag compensators (annotated as r3 and
T6 in Reference 12). Additionally, the existing Unit No. 1 Overtemperature AT and
Overpower AT equations do not include a lead/lag compensator (annotated as Tl

and T2 in Reference 12).
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The proposed Unit No. 1 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT equations have
been revised to include the addition of lag compensators (annotated as T3 and T6 in
the Reference 12). The proposed lag compensators for the Overtemperature AT
and Overpower AT equations are annotated as T4 andT5 in the Unit No. 1 TS. The
addition of lag compensators will modify the existing Unit No. 1 Overtemperature
AT and Overpower AT equations such that lag compensation is consistent with the
mathematical form shown in the Reference 12. The lag compensators were added
to increase operating margin by reducing signal noise impact to the trip functions.

The remaining mathematical difference between Unit No. 1 Overtemperature AT
and Overpower AT equations and the Westinghouse Standard Technical
Specifications equations is the lead/lag transfer function (annotated as TA and T2 in
the Reference 12). The hardware to provide this specific lead/lag compensation
function has never been installed at Unit No. 1. Therefore it would be inconsistent
to show time constants in the TS that do not physically exist in the plant. The
existing Unit No. 1 safety analysis did not require the use of the lead/lag
compensator function. The proposed Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT
parameters were established to optimize operator margin within the constraints of
the safety analysis.

Basis for Change Number 8

Section 5.3 of Enclosure 2 provides the technical justification for the proposed
change to the generated functions identified above. The changes are being
proposed to optimize operating margins. The evaluation documented in
Enclosure 2 demonstrates that the plant operating margins are adequate.

To address the non loss of coolant analyses impact of RSGs, bounding analyses
were performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the revised Overtemperature AT and
Overpower AT setpoints and time constants.

As stated in Section 5.3.19 of Enclosure 2, the Overpower AT trip is credited in the
EPU steamline break analyses. For BVPS Unit No. 1, the 0.6 square feet break
size is the most limiting break size with respect to peak heat flux and minimum
DNBR for the full power steamline rupture - core response event. The DNB
design basis is met. Therefore, this event does not adversely affect the core or
reactor coolant system (RCS), and all applicable criteria are met. The results and
conclusions of the analysis performed for the steam system piping failure at a
power level of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current power level
of 2689 MWt.
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Bounding initial conditions for DNB parameters (Tig, Pressurizer Pressure, and
RCS total flow) have been revised based on safety analysis input assumptions.
The values include control and indication uncertainties. In addition the response
time acceptance criteria for the pressurizer pressure and neutron flux input
assumed in the safety analysis for the Overtemperature AT.function is specified in a
Note applicable to LRM Table 3.1-la.

Change Number 9 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with' the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 10 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 11

This proposed change is a modification to TS 3.3.2.1, "ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION." The modification
consists of revising the values for Functional Units 5.a, Steam Generator Water
Level High-High, and 7.a, Steam Generator Water Level Low-Low, in Table 3.3-3
to reflect the RSGs. This proposed change is -reflected in the LRM. There is no
corresponding change to the TS Bases for this change.

An additional change is made to the entry in the "CHANNELS TO TRIP" column
for Functional Units 5.a, where the entry is changed to read "2/loop" instead of"
2 loop". This change is being made to correct a format error than occurred when
License Amendment 239 was issued.

Basis for Change Number 11

Section 5.10 of Enclosure2 provides the technical justification for proposed
setpoint changes. The Unit No. 1 RSG incorporates a narrow range span of 212
inches, which is larger than the Unit No.. I OSG narrow range span of 144 inches.
The Model 54F design necessitates that -the low-low and high-high water level
setpoints and allowable values are revised.

The setpoint analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique
to combine the uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate
combination of those components,' or groups of components, which are statistically
independent. Those uncertainties that are not independent are arithmetically
summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for these proposed setpoint changes
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is defined in WCAP-1 1419-P-A, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for
Protection Systems - Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1," March 2004
(Reference 11). The same methodology described in References 7 and 8 was used
to determine the steam generator level setpoints in this LAR.

.Incorporating the proposed TS and COLR changes will support operation with the
RSGs in a manner consistent with the UFSAR assumptions. All of the new
proposed engineered safeguards features actuation system (ESFAS) steam
generator level functions have acceptable margins and therefore are acceptable for
the operation at EPU conditions. The results and conclusions of the analyses and
evaluations performed for these ESFAS setpoints for the reactor power of 2900
MWt bound and support operation at the current reactor power of 2689 MWt.

Change Number 12

This proposed change is a modification to TS 3.4.1.3, "REACTOR COOLANT
SYSTEM - SHUTDOWN." . The modification consists of revising the steam
generator secondary side level requirement in Surveillance Requirement 4.4.1.3.3
from 12% to 28% to reflect the replacement steam generators. The wording of
Surveillance Requirement 4.4.1.3.3 is also revised'by replacing" ... equivalent
" with" ... greater than or equal ... "for consistency between the two units and the
Standard Technical Specifications (Reference 12). There are no corresponding
changes to the TS Bases or LRM for these changes.

Basis for Change Number 12

Enclosure 3 and Section 4.7.1 of Enclosure 2 provide the technical justification for
the proposed change in Surveillance Requirement 4.4.1.3.3. The Unit No..1 RSG
incorporates a narrow range span of 212 inches, which is'largei than the Unit No. 1
OSG narrow range span of 144 inches. In order to obtain the larger span, the
narrow range span lower level tap is located in the transition cone below the top of
the tube bundle. This design difference necessitated that the TS level used to
verify operability of the reactor coolant loops be revised.

Change Number 13 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 14

The current steam generator TS format is being retained until the industry action
regarding Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) 449, "Steam Generator Tube
Integrity", Revision 3, is finalized. A revised steam generator LAR will be
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submitted to the NRC within 6 months following the notice of availability for
adoption of TSTF-449 under the consolidated line item improvement process.

These proposed changes are modifications to TS 3.4.5, "STEAM
GENERATORS." The proposed changes to TS 3.4.5 consist of removing
references to steam generator sleeving and alternate tube repair criteria (voltage
based repair, steam generator tube-to-tube support plate), which are not applicable
for the replacement steam generators.

Additional administrative changes involving format and renumbering are necessary
to address criteria that are being deleted.

Changes were made in 4.4.5.2.3, 4.4.5.3.b and the C-3 result column of Table 4.4-2
for clarification of existing criteria. These changes do not alter the current
requirements.

The inspection frequency listed in 4.4.5.3.a was revised to address the first
inservice inspection for the new RSG Model 54F steam generators after startup,
consistent with the prior criteria for the first startup of the current steam generators.
In addition, a note was added to indicate that the TS specified steam generator
inservice inspection is not required during the steam generator replacement outage
since the inspections performed as part of the steam generator manufacturing
process and installation are sufficient to identify any pre-operation defects.

The all volatile treatment criteria in 4.4.5.3.a is deleted because this treatment has
been in use at Unit No. I for several years and is now normal practice which will
carry forth for the RSGs, eliminating the need to specifically identify this past
clarification. The proposed change is reflected in the TS Bases. There is no
corresponding change to the LRM for this change.

Basis for Change Number 14

Enclosure 3 and Section 4.7.1 of Enclosure 2 provide a discussion of the BVPS
Unit No. 1 RSGs. The Westinghouse Model 51 OSGs will be replaced with
Westinghouse Model 54F RSGs during refueling outage IR17. The Model 54F
RSGs employ a number of design enhancements relative to the Model 51 OSGs,
including different tubing material, a different tube support plate design and a
different tube-to-tubesheet joint. As a result of these design differences, the Model
51 OSG analyses performed to support the use of voltage-based repair criteria on
tube-to-tube support plate intersections and the use of tube repair by ABB
Combustion Engineering TIG welded and Westinghouse laser welded sleeving are
not applicable to the Model 54F RSGs. Therefore, changes to the steam generator
tube inspection surveillance requirements are necessary to remove the provisions
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allowing use of voltage-based repair criteria, TIG welded sleeving, and laser
welded sleeving.

Other changes are also proposed to clarify the inservice inspection schedule as it
pertains to Model 54F RSGs and to clarify wording. BVPS Unit 1 has a steam
generator program which. is consistent with the EPRI Technical Report No.
1003138, Revision 6, 'TWR SG Examination Guidelines," October 2002
(Reference 13) and. NEI 97-06, Revision 1, "Steam Generator Program
Guidelines," January 2001 (Reference 14).

Change Number 15*(EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 16 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 17 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 18 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 19

This proposed change consists of a modification to TS 3.5.5, "EMERGENCY
CORE COOLING SYSTEMS - SEAL INJECTION FLOW." The modification
consists of two changes. The first change increases the minimum value of the
charging pump discharge pressure for reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection
flow. This proposed change is reflected in the TS Bases. There is no
corresponding change to the LRM for this change.

The second change increases the reactor coolant system pressure values in the Note
for TS Surveillance Requirement 4.5.5 by 5 psig to be consistent with current
normal operating pressure of 2235 psig.

Basis for Change Number 19

The purpose of the change is to reflect the analytical resistance used for the seal
injection flow path in the calculation of safety injection flow for the EPU
conditions. The normal power operation surveillance requirements for the
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charging pump discharge pressure surveillance requirement was increased from
2,397 psig to 2,457 psig for BVPS Unit No. 1 to support the revised safety analysis
used in this LAR. Details of the analysis justifying this change are not provided in
Enclosure 2. The following provides the necessary technical justification.

To address the small break loss of coolant accident impact of RSGs, a bounding
analysis was performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the revised safety injection flows.

The surveillance allows a total seal injection flow of 28 gpm to all three RCPs.
The discharge pressure acceptance criterion is the pressure indicated at* the
discharge of the charging pump during the surveillance. The discharge pressure
acceptance criterion is based on a more detailed Westinghouse methodology that
includes RCP balancing chamber conditions.

The TS and corresponding Surveillance Requirement are based on a maximum
flow rate because the surveillance is actually verifying that a minimum friction loss
coefficient (consistent with the analytical value modeled in the safety injection
system flow analyses) exists for the seal injection lines. Restricting the seal
injection resistance to a minimum value assures that a limited amount of seal
injection flow is diverted to the seals during safety injection actuation. Seal
injection flow reaching the reactor is not credited in LOCA events and RCP
thermal barrier cooling from the component cooling water system performs a
redundant seal cooling function to seal injection.

The increased minimum discharge pressure functions to limit the flow to the RCP
seals when the charging pumps are operating as high head safety injection pumps,
thereby improving high head safety injection flowrate for a postulated small break
LOCA. See Section 5.2.2 of Enclosure 2 for a- discussion of the small break
LOCA analysis with the Model 54F steam generators.

Surveillance Requirement 4.5.5 is not required to be performed until 4 hours after
the RCS pressure has stabilized within a ±20 psig range of normal operating
pressure. The RCS pressure requirement is specified since this configuration will
produce the required pressure conditions necessary to assure that the manual valves
are set correctly. The current normal operating pressure is 2235 psig. Thus, the
range of pressure for this note should be 2215 psig to 2255 psig.

Surveillance procedures specify that an RCP can operate within a seal injection
flow range of 6 to 13 gpm, with a nominal flow of 8 gpm per RCP. Control .room
annunciation is also provided to alert of a low seal injection flow condition.
Therefore, some allowable variation in the operating seal injection flow is
acceptable while remaining within the surveillance limit.
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Change Number 20 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The infrnnation in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 21 (EPU Change)

This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 22 (EPU Change)

-This change number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this change is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

Change Number 23

This proposed change consists of adding WCAP-14565-P-A, "VIPRE-01
Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor Non-LOCA
Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis", (Reference 15) and WCAP-l5025-P-A
(Reference 10) to the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5, "CORE
OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (COLR)". There is no corresponding change to
the TS Bases or LRM for the addition of the WCAPs to TS 6.9.5.b.

Basis for Change Number 23

This LAR is requesting NRC approval to use the VIPRE computer code at BVPS;
The code is used for departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) analysis for those
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) transients and accidents for which
DNB might be a concern. The EPU analysis is the first application of the VIPRE
computer code at BVPS. Since NRC approval to use VIPRE at BVPS is being
requested and TS 6.9.5.b lists approved methodologies, WCAP-14565-P-A is
being added to the listing of NRC approved methodologies appearing in TS
6.9.5.b.

The addition of WCAP-1 5025-P-A to TS 6.9.5.b provides the justification for the
use of the WRB-2M correlation for the RFA fuel as described in Change
Number 4.

Other TS Bases and LRM Changes

Section 2.3 identifies when a proposed TS change results in a change -to the TS
Bases or LRM. However the TS Bases and LRM also contain changes that are not
the result of the proposed changes to the TS. One of the areas that require changes
to the TS Bases and LRM is the expansion of the selective implementation of the
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AST methodology. The expansion of the AST methodology is reflected in both
the TS Bases and LRM. Another area is where the TS Bases is changed to reflect
the safety analyses without a corresponding TS change. This type of TS Bases
change appears in TS Bases 3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2, "REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM
AND ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION", where main steamline break is added as a protective
function under the section heading "Safety Injection Input from ESF." The other
TS Bases changes that reflects the safety analyses is revising the TS Bases for TS
3.7.1.2, Auxiliary Feedwater System, to reflect the number of auxiliary feedwater
pumps assumed in the analysis. It is noted .that this analysis assumption does not
require a change to the pump operability requirements specified in TS 3.7.1.2.

These TS Bases and LRM changes are provided for completeness and information
only and are not discussed further.

2.4 Proposed Methodology Changes

Two changes to the BVPS licensing basis that are not directly reflected in the
Technical Specifications, but require NRC approval, are an expansion of the
selective implementation of the AST methodology of Regulatory Guide 1.183,
"Alternative Radiological Source Terms for Evaluating Design Basis Accidents at
Nuclear Power Reactors" (Reference 1) and use of the 1979 ANS Decay
Heat + 2a model (Reference 2) for mass and energy (M&E) releases for a main
steamline break outside containment.

To address the accident dose analyses impact of RSG, bounding analyses were
performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the AST methodology. To address the M&E
releases for main steamline break outside containment a bounding analysis was
performed at 2900 MWt utilizing thel 979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model..

The expansion of the selective implementation AST, as defined in Section 1.2.2 of
Reference 1 includes all accidents impacted by the RSGs. Section 5.11 of.
Enclosure 2 discusses the impact of RSGs on the site boundary and control room
doses for the applicable accidents listed below.

(a) Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)

(b) Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) outside containment

(c) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

(d) Locked Rotor Accident (LRA)

(e) Loss of AC Power (LACP).

(f) Small Line Break (SLB) outside containment
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It is noted that the CREA is addressed in this application by reference only, since
the accident analyses were performed assuming RSGs and EPU conditions and was
approved by License Amendment No. 257. The Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) and the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) are not impacted by the RSGs and
have been approved for BVPS Unit No. 1 by License Amendments 257 and 241,
respectively (References 16 and 17, respectively).

Core decay heat generation assumed' in calculating the steamline break M&E
releases is based on the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model (Reference 2). The
existing analyses assumed the use of the 1971 standard (+20% uncertainty) for the
decay heat. The use of the 1979 version represents a deviation from the current
licensing basis MSLB M&E releases outside containment analysis for BVPS Unit
No. 1.

The 1979 decay heat model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other
analyses for BVPS Unit 1, which are pending NRC approval. The analyses are
LOCA and MSLB inside containment. Use of the model for LOCA M&E releases
has been approved by the NRC (Reference 18) and is contained in the Containment
Conversion LAR submittal (LAR 317 - Reference 4) which requests NRC
approval. Use of the model for MSLB inside containment M&E releases has also
been submitted for NRC review and approval in the Containment Conversion LAR
(See Sections 2.1 and 2.2 of this enclosure). Use of the model for MSLB outside
containment M&E releases at BVPS Unit I is being submitted for NRC review and
approval in this RSG LAR. Use of the 1979 model has been approved by the NRC
for similar applications on other plants.

3.0 BACKGROUND

The following provides a background discussion of the systems, components and
parameters affected by the proposed changes. The discussion is provided for
information and does not describe the changes being proposed.

3.1 Rated Thermal Power (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR

3.2 Fuel Assemblies

The reactor core includes uranium dioxide pellets, enclosed in ZIRLOTm or
Zircaloy tubes with welded end plugs, as fuel. The tubes are supported in
assemblies by structures of spring clip grids and suitable end pieces for the support
of the assembled rods and restraint of abnormal axial movement. The mechanical
control rods consist of clusters of stainless steel clad absorber rods, which are
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guided by tubes located within the fuel assembly. The core consists of these fuel
assemblies, loaded in three different burnup enrichment regions (i.e., fresh fuel,
once burned and second/third burned). The fuel assemblies are designed to
perform satisfactorily through their lifetime.

To support the EPU LAR, the fuel assembly design was changed from the Vantage
SH (V5H) design to the 'Robust Fuel Assembly (RFA) design with' Intermediate
Flow Mixing (11M) grids.

3.3 Refueling Water Storage Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.4 Power Range, Neutron Flux High Negative Rate Trip (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.5 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT

The Overtemperature AT trip protects the core against low DNBR and trips the
reactor on coincidence as given in the TSs. The setpoint for the trip is
continuously calculated by analog circuitry for each loop by solving the equation
found in the table notation section of TS Table 3.3-1.

The Overpower AT trip protects against excessive power and trips the reactor on
coincidence. The setpoint for each channel is continuously calculated by analog
circuitry for each loop by solving the equation found in the table notation section
of TS Table 3.3-1.

The factors included in establishing the Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT
trip setpoints include the reactor coolant temperature in each loop. The axial
distribution of core power (based on indicated difference between the two section
excore neutron detectors) and deviation from nominal RCS pressure are also
factors in calculating the Overtemperature AT setpoint. A region of permissible
core operation may be defined in terms of power, axial power distribution, and
coolant flow and temperature. The protection system monitors these process
variables (as well as many other process and plant variables). If the region limits
are approached during operation, the protection system will automatically actuate
alarms, initiate load cutback, prevent control rod withdrawal and/or trip the reactor.

Operation within the permissible region and complete core protection is ensured by
the Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT reactor trips in the system pressure
range defined by the Pressurizer High Pressure and Pressurizer Low Pressure
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reactor trips, provided that the transient -is slow with respect to piping delays from
the core to the temperature sensors. High Nuclear Flux and Low Coolant Flow
reactor trips provide core protection in the event that a transient faster than the AT
responses occurs. Finally, thermal transients are anticipated and avoided by
reactor trips actuated by turbine trip and primary coolant pump motor low
frequency or low voltage on 2 out of 3 buses.

3.6 Pressurizer Safety Valves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.7 Accumulators (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.8 Boron Injection Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG.LAR.

3.9 Main Steam Safety Valves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR

3.10 PrimaryPlant Demineralized Water Storage Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.11 Replacement Steam Generator Setpoints

Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low

Steam generator low-low water level is a functional unit of the reactor trip system
(RTS). It functions to trip the reactor and protect the reactor core from a loss of
heat sink in the event of a sustained steam/feedwater flow mismatch. The basic
function of the reactor protection circuits associated with the steam generator low-
low water level reactor trip is to preserve the steam generator heat sink for removal
of long term core residual heat. Should a complete loss of feedwater occur, the
reactor would be tripped on steam generator low-low water level.

A spurious high signal from the feedwater flow channel being used for control
would cause a reduction in feedwater flow. The mismatch between steam demand
and feedwater flow produced by this spurious signal will actuate alarms to alert the
operator of this situation in time for manual correction or, if the condition is
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allowed to continue, the reactor will eventually trip on a steam generator low-low
water level signal independent of indicated feedwater flow.

Steam generator low-low water level is also a functional unit of the engineered
safety feature actuation system (ESFAS). It functions to actuate the auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) pumps to provide auxiliary feedwater to the secondary side of
the steam generators in order to maintain a heat sink.

Steam Generator Water Level - High-High

Steam generator high-high water level is a functional unit of the ESFAS. It
functions to trip the turbine and isolate feedwater flow to the steam generators to
protect the turbine from excessive moisture carryover caused by steam generator
high-high water level.

A spurious low signal from the feedwater flow channel being used for control
would cause an increase in feedwater flow. The mismatch between steam flow and
feedwater flow produced by the spurious signal would actuate alarms to alert the
operator of the situation in time for manual correction. If the 'condition is allowed
to continue, a two-out-of-three steam generator high-high water level signal from
any steam generator independent of the indicated feedwater flow, will cause
feedwater isolation, and trip the turbine. If the turbine trip occurs when reactor
power is above the P-9 permissive setpoint, the turbine trip will result in a
*subsequent reactor trip.

Steam Generator Water Level - Modes 4 and 5

Steam generator water level is used to verify that the steam generators are operable
when in Modes 4 and 5, thereby supporting the operability verification. for the
reactor coolant system (RCS) coolant loops in Modes 4 and 5. The verification of
steam generator level serves to confirm that the steam generators are capable of
functioning as a heat sink in Modes 4 and 5 to provide an alternate method for
removal of long-term core residual heat. The water level used to verify steam
generator operability is selected such that it is above the top of the tube bundle.
This ensures that the U-tubes are completely submerged and that the steam
generators are capable of functioning as a heat sink in Modes 4 and 5 under either
forced circulation or natural circulation conditions.

In the event of a loss of electrical power to the residual heat removal pumps and
the reactor coolant pumps when in Modes 4 and 5, steam generators that satisfy
this operability requirement will support establishing the natural circulation reactor
coolant loop flow necessary for removal of long-term core residual heat for core
cooling.
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3.12 Steam Generators

The Unit No. 1 replacement steam generators are Model 54F steam generators
(RSGs) designed by Westinghouse. The RSGs are designed and analyzed to
industry codes and standards that are, at a minimum, equivalent to the Model 51
original steam generators (OSGs), which were also designed by Westinghouse.

Section 4.7.1 of Enclosure 2 provides a brief description of the Unit No. I
replacement steam generators, including design and analysis provisions in the areas
of thermal-hydraulic performance, structural integrity, U-bend fatigue, tube wear,
tube plugging limit, and tube degradation. A more detailed description of the
Model 54F steam generator is provided in Enclosure 3.

3.13 Seal Injection Flow

The purpose of the TS limit on seal injection flow is to limit the flow through the
reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal water injection line following a safety injection
(SI) actuation signal so that sufficient centrifugal charging pump safety injection
flow is directed to the reactor coolant system (RCS) via the safety injection points.
The* limit is not strictly a flow limit, but rather a flow limit based on a flow line
resistance. In order to establish the proper flow line resistance, a pressure and flow
must be known. The flow line resistance is determined by assuming that the RCS
pressure is at normal operating pressure and that the centrifugal charging pump
discharge pressure is greater than or equal to the value specified in the TS. The
centrifugal charging pump discharge header pressure remains essentially constant
through the applicability of the TS. A reduction in RCS pressure would result in
more flow being diverted to the RCP seal injection line than at normal operating
pressure. The valve settings established at the prescribed centrifugal charging
pump discharge header pressure result in a conservative valve position should RCS
pressure decrease. With the discharge pressure and control valve position as
specified by the TS, a flow limit is established.' It is this flow limit that is used in
the accident analyses. The limit on seal injection flow, combined with the
centrifugal charging pump discharge header pressure limit and an open'wide
condition of the seal injection flow control valve, must be met to render the
emergency core cooling system (ECCS) operable. If these conditions are not met,
the ECCS flow assumed in the accident analyses would not be met.

3.14 Reactor Coolant System Specific Activity (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.
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3.15 Secondary Coolant System Specific Activity (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.16 Welded Steam Generator Sleeves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

3.17 VIPRE

VIPRE is a subehannel thermal/hydraulic computer code that is typically used to
describe the reactor core of a nuclear power plant. The code requires the user to
enter the boundary conditions describing the coolant entering the core, the power
generation, and the dimensional and material properties of the nuclear fuel. The
boundary conditions for coolant entering the core include the inlet flow rate,
enthalpy and pressure. The core power generation input includes spatial as well as
temporal options. The code input is versatile and flexible, providing the user with
numerous options. These include choices among correlations for heat and mass
transfer that are built into the code. Multiple channels can be described and cross
flow is calculated based on user supplied input.

The computer code VIPRE was developed by Battelle Pacific Northwest
Laboratories under the sponsorship of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
and submitted to the NRC for generic review in 1984. The staff review was
limited to pressurized water reactor applications and to heat transfer regimes up to
the critical heat flux (CHF). The review,' included an audit calculation using the
COBRA-IV code and the comparison of VIPRE results to experimental test data.
The review consisted primarily of an evaluation of the internal program, including
the governing conservation equations and constitutive equations, including the
two-phase flow and heat transfer models and the numerical solution techniques.
The staff required each VIPRE user to submit documentation describing the
proposed use for the code, other computer codes with which it will interact, the
source of each input variable, and the selected correlations, including justification
for using the selected correlations. In particular it was required that any new CHF
correlations that are to be used within VIPRE be evaluated against their
experimental database to determine the appropriate departure from nucleate boiling
ratio (DNBR) safety limit.

The NRC staff concluded that use of VIPRE as described in WCAP-14565-P-A
(Reference 15) is acceptable for licensing calculations and may be used to replace
the THINC-IV and FACTRAN computer codes in Westinghouse refueling
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methodology provided that four conditions are met. These conditions, and the
FENOC fulfillment of each, are listed in Section 4.1.17 of this Enclosure.

3.18 WRB-2M Correlation

Nuclear fuel correlations are used to predict the initiation of boiling crisis at the
surface of the fuel rods, which might lead to fuel damage. Boiling crisis occurs
when the heat flow rate at the cladding surface exceeds a critical heat flux (CHIF)
so that the mode of heat transfer changes from nucleate boiling to film boiling.

The Vantage 5 fuel design incorporates intermediate flow mixer (IFM) grids. The
IFM mixing vanes were the same as the mixing vanes in the standard support grids
except the IFM grids had no structural function. Additional CHF tests were
performed by' Westinghouse for this design and a new CHF correlation was
developed called WRB-2. The WRB-2 correlation is similar to the WRB-1
correlation but includes a term that accounts for the change in CHF performance as
grid spacing changes. Westinghouse has further modified the fuel design to reduce
fuel rod mechanical wear and to further improve thermal/hydraulic performance.'
In the modified fuel design, the mixing vanes are slightly longer than the previous
design. Critical heat* flux tests of the modified fuel were conducted with and
without control rod guide thimbles, and with and without modified intermediate
flow mixer grids. Although the data from these tests could be successfully
correlated using WRB-2, a better correlation was obtained when a multiplier "M"
was developed using statistical regression techniques. The improved correlation is
called WRB-2M. The WRB-2M correlation would be applicable to the
Westinghouse RFA and RFA-2 fuel products.

4.0 .TECHNICAL ANALYSIS -

The technical analysis conducted to support the proposed TS changes identified as
RSG and AST related are documented in Enclosure 2. Enclosure 2 includes the
evaluation of initial condition uncertainties at EPU conditions for the RSGs, which
are provided as input to the safety analyses; the development of any required
changes to reactor trip or engineered safety feature actuation system setpoints; and
changes to time constants, response times, tank volumes, DNB parameters, safety
valve tolerances, etc. Enclosure 2 also documents the analyses performed to
support the proposed changes to the TS Bases and the LRM that are a result of the
proposed changes.

A brief description of the technical analysis for the proposed TS changes is
provided in the following paragraphs.
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4.1 Affected Technical Specification Systems, Components and Parameters

4.1.1 Rated Thermal Power (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.2 Fuel Assemblies

The supporting studies, documented in Section 6 of Enclosure 2, concluded that
the V5H and RFA fuel assemblies are structurally and mechanically acceptable for
the bounding EPU conditions and the RSGs.

4.1.3 Refueling Water Storage Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.4 Power Range, Neutron Flux High Negative Rate Trip (EPU
Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.5 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT

The proposed Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT coefficient changes reflect
the analyses documented in Sections 5.3 and 5.10 of Enclosure 2, and are shown in
Table 5.10-1 of Enclosure 2. Incorporation of these changes supports operation at
the EPU conditions and with the RSGs.

4.1,6 Pressurizer Safety Valves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is-not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.7 Accumulators (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LARP

4.1.8 Boron Injection Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.9 Main Steam Safety Valves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.
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4.1.10 Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LARP

4.1.11 Replacement Steam Generator Setpoints

4.1.11.1 Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low

As discussed in Section 5.10 of Enclosure 2, the steam generator water level low-
low setpoint and allowable value were revised for the Unit No. I RSGs, which
incorporate a larger narrow range span than the Unit No. I OSGs. The revised
setpoint and allowable value were calculated for EPU conditions and incorporate
the recommendations provided in Westinghouse NSAL-03-9 (Reference 19).

The existing Barton narrow range transmitters are being replaced with qualified
Barton transmitters that address the increased narrow range instrument span. Wide
range transmitter span is not being changed; therefore, the existing instrumentation
will be re-used. The following sketch shows a general view, of the new RSG level
instrumentation.
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As discussed in Section 5 of Enclosure 2, applicable safety analyses were
performed incorporating the Unit No. 1 RSG design and using the applicable safety
analysis limits for the low-low water level reactor trip setpoint and auxiliary
feedwater actuation. The applicable safety analyses show that acceptance criteria
are satisfied. Operability margin to trip analyses, as discussed in Section 3.2.1 of
Enclosure 2, shows that operability margin to the low-low water level trip setpoint
is acceptable for the Unit No. 1 RSG. The analyses in Enclosure 2 demonstrate
that the implementation of the Unit No. I RSGs, and the incorporation of the
associated low-low water level setpoint and allowable value, support operation of
BVPS Unit No. 1 at the EPU conditions. These analyses performed for the EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current licensed power level of 2689
MWt.

4.1.11.2 Steam Generator Water Level - Hiah-Hiah

As discussed in Section 5.10 of Enclosure 2, the steam generator water level high-
high setpoint and allowable value were revised for the Unit No. I RSGs, which
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incorporate a larger narrow range span and a different nominal indicated water
level than the Unit No. 1 OSGs. The revised setpoint and allowable value were
calculated for the EPU conditions and incorporate the recommendations provided
in Westinghouse NSAL-03-9 (Reference 19).

As discussed in Section 5 of Enclosure 2, applicable safety analyses were
performed incorporating the Unit No. 1 RSG design and using the applicable safety
analysis limits for the high-high water level for reactor trip setpoint and auxiliary
feedwater actuation. The applicable safety analyses show that acceptance criteria
were satisfied. Operability margin to trip analyses, as discussed in Section 3.2.1 of
Enclosure 2, shows that operability margin to the high-high water level turbine trip
and feedwater isolation actuation setpoint is acceptable for the Unit No. 1 RSG.
The analyses in Enclosure 2 demonstrate that the implementation of the Unit No. 1
RSGs and the incorporation of the associated high-high water level setpoint and
allowable value support -operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 at the EPU conditions.
These analyses performed for the EPU conditions bound and support operation at
the current licensed power level of 2689 MWt.

4.1.11.3 Steam Generator Level

The steam generator water level value used to verify steam generator operability in
Modes 4 and 5 was revised for the Unit No. I RSGs, which incorporate a larger
narrow range span than the Unit No. 1 OSGs. The revised value was calculated for
the Unit No. 1 RSG design to satisfy the functional requirement to have the water
level cover the top of the tube bundle so that the U-tubes are completely
submerged. Keeping the water level above the top of the tube bundle promotes the
capability of the steam generators to function as a heat sink to remove decay heat
in Modes 4 and 5 under either forced circulation or natural circulation conditions.
The confirmation of natural circulation capability for the EPU conditions bound.
and support operation at the current licensed power level of 2689 MWt.

4.1.12 Steam Generators

Enclosure 3, and Section 4.7.1 of Enclosure 2, provide descriptions of the Unit No.
1 RSG design, including design and analysis provisions in the areas of thermal-
hydraulic performance,. structural integrity, U-bend fatigue, tube wear, tube
plugging limit, and tube degradation. The Unit No. 1 RSGs have been designed
and analyzed for operation at the EPU conditions, which bound and support
operation at the current licensed power level of 2689 MWt. The analysis was
performed consistent with the guidance in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, "Bases
for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes (For Comment)," August
1976 (Reference 20) to justifyr the TS tube plugging limit of 40% wall thickhess.
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This steam generator model has been in service at the Farley Nuclear Plant since
the spring of 2000.

4.1.13 Seal Injection Flow

The proposed change to the seal injection TS will affect only the charging pump
discharge pressure requirement. The change will raise the minimum charging
pump discharge pressure required when establishing reactor coolant pump (RCP)
seal injection flow. The purpose of the change is to reflect the analytical resistance
used for the seal injection flow path. The seal injection line is not isolated during a
safety injection actuation and the flow to the RCP seals is not credited in the small
break LOCA analyses.

4.1.14 Reactor Coolant System Specific Activity (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.15 Secondary Coolant System Specific Activity (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.16 Welded Steam Generator Sleeves (EPU Section)

This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU
LAR. The information in this section is not applicable for the RSG LAR.

4.1.17 VIPRE

FENOC intends to use the VIPRE code at BVPS for DNB analysis for those
UFSAR transients and accidents for which DNB might be of concern. Typically
these events include:

* steam line break (Section 5.3.12 of Enclosure 2),

* rod withdrawal from subcritical or at power (Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 of
Enclosure 2),

* loss of forced reactor coolant flow (Sections 5.3.13 and 5.3.14 of
Enclosure 2),

* locked reactor coolant pump rotor or shaft break (Section 5.3.15 of
Enclosure 2),

* dropped rod/bank (Section 5.3.4 of Enclosure 2),

* startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump (Section 5.3.1 of Enclosure 2),
and
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a feedwater malfunction (Section 5.3.9 of Enclosure 2).

These events, excluding startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump, are presently
analyzed using the LOFTRAN, THINC-IV or FACTRAN codes, all of which have
been approved by the NRC staff. The THINC-IV code performs thermal/hydraulic
calculations within the fuel channels, including departure from nucleate boiling
ratio (DNBR) evaluation at the fuel pin surface. For calculations in which
transient heat conduction within the fuel pins is important, this calculation is
performed by FACTRAN, which describes the conductive heat transfer within the
fuel pin interior and the convective heat transfer at -the surface. Iteration may be
required between the two codes. Both the thermal/hydraulic and the
conduction/convection calculations are performed simultaneously in VIPRE. In
addition to the transients listed above, VIPRE can be used for calculations of the
core limits, which can be used for reactor setpoint analysis, such as
Overtemperature AT trip protection.

Inputs to VIPRE that describe the radial and axial power shapes, engineering hot
channel factors for enthalpy rise and heat flux are specific to the reactor core being
analyzed. These BVPS specific inputs are noted throughout Section 5.3 of
Enclosure 2. In using the THINC-IV code, the BVPS analysis applies a 5%
reduction factor to the flow entering the hot channel. This reduction factor for core
analyses is also used when using VIPRE.

The NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated January 19, 1999 (Reference 21) states
that a utility's use of VIPRE, as described in WCAP-14565-P-A (Reference 15)
may be approved by the NRC staff, and may be used to replace the THINC-IV and
FACTRAN computer codes in Westinghouse refueling methodology, provided the
specified four conditions are met. Each of the four conditions, and their
fulfillment, is addressed below.

Condition 1. "Selection of the appropriate critical heat flux (CHF) correlation,
DNBR limit, engineered hot channel factors for enthalpy rise and
other fuel-dependent parameters for a specific plant application should
be justified with each submittal."

This condition is met. Sections 5.3 and 6.1 of Enclosure 2 provide the appropriate
CHF correlation, DNBR limit, engineering hot channel factors for enthalpy rise
and other fuel-dependent parameters used in the BVPS EPU analysis.

Condition 2. "Reactor core boundary conditions determined using other computer
codes are generally input into VIPRE for reactor transient analysis.
These inputs include core inlet coolant flow and enthalpy, core
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average power, powershape and nuclear peaking factors. These inputs
should be justified as conservative for each use of VIPRE."

This condition is met. Sections 5.3 and 6.1 of Enclosure 2 provide the appropriate
reactor core boundary conditions determined using other computer codes that were
input into VIPRE for the reactor transient analysis. These conservative inputs
include the core inlet coolant flow and enthalpy, core average power, power shape
and nuclear peaking factors used in the BVPS EPU analysis.

Condition 3. "The NRC staff's generic SER for VIPRE set requirements for use of
new CHF correlations with VIPRE. Westinghouse has met these
requirements for using the WRB-1, WRB-2, and WRB-2M
correlations. The DNBR limit for WRB-1 and WRB-2 is 1.17. The
WIRB-2M correlation has a DNBR limit of 1.14. Use of other CHF
correlations not currently included in VIPRE will require additional
justification."

This condition is met. BVPS has met these requirements for using the WRB-1 and
WRB-2M correlations because the BVPS DNBR limit is maintained 2 1.17 for
WRB-1 and 2 1.14 for WRB-2M, as shown in the proposed change to TS 2.1.1.1.
In addition, the W-3 correlation can be used with VIPRE as described in the
Westinghouse response to *the NRC Supplemental Request for Additional
Information regarding WCAP-14565, Rev. 0.

Condition 4. "Westinghouse proposes to use the VIPRE code to evaluate fuel
performance following postulated design-basis accidents, including
beyond-CHF heat transfer conditions. These evaluations are
necessary to evaluate the extent of core damage and to ensure that-the
core maintains a coolable geometry in the evaluation of certain
accident scenarios. The NRC staff's generic review of VIPRE did not
extend to post CHF calculations. VIPRE does not model the time-
dependent physical changes that may occur within the fuel rods at
elevated temperatures. Westinghouse proposes to use conservative
input in order to account for these effects. The NRC staff requires
that appropriate justification be submitted with each usage of VIPRE
in the post-CHF region to ensure that conservative results are
obtained."

This condition is not applicable. This condition involves the use of VIPRE beyond
CHF heat transfer conditions. The BVPS EPU application does not use VIPRE for
such conditions.
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4.1.18 WRB-2M Correlation

The NRC Safety Evaluation Report dated December 1, 1998 (Reference 22) states
that a utility's use of WRB-2M correlation with a DNBR limit of 1.14 for plant
safety analyses, as described in WCAP-15025-P-A (Reference 10) may be
approved by the NRC staff, and may be used provided the specified four
conditions are met. Each of the four conditions, and their fulfillment, is addressed
below.

Condition 1. "Since WRB-2M was developed from test assemblies designed to
simulate Modified 17x17 Vantage 5H fuel, the correlation may only
be used to perform evaluation for fuel of that type without further
justification. Modified Vantage 5H fuel with or without modified
intermediate flow mixer grids may be evaluated with WRB-2M."

This condition is met. The structural mid-grid design used in the RFA fuel
assembly is a minor modification of the Modified Low Pressure Drop mid-grid that
was addressed in WCAP-15025-P-A for use with the WRB-2M DNB correlation.
The RFA mid-grid design was evaluated by means of the NRC-approved Fuel
Criteria Evaluation Process (FCEP) (Reference 23). By complying with the
requirements of FCEP, it has been demonstrated that the new mid-grid design
meets all design criteria of existing tested mid-grids that form the basis of the
WRB-2M correlation database and that the WRB-2M correlation with a 95/95
correlation limit of 1.14 applies to the new RFA mid-grid. As required by FCEP,
the Westinghouse notification to the NRC of the RFA mid-grid design
modifications and the validation of the WRB-2M DNB correlation applicability to
the RFA mid-grid was provided in written notification to the NRC (Reference 24).

Condition 2. "Since WRB-2M is dependent on calculated local fluid properties,
these should be calculated by a computer code that has been reviewed.
and approved by the NRC staff for that purpose. Currently WRB-2M
with a DNBR limit of 1.14 may be used with the THINC-IV computer
code. The use of VIPRE-01 by Westinghouse with WRB-2M is
currently under separate review."

This condition is met. For the RFA fuel in BVPS Unit 1, the analysis of the RFA
fuel was based on the VIPRE computer code (as licensed by Westinghouse in
Reference 15) and the WRB-2M DNB correlation with a 95/95 correlation limit of
1.14. The use of VIPRE by Westinghouse with WRB-2M was approved by the
NRC as part of Reference 21. As discussed for Condition 1, the Westinghouse
notification to the NRC of the validation of the WRB-2M DNB correlation
applicability to the RFA mid-grid was provided in Reference 24.
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Condition 3. "WRB-2M may be used for PWR plant analyses of steady state and
reactor transients other than loss of coolant accidents. Use of
WRB-2M for loss of coolant accident analysis will require additional
justification that the applicable NRC regulations are met and the
computer code used to calculate local fuel element thermal/hydraulic
properties has been approved for that purpose."

This condition is met. The WRB-2M correlation is not used for the loss of coolant
accident analysis of the RFA fuel in BVPS Unit 1.

Condition 4. "The correlation should not be used outside its range of applicability
defined by the range of the test data from which it was developed.
The range is listed in Table 1."

This condition is met.. Application of the WRB-2M correlation to the RFA fuel
upgrade in BVPS Unit 1 was consistent with the range of parameters specified in
Table 4-1 of WCAP-15025-P-A.

4.2 Radiological Analyses

Section 5.11 of Enclosure 2 documents the radiological analyses conducted to
support the RSGs. The revised radiological analyses utilize an expansion of the
selective implementation of the AST methodology and control room dispersion
atmospheric factors based on ARCON96 methodology. The AST methodology
was previously used in the fuel handling accident (Amendment 241, Reference 17)
and the loss-of-coolant and control rod ejection accidents (Amendment 257,
Reference 16).

The evaluation of the post accident radiological consequences demonstrate that
offsite and control room doses associated with accidents will be within the
acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 100 or .10 CFR 50.67 as supplemented by
Regulatory Guide 1.183 (Reference 1).

A detailed description of these analyses and station evaluations conducted in
support of the requested changes is provided in'Enclosure 2. The impact of the
proposed changes on other safety analyses and plant systems has also been
evaluated and demonstrates acceptable performance.

The proposed changes to the TSs allowing operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 with the
RSGs are based on the revised analyses and supporting evaluations documented in
Section 5.11 of Enclosure 2. These analyses and evaluations demonstrate the safe
operation of BVPS Unit No. I with the RSGs.
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4.3 Related Plant Modifications

The principal modifications planned to support implementation of the RSG LAR
analyses include:

1. Containment Conversion from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric design
basis including related modifications such as the addition of feedwater
isolation valves (FIVs) and auxiliary feedwater flow limiting venturies for
BVPS-1 (LAR 317 - Reference 4).

2. Replacement steam generators and narrow range level transmitters installed.

3. Replacement charging/safety injection pump rotating assemblies installed
with rebalancing the injection flows and extending the pump runout limit.

4. Replace or modify the Unit I Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT
instrumentation to incorporate lead/lag filters that accommodate the assumed
time constants.

5. Make RSG LAR instrumentation setpoint changes (includes revised reactor
trip system and engineered safety features actuation system setpoints).

6. Feedwater control valve trim changes. Note: the feedwater control valve
trim is scheduled for replacement during steam generator replacement
refueling outage and the RSG LAR analysis supports the new trim size.
However, the installation of the new trim is not required in order to maintain
the .RSG LAR safety analysis valid and hence, is not a required action in
order to implement the RSG LAR.

5.0 REGULATORY SAFETY ANALYSIS

The Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS) Technical Specification (TS) changes
requested include:

(a) revising fuel assembly specific departure from nucleate boiling ratios and
correlations;

(b) modifying Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT equations;

(c) revising the steam generator water level low-low and high-high setpoints;

(d) revising the required steam generator secondary side level in Modes 4 and 5;

(e) revising the steam generator TS to reflect the replacement steam generators;
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(f) revising the required charging pump discharge pressure for reactor coolant
pump seal injection flow; and

(g) adding WCAP-14565-P-A (VIPRE) and WCAP-15025-P-A (WRB-2M) to
the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5.

Although this License Amendment Request (LAR) does not request an increase in
the licensed maximum power level, the safety analyses used to support this LAR
were based on a proposed increase in the licensed maximum power level
previously requested in an extended power uprate (EPU) LAR. These safety
analyses are conservative and bounding for operation of the replacement steam
generators (RSG) at the current licensed maximum power level. The requested
changes are related to the revised analyses, including an expansion of the selective
implementation of the Alternative 'Source Terms (AST) methodology, and the
necessary proposed changes to the TSs.

Two changes to the BVPS licensing basis that are not directly reflected in the TSs,
but require NRC approval, are an expansion of the selective implementation of the
AST methodology of Regulatory Guide 1.183, "Alternative Radiological Source
Terms for-Evaluating Design Basis Accidents at Nuclear Power Reactors", and use
of the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model for mass and energy (M&E) releases for
a main steamline break outside containment.

To address the accident dose analyses impact of RSG, bounding analyses were
performed at 2900 MWt utilizing the AST methodology. To address the M&E
releases for main steamline break outside containment a analysis was performed at
2900 MWt utilizing thel 979 ANS Decay Heat + 2cr model.

The expansion of the selective implementation AST, as defined in Section 1.2.2 of
Regulatory Guide 1.183 includes all accidents impacted by the RSGs. Section 5.11
of Enclosure 2 discusses the' impact of RSGs, on the site boundary and control
room doses for the applicable accidents listed below.

(a) Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)

(b) Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) outside containment

(c) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

(d) Locked Rotor Accident (LRA)

(e) Loss of AC Power (LACP)

(f) Small Line Break (SLB) outside containment
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It is noted that the CREA is addressed in this application by reference only, since
the accident analysis was performed assuming RSGs and EPU conditions and
approved by License Amendment No. 257. The Loss of. Coolant Accident
(LOCA) and the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) are not impacted by the RSGs and
have been approved for BVPS Unit No. 1 by license amendments 257 and 241,
respectively.

Core decay heat generation assumed in calculating the steamline break mass and
energy (M&E) releases is based on the. 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model,
ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979, "American National Standard for Decay Heat Power in
Light Water Reactors," August 1979. The existing analysis assumed the use of the
1971 standard (+20% uncertainty) for the decay heat. The use of the 1979 version
represents a deviation from the .current licensing-basis MSLB M&E releases
outside containment analysis for BVPS Unit No. 1.

The 1979 decay heat model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other
analyses for BVPS Unit 1. The analyses are LOCA and MSLB inside containment
which are pending NRC approval in a previously submitted BVPS Unit 1 LAR to
revise the BVPS Unit 1 containment to an atmospheric design. Use of the model
for LOCA M&E releases has been approved by the NRC, i.e.,. WCAP-10326-A
(Nonproprietary), "Westinghouse LOCA Mass & Energy Release Model for
Containment Design - March 1979 Version." Use of the model for MSLB outside
containment M&E releases is being submitted for NRC review and approval in this
RSG LAR. Use of the 1979 model has been approved by the NRC for similar
applications on other plants.

5.1 No Significant Hazards Consideration

FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) has evaluated whether
or not a significant hazards consideration is involved with the proposed
amendments by focusing on the three standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92,
"Issuance of amendment", as discussed below:

1. Does the proposed change involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated?

Response: No. The proposed changes will not involve a significant increase
in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

The safety and radiological dose consequence analyses confirmed that safety
analysis and dose consequence analysis acceptance criteria will be satisfied
for the Model 54F BVPS Unit No. 1 replacement steam generators,
including changes to reactor core safety limits, reactor trip system (RTS) and
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engineered safety features actuation system (ESFAS) setpoints, and other
safety analysis inputs related to the proposed changes. The analyses are
conservative and bounding with respect to operation with RSGs at the
current licensed maximum power level.

For the purpose of this evaluation, the proposed changes to Technical
Specifications 3.4.1.3, Reactor Coolant System Shutdown, and 3.4.5, Steam
Generators, which will directly address the new Unit No. 1 replacement
steam generators (RSG) can be grouped into the following areas::

(a) The first area of change is to remove the references to repair of tubes
by sleeving since they are not applicable to the RSG tubes.

The accidents of interest are tube rupture and steam line break. A
reduction in tube integrity could increase the possibility of a tube
rupture accident and increase the consequences of a steam line break.
The tubing in the RSGs is designed and evaluated consistent with the
margins of safety specified in the ASME Code, Section III. The
program for periodic inservice inspection provides sufficient time to
take proper and timely corrective action if tube degradation is present.
The basis for the 40% through wall plugging limit is applicable to the
RSGs just as it was to the original steam generators (OSG). An
analysis has been performed consistent with the guidance in Draft
Regulatory Guide 1.121 to justify the applicability of the 40% through
wall plugging limit. As a result, there is no reduction in tube integrity
for the RSGs.

Elimination of the repair option and the associated references to repair
of the OSG tubes is an administrative adjustment since the sleeve
design is not applicable to the. RSGs. The elimination of the repair
option does not alter the requirements for inservice inspection or
reduce the plugging limit for the RSG tubes.

(b) The second area of change is to remove the references to voltage-
based repair criteria on tube-to-tube support plate intersections since
they are not applicable to the RSG tubes.

Elimination of the repair option and the associated references to repair
of the OSG tubes is an administrative adjustment since the voltage
based repair criteria is not applicable to the RSGs. The elimination of
the repair option does not alter the requirements for inservice
inspection or reduce the plugging limit for the RSG tubes.
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(c) The third area of change is to update the wording and content of the
TS to provide clarification and to incorporate wording enhancements
consistent with the updates made to the subject TS for several other
plants that have replaced steam generators. An update in this area
includes the addition of a "Note" to exempt the RSGs from inservice
inspection requirements during the steam generator replacement
outage. Since the RSGs will be subjected to a preservice inspection
prior to installation, there is no need to perform inservice inspection
following installation.

The changes to update the wording and content of the TS to provide
clarification and to incorporate wording enhancements are
administrative changes that provide clarifications. These changes do
not alter the requirements for inservice inspection or the plugging
limit for the tubes.

(d) The fourth area of change is to revise the steam generator water
levels.

The proposed steam generator water level setpoint changes do not
impact the initiation of accidents; therefore, they do not involve an
increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The
proposed changes do impact the safety analyses for accidents that
credit the applicable trips and associated system actions; however,
they do not alter these accidents or the associated accident acceptance
criteria. The safety analyses for these accidents have been performed
at 2900 MWt (which is conservative and bounding for the current
licensed power level of 2689 MWt) and show acceptable results.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a significant increase
in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

The proposed change to steam generator water level used to 'verify
steam generator operability in Modes 4 and 5, i.e., TS 3.4.1.3, does
not impact the initiation of accidents; therefore, it does not involve an
increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The
proposed change does not alter the safety analyses for accidents or the
associated accident, acceptance criteria. Therefore, the proposed
change does not involve a significant increase in the consequences of
an accident previously evaluated.

The proposed changes, due to the replacement steam generators, do
not alter the requirements for tube inspection, tube integrity, or tube
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plugging limit; therefore, they do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Use of the VIPRE computer code and the WRB-2M correlation at BVPS for
departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) analysis for those Updated Final
Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) transients and accidents for which DNB
might be a concern will not involve a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated for the following
reasons. The code and correlation are evaluation tools that are independent
of the probability of an accident.. Use of the code and correlation establish
DNB limits such that core damage will not occur during postulated design
basis accidents. Thus, use of: the code and correlation will not involve a
significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

Use of the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2G model for MSLB outside
containment M&E releases will not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated because the
model is not an accident initiator.

The remaining changes, which include the changes to the Overtemperature
AT and Overpower AT equations, the change to the charging pump

-J discharge pressure and the additions of WCAP-14565-P-A and WCAP-
15025-P-A to the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5, will not
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated because none of the changes are accident
initiators.

The RSG radiological analysis reflects an expansion of the selective
application of the AST methodology and incorporation of the ARCON96
methodology for on-site atmospheric dispersion factors. The radiological
analysis concludes that normal operation of BVPS Unit No. 1 with the RSGs
with an atmospheric containment will not impact the unit's compliance with
the normal operation operator exposure limits set forth in 10 CFR 20, or the
public exposure limits set forth in 10 CFR 20, 10 CFR 50, Appendix I and
40 CFR 190, or with the post-accident exposure limits set forth by 10 CFR
100 or 10 CFR 50.67, as supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.183, for the
plant operator and the public.

The effects on accident radiation dose considered the replacement of the
Unit No. 1 steam generators, a core power level to 2900 MWt,
incorporation of the ARCON96 methodology and the expansion of the
selective implementation of the AST methodology. None of these changes
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are initiators of any design basis accident or event, and therefore, will not
increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated. The
probability of any evaluated accident or event is independent of these
changes.

These proposed changes required alteration of some assumptions previously
made in the radiological consequence evaluations. The assumption
alterations were necessary to reflect the replacement steam generators for
Unit No. 1 and the incorporation of the ARCON96 and AST methodologies.
These changes were evaluated for their effect on accident dose
consequences. The updated dose- consequence analyses demonstrate
compliance with the limits set forth for AST applications in 10 CFR 50.67,
as supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.183 or 10 CFR 100.

Therefore, in conclusion, none of the proposed changes involve a significant
increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated, and the dose
consequences remain within the allowable limits set forth for AST
applications in 10 CFR 50.67, as supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.183
or 10 CFR 100.

2. Does the proposed change create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated?

Response: No. The proposed change will not create the possibility of a new
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

The areas of changes described previously for the Unit No. I RSGs do not
adversely affect the design or function of any other safety-related
component. With respect to postulated accident conditions, the OSGs and
the RSGs are the same. There is no mechanism to create a new or different
kind of accident for the.RSGs by eliminating repair criteria or by clarifying
the applicability of inservice inspection requirements because a baseline of
tube conditions is established and plugging limits are maintained to ensure
that defective tubes are identified and removed from service.

The proposed changes to steam generator water level setpoints, and the
steam generator water level used to verify steam generator operability in
Modes 4 and 5 do not impact the initiation of accidents. They do not alter
the accidents that credit the associated trips or accident acceptance criteria.
Therefore, the proposed changes do not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.
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The proposed changes do not alter the requirements for tube inspection, tube
integrity, or tube plugging limit; therefore, they do not create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

Use of the VIPRE computer code and the WRB-2M correlation at BVPS
will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated because the code and correlation are
evaluation tools. They are not accident initiators. Thus, their use can not
create a new or different kind of accident.

Use of the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model for MSLB outside
containment M&E releases will not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated because
the model does not alter how any equipment is operated.

The remaining changes, which include the changes to the Overtemperature
AT and Overpower AT equations, the change to the charging pump
discharge pressure and the additions of WCAP-14565-P-A and WCAP-
15025-P-A to the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5, will not
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated because these changes do not alter how any
equipment is operated.

The radiological changes will not create the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any previously evaluated because they do not affect
how components or systems are operated, nor do they create new
components or systems failure modes.

Therefore, in conclusion, none of the proposed changes create the possibility
of a new or different kind of accident from any previously evaluated.

3. Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety?

Response: No. The proposed changes will not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

The steam generator tube integrity provides the margin of safety. The tubing
in the RSGs is designed and evaluated consistent with the margins of safety
specified in the ASME Code, Section III. The program for periodic
inservice inspection provides sufficient time to take proper and timely
corrective action if tube degradation is present.

The basis for the 40% through wall plugging limit is applicable to the RSGs
just as it was to the OSGs. A Regulatory Guide 1.121 analysis was
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performed to confirm the applicability of the 40% through wall plugging
limit. As a result, there is no reduction in tube integrity for the RSGs.

The proposed changes to steam generator water level setpoints do not alter
the reactor trip system/engineered safety feature actuation system setpoint
analysis methodology, or the associated accident analysis methodology or
acceptance criteria. The safety analyses for these accidents have been
performed at a power level of 2900 MWt (which is conservative and
bounding for the current licensed power level of 2689 MWt) and show
acceptable results. Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety.

The proposed change to the steam generator water level used to verify steam
generator operability in Modes 4 and 5 does not alter the steam generator
water level uncertainty and setpoint analysis methodology or the associated
natural circulation analysis methodology or acceptance criteria. Therefore,
the proposed change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

The changes to update the wording and content of the TS to provide
clarification and to incorporate wording enhancements are administrative
changes that provide clarifications.

The proposed changes do not alter the requirements for tube integrity, tube
inspection or tube plugging limit; therefore, they do not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

Use of the VIPRE computer code and the WRB-2M correlation at BVPS
will not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety because the
code and correlation are used to establish a margin of safety previously
approved by the NRC such that core damage will not occur.

Use of the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model for MSLB outside
containment M&E releases will not involve a significant reduction in a
margin of safety because the results of the subject accident have been shown
to produce acceptable results.

The remaining changes, which include the changes to the Overtemperature
AT and Overpower AT equations, the change to the charging pump
discharge pressure and the additions of WCAP-14565-P-A and WCAP-
15025-P-A to the list of NRC approved methodologies in TS 6.9.5, will not
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety because they are being
made to maintain the existing margin of safety.
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The radiological changes will not involve a significant reduction in a margin
of safety because BVPS compliance with the limits set forth in 10 CFR 20,
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, 40 CFR 190, 10 CFR 100 and 10 CFR 50.67, as
supplemented by Regulatory Guide 1.183, will be maintained following
approval of the requested changes.

A FENOC assessment of the cumulative effect of the proposed changes
provides reasonable expectation that collectively they will not result in a
significant reduction in the overall margin of. safety. The results of the
analyses demonstrate that the applicable design and safety criteria and
regulatory requirements will continue to be met following approval of the
proposed changes.

Therefore, in conclusion, none of the proposed changes involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety.

Based on the above, FENOC concludes that the proposed amendments present no
significant hazards consideration under the standards set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c),
and, accordingly, a finding of "no significant hazards consideration" is justified.

5.2 Applicable Regulatory Requirements/Criteria

A review of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear
Power Plants" (Reference 25), was conducted to assess the potential impact
associated with the proposed changes. The following table lists the General
Design Criteria (GDC) potentially impacted. An assessment was made of
the need for a modification to the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) description of BVPS design conformance to the GDC.

General Design Criteria
4 Environmental and dynamic effects design bases
10 Reactor design
12 Suppression of reactor power oscillations.
13 Instrumentation and control.
14 Reactor coolant pressure boundary
15 Reactor coolant system design
16 Containment design
19 Control room
20 Protection system functions
21 Protection systems reliability and testability
22 Protection system independence
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General Design Criteria
23 Protection system failure modes
24 Separation of protection and control systems
25 Protection system requirements for reactivity control malfunctions
26 Reactivity control system redundancy and capability
29 Protection against anticipated operational occurrences
30 Quality of reactor coolant pressure boundary
31 Fracture prevention of reactor coolant pressure boundary
32 Inspection of reactor coolant pressure boundary
35 Emergency core cooling
60 Control of releases of radioactive materials to the environment.

5.2.1 Discussion of Impacts

An assessment of the proposed changes concluded that there are no
exceptions to any of the listed GDCs, and that there is no impact on the
BVPS design conformance descriptions in the Unit No. I UFSAR.

5.2.2 Conclusions

In conclusion, based on the considerations discussed above, (1) there is
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will not be
endangered by operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations, and (3) the
issuance of the amendment will not be inimical to the common defense and
security or to the health and safety of the public.

6.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATION

A review has determined that the proposed amendment- would change a
requirement with respect to installation or use of a facility component located
within the restricted area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, or would change an inspection
or surveillance requirement. However, the proposed amendment does not involve
(i) a significant hazards consideration, (ii) a significant change in the types or
significant increase in the amounts of any effluent that may be released offsite, or
(iii) a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation
exposure. Accordingly, the proposed amendment meets the eligibility criterion for
categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22 (c)(9). Therefore, pursuant to
10 CFR 51.22 (b), no environmental impact statement or environmental
assessment need be prepared in connection with the proposed amendment.
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS

2.1 SAFETY LIMITS

REACTOR CORE

2.1.1 The combination of THERMAL POWER, pressurizer pressure, and
the highest operating loop coolant temperature (Tav) shall not
exceed the limits specified. in the COLR; and the following Safety
Limits shall not be exceeded:

'' Z --2 .l.'1 The depa ture from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) shall'be

maintained 2 1.17 for WRB-1 DNB correlation for Vantage SH (VSH) fuel

assemblies, and 2 1.14 for WRB-2M DNB correlation for Robust Fuel
Assemblies (RFA).

2.1.1.2 The peak fuel centerline temperature shall be maintained

• 47000F.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

ACTION:

If Safety Limit 2.1.1 is violated, restore compliance and be in HOT
STANDBY within 1 hour.

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM PRESSURE

2.1.2 The Reactor Coolant System pressure shall not exceed 2735
psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

ACTION:

MODES 1 and 2

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded
2735 psig, be in HOT -STANDBY with the Reactor Coolant
System pressure within its limit within 1 hour.

MODES 3, 4 and 5

Whenever the Reactor Coolant System pressure has exceeded
2735 psig, reduce the Reactor Coolant System pressure to
within its limit within 5 minutes.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 2-1 Amendment No. 249 |
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

wnohtrnn MTn oVe"CuM Tmqn~timrrnTnu
-aJ r O C fl * boJnWvrlCOS i VN

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

MINIMUM
CHANNELS CHANNELS
TO TRIP OPERABLE

ALLOWABLE
VALU

APPLICABLE
MODESFUNCTIONAL UNIT ACTION

7. Overtemperature AT

8. Overpower AT

9. Pressurizer Pressure-Low
(Above Pz7)

10. Pressurizer. Pressure-High

11. Pressurizer Water Level-
High (Above P-7)

12. Loss of Flow - Single Loop
(Above P-8)

3 2

23

3 2

2

2

2

2

2

2/loop in
each
operating
loop

See Table
Notation (A)

See Table
Notation (B)

2 1941 psig

• 2389 psig

s 92.5V of
instrument span

2 89.8t of
indicated loop
flow

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1, 2

1.

7.' -

7

7

7

7

7

3

3

2

2

3/loop

13. Loss of Flow - Two Loops
(Above P-7 and below P-8)

14. Steam Generator Water
Level-Low-Low
(Loop Stop Valves Open)

3/loop

3/loop

2/loop in
any
operating
loop

2/loop in
two
operating
loops

2/loop

2/loop 2 89.8v of
each indicated loop
operating flow
loop

2/loop 2 14X6;3.A_ of

narrow range
instrument span-

' each steam
generator

1 7.

1, 2 7

tI

, I

. i

l
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TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION

(1) Trip function may be manually bypassed in this Mode above P-10..

(2) Trip function may be manually bypassed in this Mode above P-6.

(3) With the reactor trip system breakers in the closed position and
the control rod drive system capable of rod withdrawal.

(8) In this condition, source range Function does not provide reactor
trip but does provide indication.

(A): Overtemperature AT

The Overtemperature AT Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the
following nominal trip setpoint by more than 0.5k AT.span for the AT
channel, 0.5% AT span. for the Tavg channel, 0.5% AT span for the
Pressurizer Pressure channel and 0.5% AT span for the f(AI) channel.

AT AT0 [K1-K2 (X+TIS)[T T- ] +K (P -P')f()] |___ |

where: AT is measured RCS AT, IF. |__ l_5S

ATo is loop specific indicated AT at RATED THERMAL POWER, OF.

___T is measured RCS average temperature, OF.

_ T' is Tavg at RATED THERMAL POWER specified in the COLR.

P is measured pressurizer pressure, psia.

P' is nominal pressurizer pressure specified in the COLR.

1+271S is the function generated by the lead-lag compensator

1+T2S for Tag9.

T1 & '2 are the time constants utilized in the lead-lag
compensator for Tavg specified in the COLR.

1 is the function generated by the lag compensator for

(1 +r4S) measured-AT.

1 . is the function generated by the lag compensator for

(1 + r5 S) m



.areJthetime constants utilized in the lag
9QmPienft r the AT and aive
S~ecified in the COLR.

S is the Laplace transform operator, sec 1

K1 is specified in the COLR.

K2 is specified in the COLR.

K3 isspecified in the COLR.

f(AI) is a function of the indicated difference between top
and bottom detectors of the power-range nuclear ion
chambers as specified in the COLR.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 3/4 3-5 Amendment No. t3-9



TABLE 3.3-1 (Continued)

TABLE NOTATION (Continued)

(B): Overpower AT

The Overpower AT Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the
following nominal trip setpoint by more than 0.5% AT span for the AT
channel and 0.5t AT span for the Tavg channel.

J ATO [K4 Ks( +r3S 6 [T

where: *AT is measured RCS AT, IF.

ATo is loop specific indicated AT at RATED THERMAL POWER, OF.

r4 S) T is measured RCS average temperature, OF.

- TR is Tavg at RATED THERMAL POWER specified in the COLR.

K4 is specified in the'COLR.

K5 is specified in the COLR.

K6 is specified in the COLR.

T3S is the function generated by the rate lag compensator
1+rS for Tavg.

3 is the time constant utilized in the rate lag compensator
for Tavg specified in the COLR.

I____ is the functibng qnrt Lby-the lagqcompensato-foar

(1 +r4S) meas e

1 is the function Qenerated by-thela-a-compenssator fox
(1 + r5S) measured lk

3 L4 are the time constants utilized in the laa
compensators for the AT and Tavp, respectively,
specified in the COLR.

S is the Laplace transform operator, sec

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 3/4 3-5a Amendment No. 23,9 I
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Draft Page reflects changes from
Unit 1 LAR 317 and 327.

TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLE

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

APPLICABLE
MODESFUNCTIONAL UNIT

4. STEAM LINE ISOLATION

ACTION

a. Manual 2/steam
line

1/steam 2/operat-
line ing steam

line

Not Applicable 1, 2, 3 18

b. Automatic Actuation
Logic

c. Containment Pressure
Intermediate -High-High

d. Steamline Pressure-Low

e. Steamline Pressure Rate-
High Negative

2 1 2

2

Not Applicable

! 7.33 psig.3. 2

1, 2, 3

1, 2, 3

1 , 2,
3(1)

3(2)

13

14

14

14

3/loop

3/loop

2/loop 2/loop 2 495.8 psig
any loop any loop steamline pressure

2/loop
any loop

2/operat- s 104.2 psi with
ing loop a time constant

2 50 seconds

5. TURBlINE TRIP & FEEDWATER
ISOLATION

a. Steam Generator Water
Level--High-High, P-14

3/loop 2Zloop
in any
operating
loop

2/loop
in each
operating
loop

• 6#4-T49.2V of
narrow range
instrument span
each steam
generator

1, 2, 3 14 * I
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TABLE 3.3-3 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION

TOTAL NO.
OF CHANNELS

CHANNELS
TO TRIP

MINIMUM
CHANNELS
OPERABLEFUNCTIONAL UNIT

ALLOWABLE
VALUE

APPLICABLE
MODES ACTION

7. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

a. Steam Gen. Water Level-
Low-Low (Loop Stop
Valves Open)

i. Start Turbine Driven 3/stm. gen.
Pump

2/stm.
gen. any
stm. gen.

2/stm.
gen.

2 1L.6 1% of
narrow range
instrument span
each steam
generator

1, 2, 3 14 I

ii. Start Motor Driven
Pumps

b. Undervoltage-RCP (Start
Turbine Driven Pump)

3/stm. gen.
any 2'stm.
gen.

2/stm.
gen. any
2 stm.
gen.

2/stm.
gen.

2 S of
narrow range
instrument span
each steam
generator

1, 2, 3 14 I

(3)-1/bus 2 2 > 71.2k rated RCP
bus voltage

14

c. S.I. (Start All
Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps)

See 1 above (all S.I. initiating functions and requirements)

d. (Deleted)

e. Trip of Main Feedwater
Pumps (Start Motor
Driven Pumps)

l/pump ; 1 1 Not Applicable 1, 2, 3 18

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 3/4 3-19a Amendment No.



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION:

a. With less than the above required loops OPERABLE,
immediately initiate corrective action' to return the
required loops to OPERABLE status as soon as possible; be
in COLD SHUTDOWN within 20 hours.

b. With no coolant loop in operation, suspend all operation.
involving a reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor
Coolant system and immediately initiate corrective, action
to return the required coolant loop to operation.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1.3.1 The required residual heat removal loop(s) shall be
determined OPERABLE per Specification 4.0.5.

4.4.1.3.2 The required reactor coolant pump(s), if not in
operation, shall be determined to be OPERABLE once per 7 days by
verifying correct breaker alignments and indicated power
availability.

4.4.1.3.3 The required steam generator(s) shall be determined
OPERABLE by verifying secondary side level equivalent -reater than or
gul~to 44al; narrow range at least once per 12.hours.

4.4.1.3.4 At least one coolant loop shall be verified to be in
operation and circulating reactor coolant at least once per 12 hours.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 3/4 4-2d. Amendment No. Gus- 1



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

3/4.4.5 STEAM GENERATORS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.4.5 Each steam generator shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTION:

With one or more steam generators inoperable, restore the inoperable
generator(s) to OPERABLE status prior to increasing Tavg above 2000F.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

.4.4.5.1 Steam Generator Sample. Selection and Inspection - Each
steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE during shutdown by
selecting and inspecting at least the minimum number of steam
generators specified in Table 4.4-1.

4.4.5.2 Steam Generator Tube Sample Selection and Inspection - The
steam generator tube minimum sample size, inspection result
classification, and -the corresponding action required shall be as
specified in Table 4.4-2. The inservice inspection of steam
generator tubes shall be performed at the frequencies specified in
Specification 4.4.5.3 and the inspected tubes shall be verified
acceptable per the acceptance criteria of Specification 4.4.5.4.
Steam generator tubes shall be examined in accordance with Article 8
of Section V ("Eddy current Examination of Tubular Products") and
Appendix IV to Section XI ("Eddy Current Examination of
Nonferromagnetic Steam Generator. Heat Exchanger Tubing") of the
applicable year and addenda of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code required by l0CFR50, Section 50.55a(g). When applying the
cceeptiens of 1.4.5.2.a through .14.5.2.e, previous defeets er
imperzcetionc in the area repaired by sleeving arc nct considered an
area requiring reinspection. The tubes selected for each inservice
inspection shall include at least 3 percent of the total number of
tubes in all steam generators; the tubes selected for these
inspections shall be selected on a random basis except:

a. Where experience in similar plants with similar water.
chemistry indicates critical areas to be inspected, then at
least 50 percent of the tubes inspected shall be from these
critical areas.

b. The first sample of tubes selected for each inservice
inspection (subsequent to the preservice inspection) of
each steam generator shall include:

1. All nonplugged tubes that previously had 'detectable
wall penetrations greater than 20 percent, and
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

2. Tubes in those areas where experience has indicated
potential problems, and

-. ,empt for Alley 800 leak limiting leeves, at least
3 perecnt of the total number of sleeved tubes in all
three Steam generators. A sample sizc less. than
3 perecnt is aceeptable provided all the sleaved tubes
in the tetam generator (s) examined during the
refueling outage arc inspected. All inrrvoicc Alloy
800 lcake limiting sleeves shall be inspected ever- the
full length using a plus point eeil or equivalen-t
qualified technique during eaeh refueling eutage.
These inspections will inelude both the tube and -th
sleeve, and

4-. A tube inspection pursuant to Specification
4.4.5.4.a.8 shall be.nerford on-each ed tube.
If any selected tube does not permit the passage of
the eddy current probe for a tube or sleeve
inspection, this shall be recorded and an adjacent
tube shall be selected and subjected to a tube
inspection.

5. indieatiens loft in s 1rvie as a roeult _ f applieatien
of the tube support plate voltage based repair:
criteria (4.4.S .a.10) shall be inspected by bobbin
coil probe during all future refueling outages.

c. The tubes selected as the second and third samples (if
required by Table 4.4-2) during each inservice inspection
may be subjected to a partial tube inspection provided:

1. The tubes selected for these samples incflude the tubes
from those areas of the tube sheet array where tubes
with imperfections were previously found, and

2. The inspections include those portions of the tubes
where imperfections were previously found.

I

- -generator tube to tubc upport
plate repair critor-ia requir a 100 perecnt bobbin coil
inspection for hot leg and cold leg tube support plate
inter-seetiens dowrn to 'the lewest cold leg tube supper-t
plate with knewn eutside diameter otreso eerrco i-ncrckn
(eD C--A) indieation4. The dAtrmination of the Aewest cold
leg tube support plate intersections having ODSCC
indications shall be based on the performance of at least a

full leng-th-.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

e-3 Implementatien of the steam generator WEXTEX ezxpanded
regien Inspeetien methedelegy (N+ A) recuainr a 100 pircent
rotating probe inspectien of the hot leg tubecheet WN
distanee.

The results of each sample inspection shall be classified into one of
the following three categories:

Categorv Inspection Results

C-1 Less than 5 percent of the total tubes
inspected are degraded tubes and none of
the inspected tubes are defective.

C-2 One or more tubes, but not more than
1 percent of the total tubes. inspected are
defective, or between 5 percent and
10 percent of the total tubes inspected are
degraded tubes.

C-3 More than 10 percent of the total tubes
inspected are degraded tubes or more than
1 percent of the inspected tubes are
defective.

Note: In all inspections, previously degraded tubes or sleeves
must exhibit significant (greater than 10 percent) further
wall penetrations to be included in the above percentage
calculations.

4.4.5.3 Inspection Frecnuencies - The above required inservice
inspections of steam generator tubes shall be performed at the
following frequencies: m

a. The first inservice inspection pf- the Model. - 4Fsteam
generators-shall -be performed after 6 Effective Full Power
Months but within 24 calendar months of initial
criticality foJowinsteanm-generator rexlacement.
Subsequent inservice inspections shall be performed at
intervals of not less than 12 nor more than 24 calendar
months after the previous inspection. - If two consecutive
inspections fvlewing ocrvioe under All Vlatile Tre -1 ent-
(AVT) conditions, not including the preservice inspection,
result in all inspection results falling into the C-1
category or if two consecutive inspections demonstrate
that previously observed degradation has not continued and
no additional degradation has occurred, the inspection
interval may be extended to a maximum of once per
40 months.

N.Aote: Inservice if~etion- nQ Ceird durinqthe__st~eamn
geneat~rj~a~ent outacse,

(a) Applieable e nly t_ Cyele 17.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. If the results of the inservice inspection of a steam
generator conducted in accordance with Table 4.4-2

raqir~ia thitrd sample inspeetien whese results fall int-o
Category C-3, the inspection frequency shall be increased
to at least once per 20 months. The increase in
inspection frequency shall apply until athg subsequent
inspections satisfy the criteria of specificatin
A.4.5.3.a: the interval may then be extended to a maimu
of once per 40 months demenstrates that a third Sample
inspection is net required.

c.. Additional, unscheduled inservice inspections shall be
performed on each steam generator in accordance with the
first sample inspection specified in Table 4.4-2 during
the shutdown subsequent to any of the following
conditions:

1. Primary-to-secondary tube leaks (not including leaks
originating from tube-to-tube sheet welds) in excess
of the limits of Specification 3.4.6.2,

2. A seismic occurrence greater than the Operating Basis
Earthquake,

3. A loss-of-coolant accident requiring actuation of the
engineered safeguards, or

4. A main steamline or feedwater line break.

4.4.5.4 Acceptance Criteria

a. As used in this Specification:

1. Imperfection means an exception to the dimensions,
finish or contour of a tube or sleeve from that
required by fabrication drawings or specifications.
Eddy-current *testing indications below 20 percent of
the nominal tube. wall thickness, if detectable, may
be considered as imperfections.

2. Degradation means a service-induced cracking,
wastage, wear or general corrosion occurring on
either inside or outside of a tubec-r sleeve.

3. Degraded Tube means a tube or sleeve containing
imperfections greater than or equal to 20 percent of
the nominal wall thickness caused by degradation.

4. Percent Degradation means the percentage of the tube
or sleave wall thickness affected or removed by
degradation.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)'

5. Defect means an imperfection of such severity that it
exceeds the plugging or repair limit. A tube I
containing a defect is defective. Any tube which
does not permit the passage of the eddy-current
inspection probe shall be deemed a defective tube.

6 . Plucdinq or Recair Limit means the imperfection depth
at or beyond which the tube shall be removed from
service by plugging or repaired by sleeving in the
affeeted area because it may become unserviceable
prior to the next inspection. The DllungingfQlimiltis
=iual to the 40 peent of the noinal tube11
thickness.,Thc- plugging or repair limit imperfeetion
depths are speeified in perentage of nominal wallI
thielenes as felloewo.;

a) Original tube wall

1.0) Thia definition docs not apply to tube
aupport plate interocetions for which thc
veltage based repair critcria arc being
applied. Refer to 4.1.5.4.a.10 for the
repair limit appliceblc to these
interseetions.

-2---)-~This definitien does net apply te service
indueed degradation identified in the W'
distance. £crvicc induzed degradation
identified in the W+ diotanee or less than
e ight in.hes elclw the tAp _f tube AheetA

(TTC), which cvcr is greater, shall be
ropa-ird.eon detcetion.

b) APB Combustion Engineering TIC welded
sleeve wall 2

_) Wstinghue laser welded sleeve wall 2. e

I

. . , .. .

ve.d1) I Wi-tinoahouis A44nv 800 lca3c limitin^o Glei…
.- _ -_ -- _ A - A4 T _ -- -A \_ - vA
Plug en ndeteetin no fany yezrviee oinduee

imperfecetion, degradation or def ee in the
o(a) )leeve and/or (b) prscsure boundary portion
of the original tube wall in the sleevv/tubev
assembly (i.c., the sleeve te tube joint).

7. Unserviceable describes the condition of a tube if it
leaks or contains a'defect large enough to affect its
structural integrity in the event of an Operating
Basis Earthquake, a loss-of-coolant accident, or a
steamline or feedwater line break as specified in
4.4.5.3.c, above.

(a) Applieable only te Gyele 17.
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RE;AGTOnR COOLANT SYSTEM I

CURAFEILLT.NCE REQUIREMIENTS CGent!inUeG)

8. Tube Inspection means an inspection of the steam
generator tube from the point of entry (hot-leg side)
completely around the U-bend to the top support of
the cold-leg ox ding the pertion ef the tube
within the tubenheet belew the 1N' distanee, the tube
to -tubesheet weld andtetb n xese.Ti
oemlusion is applicablc only to Cyclc 17. Thin
exelunsien de._ net apply te steam gnerater tubes
with ocyon installed within the tubesheet region.

I I ._
!. TUOe RcPair refero to s1eeving wnionh is used to

maintain a tube in serviee cr rcturn a tube to
rv. h ineludes the e1 val of plugs that-

were installed as a correetive or preventive measure.
The following sleeve designo have .been found
aeeeptabe-.

a) ABB Coenbustien Engineering TIC Welded Sleevesn,
CEN 629 P, Revinion 02 and CEN 629 P Addendum 1.

b) Weotingheune lasr welded sleeves, WcAP 1348i3--,
Revision 1.

e) Westingheuse Alloy 800 lp;;k limfiting sleeves,-
Wc'P 1n919 P, Rrvinion 00.n_ :

-m<. nn- _,. - .n __:__ . .... * : .; _ I =_ - .

1u. UDc Suppert Plate rLUqqliq Lfmlt 1s usca Eor tnc
dinporition of an alley 6OO steam senzrator tube for
continued iorvico that is experien-ing predominantly
axially oriented outcide diametcr otreso corro-ion

_raking eenfined within theo thieolms of the tube
cupport platca. At tube cupport plate intersection',
thc plugging (repair) limit is based on maintaining
stcam generator tube ccrviccability as described
belewi.

a) Steam genrator tubes, whose degradati-en i

attributed to cutside diametor otrcss corrosion
cracking within the bounds of the tubc support
platc with bobbin voltagon loos than or equal to
2.0 volts will be allcwed to remain in ocrvicc.

b) Steam generator tubes, whene degradation i
attributed to oeutnide diameter stress corrosien
craccing within the boundz of the tube support
plate with a bobbin voltagc grcatcr than 2.0
voltc will be repaired or plugged, cxeept as
,,notnd in 1d 4 a P 3 cm bLo~w.

(3) Applieable only to Cyele 17.
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REACTOR . GLZA.T NT Y CT-EM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

_ \ A ^ - . I . 1. . .
e) Steam generatr tubes, Witn inaiatiens o_

petential degradation attributed te eut ide
diametcr otrcoo crresien cracking within thc
bounds of thc tubc suppert platc with a bobbin
voltage grcatcr than 2.0 volts but le s tt n or
cqual to the upper voltagc repair limit -may
ramain in ccrvicc if a retating pancakec ceii o
aeeeptab-le alternative inspeetien does net deteet
degradatien. Steam generater tubes, with.
indications of outoide diameter strecs corrosion
cracking degradatien with a bebbin vol nmp greater
than thc upper veltage repair limit -will be
plugged or repaired.

d) If an unscheduled mnid eycle insp etien is
perfermed, the frellewing mid eycle repair- limits
apply instead ef the limits identified In
A.TF_.a._0.a,,4 1.A.4.a.1.b, and 4A .5. A A.A4.cA

The mid cycle repair limits arc determined from the
Fl -1 w na , rit n

v~n= VSL P .

l.O+NDE+Gr( CL )
CL-.

,YJ ( - -JPI(CL /At
(K= J\'CLY

w ,ere-

eupper voltage r-epair

lower voltage repair
limit
-mid cycle upper veltage
repair limit based en
time inte cyele
mid cycle 1ewer voltagc
repair limit based en

b and time into cycle

, \ t . I
i(l Fhe upper veltagce repair limit is calculated accrainu te the_ I I _ _ _ __

methodology in cencric Letter 95 u5 as supplemented.

T3Tstt t^T T T7V *TKTYS nt5tdi1VLbtt VLtk~ttg Uffll 1 ]/4 4-41 *~-.r .......\. 
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REAGCTOR COOL?.NT SYETEM

GURV9ErLLANE REQ ENTC (Cont inued)

At length of time since
laot scheduled
inspection during which

implemented
- c yele length (the-time

betwoen two scheduled
A It4cAm - cgpn Pr-A r

ViL
_~-

inopeetieono3
structural limit voltagc
average growth ratc per
eyele length
95 perecnt cumulativc
probability allowance
for nondestructive
oxamination uncrtainty
(i.c., a valuc of 20
pcrcent has been
approved by NRC)'C2

mnptetentftie of thicsc -id eyrlp repair limit shouold
follow th- sam appracih as in T£. 1.1.5.4.a.10.a,
l.l.a.10.a anb, and 1.4.'.4.1.10.c.

I-a. a) Bottom of HEX.TEX Tranoition (BWT) io the highest
tofno nt ectaetw bentheenthe andt and tuhestato
at, or below the top of tubehect, as detrrminebd
by cddy currtnt tsting-.

b) W" Distnee is th ne degade d _ sta _ _em

thc t~ubesh~et to the bottom of the WSX-TEM
transition (BWT3) and Non Dcstrucetivc Excaminatien
(NDE) maumct uncertainties -(i.e., W+

bottom of-thc--WEXTEX transition (BWT-) whieh must
be demonstaed to bc--non degraded in erder for
the tube to maintain ctructural and leakcage
integrity. Fer the hot leg, .the WA, length is

, ,AP 1479 Reiin 2. _t AF A _

. '") The- ME iG-st
GU- ^ em-te - A

(3)- Appliea~ble enly

- I _ I * _ _ - \. I- . - _ - - - -

eC value previded by thc NI12s ai G13 to! U_ a S

to r--C3 I P 17.
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

b. The steam generator shall be determined OPERABLE after
completing the corresponding actions (plug cr repair all
tubes exceeding the plugging or repair limit) requirpd by
Table 4.4-2.

4.4.5.5 Reports

a. Within 15 days following the completion of each inservice
inspection of steam generator tubes, the number of tubes
plugged or repaired in each steam generator shall be
submitted in a Special Report in accordance with 10 CFR
50.4.

b. The complete results of the steam generator tube and
sleeve inservice inspection shall be. submitted in a
Special Report in accordance with 10 CFR 50.4 within'
12 months following the completion of the inspection.
This Special Report shall include:

1. Number and extent of tubes and slaeves inspected.

2. Location and percent of wal l-thickness penetration
for each indication of an imperfection.

3. Identification of tubes plugged er repaired.

c. Results of steam generator tube inspections which fall
into Category C-3 shall be reported to the Commission
pursuant to Specification 6.6 prior to resumption of plant
operation. The written report shall provide a description
of investigations conducted to determine the cause of the
tube degradation and corrective measures taken to prevent
recurrence.

d. Per implementation ef the voltage based repair eriteria to
tube suppert plate interseetiens, netify the Gemmisoien
prir be returning the steam gnrataros te oa----

(AVDR 1) sheuld any of the fell.wing enditien' arie-.

1. if estimated leakage based on the projected end-of-
cycle (or if net practical, using the actual measured
end of cyele) voltage distribution exceads the leak
limit (determined fraem the licensing basis dese

:aleulatien fer the pestulated main steamline break-

fer the ncxt eperating cyeic. rer Gyele 1:7, the
paotlated lealeage reoulting from the implementatien
ef the veltage based repair eriteria te tubea upr
plate intersectians shall be eembined with the
pfstulatedlcacage resulting from the implnapntation
ef the W+ criteria to tubesheet inspectien depth.
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TREAGTOR GOOL7ANT SYSTE M

CURVEIL3I3ANGE REQUIREMENTS (Gentinued-)-

2. If circumfercntial crecak like indications arc
detceted at the tube oupport plate interocetiens.

3. If indieationo arc identified that cctend beyond the
confincs of thc tubc support platc.

4. If indieatiens arc identified at the tube suppert
platc clevationo that arc attributablc to primary,
water strcoo corro-ion--cracaing.

'. If the calculated conditional burot probability based
on thc projected end of cyclc (or if not practical,
unng the aetual' enucd cd ef eyele) veltage

distributien _ 1 _ I X 10 _ -nefy the -- _e mA.e
and prfvide an acsessment of the safety significanee

e.4-3+Thc aggregate calculated otcam line breakc lcakagc from the
application of tube support plate altcrnate repair
eriteria and W'l4 in:peetin methedelegy shall be submitted
in a Speeial Rprt in aerdane_ with 10 _FR 50.4 withi n_
90 days following return of the ztcam generators to

ccao (MODE 4. In additio'n, the total nibro
indications that arc identifid from- IRlG rotating probe
inspections that arc performed as part of the Wz
inspeetiens will be ineluded in this repert.

()Applieable enly to Gyelc 17.
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(7
TABLE 4.4-1

MINIMUM NUMBER OF STEAM GENERATORS TO BE

INSPECTED DURING INSERVICE INSPECTION

(.

Preservice Inspection No Yes

No. of Steam Generators per Unit Three Three

First Inservice Inspection All Two

Second & Subsequent Inservice Inspections One (1) One (2)

Table Notation:

(1) The inservice inspection may be limited to one steam generator on a rotating schedule
encompassing 9 percent of the tubes if the results of the first or previous inspections
indicate that all steam generators are performing in a like manner. Note that under some
circumstances, the operating conditions in one or more steam generators may be found to be
more severe than those in other steam generators. Under such circumstances the sample
sequence shall be modified to inspect the most severe conditions.

(2) The other steam generator not inspected during the first inservice inspection shall be
inspected. The third and subsequent inspections should follow the instructions described in
(1) above.
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C. C
TABlLE 4.4-2

STEAM GENERATOR TUBE INSPECTION

(

1ST SAMPLE INSPECTION 2ND SAMPLE INSPECTION 3RD SAMPLE INSPECTION

Sample Result Action Required Result Action Required Result Action Required

Size

A minimum C-1 None N/A N/A N/A N/A

of S tubes C-2 Plug sr repair C-1 None N/A N/A

per S.G. defective tubes and C-2 Plug or repair defective C-1 None

inspect additional 2S tubes and inspect additional C-2 Plug-or repair

tubes in this S.G. 4S tubes in this S.G. . defective tubes

C-3 Perform action
for C-3 result

._ of first sample

C-3 Perform action for C-3 N/A N/A

._ - result of first sample

C-3 Inspect all tubes in All other None N/A N/A

this S.G., plug er S.G.s are
repair defective tubes C-1
and.inspect 2S tubes in

each other S.G. _

Some S.G.s Perform action for C-2 N/A N/A

Notification to NRC a-c-2 result of second sample

pursuant to but no
Specification 6.6 additional

S.G.s are
C-3

Additional Inspect all tubes in each N/A N/A

S.G. is S.G. and plug er-repair
C-3 defective tubes.

Notification to NRC pursuant

._ . to Specification 6.6.

s = 9 A Where n is the number of steam generators inspected during an inspection.
n
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

3/4.5.5 SEAL INJECTION FLOW

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.5.5 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be less than or
equal to 28 gpm with the charging pump discharge pressure greater than
or equal to.392a7245 psig and the seal injection flow control valve full
open.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

a. With the seal injection flow not within the. limit, adjust
manual seal injection throttle valves to give a flow within
the limit with.the charging pump discharge pressure greater
than or equal to .23972£45psig and the seal injection flow
control valve full open within 4 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHUTDOWN within the
following 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.5.5 Verify at least once per 31 days that the valves are adjusted to
s-' give a flow within the limit with the charging pump discharge at greater

than or equal to 39Z4M psig and the seal injection flow control valve
full open.('

(1) Not required to be. performed until 4 hours after the Reactor
Coolant System pressure stabilizes at greater than or equal to
1022-Z15.psig and less than or equal to 2250 GZ5_psig.
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Draft Page reflects
changes from Unit 1
LAR 310 and 318.

ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS

CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT (Continued)

b. The analytical methods used to determine the core operating
limits shall be those previously reviewed and approved by the
NRC, specifically those described in the following documents:

WCAP-9272-P-A, "WESTINGHOUSE RELOAD SAFETY EVALUATION
METHODOLOGY," July 1985 (Westinghouse Proprietary).

WCAP-8745-P-A, Design Bases for the Thermal Overtemperature
AT and Thermal Overpower AT trip functions, September 1986.

WCAP_12945-P-A, Volume 1 (Revision 2) and Volumes 2 through 5
(Revision 1), "Code Qualification Document for Best Estimate
LOCA Analysis," March 1998 (Westinghouse Proprietary).

WCAP-10216-P-A, Revision 1A, "Relaxation of Constant Axial
Offset Control FQ Surveillance Technical Specification,"
February 1994.

.W CAP-14565-P-A. "VIPRE-0Ol Modeling and Otilf i-cain-f-0r
Pressuijrze;dW~aterReactor Npn>LOCA-Ther aIA-Ydrluiicsafety
Analysis", October 1999.

WCAP-12610-P-A, "VANTAGE+ Fuel Assembly Reference Core
Report," April 1995 (Westinghouse Proprietary).

WCAP-15025-P-A "Modified WRB-2 Correlation. WRB-2M. for
endict cxitcalHeat Fltux-_n 1Jx7xLRodBundlc-ezwith

Modified LPD Mixing Vane Grids," Anril 1999.

As described in reference documents listed above, when an
initial assumed power-level of 102% of rated thermal power is
specified in a previously approved method, 100.6% of rated
thermal power may be used when input. for reactor thermal
power measurement of feedwater flow is by the leading edge
flow meter (LEFM).

Caldon, Inc. Engineering Report-80P, "Improving Thermal Power
Accuracy and Plant Safety While Increasing Operating Power
Level Using the LEFMP System," Revision 0, March 1997.
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2.1 SAFETY LIMITS Providedfor Information Only.

BASES

2.1.1 REACTOR CORE

The restrictions of this safety limit prevent overheating of the fuel
and possible cladding perforation which would result in the release
of fission products to the reactor coolant. Overheating of the fuel
cladding is prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the
nucleate boiling regime where the heat transfer coefficient is large
and the cladding surface temperature is slightly above the coolant
saturation temperature.

Operation above the upper boundary of the nucleate boiling regime
could result in excessive cladding temperatures because of the onset
of departure from- nucleate boiling (DNB) and the resultant.. sharp
reduction in heat transfer coefficient. DNB is not a directly
measurable parameter during operation and therefore THERMAL POWER and
Reactor Coolant Temperature and Pressure have been related to DNB
through the WRB-l, WRB-2. WRB-2M. and jW-3correlationa. The WRB a-
DNBThes correlations haeab been developed to predict the DNB flux
and the location of DNB for axially uniform and non-uniform heat flux
distributions. The local DNB heat. flux ratio, DNBR, defined as the
ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular core
location to the local heat flux, is indicative of the margin to DNB.
The WRB-L and WRB-2M DNB correlations are associated with transients
t~hat could impact the reactor core safety limits. The~se
correlations. alongT with the WRE-2 and W-3 DNB correlations.,r ue
in sujport of the licensinq asis transient-analyses

The DNB thermal design criterion is that the probability of DNB not
occurring on the most limiting rod. is at least 95 percent at a
95 percent confidence level for any Condition I or II event.

In meeting the DNB design criterion with the Revise ermal Desiani
procedure (RTDP), uncertainties in plant operating parameters,
nuclear and thermal parameters, fuel fabrication parameters and
computer codes have been statistically combined with the DNB
correlation uncertainties to determine the DNBR Design Limits which
are 1.21 for typical and 1.23 for thimble. cc1l.23/1.22 (tvoical
cellthble= ce]llor Vantaqae 5E__y5H) fu l assenflibseand
1 .221.22 (tical cell/thimble cell) for Robust Fuel Assemblies
1 In addition, margin has been maintained in the design by
meeting a safety analysis DNBR limit of 1.33 for tynical cells and
1.32 for thimble cells for WRB-1. and 1.55 for typ~ical and thimble
cells for WRB-2M._in performing safety analyses.

The Stanm esiqi Procedure (STXP) is used for those
janelyre ewh is not _applicable. With thijsPrxqssuYre L the
nominal valueswith uncertainties are usedt calculateDNBRs-The
PNBRlimitS for STDP-ar-heapropxiate correlaLtoi imisincreased
by sufficient margin to offset the applicable DNBR penalties.

The figure provided in the COLR shows the loci of points of THERMAL
POWER, Reactor Coolant System pressure and average temperature for
which the minimum DNBR is no less than the safety analysis DNBR limit
or the average enthalpy at the vessel exit is equal to.the enthalpy



of saturated liquid. The figure is based on enthalpy hot channel
factor limits provided in the COLR.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 2-1 Amendmenthae No. 239 I
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3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM AND ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

becomes active. The Intermediate Range Channels will initiate a
reactor trip at a current level proportional to the trip setpoint
unless manually blocked when P-10 becomes active. No credit was
taken for operation of the trips associated with either the
Intermediate or Source Range Channels in the accident analyses;
however, their functional capability at the specified trip settings
is required by this specification to enhance the overall reliability
of the Reactor Protection System.

Overtemperature AT

The Overtemperature AT trip provides core protection to prevent DNB
for all combinations of pressure, power, coolant temperature, and
axial power distribution, provided that the transient is. slow with
respect to piping transit delays from the core to the temperature
detectors (about 4 oscends), and pressure is within the range between
the High and Low Pressure reactor trips.. This setpoint includes
corrections for changes in density and heat capacity of water with
temperature and dynamic compensation for piping delays from the core
to the loop temperature detectors. With normal axial power
distribution, this reactor trip limit is always below the core safety
limit as shown in the COLR. If axial peaks are greater than design,
as indicated by the difference between. top and bottom power range
nuclear detectors, the reactor trip is automatically reduced
according to. the notations in Table 3.3-1.

Overpower AT

The Overpower AT reactor trip provides assurance of fuel integrity,
e.g., no melting, under all possible overpower conditions, limits the
required range for Overtemperature AT protection, and provides a
backup to the High Neutron Flux trip.. The setpoint includes
corrections for. changes in density and. heat capacity of water with
temperature, and dynamic compensation for piping delays from the core
to the loop temperature detectors. Ne ecredit was taken for operation
of this trip in the accident analyses; however, its functional
capability at the specified trip setting is required by this
speeifieatien te enhanee the averall reliability ef the Reaeter

DrAtP~~in 9wtP

Pressurizer Pressure

The Pressurizer High and Low Pressure trips are provided to limit the
pressure range in which reactor operation is permitted. The High
Pressure trip is backed up by the pressurizer code safety valves for

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-ld Amendment -gha-qeNo. A_
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3/4.3.1 and 3/4.3.2 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM AND ENGINEERED SAFETY
FEATURES ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (Continued)

Undervoltage and Underfreauencv - Reactor Coolant Pump Busses

The Undervoltage and Underfrequency Reactor Coolant Pump bus trips
provide reactor core protection against DNB as a result of loss of
voltage or underfrequency to more than one reactor coolant pump. The
trip setpoints assure a reactor trip signal is generated before the
low flow trip set point is reached. Time delays are incorporated in
the underfrequency and undervoltage trips to prevent spurious reactor
trips from momentary electrical power transients. For undervoltage,
the delay is set so that the time required for a signal to reach the
reactor trip breakers following the simultaneous trip of two or more
reactor coolant *pump bus circuit breakers shall not exceed
0.9 seconds. For underfrequency, the delay is set so that the. time
required for a signal to reach the reactor trip breakers after the
underfrequency trip set point is. reached shall not exceed
0.3 seconds.

Turbine Trip

A Turbine Trip causes a direct reactor trip when operating above P-9.
Each of the turbine trips provides turbine protection and reduces the
severity of the ensuing transient. No credit was taken in the
accident analyses for operation of these trips. Their functional
capability at the specified trip settings is required to enhance the
overall reliability of the Reactor Protection System.

Safety Injection Input from ESF

If a reactor trip has not already been generated by the reactor
protective instrumentation, the ESF automatic actuation logic
channels will initiate a reactor trip upon any signal which initiates
a safety injection. This trip is provided to protect the core in the
event of a LOCAand a main steamline break (MSLB). The ESF
instrumentation channels which initiate a safety injection signal are
shown in Table 3.3-3.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-if Amendmnt-lhange_No. 1_
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3/4.4.5 STEAM GENERATORS (Continued)

operation would be limited by the limitation of steam generator tube
leakage between the Primary Coolant System and the Secondary Coolant
System (primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE = 150 gallons per day per steam
generator). Axial cracks havingaNs i g a primary-to-secondary
LEAKAGE less than this limit helps-taLensmireduring eperatiAn will
have an adequate margin ef safety-to withstand the loads imposed
during normal operation and by postulated accidents. Operating
plants have demonstrated that primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE of 150
gallons per day per steam generator can readily be detected. Leakage
in excess of this limit will require plant shutdown and an
unscheduled inspection, during which the leaking tubes will be
located and plugged_ or repaired by aleaving. The technical bases
for soleving are described in the approved vender reperts listed in
Surveillanee Rleuireamnt 4._.5.4.a9_ .

Wastage-type defects are unlikely with the all volatilc treatmcnt
(AVT proper chemistry of secondary coolant, such as provided by All
YVlatile Treatment (AT). However, even if a defect of similar type
should develop in service, it will be found during scheduled
inservice steam generator tube examinations. Plugging or repair will
be required of all tubes with imperfections exceeding the plugging-er
repair limit. Degraded oteam generator tubes may be repaired by the
installation of sleaves which opan the degraded tube sectien. A
otcam gencrator tube with a oleave installed mcets thc otructural
rAiA-nts ef tubes whi.h are not Aeg AAd, therefarA, the ASlTvA
io cnsidered a part of the tube. The ourvcillance requirements
identify thecs !l-aving mathedelegies appreved for use. Bxeept f or
Alley 800 leak limiting oleaves, if an installed sleave is found to
havc through wall paentratien greater than or equal to the plugging
limit, the tube muot be plugged. The plugging limit for the oleeve
io derived from n.c. 1. 12 analyoia which utilizeo a 20 percent
allwanee fcr eddy eurrent uncArtainty in det- minin th deApth of-
tube wall pcnctration and additienal degradatien growth. Steam
generator tube inspections of operating plants have demonstrated the
capability to reliably detect degradatiena wastaQe-type defect that
has penetrated 20 percent of the original tube wall thickness. All
tubAs with Alley 200 |eak limiting oleAve_ will be plugged upA.n,
deteetion of any -erviee induad imprfeti-n, degradation r d-afe-t
in the sleeve and/ar the pressure beundary af the eriginal tuba wall
in the eleave/tube assembly (i.e., the sleeve to tuba joint).
(Referenece WGAP 15919 P and L 04 068).

The voltage bascd repair limits of thcse curveillan.c requirements
(SR) implement the guidance in Ccncric Letter (CL) 95 05 and arc
applicabla only to Wcotinghousc decigned st am gencraterob (SC) with
eutside diamatcr_~ stress carr--i-n c.racking (GDSC-C) lecated a-t the
tuba tc tubA Auppart plate intAr-_cti.ns. Thea voltag base

limits are not applicable te ether ferms of SG tuba degradatien ner
are they applicable to GDSGC that oecurs at ether leeations within.
the SC. Additienally, the repair criteria apply only te niain
wh__e th--- d _*_tei __n ax D wihV
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no NDE detectable craeks exttcnding cutsidce the thielmeas of the
o uppoert plate. Refer- tz GL 9S OS for additienal descriptien ef the
degradatien merphelegy.

lmplemontation of thcoc SRs requireo a derivation of the voltagc
otructural limit from the burst verouo voltage cmpirical corrclation
and then the subsequent derivatien cf the voltagc repair limit from
the otructural limit (which is then implemented by this
ourveillance).

The veltragc etructural limit is the voltage from thc burst
proesurc/bobbin voltagc corrclation, at the 95 percent prediction
intcrval curvc reduced to account for the lower 95/95 percent
tolerance bound for tubing matcrial propertics at 650 0F (i.e., the
95 pereent LrTL eurve). The veltage otructural limit mast be adjusted
doewmward to aeeount fCr- 'poetential degradation groewth duing a
operating interval and to account for NDF uncertainty. The upper
voltage repair limit, V *, ie determined from thc otructural voltage
limit by applying-the fellowing equation:

where- reprecents the allowance for degradation growth betwoen
inop-ctiono and VeIT" reprcsents the allowance for potential sourcec
of Arrer in the measurement of tho bobbin 4oil vltage. Earth.r
diseuscien of the assumptions necoocary tc determine the veltagoe
ropair limit are diocucsed in GL 95 05.

Safety analyses were performed pursuant to Ccncric Letter 95 05 to
determine thc--maximum MSaLT induced -primary to seeen dary leakc rate
that could occur without offsite doecc cscoding a small fraction of
10l CFR 100 (eencurrent iodine spilee), 10 CFR 100 (pre aeeident iedine
spike), and without eontrol room deoco oercooding GDC 19. The eurrent
valuc of this allowablc leak rate and a summary of the analyoca are
provided in Scetion 14.2.5 of the UGAR.-

Thc mid cycle equation in SR 4,1S l.a.10.d should only be used
during tmplanned inspections in which eddy currcnt data is acquired
for indi£atiens at the tube support plates.

SR 4A.5..S implements several reperting roicmn reeemmended by
CL 9' 05 for situations which the Gmc wanto to be notified prior to
-rturning the SCc to scrvic. For the purpoces of this reporting
roquir-c-nt, leakage and conditional burst probability can be
calculated based on the as found voltagc dictributicn rather than the
projected.end of cyclc (EOC) voltagc distribution (refer to CL 95 05

AVER VALLEY U .I T _1 zA _- - -m -t~1e-.
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for mere infermatien) 'when it is net praetieal to complete these
caleulationo using the projected BOC voltagc distributions prior to
rcturning the -Cs to ocrvicc. Nete that if l)eakage and conditional
bur-t probability were calculated using the measured EOC voltagc
diotribution for the purposco of addrcsing the CL ocetion C.a.1 and
6.a.3 reporting critcria, then the rcsulto of the projected SOC
voltage distribution sheuld be provided per the CL __eetien C.b _e)
eriteria.

Thc Ws criteria ineorporato the guidance provided in WcAP 14797,
Revision 2, "Ccncric WN Tubc Plugging Critcria for 51 Scrics -tcam
Ccncrator Tubcshect Region WEXTEX Empansiono." WA length ic the
undegraded length of tubing into the tubeshect below the bottom of
the WEXTEX transition (BWT) that precludco tube pullout in thc oevnt
of a eompletze eireumfer-ential separatien of the tube be-low the W*
length. W* diotance is the undegraded distance from the top of the
tubesheet to the bottom of the--W-,length including the distanee-from
thc top of the tubesheet to the BWT and measurement unxcrtaintics.
Indicationo detceted within thc W4 distance or leSG than cight
inchco below the top of tube sheet (TTS), which ever is greater, will
be repaired upon deteetien.

Tuboo to which WGAP 14797 iG applied can ecperienec through wall
degradation up to the limito defined in Revisien 2 without incrcing
thc probability of -a tubc rupturc or large lcakage event. Tube
degradation of. any type or extent below W4 distance, including a
eomplete -irum-rntial coparatio of the tube, is aeeeptable. As
applied at Bcaver Vallcy Unit 1, thc W4 methodology io used to define
the required tube inopbction depth into the hot leg tubeoheet, and is
not used to permit degradation in the Wk distance to remain in
ocrvicc. Thus while primary to occondary lealeage'in the Wv diotdnec
need not be pootulated, primary to occondary leakage from potential
degradation below the.W* diotance will be assumed for every inoovc
tube in the bounding steam gencrator. The postulated lcakagc during
a steam line break for Cyclc 17 shall be equal to the following
cquation (as described in LR IA 328, Scetion 4.3.6):

Postulated CLP Laage-ey e Acoumod Loakago oe8<T

I Asscumed eA e2

Where: ACCL~~1 the normal GLB leakage derived from
altcrnatc repair critcria methodo and thc lR16 otcam.
generator tube inopectiono. Thio term would aloe includc
any other pootulated leakage (e.g., as committcd in LAR !A
322 for Alloy v00 sleeves).

BElEAVER VAiLLEY Ai IT 1a Ghange. 1ii_ i n rs
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Assumed LealeageaC el . is the paotulated leakage fer
undeteeted indications in otcam generator tubes left in
__rvie between a inehe and 8 ineh: b._. the tep ef --t-h
tubesheet-.

Assumd Laiagc a12Ts iC thc ensrvatively assumc
lcaacagc from the total of identified and poetulated
unidentified indications in steam generator tubes lef* in
scrvice betwaen 8 and 12 inche: belew the top of the
tubesheet. Thic is 0.0045 gpm times number of indications.
All, postulated unidentified indieatiens will be
eenservatively assumed te be in ane steam generator. Thae
highest number ef identified indieation: -left in avc
batween 8 and 12 inches .belw TZ in any ,n: steam
grn-rator will b& inludd in thi: term.

Asumed Leakage the eensrvatively assume
leakage f*r the beunding steam generator tube: left in
servica balnw 12 inchea below the top if the tubocehat-
Thi: is 0.00009 gpm times number ef tubes left in serviee
in the leaat plugged steam gbncrator follwing tRot.

Thc aggregate calculated £LB leakage from the application of all
alternata repair erit-ria and the aov: a:ss:umd leakage _ hall be
reported to the NRG in aeeerdanca with applicable Technical
Speeifieatiens.

The combined calculated leale ratc from all alternate repair critcria
muot bc- les than the maximum allowablc atcam line break lcalc rate
limit in any en: steam ganrator in order to maintain do,, : Within
10 guideline Valus and Vwithin GDC1w9 v6lu: during a
postulated steam line break avent.

Whenever the. results of any steam generator tubing inservice
inspection fall into Category C-3, these results will be reported to
the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.6 prior to resumption of
plant operation. Such cases will be considered by the Commission on
a case-by-case basis and may result in a requirement for analysis,
laboratory examinations, tests, additional eddy-current inspection,
and revision of the Technical Specifications, if necessary.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-2d Change No. 1-04S M I
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3/4.4.6.22 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE (Continued)
APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES (Continued)

affect the probability of such an event: The safety analysis for an
event resulting in steam discharge to the atmosphere conscrvatively
assumes, a 1dqene ~oz)primary-to-
secondary LEAKAGE. With the eceeption described below for the main
steamline break (M£LB) analyod in-oupport cf voltage based oteam
generator tube repair critcria.

Primary to seendary LEAKAGCE is a faet:r in the dese releases
outside containmcnt resulting from a otcamlinc breakc (LB) accident.
To a lcoocr extent, other accidento or trancients involvc occondary
atcam rclease to thc atmoophere, euch ao a oteam generator tubc
rupturc (SCTR). The leakage eontaminatcs the occondary fluid.

The 4SLB is mere liniiting fer site radiation releases. The prim__r
to cocondary LEAKACE assumed in the safetY analysis for thc MCLB
accident io deocribed in UFSAR Scetion 14.2.5. The radiological
eonsequenecs of a MSLM outoide of containmcnt waS. reanalyzed in
aupport of the tube oupport plate voltagc bascd repair critcria
stated in SR 1..5..a.10. For this analysio, the thyroid dosc wasrr _ rrd at 10 f theo 1_0 CnR Part 100 guideline ef n00 rem f4r the
cc incident iodinc Gpike easc. RGS lcakagc was baced on projection
rather than en tcchnical specification leakage limita. The analysis
indicated that offsitc doscs would romain within regulatory critcria
with the assumed primary to secondary leakage (described in UPSAR
Sretien 1A.2.5) shuld csteam gAnratr tubes -f ai1 due to the
depre_ _ssurizatien asse_ ated with sa _MSL__B _

A aimilar analysic was performcd using a control room thyroid 'dosc
of 30 rem as the critcrion. The control room woo asoumcd to be
manually isolated and pressurized at T-30 minutca for a period of
en_ hour, at whieh time filtered _mrgency intake would be
automatically otarted. The- cntrol reom ould -o- pg Aith fresh
air at T-8 hours following release cesation. The analysis
indicated that control room doocs would remain within regulatory
critcria with the asoumed primary to scoendary lcaoagc (described in
UFGAR ecetion 14.2.6) ohould steam generator tubes fail duo to tho
depressurisatien asseeiated with a IS£LB.-
Primary-to-secondary LEAKAGE is a factor in the dose assessment of
accidents or transients that involve secondary steam release to the
atmosphere, such as a main steam line break (MSLB) , a locked rotor
accident (LRA)., a- Loss of AC Power (LACP)., a Control Rod Ejection
Accident_ CREA) and to a lesser extent. a Steam Generator Tube
Rupture (SGTR). The leakaqe contaminates the secondary fluid. The

lmt. on the tprimary-to-secondarv l-eaka-ae ensures that the doe
bontribution at the site boundary from tub-peJka qetfb1Doing-sucth

Accidgnts-are 1imitedJtfQ P 0. 67
limit-of 25 Rem TEDE as allowable by Rebaelatory- Guide 1.183__The
limit on the primary-to-secondary leakage also ensures that the dose
contribution from tube leakage in the control room is limited to the
10 CFR 5-0.67 limit of S Rem TEDE. gmn all of the analyses that



release primary side activity to the environment via tube leaka3 e
the MSLB) 4isofP articular n- c inus-e e-
line provides a pathway to release *the primary to secondary leakage
directly to the environment without dilution in the secondary fluid.

LCO
RCS operational LEAKAGE shall be limited to:

a. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE

No pressure boundary LEAKAGE is allowed, being indicative
of material deterioration. LEAKAGE of this type is

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-3gS Amendmenten No-g NO.
007 27^0
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3/4.4.7 (This Specification number is not used.)

3/4.4.8 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY

The primary coolant specific activity is limited in order to maintain
offsite and control room operator doses associated with postulated
accidents within applicable requirements. Specifically, the
0.10 jLCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 limit ensures that the offsite TEDE
dose deeA net AxeAed a smal1 fraetizn of 10 Cv FPart 100 gAidelnesix
limited to appropriate fractions of the 10 CFR 50.67 limit of 25 rem

E as alowable y Reatory Guide-lB3 and that control room
operator thyr-eid -D dose does not exceed GDG lthe 10 CFR 50.67

deline in the event of primary to secendary leakage induzed by a-
oteam-generator tube rupture or a main steam line break.

Required Action "a" for. MODES 1, 2 and 3 with Tavg 2 5000 F is modified
by a Note that permits the use of the provisions of Specification
3.0.4.c. This allowance permits entry into the applicable
OPERATIONAL MODE(S) while relying on the ACTIONS. This allowance is
acceptable due to the significant conservatism incorporated into the
specific activity limit, the low probability of an event which is
limiting due to exceeding this limit, and the ability to restore
transient specific activity excursions while the plant.remains at, or
proceeds to power operation.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4-4 Change No. 1-
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3/4.5.5 SEAL INJECTION FLOW

BACKGROUND

The function of the seal injection throttle valves during an accident
is similar to the function of the Emergency Core Cooling Systems
(ECCS) throttle valves in that each restricts flow from the charging
pump header to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS).

*The restriction on reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal injection flow
limits the amount of .ECCS flow that would be diverted from the
injection path following an accident. This limit is based on safety
analysis assumptions that are required because RCP seal injection
flow is not isolated during SI.

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

All ECCS subsystems are taken credit for in the large break loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) at full power. The LOCA analysis establishes
the minimum flow for the ECCS pumps. The charging pumps are also
credited in the small beak LOCA analysis. This analysis establishes
the flow and discharge head at the design point for the charging
pumps. The steam generator tube rupture and main steam line break
event analyses also credit the charging pumps, but are not limiting
in their design. Reference to these analyses is made in assessing
changes to the Seal Injection System for evaluation of their effects
in relation to the acceptance limits in these analyses.

This LCO ensures that seal injection flow of less than or equal to
28 gpm, with charging pump discharge pressure greater than or equal
to 2-3-9-1,4kZ psig and seal injection flow control valve full open,
will be sufficient for RCP seal integrity but limited so that the
ECCS trains will be capable of delivering sufficient water to match
boiloff rates soon enough to minimize uncovering of the core
following a large LOCA. It also ensures that the charging pumps will
deliver sufficient water for a small LOCA and sufficient boron to
maintain the core subcritical. For smaller LOCAs, the charging pumps
alone deliver sufficient fluid to overcome the loss and maintain RCS
inventory.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 5-3 Amendment -hangNo. 1
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3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT

3/4.6.1.1 CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

Primary CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of
radioactive materials from the containment atmosphere will be
restricted to those 'leakage paths and associated leak rates assumed
in the accident analyses. This restriction, in conjunction with the
leakage rate limitation, -will limit the site boundary radiation
doses to within the limits of 10 CFR 9:0--0 during accident
conditions.

3/4.6.1.2 CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

The limitations on containment leakage rates ensure that the
total containment leakage volume will not exceed the value assumed in
the accident analyses at the peak accident pressure, Pan Containment

leakage is limited to < 1.0 La, except prior to the first startup
after performing a required Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program
leakage test. At this time additional leakage limits must be met.
As left leakage prior to the first startup after* performing a

required leakage test is required to be < 0.60 La on a maximum
pathway leakage rate (MXPLR) basis for combined Type B and C leakage
following an outage or shutdown that included Type B and C testing

and < 0.75 La for overall Type A leakage following an outage or
shutdown that included Type A testing. At all other times between
required leakage rate tests, the acceptance criteria is based on an

overall Type A leakage limit of < 1.0 La and a combined Type B and C

leakage limit of < 0.60 La .on a minimum pathway leakage rate (MNPLR)
basis. The MXPLR for combined Type B and C leakage is the measured
leakage through the worst of the two isolation valves, unless a
penetration is isolated by use of a valve(s), 'blind flange(s), or de-
activated automatic valve(s). In this case, the MXPLR of the
isolated penetration is assumed to be the measured leakage through
the isolation device(s).

3/4.6.1.3 CONTAINMENT AIR LOCKS

BACKGROUND

Containment air locks form part of the containment pressure
boundary and provide a means for personnel access during all MODES of
operation.

Each air lock is nominally a right circular cylinder, with a
door at each end. The doors are interlocked to prevent simultaneous
opening. During periods when containment is not required to be
OPERABLE, the door interlock mechanism may be disabled, allowing both
doors of an air lock to remain open for
BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 6-1 Amendnent rhangg= jo. 1
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3/4.7.1.2 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (AFW).

BACKGROUND (Continued)

an individual line that.can be aligned to either'the Train "A" or "B"
supply header as necessary. Both the Train "A" and "B" supply
headers each contain three normally open remotely operated valves
arranged in parallel. Each of these valves then provides a flow path
to one of the three common feedwater injection headers. Each of the
feedwater injection headers then supplies its designated steam
generator via the normal feedwater header downstream of the feedwater
isolation valves.. The steam generators function as a heat sink for
core decay heat. The heat load is dissipated by releasing steam to
the atmosphere from the steam generators via the main steam safety
valves. (MSSVs) or atmospheric dump valves. (ADVs). If the main
condenser is available, steam may be released via the steam dump
valves.

The AFW System is capable of supplying feedwater. to the steam
generators during normal unit startup, shutdown, and hot standby
conditions.

During a normal plant cooldown, one -pump at full flow is sufficient
to remove decay heat and cool the unit to residual heat removal (RHR)
entry conditions. Thus, the requirement for diversity in motive
power sources for the AFW System is met.

The AFW System is designed to supply sufficient water to the steam
generator(s) to remove decay heat with steam generator pressure at
the setpoint of the MSSVs. Subsequently, the AFW System supplies
sufficient water to cool the unit to RHR entry conditions, with steam
released through the ADVs.

The AFW System actuates automatically on steam generator water
level-low-low by the Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS). The system also actuates on loss of offsite power, safety
injection, and trip of all operating main feedwater (MFW) pumps.

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES

The AFW System mitigates the consequences of any event with loss of
normal feedwater.

The design basis of the AFW System is to supply water to the steam
generator to remove decay heat and other residual heat by delivering.
at least the minimum required flow rate to the steam generators at
pressures corresponding to the lowest steam generator safzty
valveMZU set pressure plus 1%.

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-2a Amendment ghanqe.No. 2461,
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3/4.7.1.2. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (AFW)

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES (Continued)

In addition, the AFW System must supply enough. makeup water to
replace steam generator secondary inventory lost as the unit cools
to MODE 4 conditions. Sufficient AFW flow must also be available to
account for flow losses such as pump recirculation and line breaks.

The limiting Design Basis AccidAent (DBA4-S for the AFW System i--the
small breake loss ef coolant accident (SBLOCA)are loss of normal
feedwater-and feedwater line break (FWMB).

For aSBl fa the analyses are
performed a-suming with and without a loss of offsite power.
'coincident with reactor trip _ with a -e limiting single active
failure is the failure of the turbine driven AEW pump. which results
in both motor driven AFW pumps being assumed to be availablcof the
less of one train of Emergency Czrc Cooling System (ECGS) en a
failure to start of a diesel generator. The diesel failure is
presumed t rcender one meter driven AFW pump ineperable, which
results in one moter driven and one turbine driven AFW pump being
eperable.

The AFW System design is such that it can perform its function
following a fcedwatcr line break (FWLB4. between the MFW isolation
valves and containment, combined with a loss of offsite power
following turbine trip, and a single active failure of the steam
turbine drivenan AFW pump. Sufficient flow would be delivered to
the two intact steam generators by the two reai FW
pumsfeo1lw1-ing iselatien of the brcak. The analysis assues a ten
minute delay en AFW flew to the steam generater te allow fer
isolatien ef the breakc. No pump runout occurs due to the- cavitating
ventu s Two rdor-di en-Pu mmmn or on m xotorxr dri-y-e-n--unmpcombined
with the turbine driven ' umo can deliver the design bases. flows to
the intact teamsgenerators during a FWe3. There 2elt3wo-distinct
flows that must be delivered during a FWLB. They are prior 5tofault
isolation- (i.e., during the first 15 minutes) and subsequent to
fault isolation via opnerator action, Any tw of the three AFWqnumen o
are capable of supplying the flows rearuir oior and subseguent,,to
fault isoain

I

The AFW System design is Esuch that it c erform its fun
fowJcsi_ax total los of normal feediateer. Any the three
AEWPUmp~sare capabl nfs utplvinhere=uiredf1ow the~hree
intact steamis eizators during this eyent

With one feedwater injection, header inoperable, an insufficient
number of steam generators are available to meet the feedline break
analysis. This analysis assumes AFW flow will be provided to. the
two remaining intact feedwater lines. Should a feedline break occur
on one of the operable feedwater headers with one feedwater
injection header already inoperable, the plant could no longer meet
its safety analysis.



The ESFAS automatically actuates the AFW turbine driven pump and
associated power operated valves and controls when required to
ensure an adequate feedwater supply to the steam generators during
loss of power. Power operated valves are provided for each AFW line
to control the AFW flow to each steam generator.

LCO

This LCO provides assurance that the AFW System will perform its
design safety function to mitigate the consequences of accidents
that could result in overpressurization of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary. Three AFW pumps in three diverse trains are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure the availability of RHR capability

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-2b Amendmeznt-g q l
No.
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3/4.7.7 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY HABITABILITY SYSTEM

The OPERABILITY of the control room emergency habitability system
ensures that the control room will remain habitable for operations
personnel during and following all credible accident conditions. The
ambient air temperature' is controlled to prevent exceeding the
allowableequipment qualification temperature for the equipment and
instrumentation in the control room. The OPERABILITY of this system
in conjunction with control room design provisions is based on
limiting the radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control
room to 5 rem or less whole body, or its equivalent, or 5 rem TEDE,
as applicable. This limitation is consistent with the requirements
of General Design Criteria 19 of Appendix "A", 10 CFR 50 or 10 CFR
50.67, as applicable.

The control room dose calculation for the limiting DBA assumes that
the control room is pressurized within 30 minutes of the accident by
manually actuating a control room emergency ventilation subsystem
(CREVS). Although the Unit 1 CREVS pressurization fan is manually
actuated, the specification requires automatic actuation of the
Unit 2 CREVS pressurization fans.

A start time delay is included in the initiation circuitry of the
Unit 2 CREVS pressurization fans. The basis for this time delay
includes the following considerations:

1. The delay times prevent loading of the pressurization fans onto
the emergency busses until after the Unit 2 Emergency Diesel
Generator load sequencing is completed.

2. The pressurization fan delay times are staggered to ensure only
one fan will be operating.

3. A pressurization fan is started early to minimize dose to the
operators.

4. The delay times are. selected such that sufficient time will.be'
available for the manual initiation of the Unit 1 pressurization
fan within 30 minutes after an accident should a Unit 2
pressurization fan fail to start.

The desiqn basis of the control room emergency habitability system
pureq ction ensures the ca ability to __maall re the air
the Conto room for selected des -basis accidents to ensure
asceota)ledose conssuees to the contorr0_u personnel foloyw a
DBA_

The nainatme3a ineb hak (Sl-band-Stea _Ccerator Tube ix ure
(SGTR) accident analysis credit a manually initiated- 30 -minute
control room ventilation purge at a flow rate greater than or equal
to. 16.200 cfm. -after the accident seauence is comnlete and the
environmental release has been terminated. The dose consequence
analyses assume that for the MSLB andL the SGTR. the control room
purge is initiated at T=24 hours and T=8 hours, respectively.
BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-5 Change No. 1-.07271
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TABLE 3.1-L.a
Combined Overtemperature Delta-T & Overpower Delta-T

Response Times

able represents the maximum allowable plant testing, electronic response time acceptance criteria
on measured RTD response time. All listed values are in seconds. I

-this table, take the slowest measured RTD response time in a loop, round up to the nearest I/10
I, and obtain the corresponding acceptance criteria.

Re

Revision I3.1-3
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|Insert Cl-l.

EinalAccept. inal Acc-p FinlAccept -E ia
Criteria Citeria Citera Citeria Citeia criteia

RTDMTime Q v Meas TI: R Iinm Overtmnpature Orw Measu r
BMW=n~ 4~ u l u AT-Input RMMsons A!.L-npput A\T - s Mln~ut

2.0 2.862 2.643 983 4.6 2.366 22.64 7.367
2.1 2.840 22 9.77 4.7 2349 2251 2.29
2.2 2.818 2.609 9_272 48 2.333 2.232 7.190
2.3 23796 2.592 9.568 4.9 2.316 2226 2.102
2 2 2575 9.46 5.0 23(1 2.214 _Q 14
2.5 25A 2.5 9.362 51 2.283 222 67
2.6 2.733 2.53 9.26Q 5.2 2.267 2.190 6.84
2.7 2.13 252 2152 5.3 2.250 218 6.75
2.8 - 2693 2.512 5 . 5.4 2.235 2166 6.668
2.9 2.673 2.92 86 55 2218 215 6M2
3.0 2.654 2.1 8.861 56 2.202 2143 6.497
31 2.634 2A67 8.763 . 5.7 2187 2 131 6A12
3.2 2415 2.452 8.666 5.8 2171 2.120 6327
3.3 2.96 2438 8569 5.9 2156 2118 6.242
34 2. 2A23 8.473 .6.0 2140 2Q2 6158
3. 2.559 2.409 837 61 2M040 1.997 6.058
3.6 2.S1 2.395 8283 .62 1.940 L897 5.958
3.7 2.523 2382 189 . 6.3 LSO L791 5.858
3.8 2.505 2368 096 6A L L697 5.758
3.9 2V7 2.354 8003 6.5 1.640 1597 5.658
4.0 2A469 2.341 7-911 6.6 1.540 1.497 5.558
41 2.452 2328 7.819 6.7 L40 1397 5.458
4.2 2A34 2.315 7128 6.8 1.34Q 1.297 5.3S8
43 217 2.32 73
4- 2.400 2289 7.547
4.5 2383 .2.276 1 7451

6.9 1240 119i 5
7.0 1.140 1.097 4 5158

De follmin onse time acceptance criteria for tu pzressue andneutronflux
input assumed in the safety analysis for the Overtemperature AT function:

Pressuirize-r nressure- innut- <9 fn secondsk

Neutron detector input, for f(A- ) penalty): 52.0 seconds.

All of~tuan aimve noeakYfor the vrepateL.eroelian
mCeM A cancl l porions of thes channkowstream-fothe MoutpLeinclu~des

chane eecroic, trip breaker, nd rod erpg~l;)-he time rsps~unses ao hanneI
setkoInt (Ce.lgain n aiesntstimplemedmdu-p-crthe T ficesing Rquire~mentsMam al
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TABLE 3.9-1

REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT

1. Manual Reactor Trip

2. Power* Range, Neutron Flux

A. High Setpoint

B. Low Setpoint

3. Power Range, Neutron Flux, High Positive
Rate

4. Power Range, Neutron Flux, High Negative
Rate

5. Intermediate Range, Neutron Flux

6. Source Range, Neutron Flux

A. With Rod Withdrawal Capability

B. With All Rods Fully Inserted and
Without Rod Withdrawal Capability

*7. Overtemperature AT

8. Overpower AT

9. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

10. Pressurizer Pressure-High

II. Pressurizer Water Level-High

12. Loss of Flow

A. Single Loop

B. Two Loops

13. Steam Generator Water Level-Low-Low

Not Applicable

109% of RATED THERMAL POWER

25% of RATED THERMAL POWER

5% of RATED THERMALTPOWER with a
time constant 2 2 seconds

5% of RATED THERMAL POWER with a
time constant 2 2 seconds

25% of RATED THERMAL POWER

105 counts per second

Not Applicable

See Technical Specification Table Notation
(A) on Table 3.3-1

See Technical Specification Table Notation
(B) on Table 3.3-1

1945 psig

2385 psig

92% of instrument span

90.2% of indicated loop flow

90.2% of indicated loop flow

20.41M% of narrow range instrument
span-each steam generator

I

14. Deleted

3.9-2 Revision
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TABLE 3.9-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT

3. CONTAINMENT ISOLATION

a. Phase "A" Isolation

I. Manual Not Applicable

2. From Safety Injection Automatic Not Applicable
Actuation Logic

b. Phase "B" Isolation

I. Manual Not Applicable

2. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable.

3. Containment Pressure-High-High | I psig

4. STEAM LINE ISOLATION

a. Manual Not Applicable

b. Automatic Actuation Logic Not Applicable

c. Containment Pressure 7.0 psi |
Intermediate-High-High

d. Steamline Pressure-Low 500 psig steam line pressure

e. Steamline Pressure Rate-High Negative 100 psi with a time constant 2 50 seconds

5. TURBINE TRIP & FEEDWATER
ISOLATION

a. Steam Generator Water Level-High-High &-2 i2/% of narrow range instrument span I
each steam generator

3.9-5 Revision
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TABLE 3.9-2 (Continued)

ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM
INSTRUMENTATION TRIP SETPOINTS

FUNCTIONAL UNIT NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT

6. LOSS OF POWER

a. 4.16 kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage

1. Loss of Voltage (Trip Feed)

2. Loss of Voltage (Start Diesel)

b. 4.16kv Emergency Bus Undervoltage
(Degraded Voltage)

c. 480v Emergency Bus Undervoltage
(Degraded Voltage)

7. AUXILIARY FEEDWATER

a. Steam Generator Water Level-Low-Low

75% of rated bus voltage with a 1 ± 0.1
second time delay

75% of rated bus voltage with a < 0.9 second
time delay (includes auxiliary relay times)

93.7% of rated bus voltage with a 90 ± 5
second time delay

93.7% of rated bus voltage with a 90 ± 5
second time delay.

i. Start Turbine Driven Pump

ii. Start Motor Driven Pumps

b. Undervoltage - RCP (Start Turbine Driven
Pump)

c. S.I. (Start All Auxiliary Feedwater
Pumps)

d. (Deleted)

e. Trip of Main Feedwater Pumps (Start
Motor Driven Pumps)

8. ESF INTERLOCKS

0.4 12i% of narrow range instrument span I
each steam generator

204 i % of narrow range instrument span I
each steam generator.

75% rated RCP bus voltage

See I above (all SI Setpoints)

Not Applicable

a. Reactor Trip, P4

b. Pressurizer Pressure, P-1 I

c. Low-Low Tavg, P-12

Not Applicable

2000 psig

541 0F

3.9-6 Revision
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4.1 CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT

This Core Operating Limits Report provides the cycle specific parameter limits developed in
accordance with the NRC approved methodologies specified in Technical Specification
Administrative Control 6.9.5.

Specification 3.1.3.5 Shutdown Rod Insertion Limits ..

The shutdown rods shall be withdrawn to at least 225 steps.*

Specification 3.1.3.6 Control Rod Insertion Limits

Control Banks A and B shall be withdrawn to at least 225 steps.*

Control Banks C and D shall be limited in physical insertion as shown in Figure 4.1-1.*

Specification 3.2.1 Axial Flux Difference

NOTE: The target band is +7% about the target flux from 0% to 100% RATED
THERMAL POWER.

The indicated Axial Flux Difference:

a. Above 90% RATED THERMAL POWER shall be maintained within the +7%
target band about the target flux difference.

b. Between 50% and 90% RATED THERMAL POWER is within the limits shown on
Figure 4.1-2.

c. Below 50% RATED THERMAL POWER may deviate outside the target band.

Specification 3.2.2 Fo(Z) and , Limi ts

FQ(Z) <FQ *K(Z) - for P > 0.5 -

FQ(Z) < ¶. *K(Z) forP<0.5
0.5

Where: CFQ = 2.20 A -P= THERMAL POWER
RATED THERMAL POWER

K(Z) = the function obtained from Figure 4.1-3.

* As indicated by the group demand counter

BEAVER VALLEY- UNIT 1 4.1-1 COLR 47
Revision 441-
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The F.,y limits [FA(L)] for RATED THERMAL POWER within specific core planes shall be:

Fn(L) = F,(RTP)(I + PFxy * (I-P))

Where: For all core planes containing D-Bank:

FXY(RTP) < 1.71

For unrodded core planes:

FX(RTP) < 1.68 from 1.8 ft. elevation to 2.3 ft. elevation

Fn(RTP) < 1.73 from 2.3 ft. elevation to 3.7 ft. elevation

FXY(RTP) 5 1.79 from 3.7 ft. elevation to 5.8 R. elevation Values provided

Fn(RTP) < 1.81 from 5.8 ft. elevation to 7.4 ft. elevation as an example.

FX,(RTP) < 1.74 from 7.4 ft. elevation to 8.9 ft. elevation

Fx(RTP) < 1.60 from 8.9 ft. elevation to 10.2 ft. elevation

PFy = 0.2

P = THERMAL POWER
RATED THERMAL POWER

Figure 4.1-4 provides the maximum total peaking factor times relative power (FQT*P el) as a
function of axial core height during normal core operation.

Specification 3.2.3 p Ani

FN^mI < CFm1 * (I + PFm (I-P))

Where: CFH = 1.62forRobusAssembdisadI145for-antaj&~5ELAssemblies.

PFA1 = 0.3

P = THERMAL POWER
RATED THERMAL POWER

BEAVER VALLEY-UNIT 1 4.1-2 COLR4 7
Revision 44-1
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FIGURE 4.14
MAXIMUM (FQT*PREL) VS AXIAL CORE HEIGHT

DURING NORMAL OPERATION

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT I 4.1-6 COLR 4-7
Revision 44 I
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Specification 3.3.1.1 Reactor Trip System Instrumentation Setpoints. Table 3.3-1 Table Notations
A and B

Overtemperature AT Setpoint Parameter Values:

Parameter Value

Overtemperature AT reactor trip setpoint

Overtemperature AT reactor trip setpoint Tavg coefficient

Overtemperature AT reactor trip setpoint pressure coefficient

KI 1.25991

K2 2 001655 0 655 0F

K3 2 0.000801 QM/psia

I '

Tavg at RATED THERMAL POWER

Nominal Pressurizer Pressure P't 22250 psia.

Measured reactor vessel average temperature lead/lag time constants xj 2 30 secs
N2 • 4 secs

Measured eaclerxes sel-Matimr c nstant id46svecs

Measured reactor vessel averag temPerature lag time constant s<

f (A) is a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom detectors of the power-range
nuclear ion chambers; with gains to be selected based on measured instrument response during plant
startup tests such that:

(i) for qt - qb between 46a percent and +I-SQ percent, f (Al) 0 (where qt and qb are percent
RATED THERMAL POWER in the top and bottom halves of the core respectively, and qt +
qb is total THERMAL POWER in percent of RATED THERMAL POWER).

(ii) for each percent that the magnitude of (qt - qb) exceeds P4g-percent, the AT. trip setpoint
shall be automatically reduced by 2.081M percent of its value at RATED THERMAL
POWER.

(iii) for each percent that the magnitude of(q, - qb) exceeds +4-5 -jpercent, the AT trip setpoint
shall be automatically reduced by 4A912 percent of its value at RATED THERMAL
POWER.

Over-owr VT eteit ete V -us

I

I

I

(1 ) T' represents the cycle-specific Full Power Tav value used in core design.
Parameter VYahe

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint 14 ! 1.0916

Overpowcr A4 reactor trip setneint 4evg ratclag coelticient K 5 0.0 2 'F for increasing
e-e a

BEAVER VALLEY - UNIT 1 4.1-7 COLR 47
Revision 44-
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Overpower AT Setpoint Parameter Values-(eentinued): l

.

Parameter Value

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint K4 • 91.091 5

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint Tavg rate/lag coefficient K5 2 0.02PF for increasing
average temperature
K5 = 0F for decreasing

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint Tavg heatup coefficient K6 2 0.00128 P.,=/IF for
T>T"

K6 = 0 1°F for T • T"

Tavg at RATED THERMAL POWER T" • 576.2 580 OF(l

Measured reactor vessel average temperature rate/lag time constant T3 24) IQ secs

M masid rector vessel lag time constant X4 < 6 secs

asuredatorLvesselageeempajgturdagAim constant

(Fi ~T" represents the cycle-specific FullI Power Tavg value used in core dsij=

Specification 3.2.5 DNB Parameters

Parameter Indicated Value

Reactor Coolant System Tavg Tavg • 580.05-M OFG

Pressurizer Pressure Pressure ) 2-11S 2
psiaRnl2

Reactor'Coolant System Total Flow Rate *Flow Ž267-400 - LU

I

0
I

gpmT)

(42) The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Ta.g value includes allowances for rod control operation and
verification via control board indication.

(23) The pressurizer-pressure value includes allowances for pressurizer pressure control operation and
verification via control board indication.

(3o The RCS total flow rate includes allowances for normalization of the cold leg elbow taps with a
beginning of cycle precision RCS flow calorimetric measurement and verification on a periodic
basis via control board indication.

BEAVER VALLEY- UNIT 1 4.1-8 COLR 47
Revision 441-
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6.5 Snubbers

LICENSING REQUIREMENT

LR 6.5 All snubbers shall be OPERABLE. The only snubbers excluded from this requirement
are those installed on non safety-related systems and then only if their failure or failure of the system
on which they are installed, would have no adverse effect on any safety-related system.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. (MODES 5 and 6 for snubbers located on systems#f
required OPERABLE in those MODES).

ACTION:

With one or more snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours replace or restore the inoperable snubber(s) to
OPERABLE status and perform an engineering evaluation per LRS 6.5.1.d on the supported
component or declare the supported system inoperable and follow the appropriate ACTION statement
for that system.

LICENSING REQUIREMENT SURVEILLANCES

LRS 6.5.1 Each snubber shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by performance of the following
augmented inservice inspection program and the requirements of Technical Specification Surveillance
4.0.5.

a. Inspection Types

As used in this LRS, "type of snubber" shall mean snubbers of the same design and
manufacturer, irrespective of capacity.

b. Visual Inspections

Snubbers are categorized as inaccessible or accessible during reactor operation. Each of
these categories (inaccessible and accessible) may be' inspected independently
according to the schedule determined by Table 6.5-1. The visual inspection interval for
each type of snubber shall be determined based upon the criteria provided in Table 6.5-
1 and the first inspection interval determined using this criteria shall be based upon the
previous inspection interval as established by the requirements in effect before
Technical Specification amendment 167.

# These systems are defined as those portions or subsystems required to prevent releases in excess
of 10 CFR 400 l-52 ]imits.

6.5-1 Revision 26 |
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Commitment List

The following table identifies those actions committed to by FirstEnergy Nuclear
Operating Company (FENOC) for Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS) Unit No.
1 in this document. Any. other actions discussed in the submittal represent
intended or planned actions by FENOC. They are described only as information
and are not regulatory commitments. Please notify Mr. Henry L Hegrat,
Supervisor, Licensing on (330) 315-6944 of any questions regarding this document
or associated regulatory commitments.

U. -r. -

COMMITMENT DUE DATE
1. Implement LAR 317 (Containment Prior to or concurrent with

Conversion), including plant amendment implementation.
modification commitments.

2. Implement LAR 318. (BELOCA). Prior to or concurrent with
amendment implementation.

3. Replace the Unit 1 steam generators with Prior to amendment
Westinghouse Model 54F Replacement implementation.
Steam Generators, including replacement
of level transmitters.

4. Modify the charging pumps by Prior to amendment
rebalancing injection flows and implementation.
extending the pump runout limit.

5. Replace or modify the Unit 1 Prior to amendment
Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT implementation.
instrumentation to incorporate lead/lag
filters that accommodate the assumed
time constants.

6. Submit a license amendment request to Within 6 months following the
adopt steam generator technical notice of availability for adoption
specification requirements consistent of TSTF-449 is issued under the
with Technical Specification Task Force consolidated line item
(TSTF) 449, "Steam Generator Tube improvement process (CLIIP).
Integrity.

D-1
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Beaver Valley Power Station Units I and 2 (BVPS-I and BVPS-2) Extended Power Uprate (EPU)
License Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 302/173 include the Technical Specification and analysis
methodology changes for operation of BVPS- I at EPU rated thermal power (RTP) with Model 54F
Replacement Steam Generators (RSGs). As such, the EPU analyses form the licensing basis for the
BVPS-I RSGs. FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) submitted the EPU LAR in
October 2004 and requested NRC approval by November 2005 in order to support implementation of the
BVPS-I RSGs during the 2006 spring outage (IR17).

Schedule delays in FENOC providing the additional information specified in the NRC EPU acceptance
review letter dated January 6, 2005 have been encountered such that NRC review and approval of the
EPU LAR may not be completed in time to support the BVPS-I 2006 spring outage (IR17). Due to these
delays, an alternative approach has been defined to support implementation of the BVPS-I RSGs during
the 2006 spring outage (IR17). This alternative approach consists of submitting this BVPS-I RSG LAR
(No. 320) separate from the EPU LAR but based on the EPU analyses. BVPS-I RSG LAR No. 320
contains only those Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes that require NRC review
and approval to support implementation of the BVPS-1 RSGs and operation of BVPS-I at the current
RTP. This alternative approach reduces the number of Technical Specification changes that require NRC
review and approval to support implementation of the BVPS-I RSGs, and eliminates the need for review
and approval of the Technical Specification change for an increase in RTP. By separating the
implementation of the BVPS- I RSGs from the EPU LAR, the NRC review and approval process for the
EPU LAR can proceed on a schedule that is independent of the steam generator replacement outage.

This BVPS- I RSG Licensing Report (Enclosure 2 of BVPS-1 RSG LAR No. 320) provides the technical
justification for the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes contained in BVPS-1 RSG
LAR No. 320, including the expansion of selective implementation of Alternative Source Term (AST)
methodology for BVPS- 1. This BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report contains the applicable portions of the
EPU Licensing Report (i.e., sections, subsections, figures, and tables) that provide the technical
justification for the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes contained in BVPS-I RSG
LAR No. 320.

In order to facilitate NRC review of the information provided in this BVPS-1 RSG Licensing Report as
well as comparison to the information in the EPU Licensing Report, this BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report
uses the same format and numbering convention as the EPU Licensing Report. Those portions of the
EPU Licensing Report that are included in this BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report are incorporated with
minimal editing, such as removal of analyses and results applicable to BVPS-2. Those portions of the
EPU Licensing Report that are not included in this BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report are designated in this
report as "EPU Section" or "EPU Table." The designation "NA" (Not Applicable) has been used in tables
to indicate that the information is not applicable to BVPS-I RSG LAR No. 320. In this manner, this
BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report retains the same format and numbering convention as was used in the
EPU Licensing Report.

Those portions of the EPU Licensing Report that are not required to support BVPS-I RSG LAR No. 320
Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes are not included in this BVPS-I RSG
Licensing Report. The provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 are being used to address EPU analyses that are not
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dependent on Technical Specification or analysis methodology changes and, thus, do not require NRC
review and approval for RSG implementation. 'Although this' BVPS-1 RSG Licensing Report includes
general discussion of the Model 54F RSG component design features and structural integrity, the
provisions of 10 CFR 50.59 are being used to address the RSGs as well as the impact of the RSGs on
EPU analyses that are not dependent on Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes.

This section provides additional background information regarding the BVPS EPU Project, its
relationship with BVPS-l RSG LAR No. 320, and how the EPU analyses provide technical justification
for the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes contained in BVPS-I RSG LAR
No. 320.

1.1 BACKGROUND

In early 2000, FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) implemented a Full Potential Program
for Beaver Valley Power Station Units I and 2 (BVPS-1 and BVPS-2). The program included the
following key objectives for increasing the electrical output (MNVe) of BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

1. Implement an initial measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate to increase the Nuclear.
Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) power level and increase the value of Beaver Valley Power
Station.

2. Implement a larger power uprate to further increase the NSSS power level and maximize the
value of Beaver Valley Power Station.

For BVPS- I, the Full Potential Program included the following additional key objectives:

I. Implement a steam generator preventative maintenance program that optimizes the value of
BVPS-I by postponing steam generator replacement.

2. Replace BVPS-I steam generators when it is the most advantageous to do so.

The initial measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project was initiated in mid-2000 to increase:
the reactor power level of BVPS-I and BVPS-2 by 1.4%, from the original reactor power level of
2652 MWt (2660 MWt NSSS power) to an uprated reactor power level of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS
power). The License Amendment Request (LAR) for the uprate to 2689 MWt reactor power was
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) inearly 2001 and NRC approval was obtained
in mid-2001. The uprate to 2689 MWt reactor power was implemented at BVPS-I and BVPS-2 in
fall 2001.

The larger power uprate project was initiated in mid-2000 in conjunction with initiation of the
measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project. The larger power uprate project included an
initial scoping evaluation to provide the information needed to select the power level to which BVPS-I
and BVPS-2 would be uprated. As a result of the scoping evaluation, the reactor power level of
2900 MWt (NSSS power of 291 0 MWt) was selected and the Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Project was
started. In contrast to the measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project which consisted
primarily of evaluations to show the acceptability of a small increase in power level, the EPU Project
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consisted primarily of analyses required to demonstrate the acceptability of operation at the selected
power level. Furthermore, where practical and synergistic, the EPU Project included explicit elements to
support the steam generator replacement for BVPS-I. The Replacement Steam Generator (RSG) Project
for BVPS-1 was in the early definition phase at the time that the EPU Project was started. The
Westinghouse Model 54F RSG design was subsequently selected for BVPS-I. The RSG Project included
the work scope to design and manufacture the RSGs and to update the EPU Project analyses and
evaluations to incorporate the RSG final design.

1.1.1 Uprate Power Level (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

1.1.2 Analysis and Licensing Plan and Implementation Plan

Following the selection of 2900 MWt reactor power (2910 MWt NSSS power) as the uprate power level,
the EPU analysis and licensing plan and the EPU implementation plan were defined.

EPU Analysis and Licensing Plan

An analysis and licensing plan was defined for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 in which analysis would be
performed and an EPU LAR would be submitted to the NRC requesting approval to uprate BVPS-I to the
reactor power level of 2900 MWt with the RSGs and to uprate BVPS-2 to the reactor power level of
2900 MWt with the original steam generators (OSGs). For BVPS-l, the EPU LAR would incorporate the
impact of the RSGs on applicable plant analytical areas, including the NSSS design parameters, NSSS
design transients, NSSS and BOP systems, NSSS components, reactor coolant loop, main steam and main
feedwater piping, safety (accident) analyses and nuclear fuel. The EPU LAR would also include the
Technical Specification changes associated with the BVPS- l RSGs. The analyses for the BVPS- l RSG
components, including the ASME Code structural analysis, would be performed separately and addressed
under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

In order to facilitate the preparation, submittal and review of licensing documentation required for EPU,
the licensing plan defined a staged approach consisting of the following LARs:

I . A Containment Conversion (CC) LAR consisting of the containment-related analyses and
evaluations required to support conversion of the containment design basis from sub-atmospheric
to atmospheric. The analyses and evaluations would be performed at the EPU power level. The
LAR would be submitted to the NRC for review and approval prior to the other LARs.

2. A Best Estimate Loss of Coolant Accident (BELOCA) LAR consisting of the large break LOCA
analyses and evaluations required to support EPU. These analyses and evaluations would be
performed at the EPU power level. The LAR would be limited to BELOCA analyses and
evaluations consistent with accepted licensing practice and would be submitted to the NRC for
review and approval in conjunction with the EPU LAR.

3. An EPU LAR consisting of the remaining analyses and evaluations required to support EPU.
These analyses and evaluations would be performed at the EPU power level. The LAR would be
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submitted to the NRC for review and approval and would contain the request to uprate the rated
thermal power (RTP) of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 to 2900 MWt.

The analysis and licensing plan supports completion of analyses and submittal of the EPU LAR to the
NRC in 2004 requesting approval in 2005 to support a staged implementation of EPU starting in 2006.

EPU Implementation Plan

The implementation plan defined for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 consists of a staged implementation of EPU to
the reactor power level of 2900 MWt (2910 MWtNSSS power). Following NRC review and approval of
the EPU LAR, FENOC will complete the implementation of safety-related equipment modifications and
Technical Specification changes required to support operation under the EPU LAR analyses. Following
confirmation of all safety-related analysis inputs, the EPU LAR analyses will be implemented as the
analysis of record (AOR) for BVPS-l and BVPS-2 and be used as the analytical basis for implementing
the BVPS-1 RSGs. However, FENOC will continue to operate BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the current
reactor power level of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power) until the non-safety-related BOP equipment
modifications that are needed to support operation at higher power are implemented.

The principal modifications planned to support implementation of the EPU LAR analyses include:

I. Containment Conversion from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric design basis including related
modifications such as the addition of feedwater isolation valves (FIVs) and auxiliary feedwater
flow limiting venturies for BVPS-I

2. Replacement charging/safety injection pump rotating assemblies

3. Replacement steam generators for BVPS-1

The principal modifications planned to support operation at higher power include:

1. BOP replacement high pressure (HP) all-reaction turbines
2. BOP electrical transformer modifications
3. BOP main condenser modifications for BVPS-2
4. BOP cooling tower modifications for BVPS-2
5. BOP moisture separator reheater (MSR) relief valve modifications
6. BOP main feedwater control valve (FCV) trim modifications
7. BOP heater drain control valve modifications -
8. BOP instrument replacements

BVPS-1 RSG Alternative Approach - -

As discussed above under the EPU Implementation Plan, the BVPS-l RSGs are one of the principal
BVPS-1 modifications to be implemented prior to implementation of the EPU LAR analyses. Consistent
with the staged implementation plan, FENOC intends to initially operate BVPS-1 at the current reactor
power level with the RSGs until the remaining modifications are made to support operation at the higher
power level.
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The EPU LAR analyses for BVPS-I include consideration of the BVPS-I RSGs as well as other plant
configuration and Technical Specification changes needed to support the EPU LAR analyses. In this way
the EPU LAR analyses form the licensing basis analyses for the BVPS-I RSGs.

An alternative approach for implementation of the BVPS-1 RSGs and operation of BVPS-I at the current
reactor power level with the RSGs is to submit a BVPS-I RSG LAR separate from the EPU LAR but
based on the EPU analyses. The BVPS-1 RSG LAR contains only those Technical Specification and
analysis methodology changes that require NRC review and approval to support implementation of the
BVPS-I RSGs, expansion of selective implementation of AST, and operation of BVPS-I at the current
reactor power level.

The analyses that are not dependent on Technical Specification or analysis methodology changes do not
require NRC review and approval and are being addressed through the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.
Analyses in this category include the analyses for the BVPS- I RSG components, including the ASME
Code structural analysis, and analyses performed in the systems, components, safety, and fuel areas to
incorporate the operating conditions and characteristics associated with the BVPS-l RSGs.

The BVPS-1 RSG LAR approach reduces the number of Technical Specification changes that need NRC
review and approval, and eliminates the need for review and approval of the Technical Specification
change for an increase in rated thermal power. This alternative approach for implementation of the
BVPS-I RSGs is being pursued because delays have been encountered in the NRC review and approval
process for the EPU LAR.

The BVPS- l RSG LAR approach takes credit for the implementation of the CC and BELOCA LARs and
the principal modifications planned to support implementation of the EPU LAR analyses, which include:

I. Containment Conversion from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric design basis including related
modifications such as the addition of feedwater isolation valves (FLVs) and auxiliary feedwater
flow limiting venturies for BVPS-I

2. Replacement charging/safety injection pump rotating assemblies

1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of the BVPS-I RSG LAR is to submit for NRC review and approval those portions of the
EPU LAR that are required to implement the BVPS-I RSGs and operate BVPS-I at the current reactor
power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power). The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters established for
operation of BVPS- I at the current reactor power with RSGs include the following conditions:

l. The current reactor power of 2689 MWt (NSSS power of 2697 MWt)
2. The current full power reactor vessel average temperature of 576.21F
3. The current full power feedwater temperature of 439.3)F
4. A steam generator tube plugging level range of 0% to 22%
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These NSSS design (PCWG) parameters established for operation at current power conditions are
bounded by the NSSS design'(PCWG) parameters established for'operation of BVPS-1 at EPU reactor
power with RSGs, which include the following conditions':

1. An uprated reactor power of 2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt)
2. A full power reactor vessel average temperature (Ta.V) range of 566.20 to 580'F
3. A full power feedwater temperature rainge of 4000 to 4550F
4. A steam generator tube plugging level range of 0% to 22%

1.3 SCOPE

The BVPS-l RSG LAR contains only'those Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes
required to support implementation of the BVPS-I RSGs and operation of BVPS-I at the current reactor
power level. The BVPS-l RSG Licensing Report provides the technical justification for the Technical
Specification and analysis methodology changes that are-contained in the BVPS-I RSG LAR. The
technical justification is based on EPU analyses that include consideration of the BVPS-l RSGs and that
bound and support operation of BVPS-I at current power conditions with the RSGs. The BVPS-l RSG
LAR Technical Specification changes fall into two categories; changes required due to the RSG
components and changes required to use the EPU analyses as the basis for implementation and operation
with the RSGs. The BVPS-1 RSG Licensing' Report also contains'the technical justification' for
expansion of selective implementation of Alternative Source Term'(AST) methodology. Therefore, the
BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report contains the technical justification for Technical Specification and
analysis methodology changes that deviate from the current license basis and, hence, cannot be performed
under 10 CFR:50.59. Specifically, the BVPS4I RSG Licensing Report includes technical justification for
the following items:

1. Technical Specification changes forRSG inspection surveillance requirements

2. Technical Specification changes for Reactor Trip System and Engineered Safety' Feature
Actuation System RSG water level functions

3. ' Technical Specification change for RSG water level operability surveillance requirement during
plant shutdown

4. Technical Specification changes for adding AT lag compensators to the Reactor Trip System
Overtempeiature AT and Overpower'AT fuzictions '

5. ' Technical Specification changes for using the WRB-2M correlation and VIPRE computer code in
analyses for Robust Fuel Assemblies (RFA), including RFA-2 fuel

6. Technical Specification change for raisin'g the minimum charging pump discharge pressure
surveillance requirement associated with reactor coolant pump seal injection flow

7. Expansion of selective implementation ofAST forBVPS-l
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The BVPS- I RSG Licensing Report contains the applicable portions of the EPU Licensing Report
(i.e., sections, subsections, figures, and tables) that provide the technical justification for the Technical
Specification and analysis methodology changes contained in the BVPS-1 RSG LAR. In order to
maintain continuity between licensing reports, the BVPS- I RSG Licensing Report uses the same format
and numbering as used for the EPU Licensing Report. Those portions of the EPU Licensing Report that
are not included in the BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report are designated in the BVPS-I RSG Licensing
Report as "EPU Section" or "EPU Table." The information contained in the BVPS-I RSG Licensing
Report has been edited to remove the EPU analyses and results applicable for BVPS-2. The designation
"NA" (Not Applicable) has been used in tables to indicate that the information is not applicable to the
BVPS-l RSG LAR. In this manner, the BVPS-l RSG Licensing Report retains the same format and
numbering convention as was used in the EPU Licensing Report.

1.4 REVIEW PROCESS

1.4.1 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Comprehensive analysis input parameter lists were developed at the beginning of the EPU Project for the
various analytical areas within the work scope of the project. These lists were used to identify the input
parameter and assumption requirements and to obtain FENOC input data and approval. In conjunction
with development of the individual input parameter lists, a consolidated input parameter list was prepared
to aid in the identification and control of input data and assumptions and to promote consistency across
the various analytical areas within the EPU Project.

The EPU analyses were performed to reflect the as-built and as-operated plant. Plant drawings (as built)
and/or plant documentation were obtained from FENOC and used as appropriate.

1.4.2 Methodologies and Computer Codes

The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) analyses contained in the BVPS-I RSG LAR used
methodologies and computer codes that have been previously approved by the NRC or that are consistent
with accepted industry practice. The NRC approved analytical techniques (methodology and codes) used
for BVPS-I RSG UFSAR analyses are the same as those used for current analyses for BVPS-I as
described in the associated UFSAR, except for the following areas where NRC generically approved
methodology and/or codes were applied to the Beaver Valley Power Station for the first time.

1. Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis used the Best-Estimate LOCA
(BELOCA) methodology and the WCOBRA/TRAC computer code. This methodology and
computer code have been approved on a generic basis by the NRC and have been applied to a
number of plants which have received NRC approval. Consistent with the approach used in the
Byron/Braidwood power uprate project, the BELOCA analysis for BVPS-I at EPU conditions has
been submitted to the NRC for review and approval in a BELOCA LAR separate from the EPU
LAR and BVPS-I RSG LAR.

2. Non-LOCA and Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design analyses used the VIPRE computer code for the
calculation of DNBR. This code has been approved on a generic basis by the NRC and has been
applied to a number of plants which have received NRC approval.
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3. Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design analysis used the WRB-2M correlation for the calculation of
DNBR for RFA fuel (including RFA-2 fuel). This correlation has been approved on a generic
basis by the NRC and has been applied to a number of plants which have received NRC approval.

4. Main Steamline Break (MSLB) Mass arid Energy (M&E) Releases analysis for outside
containment used the currently approved LOFTRAN computer code but the decay heat model has
been changed to the 1979 ANS Decay Heat +2a standard decay heat model. This decay heat
model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other analyses for the Beaver Valley Power
Station including the MSLB M&E releases inside containment analysis previously submitted to
the NRC for review and approval as part of the Containment Conversion LAR. This decay heat
model has been approved by the NRC for similar applications on other plants.

5. As part of expanding the selective implementation of the Alternative Source Terms (AST) for
BVPS-I in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.183, the post-accident site boundary and control
room dose analyses supporting this application are based on AST methodology. The newly
calculated control room atmospheric dispersion factors utilized in the dose consequence analyses
were developed using NRC sponsored computer code ARCON96.

Table 1.0-2 lists the principal computer codes used to support the BVPS-1 RSG UFSAR analyses. The
table shows which codes have been previously approved and used for BVPS-1 and identifies which codes
are being applied to BVPS-1 for the first time. As shown in Table 1.0-2, the principal computer codes
being applied to BVPS-1 as part of the BVPS-1 RSG UFSAR analyses have been previously approved by
the NRC or are consistent with accepted industry practice. NRC approved computer codes are used
within any restrictions and limitations identified in the NRC safety evaluations for the topical reports
relative to the computer codes and methodologies.

1.43 Proprietary Information Designations

The RSG Licensing Report contains Westinghouse proprietary information. The specific information is
contained within brackets with designated superscripted lower case letters. Westinghouse proprietary
information is provided in WCAP-16307-P, "Beaver Valley Power Station Extended Power Uprate
Licensing Report Supplemental Information."

1.5 TECHNICAL BASIS FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST

The Technical Basis for the BVPS-l RSG LAR is contained in the BVPS-1 RSG Licensing Report. The
BVPS-1 RSG LAR includes documentation supporting the required changes to the Technical
Specifications and Licensing Requirements Manual.

1.6 CONCLUSIONS

The analyses and evaluations contained in the BVPS-1 RSG Licensing Report support the BVPS-I RSG
LAR Technical Specification changes and demonstrate that operation of BVPS-1 at the reactor power
level of 2689 MWt (NSSS power of 2697 MWt) with the RSGs is in compliance with applicable licensing
criteria and requirements.
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Table 1.0-1
Comparison of Power Levels for Comparable 3-Loop Plants (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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Table 1.0-2 .
Principal Computer Codes Used to Support RSG LAR UFSAR Analyses

Principal Computer Codes
Licensing Used to Support UFSAR Analyses

Section No. Licensing Report Section Title Current RSG LAR

3.0 NSSS SYSTEMS -

3.2 NSSS Control Systems LOFTRAN LOFTRAN

5.0 SAFETY ANALYSIS

5.2.1 Large Break LOCA SATAN WCOBRA/TRAC(5 )
REFLOOD

COCO
BASH

5.2.2 Small Break LOCA NOTRUMP NOTRUMP
LOCTA-IV LOCTA-IV

5.3 Non-LOCA Transients LOFTRAN LOFTRAN
FACTRAN FACTRAN
TWINKLE TWINKLE

THINC VIPREt1 )

5.4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture LOFTTR2t') NA

5.6.2 MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Outside LOFTRAN LOFTRAN
Containment

5.7 LOCA Hydraulic Forces MULTIFLEX 1.0/3.0 NA
LATFORC
FORCE2
THRUST

5.11 Radiological Assessments RADIOISOTOPE RADIOISOTOPE
ARCON906X 4 ) ARCON96(3 X4)

PERC2 PERC2
SW-QADCGGP SW-QADCGGP

ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY 2
ION EXCHANGER ION EXCHANGER

QADMOD QADMOD
TRAILS PC PERC2
ORIGEN-S ORIGEN-S

PAVAN PC PAVAN PC
SCALE 43 SCALE 4.3
SWNAUA SWNAUA
LOCTIC LOCTIC

GAMATRANI GAMATRANI

6.0 FUEL ANALYSIS .

6.1 Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design THINC VIPRE(')
PAD 4.0 PAD 4.0

6.2 Fuel Nuclear Core Design PHOENIX-P/ANC NA

6.3 Fuel Rod Design and Performance - PAD 3.4/4.0 NA
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Table 1.0-2 (continued)
Principal Computer Codes Used to Support RSG LAR UFSAR Analyses

Principal Computer Codes
Licensing Used to Support UFSAR Analyses

Section No. Licensing Report Section Title Current RSG LAR

6.4 Reactor Internals Heat Generation Rates DORTt3) | NA

6.5 Neutron Fluence DORT3) | NA

Notes:
(1) First time application of NRC approved code to BVPS-1. Refer to licensing report section forWCAP references.

(2) Applicable to BVPS-2.

(3) Industry Accepted Code.

(4) Submitted in Containment Conversion LAR.

(5) First time application of NRC approved code to BVPS-1. Submitted in BELOCA LAR.
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2 NSSS ANALYSIS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations to'develop the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
parameters and the NSSS and auxiliary equipment design transients associated with operation at EPU
conditions. This information is used as input to EPU Project analyses and evaluations in other analytical
areas.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions'
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). The analyses and evaluations for EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

2.1 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM'(NSSS) PARAMETERS

The NSSS parameters include NSSS design parameters and NSSS best estimate parameters. The NSSS
design parameters are also referred to as Power Capability Working Group (PCWG) parameters. The
NSSS design (PCWG) parameters provide bounding parameter values for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
and secondary system conditions (e.g., temperatures, pressures, and flows) for use in developing
conservative analyses relative to power uprate conditions. The NSSS best estimate parameters provide
best estimate parameters at potential NSSS operating points within the NSSS design (PCWG) parameter
ranges. These are used in analyses that require specific operating point parameters, such as analyses and
evaluations for sizing modifications to the turbine/generator at power uprate conditions.

2.1.1 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters '

2.1.1.1 Introduction

The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters are the fundamental parameters that are used as input in all the
NSSS analyses. They provide the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and secondary system conditions
(temperatures, pressures, flows) that are used as the basis for the NSSS design transients, 'systems,
components, accidents, and fuel analyses and evaluations.

The PCWG parameters are established using conservative assumptions in order to provide bounding
conditions appropriate for the NSSS analyses. For example, the assumed RCS flow in generating the
primary and secondary side conditions is the Thermal Design Flow (TDF), which is a conservatively low
flow that accounts for flow measurement uncertainty and bounds the maximum expected steam generator
tube plugging (SGTP) levels. -

In order to predict primary and secondary side conditions that bound the way the plant operates, a range
of conditions was established for the vessel average temperature (Tyg) (i.e., RCS average temperature),
feedwater temperature, and SGTP level. The T.v, range was specified between 566.2° and 580'F, the
feedwater temperature'range between 4000 and 4550F, and the SGTP level between 0% and 22%.'

The PCWG parameters were developed for BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators at the
NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (reactor p6wer of 2900 MWt), which constitutes a 9.4% EPU with
respect to the original NSSS power level of 2660 MWt (reactor power of 2652 MWt).
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To support the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I, PCWG parameters were also developed for the
current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). These PCWG parameters used
the current Tayg of 576.20F, the current feedwater temperature of 439.31F, and the SGTP range of 0 to
22%. These PCWG parameters will define the design conditions that apply to operation of BVPS-I at the
current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt).

2.1.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The major input parameters and assumptions used in the calculation of the PCWG parameters for BVPS-I
at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt are summarized below:

* The power level for the EPU was set at 2910 MWt NSSS (2900 MWt reactor). This is 9.4%
higher than the original NSSS power rating of 2660 MWt (2652 MWt reactor).

* The EPU power level includes a net RCS heat input of 10 MWt.

* The current TDF of 87,200 gpm/loop was maintained.

* The PCWG parameters support operation with RFA fuel (including RFA-2) with IFMs.

* Design core bypass flow is 6.5%.

* A range of SGTP level from 0% to 22% is selected for the analyses.

* A range of full-power normal operating Tavg from 566.20 to 580.00F is selected for the analyses.

* A range of full-power feedwater temperature from 4000 to 4550 F is selected for the analyses.

* The PCWG parameters support Model 54F replacement steam generators for BVPS-1.

* Design moisture carryover (MCO) is 0.10% for the BVPS-1 Model 54F replacement steam
generators.

2.1.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Table 2.1.1 -1 provides the PCWG parameter cases for the original NSSS power level of 2660 MWt and
for the current operation NSSS power level of 2697 MWt which reflects a 1.4% power uprating relative to
the original NSSS power level. These PCWG parameter cases reflect the original steam generators and
are provided for comparison purposes.

Table 2.1.1-2 provides the PCWG parameter cases which were generated and used as the basis for the
EPU analyses and evaluations.

Table 2.1.1-2 lists the parameters for BVPS-I and reflects the Model 54F replacement steam generators.
These parameters incorporate the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt, 0 and 22% SGTP, T,,Vg range from
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566.20 to 5800 F, and feedwater temperature range from 4000 to 4550F. The Best Estimate Flow'(BEF)
range defined for BVPS-1 with Model 54F replaceinent steam generators is 90,800 to 97,800 gpm/loop.

These performance capability parameters were used in-the EPU analytical efforts. Analyses and
evaluations based on the parameter set or sets which were most limiting were performed, so that the
analyses would support operation of BVPS-l over the range of conditions specified, including operation
of BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators.

Table 2.1.1-4 lists the parameters for BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators for the
current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). These parameters incorporate the
current T,,g of 576.2'F, the current feedwater temperature of4439.3'F, and the SGTP range of 0 to 22%.

These performance capability parameters for the current power level were developed to support the staged
implementation of EPU. These PCWG parameters will define the design conditions that apply to
operation of BVPS-1 at the current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). A
comparison of the current power PCWG parameters in Table 2.1.1-4 to the EPU PCWG parameters in
Tables 2.1.1-2 shows that the parameters for the current power level are bounded by the parameters for
EPU. Thus, the analyses and evaluations performed based on the most limiting set or sets of EPU PCWG
parameters in Tables 2.1.1-2 bound and support operation of BVPS-1 at the current power PCWG
parameters in Tables 2.1.1-4.

2.1.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The primary acceptance criteria for the determination of the PCWG parameters is'that the parameters
must provide adequate flexibility and margin for plant operation, while at the same time bound the range
of expected operating conditions. These parameters form the basis for the subsequent analyses and
evaluations contained in this report.

2.1.1.5 Conclusions

The PCWG parameters for the EPU Project incorporate the selected power level and range of conditions.
PCWG parameter sets were developed for BVPS-I at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (reactor power
at 2900 MWt) with Model 54F replacement steam generators. The PCWG parameters were used in EPU
Project analyses and evaluations as described in this report.

To support the staged implementation of EPU,'PCWG parameters were also calculated for the current
NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power at 2689 MWt) to define the design conditions that will
apply to operation of BVPS-1. A comparison of the PCWG parameters for the current power level to the
PCWG parameters for EPU showed that the parameters for the current power level are bounded by the
parameters for EPU. Thus, the analyses and evaluations performed for EPU based on the most limiting
set or sets of EPU PCWG parameters bound and support operation of BVPS-l at the PCWG parameters
associated with the current power level.
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Table 2.1.1-1
NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters
Original and Current Operation

Current Operation
(1.4% Uprating)

TIIERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Original Design Case 1 Case 2

NSSS Power % 100 101.4 101.4
MWt 2660 2697 2697
106 BTU/hr 9079 9203 9203

Reactor Power MWt 2652 2689 2689
106 BTU/hr 9051 9175 9175

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 88,500 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 100.8 99.5 99.5

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 4.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, IF
Core Outlet 612.8 615.1 615.1
Vessel Outlet 609.9 610.8 610.8
Core Average 579.3 580.3 580.3
Vessel Average 576.2 576.2 576.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 542.5 541.6 541.6
Steam Generator Outlet 542.3 541.3 541.3

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, IF 516.8 519.0 505.5) l
Steam Pressure, psia 790 806 716(')
Steam Flow, 106 Ib/hr total 11.61 11.81 11.78
Feed Temperature, IF 437.5 439.3 439.3
Moisture, % max. 0.25 0.25 0.25
Tube Plugging Level (/) 0 0 30

Zero Load Temperature, IF 547 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm [ 101,400 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total Not Applicable 266,800

Note:
(1) Steam conditions are limited to minimums of 760 psia and 512.30 F due to component design transient considerations.
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Table 2.1.1-2
BVPS-1 NSSS Design (PCNN'G) Parameters
Extended Power Uprate/Miodel 54F RSGs

TH1ERIMIAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Case I Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

NSSS Power % 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4
MWt 2910 - 2910 2910 2910
106 BTU/hr 9929 9929 9929 9929

Reactor Power MWt 2900 2900 2900 2900
106 BTU/hr 9895 9895 9895 9895

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 101.1 101.1 99.3 993

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, IF
Core Outlet 608.6 608.6 621.4 621.4
Vessel Outlet 603.9 603.9 617.0 617.0
Core Average 570.6 570.6 584.6 584.6
Vessel Average 566.2 566.2 580.0 580.0
Vessel/Core Inlet 528.5(') 528.5(X) 543.1 543.1
Steam Generator Outlet 528.2 528.2 542.8 542.8

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, IF 500.5(2) 490.2(2) 515.8(3) 505.6
Steam Pressure, psia 684(2) 623(2) 783(3) 716
Steam Flow, 106 lb/hr total 12.02/12.97 12.01/12.95 12.06/13.01(3) 12.03/12.98
Feed Temperature, 0F 400/455 4001455 400/455 400/455
Moisture, % max. 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 22 0 22(4

Zero Load Temperature, IF 547 547 547 547

IHYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm | 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total 266,800

Note:
(1) Vessel inlet temperature is limited to aminimum of530°F due to reactor vessel embrittlement considerations.
(2) Steam conditions are limited to minimums of 700 psia and 503.1°F due to component design transient considerations.

(3) For analysis purposes, maximum steam conditions are 831 psia,522.6°F and 13.04 x 16 Ihr.
(4) Steam generator tube plugging is limited to 10% due to Smal I Break LOCA Analysis.
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Table 2.1.1-3
BVPS-2 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters
Extended Power Uprate/OSGs (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing
Report. The information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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Table 2.1.1-4
BVPS-1 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters

Current Power/Model 54F RSGs

THIERNIAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Case I Case 2

NSSS Power
MWt 2697 2697
106 BTU/hr 9203 9203

Reactor Power MWt 2689 2689
106 BTU/hr 9175 9175

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 99.45 99.45

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, 'F
Core Outlet 615.1 615.1
Vessel Outlet 610.8 610.8
Core Average 580.3 580.3
Vessel Average 576.2 576.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 541.6 541.6
Steam Generator Outlet 541.3 541.3

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, 'F 516.7(') 507.3
Steam Pressure, psia 790(l) 727
Steam Flow, 106 lb/hr total 11.79(') 11.77
Feed Temperature, 'F 439.3 4393
Moisture, % max. 0.10 0.10
Tube Plugging Level (%o) 0 22

Zero Load Temperature, IF 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm |101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total |266,800

Note:

(1) For analysis purposes, maximum steam conditions are 828 psia,522.20 F and 11.808 x 106 lb/hr.
(2) Steam generator tube plugging is limited to 100/. due to Small Break LOCAAnalysis.
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Table 2.1.1-5
BVPS-2 NSSS Design (PCWVG) Parameters

Current Power/OSGs (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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2.1.2 Best Estimate NSSS Parameters (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

2.13 TavgfPower Coastdown Parameters (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

2.2 NSSS AND AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT DESIGN TRANSIENTS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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3 NSSS SYSTEMS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the NSSS systems at EPU conditions, including
the NSSS fluid systems, NSSS control systems, and the NSSS/Balance of Plant (BOP) fluid system
interfaces. The NSSS control systems and NSSSIBOP fluid system interfaces are addressed in this
section.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-I at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). The analyses and evaluations for EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

3.1 NSSS/BOP FLUID SYSTEM INTERFACES (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3.2 NSSS CONTROL SYSTEMS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations in the following areas in order to assess the NSSS
control systems performance and setpoints at EPU conditions:

I. NSSS Control Systems Stability/Operability

* NSSS Control Systems Stability/Setpoints
* Plant Operability Margins
* P-9 Setpoint

2. Pressure Control Component Sizing

* Power Operated Relief Valves
* Pressurizer Spray Valves
* Steam Dump Valves
* Pressurizer Heaters

3. Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)

These analyses and evaluations are described in the following sections.

3.2.1 NSSS Control Systems Stability/Operability

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations to assess the stability, operability and setpoints of the
NSSS control systems at EPU conditions.
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3.2.1.1 NSSS Control Systems Stability/Setpoints (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3.2.1.2 Plant Operability Margins

The NSSS control systems are evaluated to show that there is adequate available plant operating margin
to the various reactor trip and engineered safety features (ESF) actuation setpoints that are active during
and following normal (Condition I) operating transients at EPU conditions. When there is a change in the
plant operating conditions, reactor core kinetics or the control system setpoints, the effect of the changes
on the plant operating margins needs to be evaluated. The EPU Project includes a full power T.g window
of 566.2° to 580.00F. In addition, the OTAT and OPAT reactor trip equations, setpoints, and time
constants were revised for the EPU Project in order to optimize operating margins at EPU conditions. For
BVPS-l, the steam generator low-low level reactor trip and ESF actuation (i.e., auxiliary feedwater)
setpoint and the steam generator high-high level ESF actuation (i.e., turbine trip and feedwater isolation)
setpoint, along with the steam generator level control setpoint, were revised for the Model 54F RSGs.
The revised reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoints, time constants and equations are shown in
Section 5.10 of this report. -Because of these changes, the relevant reactor trip and ESF actuation
setpoints and time constants were evaluated for the EPU Project to assess the plant operating margins
during and following the Condition I operating transients at EPU conditions. The purpose of this
evaluation was to demonstrate that the plant operating margins are adequate at EPU conditions. The
steady-state margins to the turbine runback and revised OTAT and OPAT reactor trip setpoints were
evaluated. For BVPS-l, the operating margins to the revised steam generator low-low level trip and ESF
actuation setpoint and high-high level ESF actuation setpoint were evaluated. The EPU conditions are
discussed in Section 2.1.1 of this report.

BVPS-I has a number of automatic reactor trips and automatic ESF actuations that are active during
power operation. Other reactor trips are either manually actuated or are not active during power
operation.

Acceptable reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoints and time constants should provide adequate margins
to the nominal trip setpoints during and following the design basis normal (Condition 1) operating
transients. The pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs) should not be challenged on a step load
(10%) decrease transient.

The plant operability margins evaluation showed that the margins to the revised OTAT and OPAT reactor
trip setpoints are acceptable. For BVPS-1, the margins to the revised steam generator low-low level
reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoint and the high-high level ESF actuation setpoint are acceptable. The
evaluation also showed acceptable margins to the current setpoints for other relevant reactor trips
(i.e., power range high flux, pressurizer low pressure, steam generator low-low level) and ESF actuations
(i.e., pressurizer low pressure SI, steamline low pressure SI and MSIV closure, and steam generator
high-high level turbine trip and feedwater isolation). To maintain adequate margin to the steamline low
pressure SI and MSIV closure actuation setpoint, the full power steam generator outlet steam pressure
must be maintained greater than or equal to 700 psia consistent with the full power operational limit
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established to support steam generator structural integrity at EPU conditions. The current OTAT and
OPAT turbine runback setpoints are also shown acceptable at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for plant operability margins for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

3.2.1.3 P-9 Setpoint (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3.2.2 Pressure Control Component Sizing (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3.2.3 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMNIS) (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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4 NSSS COMPONENTS'

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the NSSS components at'EPU conditions. The
primary EPU-related inputs to these analyses 'and evaluations are the NSSS design (PCWG) parameters
(Section 2.1.1). In addition to these primary inputs, the NSSS component evaluations used the existing
component design basis information to'assess the impact of EPU. The NSSS component evaluations were
performed to confirm that the NSSS components continue to comply with applicable licensing,
requirements and industry codes'at EPU conditions.

The following NSSS components are addressed in this section:

* Reactor Vessel
* Reactor Pressure Vessel System (i.e., Reactor Internals)
* Fuel Assemblies
* Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Capped Latch'Housings
* Reactor Coolant Loop Piping and Supports
* Reactor Coolant Pumps
* Steam Generators
* Pressurizer
* ,NSSS Auxiliary Equipment
* Loop Stop Isolation Valves'

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). The analyses and evaluations for EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

4.1 REACTOR VESSEL (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain'numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.2 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL SYSTEM (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is' not applicable f6r'the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.3 FUELASSEMBLIES (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.4 CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS AND CAPPED LATCH HOUSINGS
(EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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4.5 REACTOR COOLANT LOOP PIPING AND SUPPORTS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.6 REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS AND MOTORS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.7 STEAM GENERATORS

4.7.1 BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generators

For BVPS-l, the Model 51 original steam generators (OSGs) will be replaced with Westinghouse
Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) prior to operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
(2910 MWtNSSS power). The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed for operation of
BVPS-I at 2910 MWt (970 MWtIRSG). The licensing acceptability of replacing the Model 51 OSG
components with Model 54F RSG components is being evaluated under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.
The Technical Specification changes due to design differences between the Model 51 OSG components
and the Model 54F RSG components were incorporated in the EPU License Amendment Request. They
have also been incorporated in the BVPS-I RSG License Amendment Request.

The Model 54F RSG design is consistent with other advanced Westinghouse designs and is considered the
replacement model that is most comparable to the Model 51 OSG in both thermal-hydraulic performance
and structural design. The basic Model 54F RSG configuration has been used on several other domestic
nuclear power plants (e.g., North Anna Power Station Units I and 2, Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant, and
Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units I and 2). The Model 54F RSG includes thermally treated
Alloy 690 tubing, which provides enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. It also incorporates a
number of other design enhancements, including:

* Advanced U-bend anti-vibration bar design that provides for enhanced tube stability, and
minimized potential for both wear and fatigue of tubes.

* Enhanced corrosion resistant tube support plate materials that limit the potential for crevice
corrosion product buildup.

* Enhanced, structural quatrefoil tube hole support plates that improve axial flow within the tube
bundle and minimize tube-to-tube support contact areas.

* Enhanced steam nozzle with integral flow restrictors to limit the steam flow area for postulated
breaks in the main steam lines.

* Enlarged narrow range span (NRS) for steam generator water level control, which provides
additional operating margin between the nominal level control setpoint and the low-low level trip
setpoint.
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Enlarged tube bundle sized to provide a larger heat transfer area while maintaining essentially the
same primary coolant flow.

The design enhancements for enlarged narrow range span and enlarged tube bundle resulted in changes to
steam generator water level setpoints, including the steam generator low-low and high-high water level '
trip setpoints as described in Section 5.10 and the steam generator water level surveillance requirement
used to confirm operability during plant shutdown, which corresponds to a level that covers the top of the
tube bundle (28% NRS).

The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed for the PCWG parameters, NSSS design
transients, and LOCA forces for 2910 MWt NSSS power. In addition to' the NSSS power of 2910 MWt,
the EPU conditions include a full power reactor vessel average temperature range of 566.2 to 580'F, a full
power feedwater temperature range of 400 to 455'F, and a steam generator tube plugging range of 0 to
22%.

The thermal-hydraulic performance characteristics of the Model 54F RSGs have been used in the
development of PCWG parameters and best estimate NSSS parameters for BVPS-I at 2910 MWt NSSS
power. The BVPS-I PCWG parameters for 2910 MWt NSSS power with Model 54F RSGs are presented
in Table 2.1.1-2 of this report. The Model 54F RSG thermal-hydraulic performance characteristics have
also been incorporated into the other EPU analyses, as appropriate, so that these other analyses also
reflect the performance of the Model 54F RSGs.

The design and analyses for the BVPS-I Model 54F RSG components are being performed as part of the
'BVPS-1 RSG Project. This project includes the thermal-hydraulic analysis and ASME Code Section III
structural analysis for the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSG design. A Design Report is being prepared to include'
the effects of the PCWG parameters, NSSS design transients, LOCA forces, and loop piping loads
associated with operation of BVPS-I at 2910 MWt NSSS power. The stress and fatigue limits defined in
the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code Section III (Reference 1) is the basis of acceptability for the
structural analysis. The Design Report will be completed prior to operation but after the RSGs are
manufactured so that as-built dimensions can be assessed. A thermal-hydraulic design data report is also,
being prepared to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic performance (steam pressure, circulation ratio, moisture
carryover, stability damping factor, etc.) at 2910 MWt NSSS power.

*The design and analyses for the Model 54F RSGs performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound
and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

The following information identifies Model 54F RSG component design and analysis provisions in the
areas of thermal-hydraulic performance, structural integrity, U-bend fatigue, hardware changes and
additions (repair hardware), tube wear, tube plugging limit, and tube degradation. Additional information
for the Model 54F RSG component is provided in WCAP-16415-NP (Reference 3).

4.7.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The Model 54F RSG thermal-hydraulic operating characteristics (steam pressure, circulation ratio,
moisture carryover, stability damping factor) are being analyzed to demonstrate compliance with Design
Specification requirements at 2910 MWt NSSS power.
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4.7.1.2 Structural Integrity

The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed to meet the requirements of the 1989 Edition of
the ASME Code Section III (Reference 1) at 2910 MWt NSSS power. AnASME Code Design Report is
being prepared using the PCWG parameters, the NSSS design transients, and the LOCA hydraulic forces.
The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed to the same primary and secondary design
pressures and temperatures, and primary-to-secondary design differential pressure as the Model SI OSGs.
Secondary side steam pressure during power operation is being limited to a minimum of 700 psia in order
to support the primary-to-secondary design differential pressure. The stresses and fatigue limits defined
in the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code Section III (Reference I) are being used as the basis for
demonstrating structural integrity.

4.7.1.3 U-Bend Fatigue

The Model 54F RSGs include an advanced U-bend anti-vibration bar configuration that minimizes the
potential for U-bend vibration, wear and fatigue. The Model 54F RSGs are being analyzed to show that
tube fatigue usage factors meet the requirements of the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code Section III
(Reference 1).

4.7.1.4 Hardware Changes and Additions

Hardware changes and additions (e.g., plugs) prior to service are not anticipated, but if required, would be
designed and analyzed to meet applicable ASME Code requirements for the 2910 MWt NSSS power.
Any hardware changes and additions that might be required during operation would be designed and
analyzed to meet applicable ASME Code requirements consistent with their intended use.

4.7.1.5 Tube Wear

The Model 54F RSG tube bundle straight leg region provides for minimized potential for wear at tube
support plate intersections. Flow enters the tube bundle region near the top of the tubesheet, where the
tube is well supported, and is directed radially inward by the flow distribution baffle. Crossflow
elsewhere in the straight leg region is minimized.

4.7.1.6 Tube Plugging Limit (Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 Analysis)

The US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (Reference 2) describes an acceptable method for
establishing the limiting safe condition of degradation in the tubes beyond which tubes found defective by
the established in-service inspection shall be removed from service. The level of acceptable degradation
is referred to as the "plugging limit." An analysis consistent with Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 guidance
has been performed for the Model 54F RSGs and has justified that the 40% through wall plugging limit is
applicable.
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4.7.1.7 Tube Degradation

The Model 54F RSGs are designed with Alloy 690 tubing, enhanced anti-vibration bars, corrosion
resistant tube support plate materials, and structural broach hole cutouts in tube support plates to
minimize the potential for tube degradation associated with operation at 2910 MWt NSSS power.

4.7.1.8 References

1. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Ill, "Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power
Plant Components," 1989 Edition, No Addenda, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New York, New York, USA.

2. US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, "Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator
Tubes (For Comment)," August 1976.

3. WCAP-I 6415-NP, "Beaver Valley Power Station Unit I Replacement Steam Generator
Component Report," April 2005.

4.7.2 BVPS-2 Original Steam Generators (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.8 PRESSURIZER (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

4.9 NSSS AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)*

4.10 LOOP STOP ISOLATION VALVES (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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5 SAFETY ANALYSIS

The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) transients and accidents at EPU conditions. This section includes the evaluation of initial
condition uncertainties at EPU conditions which are provided as input to the safety (accident) analyses
and the development of any changes to reactor trip system (RTS)/engineered safety feature actuation
system (ESFAS) setpoints as a result of the safety (accident) analyses.

In addition to initial condition uncertainties and RTS/ESFAS setpoint changes, the following safety
(accident) analyses at EPU conditions are also addressed in this section:

* LOCA transients
* Non-LOCA transients
* Steam Generator Tube Rupture
* LOCA Mass and Energy Releases
* MSLB Mass and Energy Releases
* Radiological Dose Consequences

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-I at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). The analyses and evaluations for EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

5.1 INITIAL CONDITION UNCERTAINTIES

5.1.1 Introduction

Initial condition uncertainties are conservative steady state instrumentation measurement uncertainties
that are applied to nominal parameter values in order to obtain conservative initial conditions for use in
safety (accident) analyses. The initial condition uncertainties were recalculated at EPU conditions for use
in the EPU Project analyses and/or evaluations to assess the acceptability of the safety analyses at EPU
conditions. The initial condition uncertainties for EPU conditions were provided as input to the loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) analysis (Section 5.2), non-LOCA analysis (Section 5.3), steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR) analysis (Section 5.4), LOCA mass and energy release analysis (Section 5.5), main
steamline break mass and energy release analysis (Section 5.6), and fuel thermal-hydraulic design
analysis (Section 6.1).

5.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The uncertainty calculations for the Beaver Valley Power Station were performed based on the plant-
specific instrumentation and plant calibration and calorimetric procedures.

5.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The uncertainty analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique to combine the
uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate combination of those components, or
groups of components, which are statistically independent. Those uncertainties that are not independent
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are arithmetically summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for the EPU conditions is defined in Reference I for
BVPS-1, and is the same as was used for the NRC approved 1.4% measurement uncertainty recapture
power uprate.

Initial condition uncertainties were calculated for the following six parameters that are explicitly modeled
in the Beaver Valley Power Station safety aialyses:

* Pressurizer Pressure Control -Automatic pressurizer pressure control system

* RCS T.,, Control - Automatic reactor control system

* Reactor Power - Daily calorimetric power measurement [Rated Thermal Power (RTP)] used to
normalize power range instruments

* RCS Total Flow - Loop RCS flow measurements based on RCS loop flow channels normalized
to a once per fuel cycle calorimetric RCS flow measurement to verify Thermal Design Flow

- (TDF)

* Steam Generator Water Level Control -Automatic steam generator water level control system

* Pressurizer Water Level Control - Automatic pressurizer water level control system

In order to support the start of analyses and/or evaluations for safety analyses early in the EPU Project,
preliminary initial condition uncertainties for EPU were provided as input to safety analyses and/or
evaluations. The initial condition uncertainties for EPU were then calculated and finalized at the end of
the project at which time it was confirmed that the final values were bounded by the preliminary values.
The safety analyses for EPU include the resolution of the generic steam generator water level control
uncertainty issues (References 3 and 4). Although various safety analyses and/or evaluations for EPU
might incorporate the preliminary initial condition uncertainties that differ from the calculated final
values, the preliminary initial condition uncertainties include margin relative to the calculated final
values.

5.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

There are no explicit acceptance criteria for the initial condition uncertainties; however, the associated
safety (accident) analyses must satisfy their applicable acceptance criteria. The initial condition
uncertainties for safety analyses are documented in the UFSAR (Chapter 14 for BVPS-I). Once defined
and incorporated into the safety analyses, the calculated final initial condition uncertainties must be less
than or equal to the initial condition uncertainty values used in the safety analyses.

The results of the initial condition uncertainty analysis for EPU are summarized in Table 5.1 -l A for
BVPS-I. The results for pressurizer pressure control, kCS T,, 8 control, reactor power and RCS total flow
are documented in Reference I for BVPS-I.
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5.1.5 Conclusions

Preliminary initial condition uncertainties were determined for EPU conditions and were provided as
input to the EPU Project safety analyses and/or evaluations. Final initial condition uncertainties were
calculated at the end of the project at which time it was confirmed that the final values were bounded by
the preliminary initial condition uncertainties. The safety analyses for EPU include the resolution of the
generic steam generator water level control uncertainty issues (References 3 and 4).

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for initial condition uncertainties
for the reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current
reactor power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power).

5.1.6 References

1. WCAP- 15264, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Revised Thermal Design Procedure Instrument
Uncertainty Methodology Beaver Valley Power Station Unit I ," October 2002.

2. (EPU Reference - This reference number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the
EPU Licensing Report. This reference is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3. NSAL-03-9, "Steam Generator Water Level Uncertainties," September 22, 2003.

4. TB-04-12, "Steam Generator Level Process Pressure Evaluation," June 23, 2004.
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Table 5.1-lA
- . BVPS-1 Summary of Initial Condition Uncertainties

Preliminary Initial Condition Calculated Final Initial
Parameter Uncertaintiesl) Condition Uncertaintiest l)

Pressurizer Pressure Control

RCS T,.g Control

Reactor Power -

RCS Total Flow

Steam Generator Water Level
Control (@ 65% NRS)() _

Pressurizer Water Level Control

0Notes:
(1) A negative bias means the channel indicates lower than actual and a positive bias means the channel indicates higher than

actual.

(2) The calculated final initial condition uncertainty for steam generator water level control is calculated consistent with the
recommendations in Nuclear Safety'Advisory Letter NSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Technical Bulletin TB-04-12
(Reference 4).
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5.2 LOCATRANSIENTS

The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) transients. The following LOCA transients-related analyses
at EPU conditions are addressed in this section:

* Large Break LOCA
* Small Break LOCA

5.2.1 Large Break LOCA

The Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis for the EPU Project was performed using
the NRC approved Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA methodology documented in WCAP-12945-P-A,
Volume I (Revision 2), and Volumes 2 through 5 (Revision 1), "Westinghouse Code Qualification
Document for Best-Estimate Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis," March 1998 (Westinghouse
Proprietary).

The Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis for the EPU Project has been submitted to the NRC for
review and approval under separate License Amendment Request (LAR) No. 318 (BVPS-1).

The Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis key input parameters are identified in Table 5.2.1-lA.

The results and conclusions of the Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power).
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Table 5.2.1-1A
BVPS-I Major Plant Parameters

Used in the Best-Estimate Large Break LOCA Analysis l

Parameter Value Intended Location

Plant Physical Description
Steam Generator Tube Plugging <22 % UFSAR Section 143

Plant Initial Operating Conditions.
Reactor Power < 100.6% of 2900 MWt including 0.6% UFSAR Section 14.3

Calorimetric Uncertainty
Peaking Factor FQ=2.52, FAH=1.75 COLR

Fluids Conditions
RCS Average Temperature (Ta,) 566.2 ± 4.1 OF < Tyg < 580.0 ± 4.1 F UFSAR Section 143
Pressurizer Pressure 2200-2300 psia UFSAR Section 143
Reactor Coolant Flow > 87,200 gpm/loop UFSAR Section 143
Accumulator Temperature 70-1057F UFSAR Section 14.3
Accumulator Pressure 575-716 psia UFSAR Section 14.3
Accumulator Water Volume 893-1022 ft3 UFSAR Section 143

Accident Boundary Conditions
Single Failure Assumptions I Train of ECCS Pumps UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injection Flow Table 5.2.1-2A UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injection Temperature - 45-1057F UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injection Initiation Delay Time < 17 sec Off-Site Power Available UFSAR Section 14.3

< 27 sec Loss of Off-Site Power (LOOP)

Table 5.2.1-2A
BVPS-1 Best-Estimate Large Break LOCA Total Minimum Injected SI Flow

(1111SI and LIISI from 2 Intact Loops)

RCS Pressure (psig) Flow Rate (gpm)

0 2433.0

10 2272.1

20 - ' 2106.2

50 1569.1

100 - - - 338.1

105 : : 278.4

150 270.4

200 - . . - 261.4

400 - ; -. '.'.219.2

600 - ' ' 173.4
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5.2.2 Small Break LOCA

5.2.2.1 Introduction

This section contains information regarding the Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA)
analyses performed in support of the EPU for BVPS-I (with Model 54F replacement steam generators) at
the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (2900 MWt reactor power). The purpose of analyzing the Small
Break LOCA is to demonstrate conformance with the 10 CFR 50.46 (Reference I) requirements for the
conditions associated with the EPU. Important input assumptions, as well as analytical models and
analysis methodology for the Small Break LOCA are contained in subsequent sections. Analysis results
are provided in the form of tables and figures, as well as a more detailed description of the limiting
transient. The analysis has shown that no design or regulatory limit related to the Small Break LOCA
would be exceeded due to the EPU power and associated plant parameters.

5.2.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The important plant conditions and features for BVPS-I are listed in Table 5.2.2-I A. Several additional
considerations that are not identified in Table 5.2.2- IA are discussed below.

Figure 5.2.2-1 depicts the hot rod axial power shape modeled in the Small Break LOCA analyses. This
shape was chosen because it represents a distribution with power concentrated in the upper regions of the
core (the axial offset is +13%). Such a distribution is limiting for Small Break LOCA since it minimizes
coolant swell while maximizing vapor superheating and fuel rod heat generation at the uncovered
elevations. The chosen power shape has been conservatively scaled to a standard 2-line segment K(Z)
envelope for BVPS-I based on the peaking factors shown in Table 5.2.2-l A.

Figure 5.2.2-2 provides the SI flow versus pressure curves modeled in the Small Break LOCA analyses.
The flow from one High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pump was used in the analyses.

5.2.2.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Analytical Model

The requirements for an acceptable ECCS evaluation model are presented in Appendix K of 10 CFR 50.
For LOCAs due to Small Breaks, less than I square foot in area, the Westinghouse NOTRUMP Small
Break LOCA Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Evaluation Model (References 2, 3, and 4) is
used. The Westinghouse NOTRUMP Small Break LOCA ECCS Evaluation Model was developed to
determine the RCS response to design basis Small Break LOCAs, and to address NRC concerns
expressed in NUREG-0611 (Reference 5).

The Westinghouse Small Break LOCA ECCS Evaluation Model consists of the NOTRUMP and
LOCTA-IV computer codes. The NOTRUMP code is employed to calculate the transient
depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as well as to describe the mass and energy release
of the fluid flow through the break. Among the features of the NOTRUMP code are: calculation of
thermal non-equilibrium in all fluid volumes, flow regime-dependent drift flux calculations with
counter-current flooding limitations, mixture level tracking logic in multiple-stacked fluid nodes,
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regime-dependent drift flux calculations in multiple-stacked fluid nodes and regime-dependent heat
transfer correlations. These features provide NOTRUMP with the capability to accurately calculate the
mass and energy distribution throughout the RCS during the course of a Small Break LOCA.

The RCS model is nodalized into volumes interconnected by flow paths. The broken loop is modeled
explicitly, while the intact loops are lumped together into'a second loop. Transient behavior of the system
is determined from the governing conservation equations of mass, energy,'and momentum. The
multi-node capability of the program enables explicit,' detailed spatial representation of various system
components which, among other capabilities, enables a calculation of the behavior of the loop seal during.
a Small Break LOCA. The reactor core is represented as heated control volumes with associated phase
separation models to permit transient mixture height calculations.

Fuel cladding thermal analyses are performed with a version of the LOCTA-IV code (Reference 2) using
the NOTRUMP calculated core pressure, fuel rod power history, uncovered core steam flow and mixture
heights as boundary conditions. The LOCTA-IV code models the hot rod and the average hot assembly
rod, assuming a conservative power distribution that is skewed to the top of the core. Figure 5.2.2-3
illustrates the code interface for the Small Break Model.

Analysis

The EPU Small Break LOCA analyses considered three different break cases for BVPS- 'as indicated by
the results in Table 5.2.2-3A. For BVPS-1, a break spectrum of 2-, 3-, and 4-inch breaks was considered
and the 3-inich break was found to be limiting. The most limiting single active failure used for a Small
Break LOCA is that of an emergency power train failure which results in the loss of one complete train of
ECCS components. In addition, a Loss-of-Offsite Power (LOOP) is postulated to occur coincident with
reactor trip. This means that credit may be taken for at-most one high head safety injection (HHSI) pump.
In the analyses for BVPS-I, one HHSI pump is modeled. The Small Break LOCA analysis performed for
BVPS-I models the ECCS flow as being delivered to both the intact and broken loops at the RCS
backpressure for breaks smaller than the cold leg HHSI nozzle (2-', 3-, and 4-inch breaks for BVPS-1).
These broken and intact loop SI flows are illustrated in Figure 5.2.2-2. The LOOP and the failure of a
diesel generator to start as the limiting single failure for Small Break LOCA is part of the NRC approved
methodology and does not change as a result of the EPU conditions. The single failure assumption is
extremely limiting due to the fact that one train of SI, one motor driven auxiliary feedwater (AFWV) pump,
and power to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are all modeled to be lost. Any other active single failure
would not result in a more limiting scenario since increased SI flow would improve the overall transient
results. -. '

Prior to break initiation, the plant is in a full power (100.6%) equilibrium condition, i.e., the heat
generated in the core is being removed via the secondary system. Other initial plant conditions used in
the analysis are given in Table 5.2.2- A.' Subsequent to the break opening,' a period of reactor coolant
system blowdown ensues in which the heat from fission product decay, the hot reactor intemals, and the
reactor vessel continues to be transferred to the RCS fluid. The heat transfer between the RCS and the
secondary system may be in either direction and is a function of the relative temperatures of the primary
and secondary conditions. In the case of continuous heat addition to the secondary during a period of
quasi-equilibrium, an increase in the secondary system pressure results in steam relief via the steam
generator safety valves.
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When a Small Break LOCA occurs, depressurization of the RCS causes fluid to flow into the loops from
the pressurizer resulting in a pressure and level decrease in the pressurizer. The reactor trip signal
subsequently occurs when the pressurizer low-pressure reactor trip setpoint, conservatively modeled as
1935 psia, is reached. LOOP is postulated to occur coincident with reactor trip. A safety injection signal
is generated when the pressurizer low-pressure safety injection setpoint, conservatively modeled as
1745 psia for BVPS-I, is reached. Safety injection flow is delayed 27 seconds after the occurrence of the
low-pressure condition. This delay accounts for signal processing, diesel generator start up and
emergency power bus loading consistent with the loss-of-offsite power coincident with reactor trip, as
well as the pump acceleration and valve delays.

The following countermeasures limit the consequences of the accident in two ways:

I. Reactor trip and borated water injection supplement void formation in causing a rapid reduction
of nuclear power to a residual level corresponding to the delayed fission and fission product
decay. No credit is taken in the Small Break LOCA analysis for the boron content of the injection
water. In addition, credit is taken in the Small Break LOCA analysis for the insertion of Rod
Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) subsequent to the reactor trip signal, considering the most
reactive RCCA is stuck in the full out position. A rod drop time of 2.7 seconds was used while
also considering an additional 2 seconds for the signal processing delay time. Therefore, a total
delay time of 4.7 seconds from the time of reactor trip signal to full rod insertion was used in the
Small Break LOCA analysis.

2. Injection of borated water provides sufficient flooding of the core to prevent excessive cladding
temperatures.

During the earlier part of the Small Break transient (prior to the postulated loss-of-offsite power
coincident with reactor trip), the loss of flow through the break is not sufficient to overcome the positive
core flow maintained by the reactor coolant pumps. During this period, upward flow through the core is
maintained. However, following the reactor coolant pump trip (due to a LOOP) and subsequent pump
coastdown, a period of core uncovery occurs. Ultimately, the Small Break transient analysis is terminated
when the top of the core is recovered or the core mixing level is increasing, and ECCS flow provided to
the RCS exceeds the break flow rate.

The core heat transfer mechanisms associated with the Small Break transient include the break itself, the.
injected ECCS water, and the heat transferred from the RCS to the steam generator secondary side. Main
Feedwater (MFW) is conservatively isolated in 10 seconds for BVPS- I (consisting of a 3 second signal
delay time and a 7 second main feedwater isolation valve stroke time) following the generation of the
pressurizer low-pressure SI signal. Additional makeup water is also provided to the secondary using the
auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system. An AFW actuation signal is derived from the pressurizer low-
pressure SI signal, resulting in the delivery of AFW system flow 60 seconds after the generation of the SI
signal. The heat transferred to the secondary side of the steam generator aids in the reduction of the RCS
pressure.

Should the RCS depressurize to approximately 575 psia (accumulator minimum pressure), the cold leg
accumulators begin to inject borated water into the reactor coolant loops.
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5.2.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria for the LOCA are described in I0 CFR 50.46 (Reference I) as follows:

1. The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature shall not exceed 22001F.

2. The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 times the total cladding
thickness before oxidation. -

3. The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical reacti6n of the cladding
with water or steam shall not exceed 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be generated
if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.

4. Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core remains amenable to cooling.

5. After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the calculated core temperature
shall be maintained at an acceptably low value and decay heat shall be removed for the extended
period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining' in the core.'

Criteria I through 3 are explicitly covered by the Small Break LOCA analysis at EPU conditions.

For criterion 4, the appropriate core geometry was modeled in the analysis. The results based on this
geometry satisfy the Peak Clad Temperature (PCT) criterion of 10 CFR 50.46 and consequently,
demonstrate that the core remains amenable to cooling.

For criterion 5, Long-Term Core Cooling (LTCC) considerations are not directly applicable to the Small
Break LOCA transient analysis addressed in this section, but are assessed as part of the evaluation of
ECCS performance. '

The acceptance criteria were established to provide a significant margin in ECCS performance following
a LOCA.

In order to determine the condition's that produced the most limiting Smnall Break LOCA case (as '
determined by the highest calculated peak cladding temperature), three break-cases were examined for
BVPS-1. These cases were investigated to capture the most severe postulated Small Break LOCA event.
The following discussions provide ihsight into the analyzed conditions.

Limiting Temperature Conditions

The RCS temperature analyzed was based on a nominal vessel average temperature of 580.00F. However,
the analysis is applicable over the range of 566.2 - 580.00 F. The analysis supports a ±40F Ta'
uncertainty. The analysis showed that the 3-inch break case is limiting for BVPS-1. The limiting case
transient is discussed below.
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Limiting Break Case

The results of Reference 6 demonstrate that the cold leg break l6cation is limiting with respect to
postulated cold leg, hot leg and pump suction leg break locations. The PCT results are shown in
Table 5.2.2-3A. Inherent in the Small Break analysis are several input parameters (see Section 5.2.2.2
and Table 5.2.2-1A), while Table 5.2.24A provide the key transient event times.

For the EPU Small Break LOCA analysis, the limiting case for BVPS- I was the 3-inch break case. A
summary of the transient response for the limiting case is shown in Figures 5.2.2-4A through
Figure 5.2.2-14A. These figures present the response of the following parameters.

* RCS Pressure
* Core Mixture Level
* Core Exit Vapor Temperature
a Broken Loop and Intact Loop Secondary Pressure
* Break Vapor Flow Rate
* Break Liquid Flow Rate
* Broken Loop and Intact Loop Accumulator Flow Rate
* Broken Loop and Intact Loop Pumped Safety Injection Flow Rate
* Peak Clad Temperature
* Hot Spot Fluid Temperature
* Rod Film Heat Transfer Coefficient

Upon initiation of the limiting 3-inch break for BVPS-1, there is an initial rapid depressurization of the
RCS followed by an intermediate equilibrium at approximately 1150 psia (see Figure 5.2.2-4A). The
limiting 3-inch break depressurizes to the accumulator injection setpoint of 575 psia at approximately
1355 seconds for BVPS-I (see Figure 5.2.2- 1 OA). During the initial period of the Small Break transient,
the effect of the break flow rate is not sufficient to overcome the flow rate maintained by the reactor
coolant pumps as they coast down. As such, normal upward flow is maintained through the core and core
heat is adequately removed. Following reactor trip, the removal of the heat generated as a result of fission
products decay is accomplished via a two-phase mixture level covering the core. The core mixture level
and peak clad temperature transient plots for the limiting break calculations are illustrated in
Figures 5.2.2-SA and 5.2.2-12A, respectively. These figures show that the peak clad temperature occurs
near the time when the core is most deeply uncovered and the top of the core is being cooled by steam.
This time is characterized by the highest vapor superheating above the mixture level (refer to
Figure 5.2.2-6A). For BVPS-1 the limiting time-in-life was determined to be 8500 MWD/MTU. A
comparison of the flow provided by the safety injection system to the intact and broken loops can be
found in Figure 5.2.2-1 IA. The cold leg break vapor and liquid mass flow rates are provided in
Figures 5.2.2-8A and 5.2.2-9A, respectively. Figures 5.2.2-13A and 5.2.2-14A provide additional
information on the fluid temperature at the hot spot and hot rod surface heat transfer coefficient at the hot
spot, respectively. Figure 5.2.2-7A depicts the secondary side pressure for both the intact and broken
loops for the limiting break case.
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Additional Break Cases , l

Studies documented in Reference 6 have determined that the limiting Small Break transient occurs for
breaks of less than 1 0-inches in diameter in the cold leg. To demonstrate that the 3-inch diameter break
for BVPS-I was the most limiting, calculations were also performed with break equivalent diameters of
2- and 4-inches for BVPS-1. For BVPS-I, the limiting PCT is captured by the 2-, 3-, and 4-inch break
spectrum. The results of these break spectrum cases are given in Table 5.2.2-3 A. Figures 5.2.2-1SA
through 5.2.2-17A and Figures 5.2.2-18 through 5.2.2-20 address the non-limiting cases (2- and 4-inch)
analyzed for BVPS-1. The plots for each of the additional non-limiting break cases include:

I. RCS Pressure
2. Core Mixture Level
3. Peak Clad Temperature ;

For BVPS-1, the PCTs for each of the additional breaks considered are shown in Table 5.2.2-3A, these
PCTs are less than the limiting 3-inch break case.

Transient Termination

The 10 CFR 50.46 criteria continue to be saiisfied beyond the end of the calculated transient due to the
following conditions:

1. The RCS pressure is gradually decreasing.
2. The net mass inventory is increasing.,
3. The core mixture level is recovered, or recovering due to increasing mass inventory.
4. As the RCS inventory continues to gradually increase, the core mixture level will continue to

increase and the fuel cladding temperatures will continue to decline indicating that the
temperature excursion is terminated.

ZIRLO/Zirc-4 Claddingo '

At the time at which this analysis is implemented, no new Zirc-4 fuel is expected to be inserted into the
core. All of the Zirc-4 fuel will be burned for at least one cycle, and ZIRLOTM fuel will be implemented
at non-EPU conditions at least one reload cycle'before the EPU is implemented. Therefore, the ZIRLOM
fuel is considered limiting with a PCT of 1 7390F at 8500 MWDIMTU burnup for BVPS-1. The fuel
temperatures/pressures used in these calculations were based on NRC approved fuel performance code
PAD 4.0 (Reference 7) which addresses all the helium release related issues. This analysis has been
performed using the most limiting temperature/pressure as calculated for 1 7x 17 non-IFBA RFA fuel. The
non-lFBA fuel bounds IFBA fuel for Small Break LOCA analyses.

5.2.2.5 Conclusions

The Small Break LOCA analyses considered a break spectrum of 2-, 3-, and 4-inch diameters for
BVPS-1. For BVPS-1, a peak cladding temperature of 1 7390F was calculated at the limiting time-in-life
of 8500 MWD/MTU. The BVPS-1 limiting PCT occurred for the 3-inch break case. The analyses
presented in this section show that the accumulator and safety injection subsystems of the Emergency
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Core Cooling System, together with the heat removal capability of the steam generator, provide sufficient
core heat removal capability to maintain the calculated peak cladding temperatures for Small Break
LOCA below the required limit of 10 CFR 50.46. Furthermore, the analyses show that the local cladding
oxidation and core wide average oxidation are less than the 10 CFR 50.46 (Reference I) limits.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for Small Break LOCA for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWtNSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power).
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| .Table 5.2.2-1A-
BVPS-1 Input Parameters Used in the Small Break LOCA Analysis

- Input Parameter - Value

Core Rated Thermal Power-100% - - 2900

Calorinietric Uncertainty, % 0.6

Fuel Type 17xI7 Robust Fuel Assembly (RFA)

Total Core Peaking Factor, FQ 2.40

Hot Channel Enthalpy Rise Factor, F&I 1.62

Hot Assembly Average Power Factor, PA 1.42

Maximum Axial Offset, % +13

Initial RCS Loop Flow, gpm/loop 82,840

Initial Vessel T.,,, 'F Max: 580.0
Min: 566.2

Initial Pressurizer Pressure (plus uncertainties), psia 2300

Reactor Coolant Pump Type Model 93A with Weir

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip Setpoint, psia 1935

Reactor Trip Signal Delay Time, seconds 2.0

Rod Drop Delay Time, seconds 2.7

Auxiliary Feedwater Temperature (Maximum), 0F 120

Number of AFW Pumps Available Following a LOOP I Motor Driven

AFW Flow (Minimum) to all 3 Steam Generators, gpm 294 (98 gpm/SG * 3) at 1107 psig

AFW Flow Delay Time (Maximum), seconds 60

AFW Actuation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Steam Generator Type Model 54F

Maximum AFW Piping Purge Volume, ft3 168

Steam Generator Tube Plugging (Maximum), % 10

Maximum MFW Isolation Signal Delay Time, seconds 3

MFW Control Valve Isolation Ramp Time, seconds 7

MFW Isolation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Isolation of Steam Line Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip/LOOP

Steam Generator Secondary Water Mass, lbm.iSG 99,930

Containment Spray Flowrate for 2 Pumps, gpm 4983 (plus 981 gpm to account for flow to the
sump)

RWST Deliverable Volume (Minimum), gallons 317,000
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Table 5.2.2-IA (continued)
BVPS-1 Input Parameters Used in the Small Break LOCA Analysis

Input Parameter Value

SI Temp at Cold Leg Recirculation Time (Maximum), IF 190

ECCS Configuration I HHSI pump, faulted line injects to
RCS pressure

ECCS Water Temperature (Maximum), IF 65

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection Setpoint, psia 1745

SI Flow Delay Time, seconds 27

ECCS Flow vs. Pressure See Table 5.2.2-2

Initial Accumulator Water/Gas Temperature, IF 105

Initial Nominal Accumulator Water Volume, f 957

Minimum Accumulator Pressure, psia 575
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- i Table 5.2.2-2
Safety Injection Flows Used in the Small Break LOCA Analysis

- (1 II15 pump, faulted loop injects to RCS pressure -2-,3-, and 4-inch breaks for BVPS-1) -

RCS Pressure (psia) Intact Loop (Ibm/sec) Broken Loop (Ibm/sec)

314.7 . 37.59 20.28

414.7 .36.63 19.79

514.7 35.56 19.17

614.7 34.45 18.61

714.7 33.42 18.06

814.7 : 32.34 17.50

914.7 31.25 . 16.88

1014.7 30.14 16.25

1114.7 29.03 15.70

1214.7 27.92 15.07

1314.7 26.67 14.45

1414.7 25.28 13.61

1514.7 23.85 12.92

1614.7- 22.43 12.08

1714.7 20.97 11.39

1814.7 19.50 10.56
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Table 5.2.2-3A
BVPS-1 SBLOCTA Results

3-inch Annular
3-inch Pellet

2-inch 8,500 4-inch 8,500
BOL IIWD/NIMTU BOL NIWD/MITU

PCT (0 F) 1703 1737 1203 1739

PCT Time (s) 3158 1734 917 1724

PCT Elevation (R) 12.00 12.00 11.25 12.00

Burst Time (s) N/A 1732 N/A 1722

Burst Elevation (fR) N/A 12.00 N/A 12.00

Max. Local ZrO2 (-) 3.04 6.32 0.08 6.37

Max. Local ZrO2 Elev. (ft) 11.75 12.00 11.25 12.00

Core-Wide Avg. ZrO2 (%) 0.40 0.63 0.01 0.63
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Table 5.2.24A
BVPS-1 NOTRUMP Results

Event Time (sec) 2-inch 3-inch 4-inch

Break Initiation 0 0 0

Reactor Trip Signal 28.9 12.3 7.3 -

S-Signal 42.3 20.8 14.4

SI Flow Delivered 69.9 47.8 41.4

Loop Seal Clearing(l) 925 420 250

Core Uncovery 1020 862 236

Accumulator Injection N/A 1355 766

RWST Volume Delivered 3025 3003 2992

PCT Time 3158 1735 917

Core Recovery(l) >TMAX >TMAX >TMAX

Notes:
(I) Loop seal clearing is defined as break vapor flow> l lb/s.
(2) For the cases where core recovery is > TMAX, basis for transient termination can be concluded based on the

following: (1) The RCS system pressure is decreasing which will increase SI flow, (2) Total RCS system mass is
increasing due to SI flow exceeding break flow, and (3) Core mixture level has begun to increase and is expected to
continue for the remainder of the accident

:,, I :
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Small Break Hot Rod Power Shape
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BVPS-i 3-inch Break
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5.23 Hot Leg Switchover (EPU Scction)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.2.4 Post-LOCA Subcriticality and Long-Term Core Cooling (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.2.5 Control Rod Ejection Accident Steam Releases (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.3 NON-LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT (NON-LOCA) TRAiNSIENTS

5.3.1 Introduction

The UFSAR non-LOCA analyses applicable to BVPS- I were reviewed to determine their continued
acceptability for operation at the EPU conditions associated with the NSSS power of 2910 MWt (reactor
power of 2900 MWt). For BVPS-I, the analyses discussed in this section were performed to support the
replacement Model 54F steam generators.

The non-LOCA events analyzed for BVPS-I for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt are listed in
Table 5.3.1 -1.

Two non-LOCA events are not analyzed specifically for the EPU Project because current methodology
does not require an analysis. The first event is:

* BVPS- I UFSAR 14.1.13 - Accidental Depressurization of the Main Steam System

This event is commonly referred to as a Credible Steamline Break. It is always bounded by the analysis
of the large steamline break (referred to as the Hypothetical Steamline Break) presented in BVPS-I
UFSAR Section 14.2.5.1. It is presented in this report in Section 5.3.12. The Hypothetical Steamline
Break is a Condition IV event which is analyzed to Condition II acceptance criteria. The Credible
Steamline Break is a Condition 11 event. Since the more severe Condition IV event is shown to meet the
more restrictive Condition 11 acceptance criteria, it can be concluded that the Credible Steamline Break
event also meets the Condition 11 acceptance criteria. As such, the analyses presented in BVPS-I UFSAR
Section 14.1.13 do not represent BVPS- I with a NSSS power of 2910 MWt but have been retained in the
UFSAR for historical purposes.

The other non-LOCA event that is no longer analyzed is:

* BVPS- I UFSAR 14.1.6 - Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop
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The Technical Specifications prohibit power operation with less than all three Reactor Coolant Pumps in'
operation. Thus, this event is not credible and the Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop event is no
longer analyzed. As such, the analyses presented in BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 14.1.6 do not represent
BVPS-I with a NSSS power of 2910 MWt bui have been retained in the UFSAR for historical purposes.

One additional non-LOCA event that is not currently presented in the UFSAR has been analyzed for the
EPU to 2910 MWt. This is the Steamline Break initiated from Hot Full Power conditions. Prior to this
EPU, it was assumed that the limiting steamline break is a break initiated from Hot Zero Power as
presented in BVPS-I UFSAR Section 14.2.5.1. This assumption is based on the conclusions of
WCAP-9226 (Reference 1). Specifically, based on the presence of an OverpowerAT (OPAT) trip
function and specific dynamic compensation, that the OPAT trip will provide protection for any case
initiated at power prior to exceeding the DNB design basis. Coincident with the EPU to 2910 MWt,
filters are being added and/or modified on the AT and Tvg signals that are input to the OPAT protective
function. With these filters, the dynamic compensation is no longer consistent with that assumed in
WCAP-9226. As such, a steamline break event initiated at Hot Full Power conditions is now explicitly
analyzed for BVPS-1. This analysis is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.19 of this report.

RTDP Methodology

Where applicable, the non-LOCA analyses utilizie the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP)
methodology (Reference 2). The RTDP methodology statistically convolutes the uncertainties of the plant
operating parameters (power, temperature, pressure and flow) into the design limit Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) value. These design'limit DNBR values are then utilized to determine'
the safety analysis limit DNBR values that are assumed as'an acceptance criterion in the DNBR-related
non-LOCA analyses..

OTAT and OPAT Trips -

Revised Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT (OTAT/OPAT) setpoints and time constants were
applied in the analyses supporting the EPU to 2910 MWt. The safety analysis OTAT/OPAT setpoint
values applied are shown in Table 5.3.1-2A for BVPS-.'

Reactor Trips

There are various instrumentation delays associated with each reactor trip function which are modeled
directly and considered in the non-LOCA safety analyses. The total delay time is defined as the time
delay from'the time that trip conditions are'reached to the time the rods are free to fall. The safety
analysis trip setpoint and maximum time delay assumed for each reactor trip function are shown in
Table 5.3.1-3A for BVPS-l.

Key Analysis Assumptions'

Key analysis assumptions that are used as input to non-LOCA safety analyses are shown in
Table 5.3.1-4A for BVPS-I.
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Categorization of Events

The non-LOCA accidents are considered either American Nuclear Society (ANS) Condition 11, III,
or IV events. The ANS categorizes events based upon expected frequency of occurrence and severity as
follows:

Condition 1: Normal Operation and Operational Transients

Condition II: Faults of Moderate Frequency

Condition III: Infrequent Faults

Condition IV: Limiting Faults

Condition I events are normal operation incidents which are expected to occur frequently or regularly.
These occurrences are accommodated with the margin between any plant parameter and the value of that
parameter that would require either automatic or manual protective action.

Condition 11 events (which are the majority of the non-LOCA events) are incidents of moderate frequency
that may reasonably occur during a calendar year of operation. These faults, at worst, result in a reactor
trip with the plant capable of returning to power operations after corrective actions. Condition 11
incidents shall not generate a more serious accident (Condition III or IV) without other incidents
occurring independently.

Condition III events are infrequent faults that may reasonably occur during the lifetime of a plant. These
faults shall not cause more than a small fraction of fuel elements to be damaged. No consequential loss of
function of the RCS or containment as fission product barriers can occur. The release of radioactive
materials to unrestricted areas may exceed normal operating limits; however, they shall not be sufficient
to interrupt or restrict public use of those areas beyond the exclusion radius. Condition III incidents shall
not generate a more serious accident (Condition IV) without other incidents occurring independently.

Condition IV events are limiting faults that are not expected to occur but are postulated because their
consequences would include the potential for significant radioactive releases. The release of radioactive
material shall not result in an undue risk to public health and safety exceeding the guidelines of
10 CFR 50.67. No consequential loss of function of systems required to mitigate the event may occur.

References

1. WCAP-9226-P-A, Rev. I, "Reactor Core Response to Excessive Secondary Steam Releases,"
S. D. Hollingsworth and D. C. Wood, February 1998 (Proprietary).

2. WCAP- 1397-P-A (Proprietary), WCAP- I 1397-A (Non Proprietary), "Revised Thermal Design
Procedure," Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., April 1989.
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Table 53.1-1
Summary of Non-LOCA Events

Report BVPS UFSAR
Section Unit Section - UFSAR Non-LOCA Event")

53.2 BVPS-I 14.1.1 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal from a Subcritical Condition

BVPS-2 NA NA

533 BVPS-I 14.1.2 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

BVPS-2 NA NA

53.4 BVPS-I 14.13 RCCA Misalignment

BVPS-2 NA NA ,. -- .

5.3.5 BVPS-I 14.1.4 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.6 BVPS-I 14.1.7 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

BVPS-2 NA NA - - --

5.3.7 BVPS-I 14.1.8 Loss of Normal Feedwater

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.8 BVPS-I 14.1.11 Loss of Offsite Power to the Station Auxiliaries (Station Blackout)

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.9 BVPS-I 14.1.9 Excessive Heat Removal Due to Feedwater System Malfunctions

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.10 BVPS-I 14.1.10 Excessive Load Increase Incident

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.11 BVPS-I 14.1.15 Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.12 BVPS-1 14.2.5.1 Major Rupture of a Main Steam Pipe

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.13 BVPS-1 14.1.5 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.14 BVPS-I 14.2.9 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-2 NA NA

, 7.dc% .. S .5-4. .. ..... .....
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Table 5.3.1-1 (continued)
Summary of Non-LOCA Events

Report BVPS UFSAR
Section Unit Section UFSAR Non-LOCA Event(')

5.3.15 BVPS-1 14.2.7 Single Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.16 BVPS-1 14.2.6 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing RCCA Ejection
(EPU Section)

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.17 BVPS-l 14.2.5.2 Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.18 BVPS-1 14.1.16 Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power (EPU Section)

BVPS-2 NA NA

5.3.19 BVPS-1 N/A (21 Steam System Piping Failure at Full Power

BVPS-2 NA NA

Notes:
(I) The infornation in the report section appliesto the Non-LOCAevents inthe corresponding UFSARsections even though

the UFSAR event name might be different from that used in the report section.

(2) The BVPS- IUFSAR does not include this event for current power conditions.
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Table 53.1-2A-
.BPS- Overtenmperature AT and Overpower AT Setpoints

OTAT ' OPAT

Aayi= 1.330(') K4A~naS;S 1.146()

K2= 0.0183 *K5 =0.02

K3 =0.001 K6 0.0021

RAI) + wing IO%, %Al 1.47% f(Al) 0

- wing = -48%, %Al = 4.67%

Note:

'(I) Where applicable', KI 1.34157 and/or K4 1.15597 were used to account for RCS temperature asymmetry.

, . .. .

I . . .
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Table 5.3.1-3A
BVPS-I Non-LOCA Reactor Trip Safety Analysis Limit Setpoints and Time Delays

Time Delay Trip Setpoint Assumed
Reactor Trip Function (seconds) in the Analysis (SAL)

Power Range Flux (high setting) 0.5 116%

Power Range Flux (low setting) 0.5 35%

Overtemperature AT Variable (see Table 5.3.1-2A)

Overpower AT (1) Variable (see Table 5.3.1-2A)

High Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 2435 psia

Low Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 1935 psia

Low Reactor Coolant Flow 1.0 87% of loop flow

Low Steam Pressure SI (compensated) 3.0 460 psia(2 )

Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level

(LONF/LOOP events) 2.0 5% NRS

(Feedline Break event) 2.0 0% NRS

High-High Steam Generator Water Level

(Feedwater Isolation) 10.0 (at full power) 100% NRS

(Turbine Trip) 2.5 100% NRS

Reactor Trip (following Turbine Trip)(3) 2.0 N/A

Notes:

(I) Response time modeled in non-LOCA UFSAR Chapter 14 safety analyses as a 6 second lag function followed by a
2 second electronics (pure) delay. Also, included in the analysis are a 2 second filter on the vessel Tvg signal and a
6 second filter on the AT signal.

(2) A 50/5 lead/lag is applied to this setpoint.
(3) This trip is credited only as an anticipatory trip in the Feedwater Malfunction event. No credit is taken for a direct reactor

trip following a turbine trip in the Loss of Load analysis.
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Table 53.1-4A
BVPS-1 Non-LOCA Key Accident Analysis Assumptions

NSSS Thermal Design Flow (per Loop) 87,200 gpm

Minimum Measured Flow (per Loop) ; 88,933 gpm

Programmed Full Power Vessel Average Temperature 580.00 to 566.20 F

Maximum Steam Generator Tube Plugging Level . 22%

Max FH 1.56 (RTDP)
1.62 (STDP)

DNB Methodology (where applicable) RTDP

Max EOL MDC 0.43 Ak/g/cc

Max BOL MTC +5 pcmn/F <70% RTP ramping to
- . O at 100% RTP

Initial Condition Uncertainties:

Power +/- 0.6% RTP-
Temperature , +/- 4.0F(I)
Pressure - +/-40 psi
Steam Generator Water Level +/- 10% NRS
Pressurizer Water Level +/-7% span

Notes:

(1) The analyses also include ±3.5F for loop-to-loop asymmetry, -20F to allow for intentional operation below the design
average temperature and a +10F bias. :

. . I r . 1 ; ,

. . . . Z ; I
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5.3.2 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal From a Subcritical Condition

5.3.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal incident is defined as an uncontrolled
addition of reactivity to the reactor core by withdrawal of rod cluster control assemblies resulting in a
power excursion. While the probability of a transient of this type is extremely low, such a transient could
be caused by operator action or a malfunction of the reactor control rod drive system. This could occur
with the reactor either subcritical or at power. The "at power" occurrence is discussed in Section 5.3.3.

Reactivity is added at a prescribed and controlled rate in bringing the reactor from a shutdown condition
to a low power level during startup by RCCA withdrawal or by reducing the core boron concentration.
RCCA motion can cause much faster changes in reactivity than can result from changing boron
concentration.

The rods are physically prevented from withdrawing in other than their respective banks. Power supplied
to the rod banks is controlled such that no more than two banks can be withdrawn at any time. The rod
drive mechanism is of the magnetic latch type and the coil actuation is sequenced to provide variable
speed rod travel. The maximum reactivity insertion rate is analyzed in the detailed plant analysis
assuming the simultaneous withdrawal of the combination of the two rod banks with the maximum
combined worth at maximum speed, which is well within the capability of the protection system to
prevent core damage.

Should a continuous RCCA withdrawal be initiated and assuming the source and intermediate range
indication and annunciators are ignored, the transient will be terminated by one of the following
automatic protective functions:

a. Source range neutron flux reactor trip - actuated when either of two independent source range
channels indicates a flux level above a preselected, manually adjustable value. This trip function
may be manually bypassed when either intermediate range flux channel indicates a flux level
above a specified level. It is automatically reinstated when both intermediate channels indicate a
flux level below a specified level.

b. Intermediate range neutron flux reactor trip - actuated when either of two independent
intermediate range channels indicates a flux level above a preselected, manually adjustable value.
This trip function may be manually bypassed when two of the four power range channels are
reading above approximately 10% of the full-power flux and is automatically reinstated when
three of the four channels indicate a flux level below this value.

c. Power range neutron flux reactor trip (low setting) - actuated when two out of the four power
range channels indicate a flux level above approximately 25% of the full-power flux. This trip
function may be manually bypassed when two of the four power range channels indicate a flux
level above approximately 10% of the full-power flux and is automatically reinstated when three
of the four channels indicate a flux level below this value.
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d. Power range neutron flux reactor trip (high setting) - actuated when two out of the four power
range channels indicate a power level above a preset setpoint ('109% of the full-power flux).
This trip function is always active when the control rods are capable of being withdrawn.

e. High positive neutron flux rate reactor trip - actuated when the positive rate of change of neutron
flux on two out of four power range channels indicates a rate above the preset setpoint. This trip
function is always active when in Modes I and 2.

The neutron flux response to a continuous reactivity insertion is characterized by a very fast flux increase
terminated by the reactivity feedback effect of the negative Doppler coefficient. This self-limitation of
the initial power increase results from a fast negative fuel temperature feedback (Doppler effect) and is of
prime importance during a startup transient since it limits the power to an acceptable level prior to
protection system action. After the initial power increase, the nuclear power is momentarily reduced and-
then, if the incident is not terminated by a reactor trip, the nuclear power increases again, but ata much
slower rate. -

Termination 'of the startup transient by the above protection channels prevents core damage. 'In addition,
the reactor trip from high pressurizer pressure (a trip function which is always active when in Modes 1
and 2) serves as backup to terminate the event before an overpressure condition could occur.

5.3.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The accident analysis employs the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) methodology since the
conditions resulting from the transient are outside the range of applicability of the RTDP methodology. In
order to obtain conservative results for the analysis of the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from
subcritical event, the following assumptions are made concerning the initial reactor conditions:

a. Since the magnitude of the nuclear power peak reached during the initial part of the transient, for
any given rate of reactivity insertion, is strongly dependent on the Doppler-only power defect, a
conservatively low absolute value of 962 pcm is used.

b. The contribution of the moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible during the initial part of the
transient because the heat transfer time constant between the fuel and moderator is much longer
than the nuclear flux response time constant. However, after the initial neutron flux peak, the'
succeeding rate of power increase is affected by the moderator reactivity coefficient. '
Accordingly, a most-positive moderator temperature coefficient (+5 pcm/°F) is used since this
yields the maximum rate of power increase. : :

c. The analysis assumes the reactor to be at hot zero power conditions with a nominal temperature
of 5471F. This assumption is more conservative than that of a lower initial system temperature
(i.e., shutdown conditions). The higher initial system temperature yields a larger '
fuel-to-moderator heat transfer coefficient, a larger specific heat of the moderator and fuel, and a'
less-negative (smaller absolute magnitude) Doppler defect. The less-negative Doppler defect
reduces the Doppler feedback effect, thereby increasing the neutron flux peak. The high neutron
flux peak combined with a high fuel specific heat and larger heat transfer coefficient yields a
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larger peak heat flux. The analysis assumes the initial effective multiplication factor (Keff) to be
1.0 since this results in the maximum neutron flux peak.

d. Reactor trip is assumed on power range high neutron flux (low setting). The most adverse
combination of instrumentation error, setpoint error, delay for trip signal actuation, and delay for
control rod assembly release is taken into account. The analysis assumes a 10% uncertainty in
the power range flux trip setpoint (low setting), raising it from the nominal value of 25% to a
value of 35%; no credit is taken for the source and intermediate range protection. During the
transient, the rise in nuclear power is so rapid that the effect of error in the trip setpoint on the
actual time at which the rods release is negligible. In addition, the total reactor trip reactivity is
based on the assumption that the highest worth rod cluster control assembly is stuck in its fully
withdrawn position.

e. The maximum positive reactivity insertion rate assumed is greater than that for the simultaneous
withdrawal of the two sequential control banks having the greatest combined worth at the
maximum speed (48.125 in/min, which corresponds to 77 steps/min).

f. The DNB analysis assumes the most-limiting axial and radial power shapes possible during the
fuel cycle associated with having the two highest combined worth banks in their highest worth
position.

g. The analysis assumes the initial power level to be below the power level expected for any
shutdown condition (10-9 fraction of nominal power). The combination of highest reactivity
insertion rate and low initial power produces the highest peak heat flux.

h. The analysis assumes two RCPs to be in operation (Mode 3 Technical Specification allowed
operation). This is conservative with respect to the DNB transient.

i. This accident analysis employs the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) methodology.
The use of STDP stipulates that the RCS flow rates will be based on a fraction of the thermal
design flow for two RCPs operating. Since the event is analyzed from hot zero power, the
steady-state non-RTDP uncertainties are not considered in defining the initial conditions.

5.3.2.3 Description of Analysis

The analysis of the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from subcriticality is performed in three stages.
First, a spatial neutron kinetics computer code, TWINKLE (Reference I), is used to calculate the core
average nuclear power transient, including the various core feedback effects, i.e., Doppler and moderator
reactivity. Next, the FACTRAN computer code (Reference 2) uses the average nuclear power calculated
by TWINKLE and performs a fuel rod transient heat transfer calculation to determine the core average
heat flux and hot spot fuel temperature transients. Finally, the core average heat flux calculated by
FACTRAN is used in the VIPRE computer code (Reference 3) for transient DNBR calculations.
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5.3.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from Subcritical event is considered
an ANS Condition II event, a fault of moderate'freqtuency, and is analyzed to show thatthe core and -

reactor coolant system are not adversely affected. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNB design
basis is not violated and subsequently there is little likelihood of core damage. It must also be shown that
the peak hot spot fuel and clad temperatures remain within acceptable limits, although for this event, the
heat up is relatively small.

The analysis shows that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. The minimum DNBR never goes
below the limit value and the peak fuel centerline temperature is 23630F which is well below the
minimum temperature where fuel melting would be expected (48007F). Figure 5.3.2-1 shows the nuclear
power and core average heat flux transients and Figure 5.3.2-2 shows the inner clad and fuel average
temperature transient at the hot spot.

5.3.2.5 Conclusions

In the event of an RCCA withdrawal event from subcritical conditions, the core and the RCS are not
adversely affected since the combination of thermal power and coolant temperature results in a minimum
DNBR greater than the safety analysis limit value. Furthermore, since the maximum fuel temperatures
predicted to occur during this event are much less than those required for fuel melting to occur, no fuel
damage is predicted as a result of this transient. Clad damage is also precluded.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a
subcritical condition for the NSSS power of 2910 MWIt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.2.6 References

1. Barry, R. F., Jr. and Risher, D. HI, "TWINKLE, a Multi-dimensional Neutron Kinetics Computer
Code," WCAP-7979-P-A, January 1975 (Proprietary) and WCAP-8028-A, January 1975
(Non-Proprietary).

2. Hargrove, H. G, "FACTRAN - A FORTRAN-IV Code for Thermal Transients in a U0 2 Fuel
Rod," WCAP-7908, December 1989.

3. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-1 4565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-1 5306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.
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Table 5.3.2-1
Time Sequence of Events - Uncontrolled RCCA

WVithdrawal from a Subcritical Condition

Event Time (sec)

Initiation of uncontrolled rod withdrawal from 10-9 of nominal power 0.0

Power Range high neutron flux low setpoint reached 10.4

Peak nuclear power occurs 10.6

Rods begin to fall into core 10.9

Minimum DNBR occurs 12.6

Peak heat flux occurs 12.6

Peak average clad temperature occurs 13.1

Peak average fuel temperature occurs 13.3
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5.3.3 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power -

5.3.3.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal at power which causes an increase in
core heat flux may result from faulty operator action or a malfunction in the rod control system.
Immediately following the initiation of the accident,'the steam generator heat removal rate lags behind the
core power generation rate until the steam generator pressure reaches the setpoint of the steam generator
relief or safety valves. This imbalance between heat removal and heat generation rate causes the reactor
coolant temperature to rise. Unless terminated, the power mismatch and resultant coolant temperature
rise could eventually result in a violation of the DNBR limit and/or fuel centerline melt. Therefore, to
avoid damage to the core, the reactor protection system is designed to automatically terminate any such
transient before the DNBR falls below the safety analysis limit value or the fuel rod linear heat generation
rate (kw/ft) limit is exceeded.

The automatic features of the reactor protection system which prevent core damage in a RCCA bank
withdrawal incident at power include the following:

a. Power range high neutron flux instrumentation actuates a reactor trip on neutron flux if
two-out-of-four channels exceed an overpower setpoint.

b. Reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three AT channels exceed an overtemperature AT setpoint
in two-out-of-three loops. This setpoint is automatically varied with'axial power distribution,
coolant average temperature, and coolant average 'pressure to protect against violating the DNBR
limit.

c. Reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three AT channels exceed an overpower AT setpoint in
two-out-of-three' loops. This setpoint is autoniatically varied with coolant average temperature so
that the allowable heat generation rate (kw/ft) is not exceeded.

d. A high pressurizer pressure reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three pressure channels exceed
a fixed setpoint. This reactor trip on high pressurizer pressure is less than the set pressure for the
pressurizer safety valves.

e. A high pressurizer water level reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three level channels exceed a
fixed setpoint.

f. A positive neutron flux reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-four channels exceed a fixed
setpoint.

Besides the above listed reactor trips, several RCCA withdrawal blocks which are not credited in the
accident analyses but would serve to limit the severity of this event are listed below:

a. High neutron flux (one-out-of-four power range),"
b. Overpower AT (two-out-of-three channels)
c. Overtemperature AT (two-out-of-three channels)
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5.3.3.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

A number of cases were analyzed assuming a range of reactivity insertion rates for both minimum and
maximum reactivity feedback conditions at various power levels. The cases presented in Section 5.3.3.4
are representative for this event.

For an uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power accident, the analysis assumes the following
conservative assumptions:

a. This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 2). Initial
reactor power, RCS pressure, and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their nominal values,
adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full
power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are
included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 2.

b. For reactivity coefficients, two cases are analyzed.

1. Minimum Reactivity Feedback: A +5 pcm/0F moderator temperature coefficient and a
least-negative Doppler-only power coefficient form the basis for the beginning-of-life
(BOL) minimum reactivity feedback assumption.

2. Maximum Reactivity Feedback: A conservatively large positive moderator density
coefficient of 0.43 Ak/g/cm3 (corresponding to a large negative moderator temperature
coefficient) and a most-negative Doppler-only power coefficient form the basis for the
end-of-life (EOL) maximum reactivity feedback assumption.

c. The reactor trip on high neutron flux is assumed to be actuated at a conservative value of 116% of
nominal full power. The AT trips include all adverse instrumentation and setpoint errors, while
the delays for the trip signal actuation are assumed at their maximum values.

d. The RCCA trip insertion characteristic is based on the assumption that the highest-worth rod
cluster control assembly is stuck in its fully withdrawn position.

e. A range of reactivity insertion rates are examined. The maximum positive reactivity insertion
rate is greater than that which would be obtained from the simultaneous withdrawal of the two
control rod banks having the maximum combined worth at a conservative speed
(48.125 inches/minute, which corresponds to 77 steps/minute).

f. Power levels of 10, 60 and 100% of the NSSS power of 2910 MWt are considered.

5.3.3.3 Description of Analysis

The purpose. of this analysis is to demonstrate the manner in which the protection functions described
above actuate for various combinations of reactivity insertion rates and initial conditions. Insertion rate
and initial conditions determine which trip function actuates first.
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The uncontrolled rod withdrawal at power event is analyzed with the LOFTRAN computer code
(Reference 1). The program simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety
valves, pressurizer spray, steam generators, and main steam safety valves. The program computes
pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, power level, and departure from nucleate
boiling ratio.

5.3.3.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results -

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the uncontrolled RCCA bank wvithdrawal at power accident is
considered a Condition 11 event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items
summarize the main acceptance criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures. With respect to peak pressure, the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power accident is bounded by the loss of load/turbine trip analysis. The loss of load/turbine trip
analysis is described in Section 5.3.6.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.3.1 provide mitigation of the uncontrolled RCCA bank
withdrawal at power transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

Figures 5.3.3-1A through 5.3.3-3A show the tiansient response for a rapid uncontrolled RCCA bank
withdrawal incident (80 pcm/sec) starting from 100% power with minimum feedback. Reactor trip on
high neutron flux occurs shortly after the start of the accident. Because of the rapid reactor trip, small
changes in T,,,g and pressure result in the margin to the DNBR limit being maintained.

The transient response for a slow uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal (0.4 pcmlsec for BVPS-I) from
100% power with minimum feedback is shown in Figures 5.3.3-4A through 5.3.3-6A. Reactor trip on
overtemperature AT occurs after a longer period of time, and the rise in temperature is consequently larger
than for a rapid RCCA bank withdrawal. Again, the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety analysis
limit value.

Figure 5.3.3-7A shows the minimum DNBR as a function of reactivity insertion rate from 100% power
for both minimum and maximum reactivity feedback conditions. It can be seen that the high neutron flux
and overtemperature AT reactor trip functions provide DNB protection over the range of reactivity
insertion rates. The minimum DNBR is never less than the safety analysis limit value. The RCS and
main steam systems are maintained below 110% of the design pressures.

Figures 5.3.3-8A and 5.3.3-9A show the minimum DNBR as a function of reactivity insertion rate for
RCCA bank withdrawal incidents starting at 60 and 10% power, respectively. The results are similar to
the 100% power case; however, as the initial power level decreases, the range over which the
overtemperature AT trip is effective is increased. In all of these cases the DNBR remains above the safety
analysis limit value (1.55).
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A calculated sequence of events for the two cases is shown in Table 5.3.3- A. With the reactor tripped,
the plant eventually returns to a stable condition. The plant may subsequently be cooled down further by
following normal plant shutdown procedures.

5.3.3.5 Conclusions

The high neutron flux and overtemperature AT reactor trip functions provide adequate protection over the
entire range of possible reactivity insertion rates, i.e., the minimum value of DNBR is always larger than
the safety analysis limit value. The RCS and main steam systems are maintained below 110% of the
design pressures. Therefore, the results of the analysis show that an uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal at
power does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system and all applicable criteria are
met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt.

5.3.3.6 References

I. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

2. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-I 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.
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Table 5.3.3-1A
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

Case - Event Time (sec)

100% Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrawal 0.0
Rapid RCCA WVithdrawal
(80 pcm/sec) . Power Range High Neutron Flux - High Setpoint 1.4

(80 pc/sec)Reached

Rods Begin to Fall 1.9K

Minimum DNBR Occurs 2.9

100% Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrawal 0.0
Slow RCCA Withdrawal
(0.4 pcm/sec) Overtemperature Delta-T Trip Point Reached 104.1

Rods Begin to Fall 106.1

Minimum DNBR Occurs 107.1
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5.3.4 RCCA Misalignment

5.3.4.1 Identification of.Causes and Accident Description

The Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA) Misalignment events include the following:

* ' One or more dropped RCCAs within the same group
* A dropped RCCA bank
* *A statically misaligned RCCA

Each RCCA has a position indicator channel that displays the position of the assembly in a display
grouping that is'convenient to the operator. Fully inserted RCCAs are also indicated by a rod at bottom
signal which actuates a control room annunciator. Group demand position is also indicated.

RCCAs move in preselected banks and the banks always move in the same preselected sequence. Each
bank of RCCAs consists of two groups. The rods comprising a group operate in parallel through
multiplexing thyristors. The two groups in a bank move sequentially such that the first group is always
within one step of the second group in the bank. A definite schedule of actuation (or deactuation) of the
stationary gripper, movable gripper, and lift coils of the control rod drive mechanism withdraws the
RCCA held by the mechanism. Mechanical failures are in the direction of insertion or immobility.

A dropped RCCA, or RCCA bank is detected by one or more of the following:

* Sudden drop in the core power level as seen by the nuclear instrumentation system

* Asymmetric power distribution as seen on out-of-core neutron detectors or core exit
thermocouples

Rod at bottom signal

* Rod deviation alarm

* Rod position indication

Dropping of a full-length RCCA is assumed to be initiated by a single electrical or mechanical failure
which causes any number and combination of rods from the same group of a given control bank to drop to
the bottom of the core. The resulting negative reactivity insertion causes nuclear power to rapidly
decrease. An increase in the hot channel factor may'occur' due to the 'skewed power distribution*'
representative of a dropped rod configuration. 'For this' event, it must be shown that the DNB design basis
is met for the combination of power, hot channel factor, and other system' conditions which exist
following a dropped rod.

Misaligned assemblies are detected by:,

* Asymmetric power'distribution as seen on out of core neutron detectors or core exit
thermocouples
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* Rod deviation alarm

* Rod position indicators

For BVPS-1, the resolution of the rod position indicator channel is ±5% of span (±7.2 inches). Deviation
of any assembly from its group by tvice this distance (10% of span, or 14.4 inches) will not cause power
distributions worse than the design limits. The deviation alarm alerts the operator to rod deviation with
respect to group demand position in excess of 5% of span. If the rod deviation alarm is not operable, the
operator is required to log the rod cluster control assembly positions in a prescribed time sequence to
confirm alignment.

For BVPS-I, if one or more rod position indicator channels should be out of service, detailed operating
instructions shall be followed to assure the alignment of the non-indicated RCCAs. The operator is also
required to take action as required by the Technical Specifications.

5.3.4.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The RCCA Misalignment events are analyzed generically. The purpose of the generic analysis is to
generate transient statepoints that are evaluated on a plant-specific cycle-specific basis during the reload
process. The latest generic evaluation applicable is the evaluation that supported the control rod
optimization program.

The statepoints are in the form of changes in key parameters from the initial values. These changes are
applied to the actual plant specific conditions and evaluates the statepoints during each reload evaluation.
The effect of a power increase on these generic statepoints has been previously addressed for other
Westinghouse designed PWRs.

5.3.4.3 Description of the Analysis

The generic statepoints were evaluated and found to be applicable to the EPU. Those statepoints were.
evaluated using the VIPRE computer code (Reference 2) to support the DNB criteria and the fuel
centerline melt criteria. A detailed discussion of the Westinghouse Dropped Rod Methodology is
contained in Reference 3.

5.3.4.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on the frequency of occurrence, the RCCA Misalignment events are considered Condition II events
as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The primary acceptance criterion for these events is that the
critical heat flux should not be exceeded and that fuel centerline melt is precluded. This is demonstrated
by showing that the Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) design basis is met and that the peak kw/ft is
below that which would cause fuel centerline melt.

The results of the evaluation for the RCCA Misalignment events show that the DNBR does not fall below
the safety analysis limit value and that the peak kw/ft criteria is below that which causes fuel centerline
melt.
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5.3.4.5 Conclusions

Following a RCCA Misalignment event the plant will return to a stabilized condition. Results of the
analysis show that a RCCA Misalignment event,'with or without a reactor trip, does not adversely affect
the core since the DNBR remains above the limit value for a range of dropped RCCA worths.

The DNBR limit is not violated; thus, there is no reduction in the ability of the primary coolant to remove
heat from the fuel rod. The results also show thatffuel centerline melting is precluded. After identifying a
RCCA Misalignment condition, the operator must take action as required by the plant Technical
Specifications and operating instructions.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the RCCA misalignmrent for the NSSS power of
2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt. Furthermore, the
results and conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal
reload process.

5.3.4.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J., and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-1 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-1 5306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.

3. Haessler, R. L., et al., "Methodology for the Analysis of the Dropped Rod Event," WCAP-1 1394
(Proprietary) and WCAP-1 1395 (Non-Proprietary), April 1987.

5.3.5 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

5.3.5.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Reactivity can be added to the core by feeding primary grade water into the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) via the reactor makeup portion of the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). Boron
dilution is a manual operation under strict administrative controls with procedures calling for a limit on
the rate and duration of dilution. A boric acid blend system is provided to permit the operator to match
the boron concentration of reactor coolantmakeup water during normal charging to the RCS boron
concentration. As discussed below, the CVCS is designed to limit, even under various postulated failure
modes, the potential rate of dilution to a value which,'after indication through alarms and instrumentation,
provides the operator sufficient time to correct the situation in a safe and orderly manner.

5.3.5.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The opening of the primary water makeup control valves provides makeup to the CVCS and subsequently
to the RCS which can dilute the reactor coolant. lInadvertent dilution from this source can be readily
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terminated by closing the control valve. In order for makeup water to be added to the RCS at pressure, at
least one charging pump must be running in addition to a primary makeup water pump.

There is only a single line connecting the primary grade water header to the CVCS and inadvertent
dilution can be readily terminated by isolating this line. The primary grade water header can be supplied
by either the primary grade water pumps or from a cross connection to the turbine plant demineralized
water system. The maximum dilution flow is 231 gpm, based on operation of a primary grade water
pump in addition to a charging pump if the RCS is at pressure.

The boric acid from the boric acid tank is blended with primary grade water in the blender and the
composition is determined by the preset flow rates of boric acid and primary grade water on the control
board. In order to dilute, two separate operations are required. The operator must switch from the
automatic makeup mode to the dilute or alternate dilute mode, and the start switch must be placed in the
start position. Omitting either step would prevent dilution.

Information on the status of the reactor coolant makeup is continuously available to the operator. Lights
are provided on the control board to indicate the operating condition of the pumps in the CVCS. Alarms
are actuated to warn the operator if boric acid or makeup water flow rates deviate from preset values as a
result of system malfunction.

5.3.5.3 Description of Analysis

5.3.5.3.1 Dilution During Modes 4,5, and 6

An uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur during these modes of operation. The primary
means for a significant boron dilution is through the injection of unborated water into the Reactor Coolant
System. Inadvertent boron dilution is prevented by administrative controls which isolate the primary
grade water system isolation valves from the Chemical and Volume Control System, except during
planned boron dilution or makeup activities. Thus unborated water cannot be injected into the Reactor
Coolant System inadvertently, making an unplanned boron dilution at these conditions highly improbable,
because the source of unborated water to the charging pumps is isolated and the low head safety injection
pumps cannot be aligned to the primary grade water supply. This precludes the primary means for an
inadvertent boron dilution event in these modes of operation.

5.3.5.3.2 Dilution During Mode 3

The analysis of the boron dilution event during Mode 3 assumes a maximum dilution flow rate of
231 gpm. An active RCS volume of 6964 ft3 is assumed for BVPS- 1. From the initiation of the event,
there is greater than 15 minutes available for operator action prior to return to criticality.

5.3.5.3.3 Dilution During Mode 2

In this mode, the plant is being taken from one long-term mode of operation (Mode 3) to another
(Mode 1). Typically, the plant is maintained in the startup mode only for the purpose of startup testing at
the beginning of each cycle. All normal actions required to change power level, either up or down,
require operator initiation.
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The analysis of the boron dilution event in Mode 2 assumes a maximum dilution flow rate of 231 gpm.
An active RCS volume of 7593 f13 is assumed for BVPS-I.

Mode 2 is a transitory operational mode in which the operator intentionally dilutes and withdraws control
rods to achieve criticality. During this mode, the rods are in manual control with the operator required to
maintain a high awareness of the plant status. For a normal approach to criticality, the operator must
manually initiate a limited dilution and subsequently'manually withdraw the control rods. The operator
determines the estimated critical position of the control rods prior to approaching criticality, thus ensuring
that the reactor does not go critical with the control rods below the insertion limits. Once critical, the
power escalation must be sufficiently slow to allow the operator to manually block the source range
reactor trip (nominally at 10' cps) after receiving P-6 from the intermediate range. Too fast of a power
escalation (due to an unknown dilution) would result in' reaching P-6 unexpectedly, leaving insufficient
time to manually block the source range reactor trip, and the reactor would immediately shut down.

However, in the event of an unplanned approach to criticality or dilution during power escalation while in
Mode 2, the plant status is such that minimal impact will result. The plant will slowly escalate in power
until the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint is'reached and a reactor trip occurs. From the
initiation of the event, there is greater than 15 minutes available for operator action prior to return to
criticality.

5.3.5.3.4 Dilution During Mode I

In this mode,'the plant may be operated in either automatic or manual rod control. The analysis assumes
a maximum dilution flow rate of 231 gpm'. An active RCS volume of 7593 f 3 is assumed for BVPS-I.

With the reactor in automatic rod control the power and temperature increase from the boron dilution
results in insertion of the control rods and a decrease in available shutdown margin. The rod insertion
limit alarms (Low and Low-Low settings)'alert the operator at least 15 minutes prior to criticality. This is
sufficient time to determine the cause of dilution and isolate the reactor makeup water source before the
available shutdown margin is lost.

With the reactor in manual control and no operator action taken to terminate the transient, the power and
temperature rise will cause the reactor to reach the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint for
BVPS-1, resulting in a reactor trip. The boron dilution transient in this case is'essentially equivalent to an
uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power. The maximum reactivity insertion rate for a boron
dilution is conservatively estimated to be 2.8 pcm/sec, which is within the range of insertion rates
analyzed. Thus, the effects of dilution priorto reactor trip are bounded by the uncontrolled RCCA bank
withdrawal at power analysis (Section 5.3.3 of this report). Following reactor trip, there is greater than
15 minutes prior to criticality. This is sufficienit tirme for the operator to determine the cause of dilution
and isolate the reactor makeup water source before the available shutdown margin is lost.

.I, , . .
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5.3.5.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A CVCS malfunction is classified as an ANS Condition 11 event, a fault of moderate frequency. Criteria
established for Condition 11 events are as follows:

& The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

* Fuel temperature and fuel clad strain limits should not be exceeded. The peak linear heat
generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause fuel centerline melt.

This event is analyzed to show that there is sufficient time for mitigation of an inadvertent boron dilution
prior to the complete loss of shutdown margin. A complete loss of plant shutdown margin results in a
return of the core to the critical condition causing an increase in the RCS temperature and heat flux. This
could violate the safety analysis limit DNBR value and challenge the fuel and fuel cladding integrity. A
complete loss of plant shutdown margin could also result in a return of the core to the critical condition
causing an increase in RCS pressure. This could challenge the pressure design limit for the reactor
coolant system.

If the minimum allowable shutdown margin is shown not to be lost, the condition of the plant at any point
in the transient is within the bounds of those calculated for other Condition 11 transients. By showing that
the above criteria are met for those Condition II events, it can be concluded that they are also met for the
boron dilution event. Operator action is relied upon to preclude a complete loss of plant shutdown
margin.

The Boron Dilution analysis demonstrates that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. This means that
operator action to terminate the dilution flow within 15 minutes from event initiation from Mode I, -
Mode 2 or Mode 3 will preclude a complete loss of shutdown margin. The results of the Boron Dilution
analysis are as follows.

Boron Dilution BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Mode I - Manual Rod Control 30.4 minutes NA

Mode I -Automatic Rod Control 31.7 minutes NA

Mode 2 33.3 minutes NA

Mode 3 15.3 minutes NA

5.3.5.5 Conclusions

If an unintentional dilution of boron in the reactor coolant system does occur, numerous alarms and
indications are available to alert the operator to the condition. The maximum reactivity addition due to
the dilution is slow enough to allow the operator sufficient time to determine the cause of the addition and
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take corrective action before shutdown margin is lost. The'acceptance criteria as specified in
Section 5.3.5.4 are met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled boron dilution for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

53.6 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

5.3.6.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A major load loss on the plant can result from either a loss of external electrical load or from a turbine
trip. A loss' of external electrical load may result from an abnormal variation in network frequency or
other adverse network operating condition. For either case, offsite power is available for the continued
operation of plant components such as the reactor coolant pumps. The case of loss of all non-emergency.
AC power is evaluated in. Section 5.3.8.

For a loss of external electrical load without subsequent turbine trip, no direct reactor trip signal would be
generated.- The station is designed to accept a significant loss of load without actuating a reactor trip with
all NSSS control systems in automatic (reactor control system, pressurizer pressure and level, steam
generator water level control, and steam dumps). The automatic steam dump system together with the rod
control system is able to accommodate the load rejection. Reactor power is reduced to a new equilibrium
value consistent with the capability of the rod control system.

For a turbine trip event, the reactor would be tripped directly (unless below P-9) by a signal derived from
the turbine auto-stop oil pressure and turbine stop valves. The turbine stop valves close rapidly on loss of
trip-fluid pressure actuated by one of a number of turbine trip signals. Reactor coolant temperatures and
pressure do not significantly increase if the steam dump and pressurizer pressure control systems are
functioning properly.

In the event the steam dump valves fail to open following a large loss of load, the steam generator safety
valves may lift and the reactor may be tripped by the high pressurizer pressure signal, the high pressurizer
water level signal or the overtemperature AT signal. In the event of feedwater flow also being lost, the
reactor may also be tripped by a steam generator low-low water level signal. The steam generator
shell-side pressure and reactor coolant temperatures will increase rapidly. The pressurizer safety valves
and steam generator safety valves are sized to protect the RCS and steam generator against overpressure
for all load losses without assuming the operation of the steam dump system, pressurizer spray,
pressurizer power-operated relief valves, automatic rod control, or the direct reactor trip on turbine trip.

The pressurizer safety valve capacity is sized based on a complete loss of heat sink with the plant initially
operating at the maximum-calculated turbine load along with operation of the steam generator safety
valves. The pressurizer and steam generator safety valves are then able to maintain the RCS and Main
Steam System pressures within 110% of the corresponding design pressure without a direct reactor trip on
turbine trip.
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The Reactor Trip System in conjunction with the primary and secondary system designs preclude
overpressurization without requiring the automatic rod control, pressurizer pressure control and/or turbine
bypass control system (i.e., steam dumps).

5.3.6.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Two cases are analyzed for a total loss of load from full power conditions: a) minimum reactivity
feedback with pressure control; and b) minimum reactivity feedback without pressure control. The
primary concern for the case analyzed with pressure control is the minimum departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR); the primary concern for the case analyzed without pressure control is maintaining
reactor coolant system pressure below 1 10% of the design pressure.

The major assumptions used in the analyses are summarized in the following.

Initial Operating Conditions

The case with pressure control is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1).
Initial core power, RCS temperature and RCS pressure are assumed to be at their nominal values, adjusted
to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full power operation.
Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the DNBR limit
as described in Reference I.-

The case without pressure control is analyzed using the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP).
Initial uncertainties on core power, reactor coolant temperature, and pressure are applied in the
conservative direction to obtain the initial plant conditions for the transient. The analysis models Thermal
Design Flow.

The nominal NSSS full power is 2910 MWt. Thus, as is discussed above, the RTDP case is initialized at
2910 MWt and the STDP case is initialized at 2927.5 MWt (2910*1.006).

Reactivity Coefficients

The total loss of load transient is conservatively analyzed with minimum reactivity feedback (BOL).
Both cases for BVPS-I assume the least-negative Doppler coefficient and a 0 pcm/0F moderator
temperature coefficient, which bounds part power conditions assuming a positive moderator temperature
coefficient.

Reactor Control

From the standpoint of the maximum pressures attained, it is conservative to assume that the reactor is in
manual rod control. If the reactor were in automatic rod control, the control rod banks would move prior
to trip and reduce the severity of the transient.
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Pressurizer Spray, Power-Operated Relief Valves and Safety Valves

The loss of load event is analyzed both with and without pressurizer pressure control. The pressurizer
PORVs and sprays are assumed operable for the case with pressure control. The case with pressure
control minimizes the increase in primary pressure, which is' conservative for the' DNBR criterion. The
case without pressure control maximizes the pressure increase, which is conservative for the RCS
overpressurization criterion. In all cases, the steam generator and pressurizer safety valves are operable.

The pressurizer safety valves are modeled including the effects of the pressurizer safety valve loop seals
using the WOG methodology described in Reference 3. A total pressurizer safety valve setpoint tolerance
of ±3% for BVPS-1 is supported in the analysis. For the case which is analyzed for DNBR (pressurizer'
pressure control case), the negative tolerance is applied to conservatively reduce the setpoint.' (The'
pressurizer safety valves do not actuate for the case being reported.) For the case analyzed for peak RCS
pressure, the positive tolerance'is applied to conservatively increase the setpoint pressure. An additional
+1% uncertainty to account for the setpoint shift as described in Reference 3 is not applicable for
BVPS-1. In the peak RCS pressure case, opening of the pressurizer safety valves is delayed by a time
assumed to cover the time to purge the loop seals and the valve stroke time for BVPS-l (1.05 seconds).

Feedwater Flow

Main feedwater flow to the steam generators' is assumed to be lost at the time of turbine trip. No credit is
taken for auxiliary feedwater flow; however, eventually auxiliary feedwater flow would be initiated and a
stabilized plant condition would be reached.

Reactor Trip

Only the overtemperature AT, high pressurizer pressure, and low-low steam generator water level reactor
trips are assumed operable for the purposes of this analysis. No credit is taken for a reactor trip on high
pressurizer level or the 'direct reactor trip on turbine trip.

Steam Release

No credit is taken for the operation of the steam dump system or steam generator atmospheric relief
valves. This assumption maximizes secondary pressure.` The main steam safety valve model includes an
allowance of +3% for safety valve setpoint tolerance and an accumulation model that assumes that the
safety valves are wide open once the pressure"exceeds the' setpoint (plus'tolerance) by 5 psi.

5.3.6.3 Description of Analyses

For the Loss of External Electrical Load/Turbine Trip Event, the behavior of the unit is analyzed for a
complete loss of steam load from' full power wiihoui'a direct reactor trip. 'This assumption is made to
show the adequacy of the pressure-relieving devices and to demonstrate core protection margins, by
delaying reactor trip until conditions in the RCS result in a trip due to other signals. Thus, the analysis
assumes a worst-case transient.- This analysis demonstrates that at-power 'overpressure' protection is
provided for both the primary and secondary systems.
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A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 2) computer code is performed to determine the plant
transient conditions following a total loss of load. The code models the core neutron kinetics, RCS
including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators, main steam
safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system; and computes pertinent variables, including the
pressurizer pressure, steam generator pressure, steam generator mass, and reactor coolant average
temperature.

5.3.6.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the Loss of External Electrical Load/Turbine Trip accident is
considered a Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The specific criteria for this
accident, as stated in the Standard Review Plan, are as follows:

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design values (an RCS pressure limit of 2748.5 psia and secondary side pressure limit of
1208.5 psia).

Fuel cladding integrity shall be maintained by demonstrating that the minimum DNBR remains
above the 95/95 DNBR limit for PWRs (the applicable safety analysis DNBR limit is 1.55).

* An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without
other faults occurring independently.

This criterion is satisfied by verifying that the pressurizer does not fill.

An incident of moderate frequency in combination with any single active component failure, or
single operator error, shall be considered an event for which an estimate of the number of
potential fuel failures shall be provided for radiological dose calculations. For such accidents,
fuel failure must be assumed for all rods for which the DNBR falls below those values cited
above for cladding integrity unless it can be shown, based on an acceptable fuel damage model,
that fewer failures occur. There shall be no loss of function of any fission product barrier other
than the fuel cladding.

This criterion is satisfied by verifying that DNBR remains above the 95/95 DNBR limit.

The calculated sequence of events for the two Loss of External Electrical Load/Turbine Trip cases are
presented in Table 5.3.6-l A.

Case 1: With Pressure Control

The transient response for the total loss of load event under BOL conditions with pressure control is
shown in Figures 5.3.6-lA through 5.3.6-4A for BVPS-1.

For BVPS- I, the reactor is tripped via an overtemperature AT signal. The neutron flux decreases slowly
until the reactor is tripped, and although the DNBR value decreases below the initial value, it remains
well above the safety analysis limit throughout the entire transient. The pressurizer power-operated relief
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valves and sprays maintain primary pressure below 110% of the design value. The main steam safety
valves are also actuated and maintain secondary pressure below 110% of the design value. The peak
pressurizer water volume remains below the total volume of the pressurizer, demonstrating that this event.
does not generate a more serious plant condition.

Case 2: Without Pressure Control

The transient response for the total loss of load event under BOL conditions without pressure control is
shown in Figures 5.3.6-5A through 5.3.6-8A for BVPS-I.

For BVPS-1, the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer pressure. The neutron flux remains essentially
constant at full power until the reactor is tripped. The pressurizer safety valves are actuated and maintain
primary pressure below 110% of the design value. The main steam safety valves are also actuated and
maintain secondary pressure below 110% of the design value. The peak pressurizer water volume
remains below the total volume of the pressurizer, demonstrating that this event does not generate a more
serious plant condition.

5.3.6.5 Conclusions

The results of this analysis show that the plant design is such that a total loss of external electrical load
without a direct reactor trip presents no hazard to the integrity of the RCS or the main steam system. All
of the applicable acceptance criteria are met. The minimum DNBR for each case is greater than the
applicable safety analysis limit value. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below
110% of design at all times. The protection features presented in Section 5.3.6.2 provide mitigation of the
Loss of External Electrical Load/Turbine Trip transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of external load and/or turbine trip for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.6.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP- 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

3. Barrett, G O., et al., "Pressurizer Safety Valve Set Pressure Shift," WCAP-12910, Rev I-A
(Proprietary), May 1993.
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Table 5.3.6-1A
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

Case Event Time (Sec)

With pressurizer pressure control Loss of Electrical Load/Turbine Trip 0.0
(minimum reactivity feedback-
DNB Case) Overtemperature AT Reactor Trip Setpoint reached 12.3

Rods begin to drop 14.3

Minimum DNBR occurs 15.6

Without pressurizer pressure Loss of Electrical Load/Turbine Trip 0.0
control (minimum reactivity High Pressurizer Pressure Reactor Trip Setpoint reached 5.5
feedback-Pressure Case)

Rods begin to drop. 7.5

Peak pressurizer pressure occurs 8.2
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5.3.7 Loss of Normal Feedwater

5.3.7.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A loss of normal feedwater (from pump failures, valve malfunctions, or loss of offsite AC power) results
in a reduction in capability of the secondary system to remove the heat generated in the reactor core. If
the reactor is not tripped during this accident, core damage would possibly occur as a result of the loss of
heat sink while at power. If an alternative supply of feedwater is not supplied to the plant, residual heat
following a reactor trip may heat the primary system water to the point where water relief from the
pressurizer could occur. A significant loss of water from the RCS c6uld lead to core uncovery and
subsequent core damage. However, since a reactor trip occurs well before the steam generator heat
transfer capability is reduced, the primary system conditions never approach those that would result in a
violation of the limit DNBR.

The loss of normal feedwater that occurs as a result of the loss of AC power is discussed in Section 5.3.8.

The following events occur following the reactor trip for the loss of normal feedwater as a result of main
feedwater pump failures or valve malfunctions:

a. As the steam system pressure rises following the trip, the steam system atmospheric relief valves
are automatically opened to the' atmosphere. Steam dump to the condenser is assumed not to be
available. 'If the atmospheric relief valves are not available, the self-actuated main steam safety
valves will lift to dissipate the sensible heat of the fuel and coolant plus the residual heat
produced in the reactor.

b. As the no-load temperature is approached, the steam system atmospheric relief valves (or the
self-actuated safety valves, if the atmospheric relief valves are not available) are used to dissipate
the residual heat and to maintain the plant at the hot standby condition.

The following provide the necessary protection against core damage in the event of a loss of normal
feedwater:

a. Reactor trip on low-low water level in any steam generator.

b. Turbine trip-Reactor trip on loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).

c. 'Two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps that are started on:

1. Either no bus loss of power, or diesel generator loading sequence signal coincident with
any of the following:

(a) Low-low water level in two out of three steam generators

(b) Both main feedwater pumps stopped and either control switch for either main feed
pump in close and after close position

66 6 d o . 4 .0 .5. .- 8 8 . ................................. ..
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(c) Safety injection signal

2. Manual actuation

3. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

d. One turbine-driven AFW pump that is started on:

1. Low-low water level in any steam generator

2. Undervoltage on any two of three reactor coolant pump buses

3. Manual actuation

4. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

5. Safety injection signal

The analysis shows that following a loss of normal feedwater, the AFW system is capable of removing the
stored and residual heat thus preventing overpressurization of the RCS, overpressurization of the
secondary side, water relief from the pressurizer, and uncovery of the reactor core.

5.3.7.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the analysis:

a. The plant is initially operating at 100.6% of the NSSS power (100.6% of 2910 MWt). A
maximum reactor coolant pump heat of 15.0 MWt is included in the analysis. The RCPs are
assumed to continuously operate throughout the transient providing a constant reactor coolant
volumetric flow equal to the Thermal Design Flow value. Although not assumed in the analysis,
the reactor coolant pumps could be manually tripped at some later time in the transient to reduce
the heat addition to the RCS caused by the operation of the pumps.

b. The direction of conservatism for both initial reactor vessel average coolant temperature and
pressurizer pressure is not consistent from analysis to analysis. As such, cases are considered
with the initial temperature and pressure uncertainties applied in each direction. The initial
average temperature uncertainty is assumed to be +8.5° and -9.51F which includes 3.50 F for
loop-to-loop average temperature variations. The initial pressurizer pressure uncertainty is
conservatively assumed to be ± 40 psi for BVPS-l. For BVPS-1, the worst loss of normal
feedwater case is with the temperature uncertainty added to the nominal value and the pressure
uncertainty subtracted from the nominal value (i.e., 588.50F and 2210 psia for BVPS-1).

c. Reactor trip occurs on steam generator low-low water level at 5% of the narrow range span for
BVPS-1.
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d. It is assumed that two motor-driven AFW.pumps are available to supply a minimum flow of
489 gpm for BVPS-l, split equally to all three steam generators, 60 seconds following a low-low
steam generator water level signal. (The worst single failure, which is modeled in the analysis, is
the loss of the turbine-driven AFW pump.) The AFW line purge volume is conservatively
assumed to be 168 ft3 /loop for BVPS-1, and the initial AFW enthalpy is assumed to be
90.77 Btu/lbm.

e. The pressurizer sprays and PORVs are assumed operable. This maximizes the pressurizer water
volume. If these control systems did not operate, the pressurizer safety valves would prevent the
RCS pressure from exceeding the RCS design pressure limit during this transient. The
pressurizer heaters are modeled to exacerbate the heatup and volumetric expansion of the water in
the pressurizer.

f. Secondary system steam relief is achieved through the self-actuated main steam safety valves.
Note that steam relief will, in fact,-be through the steam generator atmospheric relief valves or
condenser dump valves for most cases of loss of normal feedwater. However, the condenser
dump valves and the atmospheric relief valves are assumed to be unavailable.

g. The main steam safety valves are modeled assuming a 3% tolerance and an accumulation model
that assumes that the valves are wide open once the pressure exceeds the setpoint (plus tolerance)
by 5 psi (accumulation).

h. Core residual heat generation is based on the 1979 version ofANS 5.1 (Reference 2).
ANSI/ANS-5.1-1979 is a conservative representation of the decay energy release rates.
Long-term operation at the initial power level preceding the trip is assumed.

i. Steam generator tube plugging levels of both 0 and 22% are analyzed..

5.3.7.3 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 1) computer code is performed in order to determine
the plant transient conditions following a loss of normal feedwater. The code models the core neutron
kinetics, RCS including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators,
main steam safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system; and computes pertinent variables, including
the pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water level, steam generator mass, and reactor coolant average
temperature.

5.3.7.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the loss of normal feedwater accident is considered a Condition 11
event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the acceptance
criteria associated with this event:

The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNBR
limit is not violated.
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* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

With respect to DNB, the loss of normal feedwater accident is bounded by the loss of load accident
reported in Section 5.3.6.

For ease in interpreting the transient results following a loss of normal feedwater, the following restrictive
acceptance criterion is used: the pressurizer shall not become water solid.

The calculated sequence of events for this accident is listed in Table 5.3.7-1. Figures 5.3.7-I A through
5.3.7-5A present transient plots of the significant plant parameters following a loss of normal feedwater
with the assumptions listed in Section 5.3.7.2.

Following the reactor and turbine trip from full load, the water level in the steam generators will fall due
to reduction of the steam generator void fraction and because steam flow through the safety valves
continues to dissipate the stored and generated heat. One minute following the initiation of the low-low
level trip, the motor-driven AFW pumps automatically start, consequently reducing the rate at which the
steam generator water level is decreasing.

The capacity of the motor-driven AFW pumps enables sufficient heat transfer from the three steam
generators receiving auxiliary feedwater to dissipate the core residual heat without the pressurizer
reaching a water solid condition (as shown in Figure 5.3.7-3A). This precludes any water relief through
the RCS pressurizer relief or safety valves.

5.3.7.5 Conclusions

With respect to DNB, the loss of normal feedwater accident is bounded by the loss of load accident
(Section 5.3.6) which demonstrates that the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety analysis limit
value.

The results of the analysis show that pressurizer does not reach a water solid condition. Therefore, the
loss of normal feedwater event does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of normal feedwater for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.7.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

2. ANSI/ANS-5.1 - 1979, "American National Standard for Decay Heat Power in Light Water
Reactors," August 1979.
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Table 5.3.7-1
Time Sequence of Events - Loss of Normal Feedwater

BVPS-1. BVPS-2
Time Time

Event (seconds) (seconds) .

Main feedwater flow stops 10 NA

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip setpoint reached 63.3 NA

Rods begin to drop 65.3 NA

Peak water level in pressurizer occurs 1274.0 NA

Flow from two motor-driven AFW pumps is initiated 123.3 NA

Core decay and RCP heat decreases to AFW heat removal capacity - 1100 NA

7 ,
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5.3.8 Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries

5.3.8.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A complete loss of non-emergency AC power will result in a loss of power to the plant auxiliaries, i.e., the
reactor coolant pumps, condensate pumps, etc. The loss of power may be caused by a complete loss of
the offsite grid accompanied by a turbine generator trip or by a loss of the onsite AC distribution system.
The events following a loss of AC power with turbine and reactor trip are described in the sequence listed
below:

a. The emergency diesel generators will start on a loss of voltage on the plant emergency buses and
begin to supply plant vital loads.

b. Plant vital instruments are supplied by emergency power sources.

c. As the steam system pressure rises following the trip, the steam system power-operated relief
valves are automatically opened to the atmosphere. Steam dump to the condenser is assumed not
to be available. If the steam generator power-operated relief valves are not available, the
self-actuated main steam safety valves will lift to dissipate the sensible heat of the fuel and
coolant plus the residual heat produced in the reactor.

d. As the no-load temperature is approached, the steam system power-operated relief valves (or the
self-actuated safety valves, if the power-operated relief valves are not available) are used to
dissipate the residual heat and to maintain the plant at the hot standby conidition.

The following provide the necessary protection against a loss of all AC power:

a. Reactor trip on low-low water level in any steam generator.

b. Turbine trip-Reactor trip on loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuition'Cirduitry (AMSAC).

c. Two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW)'pumps that are started on:'

1. Either no bus loss of power, or diesel generator loading sequence signal coincident with
any of the following:

(a) 'Low-low water level in two out of three steam generators

(b) Both main feedwater pumps stopped and control switch for either main feed pump in
close and after close position

'(c) Safety injection signal '

2. Manual actuation
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3. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

d. One turbine-driven AFW pump that is started on:

I. Low-low water level in any steam generator

2. Undervoltage on any two of three reactor coolant pump buses

3. Manual actuation

4. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

5. Safety injection signal

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system is initiated as discussed in the loss of normal feedwater analysis
(Section 5.3.7). The Reactor Trip System and AFW system design provide reactor trip and AFW flow
following any loss of normal feedwater.

Following the loss of power to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), coolant flow is necessary for core
cooling and the removal of residual and decay heat.

Heat removal is maintained by natural circulation in the RCS loops. Following the RCP coastdown, the
natural circulation capability of the RCS will remove decay heat from the core, aided by the AFW flow in
the secondary system. Demonstrating that acceptable results can be obtained for this event proves that the
resultant natural circulation flow in the RCS is adequate to remove decay heat from the core.

The first few seconds after a loss ofAC power to the RCPs closely resembles the analysis of the complete
loss of flow event (Section 5.3.14) in that the RCS would experience a rapid flow reduction transient.
This aspect of the loss of AC power event is bounded by the analysis performed for the complete loss of
flow event that demonstrates that the DNB design basis is met. The analysis of the loss ofAC power
event demonstrates that RCS natural circulation and the AFW system are capable of removing the stored
and residual heat, and consequently will prevent RCS or main steam system overpressurization and core
uncovery. The plant would therefore be able to return to a safe condition.

5.3.8.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The major assumptions used in this analysis are identical to those used in the loss of normal feedwater
analysis (Section 5.3.7) with the following exceptions:

a. Loss of AC power is assumed to occur soon after the time of reactor trip on low-low SG water
level. No credit is taken for the immediate insertion of the control rods as a result of the loss of
AC power to the station auxiliaries.
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b. Power is assumed to be lost to the RCPs. To maximize the amount of stored energy in the RCS,
the power to the RCPs is not assumed to be lost until after the start of rod motion.

c.' A heat transfer coefficient in the steam generators associated with RCS natural circulation is'
assumed following the RCP coastdown.

d. The RCS flow coastdown is based on a momentum balance around each reactor coolant loop and
across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with the continuity equation, a
pump momentum balance, the as-built pump characteristics and conservative estimates of system
pressure losses.

e. For BVPS-1, the worst loss of non-emergency AC power case is with the temperature and the
pressure uncertainties subtracted from the nominal value (i.e., 570.51F and 2210 psia).

53.8.3 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 1) computer code is performed in order to determine
the plant transient following a loss of all AC power. The code describes the core neutron kinetics, RCS
including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators, main steam
safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system, and computes pertinent variables, including the
pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water level, and reactor coolant average temperature.

5.3.8.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the loss of non-emergency AC power accident is considered a'
Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the
acceptance criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNBR
limit is not violated. -

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

With respect to DNB, the loss of non-emergency AC power accident is bounded by the loss of flow
accident reported in Section 5.3.14.

For ease in interpreting the transient results following a loss of non-emergency AC power, the following
restrictive acceptance criterion has been used: the pressurizer shall not become water solid.

Figures 5.3.8-1 A through 5.3.8-SA present transient plots of plant parameters following a loss of non-
emergency AC power with the assumptions listed in Section 5.3.8.2. The calculated sequence of events
for this accident is listed in Table 5.3.8-1.

The first few seconds after the loss of non-emergency AC power to the RCPs, the flow transient for a loss
of non-emergency AC power event closely resembles the complete loss of flow incident, where core
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damage due to rapidly increasing core temperatures is prevented by the reactor trip, which, for a loss of
non-emergency AC power event, is on a low-low steam generator water level signal. After the reactor
trip, stored and residual heat must be removed to prevent damage to the core and the reactor coolant and
main steam systems. The LOFTRAN code results show that the natural circulation and AFW flow
available is sufficient to provide adequate core decay heat removal following reactor trip and RCP
coastdown.

Figure 5.3.8-3A illustrates that the pressurizer never reaches a water solid condition. Hence, no water
relief from the pressurizer occurs.

5.3.8.5 Conclusions

With respect to DNB, the loss of non-emergency AC power event is bounded by the complete loss of flow
event (Section 5.3.14) which demonstrated that the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety analysis
limit value.

The results of the analysis show that the pressurizer does not reach a water solid condition. Therefore, the
loss of offsite power event does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of non-emergency AC power to the
plant auxiliaries for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.8.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.
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Table 5.3.8-1
Time Sequence of Events - Loss of Non-Emergency

AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries

BVPS-1 Time BVPS-2 Time
Event (seconds) -(seconds)

Main feedwater flow stops 10 NA

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip setpoint reached 63.6 NA'

Rods begin to drop 65.6 NA'

Reactor coolant pumps begin to coastdown 67.6 NA

Peak water level in pressurizer occurs as a result of decay heat 844.0 NA

Flow from two motor-driven AFW pumps is initiated 123.6 NA

Core decay heat decreases to AFW heat removal capacity -750 NA
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5.3.9 Excessive Heat Removal Duc To Feedwater System Malfunctions

5.3.9.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Reductions in feedwater temperature or excessive feedwater additions are means of increasing core power
above full power. Such transients are attenuated by the thermal capacity of the RCS and the secondary
side of the plant. The overpower/overtemperature protection functions (neutron high flux,'
overtemperature AT, and overpower AT trips) prevent any power increase that could lead to a DNBR that
is less than the limit value.

An example of excessive feedwater flow would be'a full opening of one feedwater control valve due to a
feedwater control system malfunction or an operator error. At power, this excess flow causes a greater
load demand on the RCS due to' increased subcooling in the steam generator. With the plant at no-load
conditions, the addition of cold feedwater may cause a decrease in RCS temperature and thus a reactivity
insertion due to the effects of the negative moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity. Continuous
excessive feedwater addition is prevented by the steam generator high-high water level trip.

A second example of excess heat removal is the transient associated with failure of the low-pressure
heaters' bypass valve resulting in an immediate reduction in feedwater temperature. At power, this
increased subcooling will create a greater load demand on the RCS.

5.3.9.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The reactivity insertion rate following a feedwater system malfunction, attributed to the cooldown of the
RCS, is calculated with the following assumptions:

a. This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure'as described in
Reference 1. Initial reactor power, RCS pressure, and RCS temperature are' assumed to be at their
nominal values, adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with
steady-state full power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties ininitial
conditions are included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 1.

b. The analyses are done at the'NSSS power level of 2910 MWt.

c. For the feedwater control valve accident at full-power conditions that result in an increase in
feedwater flow to one steam generator, one feedwater control valve is assumed to malfunction
resulting in a'step increase to 162% for BVPS-1 of nominal full power feedwater flow to one
steam generator.

d. ''The increase in feedwater flow rate results in a decrease in the feedwater temperature due to the
reduced efficiency of the feedwater heaters. For the hot full power cases, a 51 .40F for BVPS-I
decrease in the feedwater temperature is assumed to occur coincidegit with the feedwater flow
increase.

e. For the feedwater control valve accident at zero-load conditions that result in an increase in
feedwater flow to one steam generator, one feedwater control valve is assumed to malfunction
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resulting in a step increase to 187% for BVPS-I of the nominal full-load value for one steam
generator.

f. For cases at zero-load conditions, a feedwater temperature is at a conservatively low 32 0F.

g. The initial water level in all the steam generators is a conservatively low level.

h. No credit is taken for the heat capacity of the RCS and steam generator metal mass in attenuating
the resulting plant cooldown.

i. The feedwater flow resulting from a fully open control valve is terminated by the steam generator
high-high water level signal that closes all feedwater main control and feedwater control-bypass
valves, indirectly closes all feedwater pump discharge valves, and trips the main feedwater pumps
and turbine generator.

The reactor protection system features, including Power-Range High Neutron Flux, Overpower AT, and
Turbine Trip on High-High Steam Generator Water Level, are available to provide mitigation of the
feedwater system malfunction transient.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., SI) are not assumed to function. The
reactor protection system may actuate to trip the reactor due to an overpower condition. No single active
failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely affect the consequences of this
event.

5.3.9.3 Description of Analysis

The excessive heat removal due to a feedwater system malfunction transient is analyzed with the
LOFTRAN (Reference 2) computer code. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, steam generator, and main steam safety
valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

The excessive feedwater flow event assumes an accidental opening of one feedwater control valve with
the reactor at both full and zero power conditions with both automatic and manual rod control. Both the
automatic and manual rod control cases assume a conservatively large moderator density coefficient
characteristic of EOL conditions.

The feedwater temperature reduction event assumes the accidental opening of the low-pressure heaters'
bypass valve, resulting in a decrease in feedwater temperature to all three steam generators. The analysis
assumes a conservatively large moderator density coefficient characteristic of EOL conditions. This event
is similar to the excessive feedwater flow event in that it creates an increased thermal load on the RCS.

5.3.9.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the feedwater system malfunction event is considered a
Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society (ANS). Even though DNB is the primary
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concern in the analysis of the Feedwater Malfunction event, the following three items summarize the
criteria associated with this transient:

* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause'fuel centerline
melt.

The excessive feedwater flow full-power case (EOL maximum reactivity' feedback with automatic rod
control) gives the largest reactivity feedback and results in the greatest power increase. A turbine trip,
which results in a reactor trip, is actuated when the steam generator avater level in the affected steam
generator reaches the high-high water level setpoirt. However, the trips are not required to meet the'
DNBR criterion. Assuming the reactor to be in manual rod control results in a slightly less severe
transient. The rod control system is not required to function for this event; however, assuming that the
rod control system is operable yields a slightly more limiting transient.

The case initiated at hot zero power conditions with manual rod control, is less limiting than the full
power case. Therefore, the results for this case are not presented.

For all cases of excessive feedwater flow, continuous addition of cold feedwater is prevented by
automatic closure of all feedwater control and isolation valves, closure of all feedwater bypass valves, a
trip of the feedwater pumps, and a turbine trip on high-high steam generator water level. In addition, the
feedwater pump discharge isolation valves will automatically close upon receipt of the feedwater pump
trip signal.

Following turbine trip, the reactor will automatically be tripped, either directly due to the turbine trip or
due to one of the reactor trip signals discussed in Section 5.3.6 (Loss of External Electrical Load and/or
Turbine Trip). If the reactor was in automatic rod control, the control rods would be inserted at the
maximum rate following the turbine trip, and the resulting transient would not be limiting in terms of
peak RCS pressure.

The effects of the RTDP methodology, including rod control system response characteristics were
incorporated into the analysis. Table 5.3.9-1 shows the time sequence of events for the hot full power
feedwater malfunction transient. Figures 5.3.9-1 A and 5.3.9-2A show transient responses for various
system parameters during a feedwater system malfunction initiated from hot full power conditions with
automatic rod control.

The accidental opening of the low-pressure heaters' bypass valve causes a reduction in the feedwater
temperature which increases the thermal load on the primary system. The increased thermal load would
result in a transient very similar to the feedwater flow increase discussed above with exception of reactor'
trip, which is provided by the Overpower AT function. An evaluation has been performed that shows that
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all applicable Condition 11 acceptance criteria are met for a feedwater system malfunction event which
results in a decrease in the feedwater enthalpy.

5.3.9.5 Conclusions

For the excessive feedwater addition at power transient, the results show that the DNBRs encountered are
above the limit value; hence, no fuel damage is predicted.

The decrease in feedwater temperature transient due to the failure of one or more low-pressure heaters is
similar to the feedwater flow increase event discussed in detail in this section.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.9.2 provide mitigation of the feedwater system
malfunction transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results-and conclusions of the analysis performed for the excessive heat removal due to feedwater
system malfunction for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.9.6 References

I . Friedland, A. J., and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-1 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary)," April 1984.
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.Table 53.9-1
Time Sequence of Events - Excessive Heat Removal Due

to Feedwater System Malfunctions

BVPS-I BVPS-2
Event Time (seconds) Time (seconds)

One main feedwater control valve fails full open 0 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 111.0 NA

Hi-Hi steam generator water level trip setpoint is reached 108.9 NA:

Turbine trip occurs due to hi-hi steam generator level 111.4 NA

Rod motion begins 113.4 NA

Feedwater isolation valves begin to close 118.9 NA

I - r_ __ � . . .
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5.3.10 Excessive Load Increase Incident

5.3.10.1 Identification of Cause and Accident Description

An excessive load increase incident is defined as a rapid increase in the steam flow that causes a power
mismatch between the reactor core power and the steam generator load demand. The reactor control
system is designed to accommodate a 10% step-load increase or a 5% per minute ramp-load increase in
the range of 15 to 100% of full power. Any loading rate in excess of these values may cause a reactor trip
actuated by the reactor protection system. If the load increase exceeds the capability of the reactor control
system, the transient would be terminated in sufficient time to prevent the DNB design basis from being
violated.

This accident could result from either an administrative violation such as excessive loading by the
operator or an equipment malfunction in the steam bypass control system or turbine speed control.

During power operation, steam dump to the condenser is controlled by comparing the RCS temperature to
a reference temperature based on turbine power, where a high temperature difference in conjunction with
a loss of load or turbine trip indicates a need for steam dump. A single controller malfunction does not
cause steam dump valves to open. Interlocks are provided to block the opening of the valves unless a
large turbine load decrease or a turbine trip has occurred. In addition, the reference temperature and loss
of load signals are developed by independent sensors.

Regardless of the rate of load increase, the reactor protection system will trip the reactor in time to
prevent the DNBR from going below the limit value. Increases in steam load to more than design flow
are analyzed as the steam line rupture event in Section 5.3.12.

Protection against an excessive load increase accident, if necessary, is provided by the following reactor
protection system signals:

* Overtemperature AT
* Overpower AT
* Power range high neutron flux
* Low pressurizer pressure

5.3.10.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The analysis includes the following conservative assumptions:

* This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure as described in
Reference 1. Initial reactor power, RCS pressure and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their
nominal values, adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with
steady-state full power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial
conditions are included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 1.

* The evaluation is performed for a step load increase of 10% steam flow from 100% of NSSS
thermal power.
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* This event is analyzed in both automatic and manual rod control.

* The excessive load increase event is analyzed for both the beginning-of-life (minimum reactivity
feedback) and end-of-life (maximum'reactivity feedback) conditions. A small (zero) moderator
density coefficient at beginning of life and a large value at end of life are used. A positive
moderator temperature coefficient is not assumed since this would provide a transient benefit.

' For all cases, a small (absolute value) Doppler coefficient of reactivity is assumed.

53.10.3 Description of Analysis

Historically, four cases are analyzed, and presented in the UFSAR, to demonstrate the plant behavior
following a 10% step-load increase from 100% load. These cases are as follows:

* Reactor in manual rod control with BOL (minimum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in manual rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in automatic rod control with BOL (minimum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in automatic rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity feedback

At BOL, minimum moderator feedback cases, the core' has the least-negative moderator temperature
coefficient of reactivity and the least-negative Doppler only power coefficient curve; therefore, the
least-inherent transient response capability. Since a positive moderator temperature coefficient would
provide a transient benefit, a zero moderator temperature coefficient is assumed in the minimum feedback
cases. For the EOL maximum moderator feedback cases, the moderator temperature coefficient of
reactivity has its most-negative value and the m6st-negative Doppler only power coefficient curve. This
results in the largest amount of reactivity feedback due to changes in coolant temperature. Normal reactor
control systems and engineered safety systems are not required to function. A 10% step increase in steam
demand is assumed and the analysis does not take credit for the operation of the pressurizer heaters. The'
cases which assume automatic rod control are analyzed to ensure that the worst case is presented. The
automatic function is not required. The reactor protection system is assumed to be operable; however,
reactor trip is not encountered for the cases analyzed. No single active failure in any system or
component required for mitigation will adversely affect the consequences of this'accident. Given the
non-limiting nature of this event with respect to the DNBR safety analysis criterion, an explicit
LOFTRAN analysis was not performed as part of the EPU. 'Instead, an evaluation of this event was
performed The evaluation model consists of the generation of statepoints based on generic conservative
data. The statepoints are then compared to the core thermal limits to ensure that the DNBR limit is not
violated. A total of three cases are included in the evaluation. These are:

Reactor in manual rod control with BOL(ninimun nmoderator) reactivity feedback
Reactor in manual rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity'feedback
Reactor in automatic rod control (both minimum/maximum moderator)
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5.3.10.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the excessive load increase accident is considered a Condition 11
event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the acceptance
criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

The peak linear heat generation rate (expressed in kw/ft) should not exceed a value which would
cause fuel centerline melt.

The evaluation confirms that for an excessive load increase, the minimum DNBR during the transient will
not go below the safety analysis limit value and the peak linear heat generation does not exceed the limit
value; thus demonstrating that the applicable acceptance criteria for critical heat flux and fuel centerline
melt are met. Following the initial load increase, the plant reaches a stabilized condition. With respect to
peak pressure, the excessive load increase accident is bounded by the loss of electrical load/turbine trip
analysis. The loss of electrical load/turbine trip analysis is described in Section 5.3.6.

5.3.10.5 Conclusions

The evaluation performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for an excessive load increase incident, the
DNBR does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transient; thus, no
fuel or clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below their
respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.10.1 provide mitigation for the excessive load increase..
incident such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the excessive load increase incident for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.10.6 References

1. Friedland, A'. J., and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP- I1397-P-A,
(Proprietary), WCAP-I 1397-A (Non-proprietary), April 1989.

5.3.11 Accidental Depressurization of the RCS

5.3.11.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An accidental depressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS) could occur as a result of an
inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief valve. To conservatively bound this scenario, the
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Westinghouse methodology models the failure of a pressurizer safety valve since a safety valve is sized to
relieve approximately twice the steam flowrate of a relief valve and will allow a much more rapid
depressurization upon opening. This yields ihe most-severe core conditions resulting from an accidental
depressurization of the RCS. Initially, the event results in a rapidly decreasing RCS pressure, which
could reach hot leg saturation conditions without reactor protection system intervention. If saturated
conditions are reached, the rate' of depressurization is slowed considerably. However, the pressure
continues to decrease throughout the event. The effect of the pressure decrease is to increase power via
the moderator density feedback (note that a positive moderator temperature coefficient is assumed).
However, if the plant is in the automatic mode, the rod control system functions to maintain the power
essentially constant throughout the initial stages of the transient. The average coolant temperature
remains approximately the same, but the pressurizer level increases until reactor trip because of the
decreased reactor coolant density.

The reactor may be tripped by the following reactor protection system signals:

a. Low pressurizer pressure
b. Overtemperature AT

5.3.11.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

In order to produce conservative results in calculating the DNBR during the transient, the following
assumptions are made:

a. The accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core
power, RCS pressure and RCS temperature are assumed to beat their nominal values, adjusted to
account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full power operation.
Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the
DNBR limit as described in Reference 1. The initial power level assumed is 2910 MWt
consistent with the EPU.

b. A +5 pcm/0F moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity is assumed in order to provide a
conservatively high amount of positive reactivity feedback due to changes in the moderator
temperature.

c. A small (absolute value) Doppler coefficient of reactivity is assumed, such that the resultant
amount of negative feedback is conservatively low in order to maximize any power increase due*'
to moderator feedback.

d. The spatial 'effect of voids resulting' from local or subcooled boiling is not considered in the
analysis 'with respect to reactivity feedback or core power shape. In fact, it should be noted, the
power peaking factors are kept constant at their design values, while the void formation and
resulting core feedback effects would result in considerable flattening of the power distribution.
Although this would significantly increase'the calculated DNBR, no credit is taken for this effect.,
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5.3.11.3 Description of Analysis

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the manner in which the protection functions described
above actuate to mitigate the consequences of the RCS depressurization event.

The accident is analyzed by using the detailed digital computer code LOFTRAN (Reference 2). This
code simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer
spray, steam generator, and steam generator safety valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables
including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

5.3.11.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the accidental depressurization for the RCS accident is considered a
Condition 11 event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the
acceptance criteria associated with this event:

The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

The system response to an inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety valve is shown in Figures 5.3.1 I-IA
through 5.3.11-3A. Figure 5.3.11-lA illustrates the nuclear power transient following the
depressurization. Nuclear power increases slowly until the reactor trip occurs on low pressurizer
pressure. The pressurizer pressure transient is illustrated in Figure 5.3.11-2A. Pressure decreases
continuously throughout the transient, however, pressure decreases more rapidly after core heat
generation is reduced via the reactor trip. If the saturation temperature is reached in the hot leg the
pressure decrease slows. Also illustrated in Figure 5.3.1 1-2A is the core average temperature transient.
Core average temperature is maintained at approximately the initial value until the reactor trip occurs on
low pressurizer pressure. The DNBR decreases initially, but increases rapidly following the reactor trip as
demonstrated in Figure 5.3.11-3A. The DNBR remains above the limit value throughout the transient.

The calculated sequence of events is shown in Table 5.3.11-1.

5.3.11.5 Conclusions

The results of the analysis show that the pressurizer low pressure and OTAT reactor protection system
signals provide adequate protection against the RCS depressurization event since the minimum DNBR
remains above the safety analysis limit throughout the transient. Thus no cladding damage or release of
fission products to the RCS is predicted for this event.

The protection features described in Section 5.3.11.1 provide mitigation of the effects of the accidental
depressurization of the RCS transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.
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The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the accidental depressurization of the RCS for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.1 16 References

1. A. J. Friedland and S. Ray, "Revised Thermal Design Procedure,'' WCAP-1 1397-P-A, April 1989.

2. T.W.T. Burnett, et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-7907-A (Non-proprietary), April 1984.
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Table 5.3.1 1-1
Time Sequence of Events - Accidental Depressurization of the RCS

BVPS-I BVPS-2
Event Time (sec) Time (sec)

Inadvertent opening of one RCS relief valve * 0.0 NA

Low Pressurizer Pressure reactor trip setpoint reached 16.9 NA

Rods begin to drop 18.9 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 19.8 NA

Relief capacity of a pressurizer safety valve is conservatively assumed.
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5.3.12 Major Rupture of a Main Steam Pipe

5.3.12.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The steam release arising from a major rupture of a main steam pipe will result in an initial increase in
steam flow that decreases during the accident as the steam pressure falls. The energy removal from the
RCS causes a reduction of reactor coolant temperature and pressure. In the presence of a negative
moderator temperature coefficient, the cooldown results in a positive reactivity insertion and subsequent
reduction in core shutdown margin. If the most-reactive RCCA is assumed stuck in its fully withdrawn
position after reactor trip, there is an increased possibility that the core will become critical and return to
power. A return to power following a steam pipe rupture is a concern primarily because of the high power
peaking factors that would exist assuming the most-reactive RCCA to be stuck in its fully withdrawn
position. The core is ultimately shut down by boric acid injection delivered by the ECCS.

The major rupture of a main steam pipe is the most-limiting cooldown transient. It is analyzed at hot zero
power conditions with no decay heat (decay heat would retard the cooldown, thus reducing the return to
power). A detailed discussion of this transient with the most limiting break size (a double-ended rupture)
is presented below.

The following functions provide the necessary protection to mitigate a steam pipe rupture:

a. Actuation of the safety injection system (SIS)

b. The overpower reactor trips (neutron flux and AT), low pressurizer pressure reactor trip, and the
reactor trip occurring in conjunction with receipt of the Safety Injection (SI) signal.

c. Redundant isolation of the main feedwater lines to prevent sustained high feedwater flow that
would cause additional cooldown. In addition to the normal control action which will close the
main feedwater control valves, a safety injection signal will rapidly close all feedwater control
valves, trip the main feedwater pumps, and indirectly close the feedwater isolation valves that
backup the control valves. A trip of the main feedwater pumps results in automatic closure of the
respective pump discharge isolation valve.

d. Trip of the fast-acting Main Steamline Isolation Valves (MSIVs), assumed to occur in less than
8 seconds for BVPS-1 following initiation of any of the following signals:

* Low steamline pressure
* High negative steam pressure rate in any loop
* High-2 containment pressure

For any break (in any location), no more than one steam generator would experience an uncontrolled
blowdown even if one of the MSIVs fails to close. For breaks downstream of the MSIVs, closure of all
MSIVs will completely terminate the blowdown of all steam generators. The MSIVs are signal-actuated
valves that close to prevent flow in the normal (forward) flow direction. The valves on all three steam
lines are closed to isolate the other steam generators. Thus, only one steam generator can blow down,
minimizing the potential steam release and resultant RCS cooldown. The remaining two steam generators
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would still be available for dissipation of decay heat after the initial transient is over. In the case
assuming a loss of offsite power, the decay heat is removed to the atmosphere via the atmospheric relief
valves that have been sized to handle this-accideht scenario.

Following blowdown of the faulted steam generator, the unit can be brought to a stabilized hot standby
condition through control of the auxiliary feedwater flow and SI flow as described by plant operating
procedures. The operating procedures would call for operator action to limit RCS pressure and
pressurizer level by terminating SI flow and to control steam generator level and RCS coolant
temperature using the AFWS.

5.3.12.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following summarizes the major input parameters and/or assumptions used in the main steam line
rupture event:

a. Hot zero power conditions were modeled with and without offsite power available.

b. For BVPS-I, a 1.4 ft2 break was analyzed for the Model 54F RSGs since they are designed with a
flow restrictor built into the steam exit nozzle. The assumed steam generator tube plugging level
is 0%.

c. For BVPS-I, separate cases were analyzed assuming unisolatable steam paths that could
potentially occur after receiving a steam line isolation signal and achieving full closure of the
MSIVs. The piping for the'atmospheric steam dumps, the residual heat release valve supply line,
and the supply line for the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump branch off of the main steam
line upstream of the MSIVs. These lines may not be isolated as a result of the steam line isolation
signal.

d. All control rods are inserted except the most reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be stuck out of
the core. .; -

e. The shutdown margin is 1.77% Ak/k.

5.3.12.3 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference l) computer code is performed in' order to determine
the plant transient conditions following a main steam line break. The code models the core neutron'
kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, steam generators, safety injection system and the auxiliary feedwater system;
and computes pertinent variables, including thecore heat flux, RCS temperature and pressure. A
conservative selection of those conditions are then used to develop core models'which provide input to
the detailed thermal and hydraulic digital computer code, VIPRE (Reference 2), to determine if the DNB
design basis is met.
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5.3.12.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A major break in a steam system pipe is classified as an ANS Condition IV event. Minor secondary
system pipe breaks are classified as ANS Condition Ill events. All of these events are analyzed to meet
Condition 11 criteria.

The only criterion that may be challenged during this event is the one that states that the critical heat flux
should not be exceeded. The analysis demonstrates that this criterion is met by showing that the
minimum DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

For BVPS-1, the most limiting main steamline rupture case is the case in which offsite power is assumed
to be available.

The calculated sequence of events for the most limiting case is shown in Table 5.3.12-IA for BVPS-1.

Figures 5.3.12-lA through 5.3.12-5A show the transient results for the most limiting case for BVPS-l.
These figures show transient results following a main steamline rupture (complete severance of a pipe) at
initial no-load conditions with offsite power available. Since offsite power is assumed available, full
reactor coolant flow exists.

Should the core be critical at near zero power when the rupture occurs, the initiation of SI via a low steam
line pressure signal will trip the reactor. Steam release from more than one steam generator will be
prevented by automatic trip of the fast acting isolation valves in the steam lines by high containment
pressure signals or by low steam line pressure signals. The steamline isolation valves are assumed to
fully close in less than 8 seconds for BVPS-I from initiation of an isolation signal.

As shown in Figure 5.3.12-4A for BVPS-I, the core attains criticality with the RCCAs inserted (i.e., with
the plant shutdown assuming one stuck RCCA) before boron solution from the ECCS enters the RCS.

A DNB analysis was performed for the limiting point in the transient which determined that the DNB
design basis is met.

5.3.12.5 Conclusions

The results of the major rupture of a main steam pipe event indicate that the DNB design basis is met.
Therefore, this event does not adversely affect the core or the RCS, and all applicable acceptance criteria
are met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the major rupture of a main steam pipe for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.12.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.
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2. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized WVater Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
-WCAP- 15306-NP-A(Non-Proprietary), October 1999.
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Table 5.3.12-1A
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Rupture ofa Main Steam Pipe

Case Event Time (sec)

Reactor at hot zero power with Double-ended guillotine break occurs 0.0
offsite power available
(Unisolatable steam release paths Low Steam Pressure SIS actuation setpoint reached 0.7
case) MSIVs closed 8 seconds after SIS actuation signal 8.7

High-head SI pump at rated speed 27 seconds after SIS 27.7
actuation signal

Main Feedwater flow isolated 30 seconds after SIS 30.7
actuation signal

Reactor becomes critical 32.4

Time of minimum DNBR 359.4

Power reaches maximum level 352.4

Reactor returns subcritical 396.0
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5.3.13 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

5.3.13.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A partial loss of forced coolant flow accident may result from a mechanical or electrical failure in a
reactor coolant pump (RCP), or from a fault in the power supply to these pumps. If the reactor is at
power at the time of the event, the immediate effect from the loss of forced coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the coolant temperature. This increase in coolant temperature could result in a violation of the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit, with subsequent fuel damage, if the reactor is not
promptly tripped.

The following signals provide protection against a partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident:

* Low reactor coolant loop flow
* Undervoltage or underfrequency on reactor coolant pump power supply buses
* Pump circuit breaker opening

The reactor trip on low primary coolant loop flow provides protection against loss of flow conditions.
This function is generated by two-out-of-three low flow signals per reactor coolant loop. Above
Permissive P-8, low flow in any loop will actuate a reactor trip. Between approximately 10% power
(Permissive P-7) and the power level corresponding to Permissive P-8, low flow in any two loops will
actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on low flow is blocked below Permissive P-7.

The reactor trip on reactor coolant pump undervoltage is provided to protect against conditions which can
cause a loss of voltage to all reactor coolant pumps, i.e., loss of offsite power. An RCP undervoltage
reactor trip serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow trip. The undervoltage
trip function is blocked below approximately 10% power (Permissive P-7).

The reactor coolant pump underfrequency trip is provided to trip the reactor for an underfrequency
condition resulting from frequency disturbances on the power grid. The RCP underfrequency reactor trip
function is blocked below P-7. In addition, the underfrequency function will open all RCP breakers
whenever an underfrequency condition occurs (no P-7 or P-8 interlock) to provide adequate RCP
coastdown. This trip function also serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow
trip.

A reactor trip from pump breaker position is provided as a backup to the low flow signal. Above P-7, a
breaker open signal from any two pumps will actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on reactor coolant pump
breakers open is blocked below Permissive P-7.

5.3.13.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

This accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power
is assumed to be at its nominal value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is
at its nominal value for BVPS-1. RCS vessel average temperature is at its nominal value plus a 4.50F
bias. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR)
limit value as described in Reference 1.
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A conservatively large'absolute value 'of the Doppler only power coefficient is used. A moderator
temperature coefficient of 0 pcm/F is assumed since'this results in the maximum core power and hot spot
heat flux during the initial part of the transient when the minimum DNBR is reached.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., Safety Injection) are not required to
function. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation vill adversely
affect the consequences of this event.

The effects of asymmetric RCS flow (maximum loop-to-loop flow asymmetry of 5%) on the Partial Loss
of Flow transient was also evaluated.

5.3.13.3 Description of Analysis

A partial loss of flow involving the loss of one reactor coolant pump with three loops in operation was
analyzed.

The transient was analyzed using three digital computer codes. First, the LOFTRAN code (Reference 2)
was used to calculate the. loop and core flow transients, the nuclear power transient, and the primary
system pressure and temperature transients. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, the steam generators, and main steam
safety valves. The flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTRAN is based on a momentum balance
around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with
the continuity equation, a pump'momentum balance, and the as-built pump characteristics, and is based
on conservative system pressure loss estimates.

The FACTRAN code (Reference 3) was then used to calculate the heat flux transient based on the nuclear'
power and flow from LOFTRAN. Finally, the VIPRE code (Reference 4) was used to calculate the
DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN. The
DNBR results are based on the minimum of the typical and thimble cells.

5.3.13.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident is classified by the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
as a Condition 11 event. The immediate effect from a partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the reactor coolant temperature and subsequent increase in reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure. The following three items summarize the criteria associated with this event:

• The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. 'This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any' time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be-maintained below i 10% of their
respective design pressures.

* The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value which would cause fuel centerline
melt.
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The partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow event is the least DNB-limiting transient among all of the
loss of flow cases. Reactor trip for the partial loss of flow case occurs on a loop low flow signal. The
VIPRE (Reference 4) analysis for this scenario confirmed that the minimum DNBR acceptance criterion
is met. Fuel clad damage criteria are not challenged in the partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow case
since the DNB criterion is met.

The analysis of the partial loss of flow event also demonstrates that the peak Reactor Coolant System and
Main Steam System pressures are well below their respective limits.

The transient results for this case are presented in Figures 5.3.13-IA through 5.3.13-4A for BVPS-1 . The
sequence of events for this case is presented in Table 5.3.13-1.

5.3.13.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the partial loss of flow incident, the DNBR
does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transient; thus, no fuel or
clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below their
respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.13.1 provide mitigation for the partial loss of forced
reactor coolant flow transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
Furthermore, the results and conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as
part of the normal reload process.

5.3.13.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-1 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

3. Hargrove, H. G, "FACTRAN - A FORTRAN-IV Code for Thennal Transients in a U02 Fuel
Rod," WCAP-7908-A, December 1989.

4. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCAThermnal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP- 15306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.
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Table 53.13-1
Time Sequence of Events - Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

Unit I Unit 2
Case Event Time (sec) Time (sec)

Three loops operating, one Coastdown begins . - 0.0 NA
pump coasting down .

Low flow reactor trip 1.6 .-NA -

Rods begin to drop 2.6 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 3.7 NA

'. , . -, . , , I *-
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Figure 5.3.13-IA
BVPS-1 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

Reactor Vessel Flow and Faulted Loop Flow versus Time
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Figure 5.3.13-3A
BVPS-I Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow
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5.3.14 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

5.3.14.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A complete loss of forced coolant flow accident may result from a simultaneous loss of electrical power
supply or a reduction in power supply frequency to all of the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs). If the reactor
is at power at the time of the event, the immediate effect from the loss of forced coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the coolant temperature. This increase in coolant temperature could result in a violation of the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit, with subsequent fuel damage, if the reactor is not
promptly tripped.

The following signals provide protection against a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident:

* Low reactor coolant loop flow
* Undervoltage or underfrequency on reactor coolant pump power supply buses
* Pump circuit breaker opening

The reactor trip on low primary coolant loop flow provides protection against loss of flow conditions.
This function is generated by two-out-of-three low flow signals per reactor coolant loop. Above
Permissive P-8, low flow in any loop will actuate a reactor trip. Between approximately 10% power
(Permissive P-7) and the power level corresponding to Permissive P-8, low flow in any two loops will
actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on low flow is blocked below Permissive P-7.

The reactor trip on reactor coolant pump undervoltage is provided to protect against conditions which can
cause a loss of voltage to all reactor coolant pumps, i.e., loss of offsite power. An undervoltage reactor
trip serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow trip. The undervoltage trip
function is blocked below approximately 10% power (Permissive P-7).

The reactor coolant pump underfrequency reactor trip is provided to trip the reactor for an underfrequency
condition resulting from frequency disturbances on the power grid. The RCP underfrequency reactor trip
function is blocked below P-7. In addition, the underfrequency function will open all RCP breakers
whenever an underfrequency condition occurs (no P-7 or P-8 interlock) to provide adequate RCP
coastdown. This trip function also serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow
trip.

A reactor trip from pump breaker position is provided as a backup to the !ow flow signal. Above P-7, a
breaker open signal from any two pumps will actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on reactor coolant pump
breakers open is blocked below Permissive P-7.

5.3.14.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

This accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power
is assumed to be at its nominal value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is
at its nominal value for BVPS-I. RCS vessel average temperature is at its nominal value plus a 4.50F.
bias. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR)
limit value as described in Reference 1.
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A conservatively large absolute value of the Doppler only power coefficient is used. The analysis also
assumes a conservatively large moderator teniperature coefficient (MTC) of zero pcm/0F at hot full power
conditions. This results in the maximum core power and hot spot heat flux during the initial part of the
transient when the minimum DNBR is reached.'

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., Safety Injection) are'not required to
function. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely

07~ H affect the consequences of this event.

5.3.14.3 Description of Analysis

The following complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow'cases were analyzed:

I . Complete loss of all three reactor coolant pumps with three loops in operation
2. Frequency decay event resulting in a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow'

These transients were analyzed by three digital computer codes. First, the LOFTRAN code (Reference 2)
was used to calculate the loop and core flow transients, the nuclear power transient, and the primary
system pressure and temperature transients. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, the steam generators, and main steam
safety valves. The flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTRAN is based on a momentum balance
around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with
the continuity equation, a pump momentum balance, and the as-built pump characteristics and is based on
conservative system pressure loss estimates.

The FACTRAN code (Reference 3) was then used to calculate the heat flux transient based on the nuclear
power and flow from LOFTRAN. Finally, the VIPRE code (Reference 4) was used to calculate the
DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN. The
DNBR results are based on the minimum of the typical and thimble cells.

5.3.14.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results i

A complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident is classified by the American Nuclear Society
(ANS) as a Condition III event; however, for conservatism, the incident is analyzed to Condition II
criteria. The immediate effect from a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow is a rapid increase in
the reactor coolant temperature and subsequent increase in reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. The
following three items summarize the criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during'the transient.:

* Pressure in the reactor colant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of their
respective design pressures.

* The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause fuel centerline
melt.
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Both the Complete Loss of Flow and Frequency Decay cases are assumed to trip on a low reactor coolant
loop flow signal. The VIPRE (Reference 4) analysis for these scenarios confirmed that the minimum
DNBR acceptance criterion is met. Fuel clad damage criteria are not challenged in either of the complete
loss of forced reactor coolant flow cases since the DNB criterion is met.

The analysis of the complete loss of flow event also demonstrates that the peak Reactor Coolant System
and Main Steam System pressures are well below their respective limits.

The more limiting of these two cases in terms of the minimum calculated DNBR is the Frequency Decay
case. The transient results for this case are presented in Figures 5.3.14-lAthrough 5.3.14-4A for
BVPS-1. The sequence of events for both cases are presented in Table 5.3.14-1.

5.3.14.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the aforementioned complete loss of flow
cases, the DNBR does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transients;
thus, no fuel or clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain
below their respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.14.1 provide mitigation for the complete loss of forced
reactor coolant flow transients such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
Furthermore, the results and conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as
part of the normal reload process.

5.3.14.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP- I1397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP- I1397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

3. Hargrove, H. G., "FACTRAN - A FORTRAN-IV Code for Thermal Transients in a U0 2 Fuel
Rod," WCAP-7908-A, December 1989.

4. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP- 14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP- 15306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.
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Table 5.3.14-1
Time Sequence of Events - Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-I BVPS-2
Case Event Time (sec) Time (sec)

Frequency Decay Frequency decay begins 0.0 NA

Low reactor coolant flow trip setpoint 1.7 NA
reached

Rods begin to drop 2.7 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 4.6 NA

Maximum primary pressure occurs 5.9 NA

Complete Loss of Flow coastdown begins 0.0 NA
Forced Reactor
Coolant Flow Low reactor coolant flow trip setpoint 1.6 NA

reached

Rods begin to drop 2.6 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 4.3 NA

Maximum primary pressure occurs 5.5 NA

M4 0

.
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Figure 5.3.14-1A
BVPS-1 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow - Frequency Decay
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5.3.15 Single Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor

5.3.15.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The event postulated is an instantaneous seizure of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) rotor or the sudden
break of the shaft of the RCP. Flow through the affected reactor coolant loop is rapidly reduced, leading
to initiation of a reactor trip on a low reactor coolant loop flow signal.

Following initiation of the reactor trip, heat stored in the fuel rods continues to be transferred to the
coolant causing the coolant to expand. At the same time, heat transfer to the shell side of the steam
generators is reduced, first because the reduced flow results in a decreased tube-side film coefficient, and
then because the reactor coolant in the tubes cools down while the shell-side temperature increases
(turbine steam flow is reduced to zero upon plant trip due to turbine trip on reactor trip). The rapid
expansion of the coolant in the reactor core, combined with reduced heat transfer in the steam generators,
causes an insurge into the pressurizer and a pressure increase throughout the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). The insurge into the pressurizer compresses the steam volume, actuates the automatic spray
system, opens the power-operated relief valves, and opens the pressurizer safety valves, in that sequence.
The three power-operated relief valves are designed for reliable operation and.would be expected to
function properly during the event. However, for conservatism, their pressure-reducing effect, as well as
the pressure-reducing effect of the spray, is not included in the analysis.

The consequences of a locked rotor (i.e., an instantaneous seizure of a pump shaft) are very similar to
those of a pump shaft break. The initial rate of the reduction in coolant flow is slightly greater for the
locked rotor event. However, with a broken shaft, the impeller could conceivably be free to spin in the
reverse direction. The effect of reverse spinning is to decrease the steady-state core flow when compared
to the locked rotor scenarios. The analysis considers only one scenario; it represents the most-limiting
combination of conditions for the locked rotor and pump shaft break events.

5.3.15.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Two cases are evaluated in the analysis. Both assume one locked rotor/shaft break with a total of three
loops in operation. The first case maximizes the RCS pressure transient. This is done using the Standard
Thermal Design Procedure. Initial core power, reactor coolant temperature, and pressure are assumed to
be at their maximum values consistent with full-power conditions including allowances for calibration
and instrument errors. This assumption results in a conservative calculation of the coolant insurge into
the pressurizer, which in turn results in a maximum calculated peak RCS pressure..

The second case is an evaluation of DNB in the core during the transient. This case is analyzed using the
Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power is assumed to be at its nominal
value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is at its nominal value for
BVPS-1. RCS vessel average temperature is at its nominal value plus a 4.51F bias. Uncertainties in
initial conditions are included in the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit value as
described in Reference 1.
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Both the RCS pressure case and the DNB case assume a zero moderator temperature coefficient (MTC)
and a conservatively large (absolute value) Doppler-only power coefficient. The negative reactivity from
control rod insertion/scram for both cases is based on 4.0% Ak/k 'trip reactivity from HFP.

Normal reactor control systems arid engineered safety systems (e.g.,'Safety Injection) are not required to
function. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely
affect the consequences of this event.

The effects of asymmetric RCS flow (maximum loop-to-loop flow asymmetry of 5%) on the Locked
Rotor transients were also evaluated.

5.3.15.3 Description of Analysis

The following locked rotor/shaft breakcases were analyzed:

1. Peak RCS pressure resulting from a locked rotor/shaft break in one-of-three loops
2. Number of rods-in-DNB resulting from a locked rotor/shaft break in one-of-three loops

The pressure case is analyzed using two digital computer codes. The LOFTRAN code (Reference 2) is
used to calculate the resulting loop and core flow transients following the pump seizure, the time of
reactor trip based on the loop flow transients, the nuclear power following reactor trip, and the peak RCS
pressure. The reactor coolant flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTRAN is based on a
momentum balance around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum
balance is combined with the continuity equation, a pump momentum balance; the as-built pump
characteristics, ahd is based on conservative system pressure loss estimates. The thermal behavior of the
fuel located at the core hot spot is'investigated using the FACTRAN code (Reference 3) which uses the
core flow and the nuclear power values calculated by LOFTRAN. Th'e FACTRAN code includes a film
boiling heat transfer coefficient.

The case analyzed to evaluate core DNB uses LOFTRAN, FACTRAN and the VIPRE code
(Reference 4). The LOFTRAN and FACTRAN codes are used in the same manner as in the pressure
case. The VIPRE code is used to calculate the DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from
FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN.

For the peak RCS pressure evaluation, the initial pressure is conservatively estimated to be 40 psi for
BVPS-I above the nominal pressure of 2250 psia to allow for initial condition uncertainties in the
pressurizer pressure measurement and control channels. This is done to obtain the highest possible rise in
the coolant pressure during the transient. 'To obtain the maximum pressure in the primary side,
conservatively high loop pressure drops are added to the calculated pressurizer pressiurie. The pressure
response reported in Table 5.3.1 5-1 is at the point in the RCS having the 'maximnum pressure, i.e., at the
outlet of the RCP in the faulted loop.'

For a conservative analysis of fuel rod behavior, the hot spot evaluation assumes that DNB occurs at the
initiation of the transient and continues throughout the event. This assumption reduces heat transfer to the
coolant and results in conservatively high hot spot temperatures.
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Evaluation of the Pressure Transient

No credit is taken for the pressure-reducing effect of the pressurizer power-operated relief valves,
pressurizer spray, steam dump or controlled feedwater flow after plant trip. Although these systems are
expected to function and would result in a lower peak pressure, an additional degree of conservatism is
provided by not including their effect.

The pressurizer safety valve model includes a +3% valve tolerance plus 5 psi accumulation above the
nominal setpoint of 2500 psia. An additional 1% setpoint shift as described in Reference 5 does not apply
to BVPS- 1. An additional delay (0.33 seconds for BVPS- I) is included to account for the time to purge
the loop seals as discussed in Reference 5.

Evaluation of DNB in the Core During the Event

For this event, DNB is assumed to occur in the core; therefore, an evaluation of the consequences with
respect to fuel rod thermal transients is performed. Results obtained from analysis of this "hot spot"
condition represent the upper limit with respect to clad temperature and zirconium-water reaction. In the
evaluation, the rod power at the hot spot conservatively considers an FQ of 2.52. The number of rods-in-
DNB are conservatively calculated for use in dose consequence evaluations.

Film Boiling Coefficient

The film boiling coefficient is calculated in the FACTRAN code (Reference 3) using the
Bishop-Sandberg-Tong film boiling correlation. The fluid properties are evaluated at the film temperature
(average between the wall and bulk temperatures). The program calculates the film coefficient at every
time step based upon the actual heat transfer conditions at the time. The neutron flux, system pressure,
bulk density, and mass flow rate as a function of time are used as program input.

For this analysis, the initial values of the pressure and the bulk density are used throughout the transient
since they are the most conservative with respect to the clad temperature response. As indicated earlier,
DNB was assumed to occur from the beginning of the transient.

Fuel Clad Gap Coefficient

The magnitude and time dependence of the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel and clad (gap
coefficient) has a pronounced influence on the thermal results. The larger the value of the gap coefficient,
the more heat is transferred between the pellet and clad. For the initial portion of the transient, a high gap
coefficient produces higher clad temperatures since the heat stored and generated in the fuel redistributes
itself in the cooler cladding. Based on investigations on the effect of the gap coefficient upon the
maximum clad temperature during the transient, the gap coefficient was assumed to increase from a
steady-state value consistent with initial fuel temperatures to 10,000 Btu/hr-ft?-°F at the initiation of the
transient. Thus, the large amount of energy stored in the fuel is released to the clad at the initiation of the
transient.
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Zirconium-Steam Reaction

The zirconium-steam reaction can become significant above 1 800'F (clad temperature). The Baker-Just
parabolic rate equation (Reference 3) is used to define the rate of the zirconium-steam reaction.

The reaction heat is 1510 cal/g. The effect of zirconium-steam reaction is included in the calculation of
the "hot spot" clad temperature transient.

53.15.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The RCP locked rotor accident is classified by the American Nuclear Society (ANS) as a Condition IV
event. A RCP locked rotor results in a rapid reduction in forced reactor coolant loop flow that increases
the reactor coolant temperature and subsequently causes the fuel cladding temperature and RCS pressure
to increase. The following items summarize the criteria associated with this event:

Fuel cladding damage, including melting, due to increased reactor coolant temperatures must be
prevented. This is precluded by demonstrating that the maximum clad temperature at the core hot
spot remains below 27001F, and the zirconium-water reaction at the core hot spot is less than
16 weight percent.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant system should be maintained below that which would cause
stresses to exceed the faulted condition stress limits (i.e., Service Level D). Note that since
Service Level D requirements do not translate directly to a percentage of the design pressure,
Service Level C requirements have been conservatively applied. This corresponds to 120% of the
design pressure of 2500 psia or 2997 psia.

* Rods-in DNB (dose calculation) should be less than or equal to 20%.

With respect to the peak RCS pressure, peak clad temperature, zirconium-steam reaction, and maximum
predicted rods-in-DNB, the analysis demonstrated that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. The
calculated sequence of events is presented in Table 5.3.15-1 forthe Locked Rotor event. The results of
the calculations (peak pressure, peak clad temperature, and zirconium-steam reaction) are summarized in
Table 5.3.15-2. The rods-in-DNB criterion of less than or equal to 20% has also been met. The transient
results for the peak pressure/hot spot case are provided in Figures 5.3.15-IA through 5.3.15-4A for
BVPS-I.

5.3.15.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the Locked Rotor event, the peak clad surface
temperature calculated for the hot spot during the worst transient remains considerably less than 27007F
and the amount of zirconium-water reaction is small. Under such conditions, the core will remain in
place and intact with no loss of core cooling capability.

The analysis also confirms that the peak RCS pressure reached during the transient is less than that which
would cause stresses to exceed the faulted condition stress limits, and thereby, the integrity of the primary
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coolant system is demonstrated. The rods-in-DNB design criterion is also met. Therefore, the
conclusions presented in the UFSAR remain valid.

The protection features described in Section 5.3.15.1 provide mitigation for a locked rotor transient such
that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the single reactor coolant pump locked rotor for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
Furthermore, the results and conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as
part of the normal reload process.

5.3.15.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-11397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP- 11397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

3. Hargrove, H. G, "FACTRAN -A FORTRAN-IV Code for Thermal Transients in a U02 Fuel
Rod," WCAP-7908-A, December 1989.

4. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP- 15306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.

5. Barrett, G O., et al., "Pressurizer Safety Valve Set Pressure Shift," WCAP-12910, March 1991.
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Table 5.3.15-1
Time Sequence or Events-Single RCP Locked Rotor

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Event Time (see) Time (sec)

Rotor an one pump locked or the shaft breaks 0.0 NA

Low flow reactor trip setpoint reached 0.04 NA

Rods, begin to drop 1.04 NA

Remaining pumps lose power and begin to coastdown 1.04 NA

Maximum RCS pressure occurs -3.0 NA

Maxi mum clad average temperature occurs 3.8 NA

Time of maximum clad oxidation 10.0 NA

Table 5.3.15-2
Summary of Results for Single RCP Locked Rotor

BVPS-1 BNVPS-2
3 Loops Initially 3 Loops Initially

Operating, One Locked Opera ting, One Locked
Criteria Rotor - Rotor .. Limit

Maximum Clad Temperature at 1868 NA 2700
Core Hot Spot, 'F

Maximum Zr-H20 Reaction at 0.41 NA 16.0
Core Hot Spot, wt. %

Maximum RCS Pressure, psia 2716 NA 2997
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Figure 53.15-1A
BVPS-1 Single Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor
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5.3.16 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing Rod Cluster Control
Assembly Ejection (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.3.17 Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

5.3.17.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A major feedwater line rupture is defined as a break in a feedwater pipe large enough to prevent the
addition of sufficient feedwater to the steam generators to maintain shell-side fluid inventory in the steam
generators. If the break is postulated in a feedline between the check valve and the steam generator, fluid
from the steam generator may also be discharged through the break. Further, a break in this location
could preclude the subsequent addition of auxiliary feedwater to the affected steam generator. A break
upstream of the feedline check valve would affect the NSSS only as a loss of feedwater. This case is
covered by the loss of normal feedwater analysis presented in Section 5.3.7.

Depending upon the size of the break and the plant operating conditions at the time of the rupture, the
break could either cause an RCS heatup or cooldown. The potential RCS cooldown resulting from a
secondary pipe rupture is evaluated in the Steamline Break analysis presented in BVPS-I UFSAR
Section 14.2.5.1. Only the RCS heatup effects of a feedline rupture are presented in this section.

A feedline rupture reduces the ability to remove heat generated by the core from the RCS. The Auxiliary
Feedwater System is provided to ensure that adequate feedwater will be available to provide decay heat
removal.

5.3.17.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

In support of the EPU, feedline rupture analyses were performed to demonstrate that the feedline rupture
acceptance criteria are met (see Section 5.3.17.4).

Several key assumptions are made in the analysis. These are:

* EPU NSSS power of 2910 MWt is assumed.

* The plant is initially operating at 100.6% of nominal NSSS power (1.006 x 2910 MWt).

* The Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-I.

* The initial RCS average temperature is 8.50F above the nominal value to account for initial
condition uncertainties and loop-to-loop temperature asymmetry.

* The initial RCS pressure is 40 psi for BVPS-1 below its nominal value to account for initial
condition uncertainties.
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* Initial pressurizer level is at the nominal full power programmed value plus 7% to account for
initial condition uncertainties.

* Initial steam generator water level is at the nominal value plus 10% for BVPS-I in the faulted
steam generator and at the nominal value minus 10% for BVPS-I in the intact steam generators to
account for initial condition uncertainties.

* Main feedwater flow to all steam generators is assumed to be lost at the time the break occurs
(all main feedwater spills out through the break).

* The full double-ended main feedwater pipe break is assumed. A break size of 0.922 ft2 was
analyzed for BVPS-1 with Model 54FRSGs.

* The single failure assumption is conservatively set as highest capacity auxiliary feedwater pump
(i.e., turbine driven) and one train of SI. SI does not significantly influence the analysis results.

* PORVs are assumed to be available.

* Reactor trip is assumed to be actuated when the steam generator low-low level trip setpoint is
reached in the ruptured steam generator. A conservative setpoint of 0% NRS is modeled.

The following auxiliary feedwater flow assumption is made: 250 gpm of AFW is split equally to
two intact SGs'prior to isolation of the faulted generator; after Manual isolation of the faulted SG,
400 gpm ofAFW is split equally to two intact SGs.

* An operator action time of 15 minutes to isolate the faulted SG is assumed.

* No'credit is'taken for heat energy deposited in the RCS metal during the RCS heatup.

-*. No credit is taken for charging or letdown.

* Steam generator heat transfer area is assumed to decrease as the shell-side liquid inventory
decreases.

* Conservative feedwater line break discharge quality is assumed. This minimizes the heat transfer
capability of the faulted steam generator. '

* Conservative core residual heat generation is assumed based upon long-term operation at the
initial power level preceding the trip.

No credit is taken for the following potential protection logic signals to mitigate the consequences
of the accident:

a. High pressurizer pressure
b. High pressurizer level
c. High containment pressure

. .

-
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5.3.17.3 Description of Analysis

The transient response following a Feedwater Pipe Rupture event is calculated by a detailed digital
simulation of the plant. The analysis models a simultaneous loss of main feedwater to all steam
generators and subsequent reverse blowdown of the faulted steam generator. The analysis is performed
using the LOFTRAN code (Reference l), which simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer,
pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, steam generators, and steam generator safety
valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

The following four cases are analyzed for BVPS-1:

I. Case 1: RSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, with offsite power, 0.922 ft2 break
2. Case 2: RSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 0.922 ft2 break
3. Case 3: RSGs, Minimum reactivity feedback, with offsite power, 0.922 ft2 break
4. Case 4: RSGs, Minimum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 0.922 ft2 break

5.3.17.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The feedline rupture accident is an ANS Condition IV occurrence. Condition IV events are faults that are
not expected to occur, but are postulated because their consequences would include the potential for
release of significant amounts of radioactive material.

The specific criteria used in evaluating the consequences of the feedline rupture shall be:

Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

* Any fuel damage that may occur during the transient should be of a sufficiently limited extent so
that the core will remain in place and geometrically intact with no loss of core cooling capability.

* Any activity release must be such that the calculated doses at the site boundary are within
10 CFR 50.67.

To conservatively meet these basic criteria, the internal criterion established within Westinghouse is that
no bulk boiling occurs in the primary coolant system following a feedline rupture prior to the time that the
heat removal capability of the steam generators, being fed auxiliary feedwater, exceeds NSSS residual
heat generation.

The results of the feedline rupture cases analyzed show that all acceptance criteria noted above have been
met as follows:

* No bulk boiling occurs in the primary coolant system following a feedline rupture prior to the
time that the heat removal capability of the steam generators, being fed auxiliary feedwater,
exceeds NSSS residual heat generation.

& The RCS and MSS pressures remain below 110% of their respective design pressures.
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For BVPS-1, the limiting case is feedline rupture with offshe power available, minimum reactivity
feedback and a break size of 0.922 f?. The transient results for this case are presented in
Figures 5.3.17-lA through 5.3.17-5A. The transient results for the corresponding BVPS-1 case without
offsite power available are presented in Figures 5.3.17-6A through 5.3.17-1 OA. The time sequence of
events for both cases are presented in Table 5.3.17-1 A.

5.3.17.5 Conclusions

The results of the analyses performed for the EPU show that for the postulated feedwater line rupture,
auxiliary feedwater system capacity is adequate to remove decay heat, to prevent overpressurizing the
RCS, and to prevent uncovering the reactor core.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for the major rupture of a main feedwater pipe for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

5.3.17.6 References

1. Bumett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFIRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.
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Table 5.3.17-4A
BVPS-I Time Sequence of Events - Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

Case Event Time (sec)

Feedline Rupture with offsite power Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0

feedback, Break size of 0.922 t Low steamline pressure setpoint reached in ruptured 19.0
steam generator

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip 22.0
setpoint reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods begin to drop 24.0

All main steamline isolation valves close 27.0

First steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in 35.6
an intact steam generator

Auxiliary feedwater is started 79.0

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" auxiliary 804.0
feedwater is delivered to intact steam generators

Hot and Cold Leg temperatures begin to decrease -2900

Feedline Rupture without oIfsite power Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0
available, Minimum reactivityl
feedback, Break size of 0.922 t 2 Low steamline pressure setpoint reached in ruptured 19.0

fo .9 steam generator

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip 22.0
setpoint reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods begin to drop 24.0

Reactor coolant pumps begin to coast down 26.0

All main steamline isolation valves close 27.0

First steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in 36.0
an intact steam generator

Auxiliary feedwater is started 79.0

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" auxiliary 804.0
feedwater is delivered to intact steam generators

Hot and Cold Leg temperatures begin to decrease -1500
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5.3.18 Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain nuinberinr consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.3.19 Stcam System Piping Failure at Full Power

5.3.19.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The steam system piping failure accident analysis described in Section 5.3.12 is performed assuming a
hot zero power initial condition with 'the control rods inserted in the core with the exception of the most
reactive rod. Such a condition could occur while the reactor is at hot shutdown at the minimum required
shutdown margin or after the plant has been tripped automatically by the reactor protection systemror
manually by the operator. For an at-power steamline break, the analysis of Section 5.3.12 represents the
limiting condition with respect to core protection for the time period following reactor trip. The purpose
of this section is to describe the analysis'of a steam system piping failure occurring from at-power initial
conditions to demonstrate that core protection is maintained prior to and immediately following reactor
trip.

5.3.19.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Limiting transient condition statepoints were generated using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure as
described in Reference 3. For RTDP applications; uncertainties on RCS initial conditions (temperature,
pressure, and power) are included in the development of the DNBR limit value. When RTDP is not
applicable, uncertainties are included in the initial conditions or are conservatively applied to the limiting
transient condition in the calculation of the minimum DNBR.

a. Initial conditions - The initial core power, RCS temperature, and RCS pressure are assumed to be
at their nominal steady-state full power values when generating the transient statepoints.

- Uncertainties are explicitly included in the DNBR calculations.

b. RCS Flow - Minimum Measured RCS flow is assumed when generating the transient statepoints.
The Thermal Design Flow (TDF) is assumed in the DNBR calculations. The initial loop flows
are assumed to be symmetric.

c. RCS Average Temperature - The full power RCS average temperature range is from 566.20 to
580.00F. Since the full power steamline rupture - core response event is a DNB event, assuming
a maximum RCS average temperature of 580.00F is limiting.

d. Feedwater Temperature - The Main Feedwater analytical temperature range is from 4000 to
4551F. A nominal feedwater temperature of 400'F is more limiting with respect to DNB for this
event. Thus, a feedwater tempera'ture of 4001F is assumed.

e. SG Model - The Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-1.
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f. Break size - A spectrum of break sizes (14 break sizes) with break sizes ranging from small
breaks starting at 0.1 ft2, increasing in increments of 0.1 ft2 up to a break size of 1.4 ft2 are
considered. Once the limiting case, with respect to peak heat flux and minimum DNBR is
determined, the limiting break is further defined by using an incremental break area of 0.01 ft2.

g. Reactivity coefficients - The analysis assumed maximum moderator reactivity feedback and
minimum Doppler power feedback to maximize the power increase following the break.

h. Protection system -The protection system features that mitigate the effects of a steamline break.
are described in Section 5.3.12. This analysis only considers the initial phase of the transient
from at-power conditions. Protection in this phase of the transient is provided by reactor trip, if
necessary. Section 5.3.12 presents the analysis of the bounding transient following reactor trip,
where other protection system features are actuated to mitigate the effects of the steamline break.

i. Control systems - The only control that is assumed to function during a full power steamline
rupture - core response event is the main feedwater system. For this event, the feedwater flow is
set to match the steam flow.

5.3.19.3 Description of Analysis

The analysis of the steamline break at power for the EPU was performed as follows:

a. The LOFTRAN code (Reference 1) was used to calculate the nuclear power, core heat flux, and
reactor coolant system temperature and pressure transients resulting from the cooldown following
the steamline break.

b. The core radial and axial peaking factors were determined using the thermal-hydraulic conditions
from LOFTRAN as input to the nuclear core models. A detailed thermal-hydraulic code, VIPRE
(Reference 2), was used to calculate the DNBR for the limiting time during the transient. The
DNBR calculations were performed using the W-3 correlation. Since the initial conditions
uncertainties are not statistically included in the W-3 DNBR limit (of 1.30), uncertainties on
power, temperature, pressure, etc. were applied to the limiting statepoints and the Thermal Design
Flow was assumed in the calculation of the minimum DNBR.

5.3.19.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Depending on the size of the break, this event is classified as either a Condition III (infrequent fault) or
Condition IV (limiting fault) event, however, the analysis is done to the more conservative Condition 11
acceptance criteria. The acceptance criteria for this event are consistent with those stated in
Subsection 5.3.12.4

For BVPS-1, the limiting break size from the spectrum of break sizes analyzed is 0.6 ft2. A DNB analysis
was performed for the limiting point in the transient which determined that the DNB design basis is met.
The sequence of events for the limiting case with a 0.6 2 break is shown in Table 5.3.19-1. Plots for this
limiting case are provided in Figures 5.3. 19-1 A through 5.3.19-4A.
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5.3.19.5 Conclusions'

For BVPS-1, the 0.6 ft2 break size is the most limiting break size with respect to peak heat flux and
minimum DNBR for the full power steamline rupture - core response event.

The DNB design basis is met. Therefore, this event does not adversely affect the core or RCS, and all
applicable criteria are met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the steam system piping failure at full power for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
Furthermore, the results and conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as
part of the normal reload process.

5.3.19.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

2. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-01 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCAThermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-155306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.

3. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-11397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non- Proprietary), April 1989.
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Table 5.3.19-1
Time Sequence of Events - Steam System Piping Failure at Full Power (Core Response)

BVPS-I BVPS-2
Event Time (see) Time (see)

Steam line ruptures 0.0 NA

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint reached 30.4 NA

Rods begin to drop 32.4 NA

Minimum DNBR occurs 33.0 NA

Peak core heat flux occurs 33.0 NA

i
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Figure 53.19-1A
BVPS-1 Steam System Piping Failure at Power- 0.6 ft2 Break
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Figure 5.3.19-2A
BVPS-I Steam System Piping Failure at Power- 0.6 ft2 Break

Pressurizer Pressure and Pressurizer Water Volume versus Time
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5.3.20 Summary - -I

The UFSAR non-LOCA analyses applicable to BVPS-I were reanalyzed to support operation at EPU
conditions. The preceding Sections 5.3.2 through 5.3.19 discuss the analyses in detail. In each case, it
was demonstrated that the applicable acceptance criteria are met with a nominal NSSS power of
2910 MWt. For BVPS-1, the analyses were performed to support the replacement Model 54F steam
generators. The protection system setpoints and the corresponding time responses are given in
Tables 5.3.1-2A and 5.3.1-3A. Important initial conditions are given in Table 5.3.1-4A. -

The following tables summarize the results of the analyses performed to support the EPU of BVPS-I to
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results of the UFSAR non-LOCA analyses performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and
support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.

. . . . I
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Table 5.3.20-1A
BVPS-1 Condition 11 DNB Event Results

Peak Peak
UFSAR Report Minimum Primary Secondary

Event Name Section Section DNBR Pressure (psia) Pressure (psia)

RCCA Bank Withdrawal from 14.1.1 5.3.2 Limit met5 6  N/A N/A
Subcritical

RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power 14.1.2 5.3.3 1.57 N/A(t) 1170.1

RCCA Misalignment 14.1.3 5.3.4 Limit met(5 ) N/A N/A

Loss of Load 14.1.7 5.3.6 2.23 2744.6(4) 1187.7

Feedwater System Malfunctions
a. Feedwater Flow Increase 14.1.9 5.3.9 1.75() 2357.0 1124.0
b. Feedwater Enthalpy Decrease 14.1.9 5.3.9 1.67 2300.0 914.0

Excessive Load Increase(2) 14.1.10 5.3.10 Limit met Limit met Limit met

RCS Depressurization 14.1.15 5.3.11 1.62 N/A N/A

Main Steam Pipe Rupture (HZP)(3 ) 14.2.5.1 5.3.12 Limit mett5 6 ) N/A N/A

Partial Loss of Flow 14.1.5 5.3.13 2.25(S) 2373.8 989.0

Complete Loss of Flow(3) 14.2.9 5.3.14 1.64(8) 2504.1 992.8

Limits - -- 1.55 2748.5 1208.5

Notes:

(1) A generic Westinghouse evaluation addresses peak pressures for Rod Withdrawal at Power analyses.

(2) Current methodology for evaluating this event involves a comparison of conservative generic statepoints to the plant
specific core thermal limits. In all cases, the generic statepoints are bounded by the core thermal limits.

(3) These events are not Condition 11 events but are analyzed to the more restrictive Condition 11 acceptance criteria.

(4) The analysis supports a pressurizer safety valve setpoint tolerance of +/-3.0%

(5) DNB statepoints are evaluated and the conclusion is that the limits are meL

(6) The 1.55 DNBR limit listed above is not applicable for these events. See Table 6.1-3 for the applicable DNB correlations
and limits.

(7) The results reported are for the HFP case. An additional case was analyzed at IIZP conditions. It was concluded that this
case is bounded by the IlZP steamline break analysis (UFSAR 14.2.5.1).

(8) These values are applicable for the RFA fuel. For the V5H fuel, the Partial Loss of Flow minimum DNBR is 1.90
compared to a limit of 1.32 (thimble cell) and the Complete Loss of Flow minimum DNBR is 1.39 compared to a limit of
1.33 (typical cell).
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Table 53.20-2A
BVPS-1 Locked Rotor Analysis Results

Percentage of
UFSAR - . Rods-in-DNB Peak Primary Pressure

Event Name Section Report Section (%)(psia)

LockedRotor 14.2.7 5.3.15 <20 2716(').

Limits _ - 20 2997

Note-'
(I) The peak Reactor Coolant System pressure reached during the transient is less than that which would cause stresses to

exceed the faulted condition stress limits.

Table 53.20-3A
BVPS-I Pressurizer Filling Event Results

UFSAR Report Peak Pressurizer Volume
Event Name Section Section (It)

Loss of Normal Feedwater 14.1.8 5.3.7 1384.0

Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power 14.1.11 5.3.8 1224.0

Spurious Safety Injection at Power 14.1.16 5.3.18 NA

Limits .; . 1458.1

Note:

NA

6676.oc-0. lO :18
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Table 5.3.20-4A
BVPS-1 Feedline Break Analysis Results

Report Margin to Hot Leg
Case UFSAR Section Section Boiling (IF)

With offsite power 14.2.5.2 5.3.17 14.35

Without offsite power - 24.33

Limits _ 0.0

Table 5.3.20-5A
BVPS-I Rod Ejection Analysis Results (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

Table 5.3.20-6A
BVPS-1 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution Analysis Results

Time From Start of Transient to
UFSAR Report Loss of Shutdown Margin

Case Section Section (minutes)

Mode I -Manual Rod Control 14.1.4 5.3.5 30.4

Mode I - Automatic Rod Control _ _ 31.7

Mode 2 _ _ 33.3

Mode 3 15.3

Limits 15.0
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5.4 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

BVPS-1 includes analysis for a design basis steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event to demonstrate
that the potential radiological consequences are acceptable. The SGTR analysis methodology for BVPS-1
as presented in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) consists of a thermal-hydraulic
analysis to provide tube rupture data (e.g., break flow and steam releases) as input to the BVPS-l
radiological consequences analysis.

Additionally, an operational response analysis of SGTR was performed for BVPS-1. This operational
response analysis was performed to develop information for operator training. The analysis demonstrated
margin to steam generator overfill and confirmed that the BVPS-l licensing basis analysis methodology
provides conservative tube rupture data (e.g., break flow and steam releases) as input to radiological
consequences analysis.

The BVPS-1 licensing basis analysis for a SGTR event assumes that release from the ruptured steam
generator is terminated in 30 minutes but the analysis methodology does not explicitly address the single
failure criterion of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. The EPU evaluations reflect the existing BVPS-1 licensing
basis, i.e., no single failure is modeled. However, the need to address the single failure criterion was
identified and entered into the BVPS Corrective Action Program. FENOC resolved this issue by -

conducting further operational response analysis, such that the single failure criterion is met for a BVPS-I
SGTR event. This operational response analysis demonstrates that the BVPS- I licensing basis SGTR
analysis methodology is conservative.

5.4.1 BVPS-1 Thermal and HydraulicAnalysis for Offsite Radiological Consequences-

5.4.1.1 Introduction

In support of the EPU Project for BVPS-1, a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) thermal-hydraulic
analysis for use in the calculation of radiological consequences has been performed. The SGTR analysis
supports a Ta.g window range of 566.2° up to 5801F, secondary-side conditions (e.g., steam pressure,
flow, temperature) based on high and low steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) (0% up to 22%). The
SGTR analysis also supports the Model 54F replacement steam generators. In order to bound all possible
conditions, four separate cases have been analyzed as follows:

1. Tayg = 566.20F and SGTP = 0%
2. Tavg = 566.20F and SGTP = 22%
3. Tag = 580.00F and SGTP = 0%
4. Tayg = 580.0WF and SGTP = 22%

The major hazard associated with an SGTR event is the radiological consequences resulting from the
transfer of radioactive reactor coolant to the sec6ndary side of the ruptured steam generator and
subsequent release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. The primary thermal-hydraulic parameters which
affect the calculation of offsite doses for an SGTR include the amount of reactor coolant transferred to the
secondary side of the ruptured steam generator, the amount of primary-to-secondary break flow that
flashes to steam and the amount of steam released from the ruptured steam generator to the atmosphere.
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The accident analyzed is the double-ended rupture of a single steam generator tube. It is assumed that the
primary-to-secondary break flow following an SGTR results in depressurization of the reactor coolant
system (RCS), and that reactor trip and safety injection (SI) are automatically initiated on low pressurizer
pressure. Loss of offsite power (LOOP) is assumed to occur at reactor trip resulting in the release of
steam to the atmosphere via the steam generator atmospheric steam dump valves (ASDVs) and/or safety
valves. Following Si actuation, it is assumed that the RCS pressure stabilizes at the value where the Si
and break flow rates are equal. In the analysis, the equilibrium primary-to-secondary break flow is.
assumed to persist until 30 minutes after the initiation of the SGTR. Break flow and the steam releases
from the ruptured steam generator are calculated for the initial 30 minute period.

After 30 minutes, it is assumed in the analysis that steam is released only from the intact steam generators
in order to dissipate the core decay heat and to subsequently cool the plant down to the residual heat
removal (RI-IR) system operating conditions. It is assumed that plant cooldown to RHR operating
conditions is accomplished within 8 hours after initiation of the SGTR and that steam releases are
terminated at that time. A primary-side and secondary-side mass and energy balance is used to calculate
the steam release and feedwater flow for the intact steam generators from 0 to 2 hours and from 2 to
8 hours.

5.4.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The primary-side and secondary-side operating conditions for EPU are documented in Section 2.1.1.
A summary of key input assumptions for the SGTR event follows.

High-Head Safety Injection (HHSI) Flow Rates

A larger SI flowrate results in a greater RCS equilibrium pressure and, consequently, higher break flow.
Maximum HHSI flowrates were, therefore, assumed for this analysis.

RHR Cut-in Time

The RHR cut-in time based on the RCS heat load and RHR heat removal capacity is conservatively
calculated and modeled in the SGTR analysis. This cut-in time affects the duration of long-term steam
releases from the intact steam generators to the atmosphere following termination of the break flow. The
effect of RHR cut-in time on long-term doses, however, is not significant since the radiation released from
the intact steam generators is small relative to that released by the ruptured steam generator. An RHR cut-
in time of 8 hours has been assumed.

Break Flow Flashing Fraction

A portion of the break flow will flash directly to steam upon entering the secondary side of the ruptured
steam generator. Since a transient break flow calculation is not performed for BVPS-I, a detailed
time-dependent flashing fraction that incorporates the expected changes in primary-side temperatures
cannot be calculated. Instead, a conservative calculation of the flashing fraction is performed using the
limiting conditions from the break flow calculation cases. Two time intervals are considered, as in the
break flow calculations; pre-reactor trip and post-reactor trip (SI initiation occurs concurrently with
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reactor trip). Since the RCS and steam'gerierator conditions are different before and after the trip,
different flashing fractions would be expected. '

The flashing fraction is based on the difference between the primary-side fluid enthalpy and the saturation
enthalpy on'the secondary side. Therefore, the highest flashing will be predicted for the case with the
highest primary-side temperatures. 'For the flashing fraction calculations, it is' conservatively assumed
that all of the break flow is at the hot leg temperature (the break is'assumed to be on the hot leg side of the
steam generator). Similarly, a lower secondary-side pressure maximizes the difference in the primary and
secondary enthalpies, resulting in more flashing. The highest pre-trip flashing fraction based on the range
of operating conditions covered by this analysis' is for the-case with a hot leg temperature of 603.97F, an
initial RCS pressure of 2250 psia, and an initial secondary pressure of 623 psia. The case with a hot leg
temperature of 617F would have a lower flashing fraction because the corresponding conservatively high
secondary pressure is 831 psia' and the flashing is more dependent on secondary pressure than hot leg
temperature. All cases consider the same post-trip RCS pressure of 1888.4 psia and post-trip steam
-generator pressure of 932.75 psia.' The highest post-trip flashing fraction, based on the range'of operating
temperatures covered by this analysis, is for a case with a'hot leg temperature of 6171F. It is'
conservatively assumed that the hot leg temperature is not reduced for the 30 minutes in which break flow
is calculated.

Miscellaneous Parameter'Assumptions

* . Low pressurizer pressure SI actuation 'setpoint 1860 psia

* Lowest steam generator safety valve reseat pressure = 932.75 psia, and includes 11.6% main
steam safety valve (MSSV) blowdown and 3% safety valve setpoint tolerance.

5.4.1.3 Description of Analyses Performed

AT,, window of 566.20 up to 580.00F is considered. Section 2.1.1 documents four Performance
Capability Working Group (PCWG) cases that have been used for the BVPS-1 SGTR analysis.

Cases are analyzed at a Tvg of 566.20 and 580.00F, with 0% and 22% SGTP. All the cases support a
power of 2910 MWt (NSSS power) and thermal design flow (TDF) of 87200 gpm/loop.

Break Flow, Steam Releases, and Feedwater Fl6ws

In total, four cases were'considered in the SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis to bound the EPU operating
conditions. Note that these four cases are individually analyzed in order to determine the limiting steam
release and limiting break flow between 0 and 30 minutes for the radiological consequences calculation.
A single calculation is performed to determine long-term steam releases from, and feedwater flow to, the
intact steam generators for the time interval from the start of the event (0 hours) to 2 hours and from
2 hours to RHR cut-in at 8 hours. The 0 to 2 hour calculations use the 0 to 30 minute intact steam
generator steam release'and feedwater'flow results from the case that resulted in the highest intact steam
generator steam and feedwater flow rates.
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A mass and energy balance is assumed in the calculation of the break flow and steam releases. The
energy balance is based on the following assumed conditions at 30 minutes: (1) the RCS fluid is at the
equilibrium pressure and no-load temperature, (2) the pressurizer fluid and steam generator secondary
fluid for both the ruptured and intact steam generators is saturated at no-load temperature, and (3) the core
and clad, primary system metal, pressurizer metal, and steam generator secondary metal are at no-load
temperature. Since the RCS fluid is not at a consistent energy state with the ruptured steam generator and
the remainder of the primary and secondary systems, energy must be dissipated to reduce the RCS fluid
from equilibrium pressure and no-load temperature to saturation at no-load temperature. It is assumed.
that the plant is then maintained stable at no-load temperature until 2 hours, and that steam will be
released from only the intact steam generators to dissipate the energy from the reduction in the RCS fluid
energy state and the core decay heat from 30 minutes to 2 hours.

After 2 hours, it is assumed that plant cooldown to RHR cut-in conditions is initiated by releasing steam
from only the intact steam generators. It is assumed that cooldown to RHR cut-in conditions is completed
within 8 hours after the SGTR. After the RHR cut-in conditions are reached, it is assumed that further
cooldown is performed using the RHR system and that the steam release from the intact steam generators
is terminated.

The energy to be dissipated from 2 to 8 hours is calculated from an energy balance for the primary and
secondary systems between no-load conditions at 2 hours and the RHR entry conditions at 8 hours, plus
the core decay heat load from 2 to 8 hours. The amount of steam released from the intact steam
generators is calculated from a mass and energy balance for the intact steam generators.

5.4.1.4 Results and Acceptance Criteria

The analysis is performed to calculate the mass transfer data for input to the radiological consequences
analysis. As such no acceptance criteria are defined. The results of the analysis are used as input to the
radiological consequences analysis.

The tube rupture break flow and ruptured steam generator atmospheric steam releases (post-trip)
from 0 to 30 minutes for the different SGTR cases are summarized in Table 5.4.1-1. Based on the results
of these SGTR cases, bounding values for break flow and steam releases are provided in Table 5.4.1-2
along with flashing fractions, long-term steam releases, and feedwater flows for use in radiological
consequences analysis. The maximum break flow and steam releases represent bounding values which
are conservative for an offsite dose evaluation. The values in Table 5.4.1-3 include an approximate 10%
increase in mass transfer rates for use in a conservative radiological analysis. Increasing the mass transfer
data prior to performing the radiological consequences analysis allows future plant changes that result in
small increases in the mass transfer rates to be evaluated, without requiring the radiological analysis to be
redone.

5.4.1.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-I SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis for use in the radiological consequences calculation has
been completed in support of the EPU Project. Based on a primary-side and secondary-side mass and
energy balance, the break flow and atmospheric steam releases from the ruptured and intact steam
generators were calculated for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, it was assumed that steam is released only
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from the intact steam generators in order to dissipate the core decay heat and to subsequently cool the
plant down to the RHR system operating conditions. For BVPS-l, it was assumed that plant cooldown to
RHR operating conditions can be accomplished within 8 hours after initiation of the SGTR event and that
steam releases are terminated at this time. A primary-side and secondary-side mass and energy balance
was used to calculate the steam release and feedwater flow for the intact steam generators from 0 to
2 hours and from 2 to 8 hours.

The results and conclusions of the SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis for offsite radiological consequences
performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt.
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Table 5.4.1-1
BVPS-1 Limiting SGTR Thermal-Ilydraulic Results*

Tube Rupture Break Flow for 0 to 30 Minutes

T.,= 566.20 F, 0% SGTP 135,900 Ibm

T., =566.2F1, 22% SGTP 136,300 Ibm

T.,, 580.00 F, 0% SGTP 134,700 Ibm

TS = 580.0°F, 22% SGTP 135,500 Ibm

Steam Release from Ruptured SG (Post-Trip) for 0 to 30 Minutes

T.g= 566.21F, 0% SGTP 55,800 Ibm

T.,= 566.21F, 22% SGTP 53,100 Ibm

T, = 580.01F, 0% SGTP 62,600 Ibm

T.g =580.00 F, 22% SGTP 58,600 Ibm

' Values rounded up to the nearest 100
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|V - Table 5.4.1-2
BVPS-1 SGTR Thermal-Tlydraulic Results

for Radiological Dose Analysis

Reactor Trip, Si Actuation, and Loss Of Offsite Power 224.72 seconds

Pre-Trip (less than 224.72 seconds) -___-_-_-_. _ ._._._ |

Tube Rupture Break Flow* 19,900 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes - 22.27 %

Steam Release Rate to Condenser 1207.4 Ibm/sec for each SG

Post-Trip (after 224.72 seconds) . -

Tube Rupture Break Flow for post-trip to 30 minutes* 116,400 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes . 16.45 %

Steam Release from Ruptured SG for post-trip to 30 minutes* 62,600 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 379,200 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* - - 364,200 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* 890,500 Ibm

. Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* - 966,300 Ibm

* Values rounded up to the nearest 100 -

67.do4 . 0 .5.1.94
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Table 5.4.1-3
BVPS-1 SGTR Thermal-Ilydraulic Results

for Radiological Dose Analysis
With Additional 10%

Reactor Trip, Si Actuation, and Loss or Offsite Power 224.72 seconds

Pre-Trip (less than 224.72 seconds)

Tube Rupture Break Flow* 21,900 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes 22.27 %

Steam Release Rate to Condenser 1207.4 Ibm/sec for each SG

Post-Trip (after 224.72 seconds)

Tube Rupture Break Flow for post-trip to 30 minutes* 128,000 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow WVhich Flashes 16.45 %

Steam Release from Ruptured SG for post-trip to 30 minutes* 63,900 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 417,100 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 400,600 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours 979,500 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* 1,062,900 Ibm

* Values rounded up to the nearest 100
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5.4.2 BVPS-2 Margin to Steam Generator Overfill Analysis (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.4.3 BVPS-2 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis for Offsite Radiological Consequences
(EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the'EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.5 LOCA MASS AND ENERGY RELEASES

The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) mass and energy releases. The following LOCA mass and
energy releases-related analyses were performed at EPU conditions:

* Long-Term LOCA Mass and Energy Releases
* Short-Term LOCA Mass and Energy Releases

The results of these analyses and evaluations were used as input to the containment analysis at EPU
conditions. These mass and energy releases-related analyses were completed in support of the'
containment analysis and were previously submitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the
Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment Request (LAR) No. 3 17
(BVPS-1).

The results and conclusions of the analyses'and evaluations performed for LOCA mass and energy
' releases for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt.

5.6 MSLB MASS AND ENERGY RELEASES

The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) mass and energy releases. The following MSLB mass and
energy releases-related analyses were performid at EPU conditions:

* MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Inside Containment'
* - MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Outside Containment
* * Steam Releases for Radiological Dose Analysis

5.6.1 MSLB Mass and Energy Releases InsiderContainment

The results of the long-term MSLB mass and energy releases inside containment were used as input to the
containment analysis at EPU conditions. This analysis was completed in support of the containment
analysis and was previously submitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the Beaver Valley
Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment Request (LAR) No. 317 (BVPS-1).
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The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for MSLB mass and energy releases inside
containment for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt.

5.6.2 MISLB Nlass and Energy Releases Outside Containment

5.6.2.1 Introduction

Steamline ruptures occurring outside the reactor containment structure may result in significant releases
of high-energy fluid to the structures surrounding the steam systems. Superheated steam blowdowns
following the steamline break have the potential to raise compartment temperatures outside containment.
Early uncovery of the steam generator tube bundle maximizes the enthalpy of the superheated steam
releases out the break. The impact of the steam releases depends on the plant configuration at the time of
the break, the plant response to the break, as well as the size and location of the break. Because of the
interrelationship among many of the factors that influence steamline break mass and energy releases, an
appropriate determination of a single limiting case with respect to mass and energy releases cannot be
made. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the steamline break event outside containment for a range of
conditions.

5.6.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The analysis inputs, assumptions, and methods pertaining to the main steamline break (MSLB) mass and
energy (M&E) releases outside containment are presented in this section.

To determine the effects of plant power level and break area on the mass and energy releases from a
ruptured steamline, spectra of both variables have been evaluated as part of the methodology development
program documented in Reference 4. BVPS-1 has been included as part of the Category-4 plants in the
analysis presented in Reference 4. At plant power levels of 102 and 70%, various break sizes have been
defined ranging from 0.1 ft2 to the equivalent of a full single-ended rupture of a main steamline. The
assumed break locations presented in Reference 4 are both upstream and downstream of the main
steamline check valve for BVPS-1.

The scope of the steamline break analysis presented in this report includes differing assumptions related
to the effect of steam generator tube uncovery in the faulted-loop steam generator. Consistent with the
current licensing-basis analysis, assumptions are made that minimize the time to achieve steam generator
tube uncovery, which maximizes the superheated release duration. The emphasis on maximizing the
value of the superheated steam enthalpy due to early steam generator tube uncovery is consistent with the
methodology development program documented in Reference 4. Also addressed in this report are altered
assumptions to increase the time to superheat steam conditions, i.e., increase the "soak time" duration.
Maximizing the value of the steam enthalpy and the analysis assumptions that create the high enthalpy
tend to lower the break flowrate, which may have the net result of lowering the energy release rate. Thus,
maximizing steam enthalpy does not necessarily maximize the total energy release out the break. The
analysis performed for the EPU Project includes assumptions related to maximizing the superheated
steam releases as well as maximizing the "soak time" prior to superheated steam releases.
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Based on the current licensing-basis analysis for BVPS-l, a limited break spectrum at both power levels
(100.6 and 70%) has been analyzed at the EPU conditions associated with the Model 54F replacement
steam generators (RSGs) for BVPS-I. Other assumptions regarding important plant conditions and
features are discussed in the following paragraphs.

5.6.2.2.1' Initial Power Level

The initial power that is assumed for steamline break analyses outside containment affects the mass 'and
energy releases and steam generator tube bundle uncovery in two ways. First, the steam generator water
mass inventory increases with decreasing power levels; this'will tend to delay uncovery of the steam
generator tube bundle, although the increased steam pressure associated with lower power levels will
cause a faster blowdown at the beginning'of the transient. Second, the amount of stored energy and decay
heat, as well as feedwater temperature, are less for lower power levels; this will result in lower primary
temperatures and less primary-to-secondary heat transfer during the steamline break event.

Ov'erall, steamline breaks initiated from lower power levels result in lower levels of steam supe'rheating
than breaks analyzed at full-power conditions. For this' reason, steamline break outside containment mass
and energy release calculations are limited to breaks initiated from a full-power or a representative near
full-power condition, as presented in Reference 4; specifically:

* Full power - maximum allowable NSSS power plus uncertainty, i.e., 100.6% of rated power; and

* Near full power - 70% of maximum allowable NSSS power.

For this EPU analysis, the power levels and steamline bre'ak sizes are noted in Section 5.6.2.3 of this
report.

In general, the plant initial conditions are assumed to be at the nominal value corresponding'to the initial
power for that case, with appropriate uncertainties included. Tables 5.6.2-1 and 5.6.2-2 identify the
values assumed for RCS pressure, RCS vessel average temperature, RCS flow, pressurizer water volume,
steam generator water level, steam generator pressure, and feedwater enthalpy corresponding to each
power level analyzed. Steamline break mass releases and superheated steam enthalpies assuming an RCS
average temperature at the high end of the T.vg window are conservative with respect to similar releases at
the low end of the T.,g window. At the high end, there is a larger value for the superheated steam
enthalpy available for release outside containment. The thermal design flowrate has been used for the
RCS flow input consistent with the assumptions documented in Reference 1. The thermal design flowmte
is also consistent with other MSLB analysis assumptions related to nonstatistical treatment of
uncertainties, as well as RCS thermal-hydraulic inputs related to pressure drops and rod drop time.

Uncertainties on the initial conditions'assumed in the analysis for the EPU Project have been applied only
to the RCS average temperature (8.50F), the'steam generator mass (10% narrow-range span for BVPS-I)
and the power fraction (0.6%) at full power. Nominal values are adequate for the initial conditions
associated with pressurizer pressure and pressuriier water level. Uncertainty conditions are only applied
to those parameters that could increase the enthalpy ofsuperheated steam discharged out of the break.
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5.6.2.2.2 Single-Failure Assumption

The single-failure assumption is dependent on whether the analysis is designed to maximize the
superheated release duration or intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam
release as discussed in Section 5.6.2.2. The limiting single failure for the scenario in which the
superheated steam release is maximized is the failure of the largest capacity auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump, the turbine-driven pump, resulting in minimum AFW flow. Variations in AFW flow can affect
steamline break mass and energy releases in a number of ways including break mass flowrate, RCS
temperature, tube bundle uncovery time and steam superheating. The failure in the AFW system results
in a minimum AFW flow to the steam generators; the minimum AFW flow used in the analysis is
conservatively based on two motor-driven AFW pumps.

However, for the scenario in which the total energy released over the duration of the event is maximized,
the AFW system will not actuate for the steamline break areas included in the analysis. Thus, the single
failure cannot be the typical one assumed for this event. The selection of the limiting single failure is
difficult since operator action is assumed for actuation of the protection functions for all break sizes for
BVPS-l. For the BVPS-I steamline break cases that rely on operator action, there is no limiting single
failure identified.

5.6.2.23 Main Feedwater System

The rapid depressurization that typically occurs following a steamline rupture results in large amounts of
water being added to the steam generators through the main feedwater system. The main feedwater flow.
assumptions are dependent on whether the analysis is designed to maximize the superheated release
duration or intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam release as discussed
in Section 5.6.2.2. To maximize the superheated steam releases, main feedwater flow is conservatively
modeled by assuming no increase in feedwater flow in response to the increases in steam flow following
the steamline break event. This minimizes the total mass addition and associated cooling effects in the
steam generators and causes the earliest onset of superheated steam released out of the break.

To increase the soak time until steam generator tube uncovery in the faulted-loop steam generator, the
feedwater control system is modeled to allow for the increase in the main feedwater flow to match the
increase in the steam flow. The steam flow is dependent on the power level and the break size, which
determine the increase in the main feedwater flow.

Isolation of the main feedwater flow is assumed to be initiated following either a safety injection signal or
a low RCS T,,8 signal following (coincident with) a reactor trip. If neither a safety injection signal nor a
low RCS Tavg signal is received, a manual isolation of the main feedwater system is assumed at
1800 seconds. The feedwater isolation response time is assumed to be 2 seconds accounting only for the
delay associated with signal processing. Closing of the feedwater valves in the main feedwater lines is
conservatively assumed to be instantaneous with respect to valve stroke time.

Steamline break mass and energy releases assuming a main feedwater temperature at the high end of the
feedwater temperature window are conservative with respect to similar releases at the low end of the
feedwater temperature window. At the high end, there is more energy available for release outside
containment.
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5.6.2.2.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System

Generally, within the first few minutes following a steamline break the AFW system is initiated on any
one of several protection system signals. Addition of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators will
increase the secondary mass available to coveir the tube bundle and reduces the amount of superheated
steam produced. For this reason, AFW flow is minimized while actuation delays are maximized to
accentuate the depletion of the initial secondary-side inventory. The volume of the AFW piping is
maximized. A purging of the AFW piping is assumed, since maximum volume delays the injection of
colderAFW into the steam generator, following any hotter feedwater resident in the piping up to the
isolation'valve closest to the steam generator.. The less dense resident auxiliary feedwater exhibits a
decreased mass addition'to the faulted-loop steam generator than if the AFW is introduced directly into
the steam generator. The large volume also delays the introduction of colder AFW into any steam
generator, which reduces the amount of the cooldown effect on the primary side of the RCS. Auxiliary
feedwater system assumptions that have been used in the analysis are presented in Table 5.6.2-3.

However, for the steamline break cases in which main feedwater flow increases to match the increase in
the steam flow, a signal to actuate AFW flow is not received since main feedwater flow maintains the
inventory in the steam generators.

5.6.2.2.5 Steam Generator Fluid Mass

A minimum initial steam generator mass in all the steam generators has been used in the steamline break
cases designed to maximize the superheated release duration. The use of a reduced initial steam generator
mass minimizes the availability of the heat sink afforded by the steam generators and leads to earlier tube
bundle uncovery. The initial mass has been calculated as the value corresponding to the programmed
level minus 10% narrow-range span for BVPS-I. All steam generator fluid masses are calculated
assuming 0% tube plugging. This assumption is conservative with respect to the RCS cooldown through'
the steam generators resulting from the steamline break.

A nominal initial steam generator mass in the steam generators has been used in the steamline break cases
intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam release. The use of a larger
initial steam generator mass increases both the inventory availability for release out the break End the
energy release into the compartment.

5.6.2.2.6 Steam Generator Reverse Heat Transfer.

Once the steamline isolation is complete, the steam generators in the intact loops become sources of
energy that can be transferred to the steam 'generator with the broken'steamline. This energy transfer
occurs via the primary coolant. As the primary plant cools, the temperature of the coolant flowing in the
steam generator tubes could drop belov the temoeratuie of the secondary fluid in the intact steam
generators, resulting in energy being returnied to the primary coolant. ' This energy is then available to be
transferred to the steam generator with the b'roken steamline' 'Vhen applicable, the effects of reverse
steam generator heat transfer are included in the' results. - -
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5.6.2.2.7 Break Flow Model

Piping discharge resistances are not included in the calculation of the releases resulting from the
steamrline ruptures (Moody Curve for an f (I D) = 0 is used). This maximizes the break flowrate and
increases the energy release into the compartment, resulting in a maximum temperature for the assumed
break area.

5.6.2.2.8 Steamline Volume Blowdown

There is no contribution to the mass and energy releases from the steam in the secondary plant main.
steam loop piping and header because the initial volume is saturated steam. With the focus of the MSLB
analysis outside containment on maximizing the superheated steam enthalpy, it is presumed that the
saturated steam in the loop piping and the header has no adverse effects on the results. The blowdown of
the steam in this volume serves to delay the time of tube uncovery in the steam generators and is
conservatively ignored.

5.6.2.2.9 Main Steamline Isolation

Steamline isolation is assumed for all steamline break cases since the break location is upstream of the
main steamline check valves for BVPS-1. For BVPS-l, the check valve in the faulted steamline is
assumed to close instantaneously due to the reverse steam flow created by the depressurization of the
steamline in the vicinity of the break.

5.6.2.2.10 Protection System Actuations

The protection systems available to mitigate the effects of a MSLB outside containment include reactor
trip, safety injection, and auxiliary feedwater. The protection system actuation signals and associated
setpoints that have been modeled in the analysis are identified in Table 5.6.2-4. The setpoints used are
conservative values with respect to the plant-specific values delineated in the Technical Specifications for
EPU conditions.

5.6.2.2.10.1 BVPS-1 Actuation Signals

For both analyzed break sizes at 100.6 and 70% power with the intent of maximizing the superheated
steam release duration, reactor trip is actuated following the Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level
signal. Main feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated following reactor trip upon receipt of a low RCS
Ta.g signal. Safety injection is started as a-result of a Low Pressurizer Pressure signal. Auxiliary
feedwater flow from two motor-driven pumps is initiated following a safety injection signal.

For the analysis for which the "soak time" is extended, main feedwater flow increases to match the
increase in the steam flow and no automatic actuation of reactor trip is received from any signal.
Operator action at 30 minutes following event initiation is assumed to trip the reactor and isolate the main
feedwater system. The change in the transient response for each of the four analyzed steamline break
cases is that the mass and energy releases from the faulted-loop steam generator continue until beyond
1800 seconds after event initiation. Tube uncovery and production of superheated steam in the
faulted-loop steam generator occur after 1800 seconds and continues until this steam generator dries out.
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The turbine stop valve is assumed to close instantly following the reactor trip signal; the delay time used
in the steamline break mass and energy releases outside containment is 0.0 seconds.

5.6.2.2.11 Safety Injection System

Minimum safety injection system (SIS) flowrates corresponding to the failure of one SS train have been
assumed in this analysis. A minimum SI flow is conservative since the reduced boron addition maximizes
a return to power resulting from the RCS cooldown. The higher power generation increases heat transfer
to the secondary side, maximizing steam flow out of the break. The delay time to achieve full SI flow is
assumed to be 27 seconds for this analysis with offsite power available. A coincident loss of offsite power
is not assumed for the analysis of the steamline break outside containment since the mass and energy
releases would be reduced due to the loss of forced reactor coolant flow, resulting in less
primary-to-secondary heat transfer.

5.6.2.2.12 Reactor Coolant System Metal Heat Capacity

As the primary side of the plant cools, the temperature of the reactor coolant drops below the temperature
of the reactor coolant piping, the reactor vessel, the reactor coolant pumps, and the steam generator
thick-metal mass and tubing. As this occurs, the heat stored in the metal is available to be transferred to
the steam generator with the broken line. The effects of this RCS metal heat are included in the results
using conservative thick-metal masses and heat transfer coefficients.

5.6.2.2.13 Core Decay Heat

Core decay heat generation assumed in calculating the steamline break mass and energy releases is based
on the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model (Reference 2). The existing analysis assumed the use of the
1971 standard (+20% uncertainty) for the decay heat. The use of the 1979 version represents a deviation'
from the current licensing-basis MSLB M&E releases outside containment analysis for BVPS-1. This
decay heat model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other analyses for the Beaver Valley'
Power Station including the MSIB M&E releases inside containment analysis previously submitted to the
NRC for review and approval as part of the'Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion
License Amendment Request (LAR) No. 317 (BVPS-1). It has been approved by the NRC for similar
applications on other plants.

5.6.2.2.14 Rod Control

The rod control system is conservatively assumed to be in manual'operation for all steamrline break
analyses.

5.6.2.2.15 Core Reactivity Coefficients

Conservative core reactivity coefficients corresponding'to end-of-cycle conditions are used to maximize
the reactivity feedback effects resulting from the'steamline break. Use of maximum'reactivity feedback
results in higher power generation if the reactor returns to criticality, thus maximizing heat transfer to the
secondary side of the steam generators.'
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5.6.2.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The system transient that provides the break flows and enthalpies of the steam release through the
steamline break outside containment has been analyzed with the LOFTRAN (Reference 3) computer
code. Blowdown mass and energy releases determined using LOFTRAN include the effects of core
power generation, main and auxiliary feedwater additions, engineered safeguards systems, reactor coolant
system thick-metal heat storage including steam generator thick-metal mass and tubing, and reverse steam
generator heat transfer. The use of the LOFTRAN code for the analysis of the MSLB with superheated
steam M&E releases is documented in Supplement I of WCAP-8822 (Reference 1), which has been
reviewed and approved by the NRC for use in analyzing main steamline breaks, and in Reference 4 for
MSLBs outside containment. The LOFTRAN code has been utilized previously for the BVPS-I
licensing-basis safety analyses.

The BVPS-I NSSS have been analyzed to determine the transient mass releases and associated
superheated steam enthalpy values outside containment following a steamline break event. The tables of
mass flowrates and steam enthalpies are used as input conditions to the environmental evaluation of
safety-related electrical equipment in the main steam valve room.

The following licensing-basis cases of the MSLB outside containment have been analyzed at the noted
conditions for the EPU Project.

BVPS-I

For BVPS-1, the following cases have been analyzed.

* At 100.6% power, break sizes of 0.2 and 0.1 ti upstream of the steamline check valve
* At 70% power, break sizes of 0.2 and 0.1 ft2 upstream of the steamline check valve

Each MSLB outside containment is represented as a nonmechanistic split rupture (crack area). Since the
break location is assumed to be upstream of the main steamline check valve, steam releases from only the
steam generator in the faulted loop are postulated since reverse steam flow from the other two steam
generators is precluded by the closure of the check valve.

5.6.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The main steamline break is classified as an ANS Condition IV event, an infrequent fault. The acceptance
criteria associated with the steamline break event resulting in a mass and energy release outside
containment is based on an analysis that provides sufficient conservatism that the equipment qualification
temperature envelope is maintained. The specific criteria applicable to this analysis are related to the
assumptions regarding power level, stored energy, the break flow model, steamline and feedwater.
isolation, and main and auxiliary feedwater flow such that superheated steam resulting from tube bundle
uncovery in the steam generators is accounted for and maximized. These analysis assumptions have been
included in this steamline break mass and energy release analysis as discussed in Section 5.6.2.2 of this
report. The tables of mass flowrates and steam enthalpy values for each of the steamline break cases
noted in the previous section are used as input to the environmental evaluation of safety-related electrical
equipment in the main steam valve room.
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Using the MSLB analysis methodology documented in Reference 4 as a basis, including parameter
changes associated with the EPU Project, the mass and energy release rates for each of the steamline
break cases noted in Section 5.6.2.3 have been developed for use in the environmental evaluation of
safety-related electrical equipment in the main s-temam-valve room for BVPS--l. For BVPS-1, Table 5.6.2-5
provides the sequence of events for the various steamline break sizes at 100.6 and 70% power.

5.6.2.5 Conclusions

The mass releases and associated steam enthalpy values from the spectrum of steamline break cases
,outside containment have been analyzed at the conditions defined by the EPU Project. The assumptions
delineated in Section 5.6.2.2 have been included in the steamline break analysis such that conservative
mass and energy releases are calculated. The mass releases and associated steam enthalpy values
discussed in this section have been provided for use in the environmental evaluation of safety-related
electrical equipment in the main steam valve room for BVPS- I in support of the EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for MSLB mass and energy releases outside
containment for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt.
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Table 5.6.2-1
Nominal Plant Parameters for EPU(t )

NISLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

Nominal Conditions BVPS-1 BVPS-2

NSSS Power, MWt 2910 NA

Core Power, MWt 2900 NA

Reactor Coolant Pump Heat, MWt 10 NA

Reactor Coolant Flow (total), gpm (Thermal Design Flow) 261,600 NA

Pressurizer Pressure, psia 2250 NA

Core Bypass, % 6.5 NA

Reactor Coolant Vessel Average Temperature, OF 580.0 NA

Steam Generator(2 )

Steam Temperature, IF 522.6 NA

Steam Pressure, psia 831 NA

Steam Flow, 106 Ibm/hr (Plant Total) 13.04 NA

Feedwater Temperature, IF 455 NA

Zero-Load Temperature, IF 547 NA

Notes:
(1) Noted values correspond to plant conditions defined by 0% steam generator tube plugging and the high end of the RCS

TV,5 window.
(2) Steam generator performance data used in the analysis are conservatively high for stearn temperature and pressure.
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Table 5.6.2-2
Initial Condition Assumiptions for EPU()-

NISLB N&E Releases Outside Containment

Initial Conditions BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Power Level (%) 100.6 70 NA NA

RCS Average Temperature (OF) . 588.5 578.6 NA NA

RCS Flowrate (gpm) 261,600 261,600 NA NA
(Thermal Design Flow) . -_:

RCS Pressure (psia) 2250.. 2250 NA NA

Pressurizer Water Volume (R3) 834.3 693.3 NA NA

Feedwater Enthalpy (Btu/lbm) 436.0 385.4 NA NA

SG Pressure (psia)2) 893 948 NA NA

SG Water Level, Maximum Superheat. NA NA
(% NRS)

(minimum) 55 55
(nominal) 65 65

SG Water Level, Increased Soak Time NA NA
(% NRS)

(minimum) NA NA
(nominal) -44(3) 44(3)

Notes:
(1) Noted values correspond to plant conditions defined by 0%/a steam generator tube plugging and the high end of the RCS

T,,g window;, temperatures include applicable uncertainties.
(2) The noted SG pressures are determined at the steady-state conditions defined by the RCS average temperatures,

including applicable uncertainties.
(3) The noted SG water level is for the BVPS-I OSGs. The resulting MSLB M&E releases outside containment bound and

support the 1IVPS-I RSGs.
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Table 5.6.2-3
Mlain and Auxiliary Feedwater System Assumptions for EPU

MISLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

Parameter BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Main Feedwater System NA

Flowrate - both power levels (maximizing superheat) nominal flow to all loops

Flowrate - both power levels (extended soak time) increased flow to match

Unisolable volume from SG nozzle to FIV steam flow
none assumed

Auxiliary Feedwater System NA

Flowrate to all steam generators Minimum flow to each
SG. The actual data used
is a function of SG
pressure.

Temperature (maximum value), IF 120

Piping purge volume (faulted loop), ft3  168

Actuation delay time (maximizing superheat), 60
seconds

Actuation delay time (extended soak time), seconds 0

' ;
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Table 5.6124
Protection System Actuation Signals and Safety System Setpoints for EPU

MISLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

Actuation Signal BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Reactor Trip NA

213 Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level in any loop, % narrow-range0
span

2/3 Low Pressurizer Pressure, psia - 1935

2/4 Power-Range High Neutron Flux, % rated thermal power 118

2/3 Overtemperature AT l

KI 1330(')
- K2 0.0183

K3 0.001

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 30

Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 4

2/3 Overpower AT
K4 1.146)

K5 . o.0(2)K5
K6 0.0021

Dynamic compensation rate lag, seconds 10

Safety Injection Yes

Safety Injection NA

2/3 Low Pressurizer Pressure, psia 1745

2/3 Low Steamline Pressure in any loop, psia 460

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 50

Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 5

Steamline Isolation NA

2/3 Low Steamline Pressure in any loop, psia 460

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 50

Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 5

Feedwater Isolation NA

Low RCS Average Temperature following a Reactor Trip, 'F 557

Safety Injection Yes

Auxiliary Feedwater Initiation (motor-driven AFV pumps) NA

Safety Injection Yes

Notes:

(I) Where applicable, KI = 1.34157 and/or K4 = 1.15597 were used to account for RCS temperature asymmetry.

(2) KS = 0.0 for decreasing temperature is applicable to MSLB M&E releases outside containment analysis.

666.oc04 10 -0
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Table 5.6.2-5
BVPS-I Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Power Break Reactor Rod Safety Safety Feedwater Steamline Auxiliary SG Tube
Level Size Trip Motion Injection Injection Isolation Isolation Feedwvater Uncovery

(% nom) (W2) Signal (see) Signal (sec) (see) (sec) - (sec) (see)

Mass and Energy Releases Calculated to Maximize the Steam Enthalpy (Maximum Superheat)

100.6 0.2 LSGWL 210.2 LPP 344.5 282.7(') NA 404.5 619.0

100.6 0.1 LSGWL 408.8 LPP 881.1 497.01') NA 941.1 1159.

70 0.2 LSGWL 188.2 LPP 368.5 228.5(') NA 428.5 428.8

70 0.1 LSGWL 364.5 LPP 880.3 413.9(') NA 940.4 860.2

Mass and Energy Releases Calculated to Increase the Soak Time and Maximize the Total Energy

100.6 0.2 Manual 1800. NA -1800. NA NA 2055.

100.6 0.1 Manual 1800. NA 1800. NA NA 2209.

70 0.2 Manual 1800. NA 1800. NA NA 2136.

70 0.1 Manual 1800. NA 1800. NA NA 2333.

Note:
(1) Main feedwater isolation function generated by an RCS low T.,, signal following reactor trip

Key LPP- low pressurizer pressure
LSGWL - low-low steam generator water level
NA -not applicable "
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Table 5.6.2-6
BVPS-2 Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Maximum Superheat (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

Table 5.6.2-7
BVPS-2 Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Increased Soak Time - Reduced Superheat (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

Table 5.6.2-8
BVPS-2 Mass and Energy Releases Calculated to Maximize the Steam Enthalpy

with Faulted-Loop MISIV.Operational (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

. .
.... S ..
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5.6.3 Steam Releases forRadiological DoseAnalysis

5.6.3.1 Introduction

In support of radiological dose analyses, steam and radioactivity releases to the environment are
postulated to occur via the following scenarios.

* An activity level exists in the reactor coolant system (RCS):The activity level in the RCS may be
low, resulting from activated corrosion products or from the potential minute release of fission
material from defective fuel assemblies. The activity level may also be moderate to high,
resulting from potential fuel cladding failures and the subsequent fission product release.

* A primary-to-secondary leak occurs: The most common primary-to-secondary leak would be a
leak through the wall of one or more steam generator tubes. A maximum allowable leak rate is
specified in the Technical Specifications based on tube integrity requirements. The Technical
Specifications leakage limit is used to determine radioactivity releases to the environment.

* Secondary-side activity is released into the atmosphere: Given that a primary-to-secondary leak
exists and the condenser is not available for steam dump following an accident that produces a
reactor trip, steam and radioactivity will be released through the atmospheric dump valves while
the plant is being brought to a cold shutdown condition. The Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power
event, and other events that result in a loss-of-offsite power, are situations that result in the
unavailability of the condenser.

Vented steam releases have been calculated for the Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor,
and Steamline Break events to support the EPU Project.

5.6.3.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following general assumptions associated with EPU have been used in the calculation of the steam
releases and feedwater flows.

* NSSS power (2910 M Wt) plus 0.6% uncertainty

* RCS average temperature (580.00F)

* Nominal RCS pressure (2250 psia)

* Steam generator tube plugging is chosen to maximize secondary-side mass inventory. The
operating conditions used in this analysis reflect the high end of the TaVS RCS temperature range,
high secondary-side (steam) temperature, the low end of the main feedwater temperature range,
and no steam generator tube plugging.

Nominal steam temperature (522.60F) for BVPS-I with the Model 54F replacement steam
generators (RSGs).
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* An 11.6% blowdown of the lowest setpoint of the main steam safety valves. This reduces the
saturation temperature in the steam generators and lowers the RCS temperature to the
corresponding saturation temperature.

* RCS volumes and thick-metal masses associated with the Model 54F RSGs for BVPS-1.

* Residual heat removal cut-in conditions of 350'F and 375 psia.

* Steam releases are determined for the intervals 0 to 2 hours and 2 to 8 hours.

Steam dump will be required until the reactor can be placed on the residual heat removal (RHR) system.
It has been confirmed that eight hours of steam release could occur prior to placing the plant in the RHR
mode of operation. After the first 2 hours, it is assumed the plant will have cooled down and stabilized at
no-load conditions. The additional 6 hours are required to cool down and depressurize the plant from
no-load conditions to the RHR operating conditions.

An assumption in this analysis is that the entire inventory of the steam generators is released to the
environment and no loss of inventory through the blowdown line is accounted for. This provides a
conservative calculation of the quantity of steam vented during the noted time periods.

5.6.33 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The amount of steam released to the atmosphere depends on the sensible heat and decay heat generated
while reducing the temperature from the full-power value to the shutdown conditions.' No computer
program is used for this calculation: A hand calculation is performed to determine the amount of steam
that is dissipated through the atmospheric steam release.

The total RCS energy at the end of the first 2 hour interval is subtracted from the sum of the initial RCS
energy and the decay heat generated during this interval. For the Steamline Break event, it is conservative
to assume that the contents of the faulted-loop steam generator blow down within the first 2 hours with no
energy extraction from the RCS (i.e., no temperature decrease) due to the blowdown. Likewise, the total
RCS energy at the end of the 2 to 8 hour interval is subtracted from the sum of the RCS energy and the
decay heat generated during this 6 hour interval.

An energy balance during both of these intervals is used to calculate the mass of auxiliary feedwater
injected during the cooldown interval. The mass of feedwater injected is used to calculate the steam mass
vented to the environment through the intact-loop steam generators. For the Loss of Non-Emergency
AC Power and Locked Rotor events, three intact loops have been used in the steam release calculations;
for the Steamline Break event, two intact loops have been used for this calculation. An additional
calculation is performed for the Steamline Break event in which the contents of the faulted-loop steam
generator blow down during the first 2 hour interval.

5.6.3.4 Acceptance Criteria

There are no specific acceptance criteria associated with the calculation of the steam releases and
feedwater flows used as input to the radiological dose analysis. Tables of steam releases and feedwater
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flows for each. of the cooldown intervals for each of these three transients are used as input to the
radiological dose analysis in support of the EPU Project.

.5.6.3.5 Results

Table 5.6.3-1 summarizes for BVPS-l the vented steam releases from the intact-loop steam generators as
well as feedwater flows for the 0 to 2 hour time period and the 2 to 8 hour time period for the Loss of
Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor, and Steamline Break events. These two time periods are
documented to support the EPU Project.

For the Steamline Break event, additional steam is released through the faulted-loop steam generator from
the initiation of the transient up through the time at which the faulted loop is isolated from main and
auxiliary feedwater flows. The steam mass from the faulted-loop steam generator is 163,150 Ibm for the
BVPS-I Model 54F RSGs. This steam mass is not included in the data presented in Table 5.6.3-1.

The steam releases discussed in this section are used as input to the radiological dose analysis in support
of the EPU Project.

5.6.3.6 Conclusions

The steam releases and feedwater flows have been calculated at the conditions defined for EPU for the
Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor, and Steamline Break events. The assumptions
delineated in Section 5.6.3.2 have been included in the steam release calculations for each transient such
that the results are consistent with and continue to comply with the current licensing-basis and acceptance
requirements. The steam releases and feedwater flows discussed in this section have been provided for
use in the radiological dose analysis to support the EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for steam releases for radiological doses for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
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Table 5.63-1
BVPS-1 Steam Releases and Auxiliary Feedwater Flows with Model 54F RSGs

Steam Release (ibm) Feedwater Flow (Ibm)

Event Oto2hours 2to8hours 0 to 2 hours- 2 to 8 hours

Loss of Non-Emergency AC 340,000 778,000 511,000 789,000
Power and Locked Rotor

Steamline Break 345,000 734,000 458,000 742,000

Table 5.6.3-2
BVPS-2 Steam Releases and Auxiliary Feedwater Flows with OSGs (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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5.7 LOCA HYDRAULIC FORCES (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.8 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.9 NATURAL CIRCULATION AND COOLDOWN (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.10 REACTORTRIP SYSTEM/ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION
SYSTEM SETPOINTS

5.10.1 Introduction

The Technical Specification and Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Reactor Trip System
(RTS)/Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) setpoints have been reviewed for operation
at EPU conditions. As part of the review, Technical Specification and/or COLR changes have been
identified consistent with the Westinghouse setpoint methodology.

5.10.2 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The setpoint analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique to combine the
uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate combination of those components, or
groups of components, which are statistically independent. Those uncertainties that are not independent
are arithmetically summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for the EPU conditions is defined in Reference I for
BVPS- I and is the same as was used for the NRC approved 1.4% measurement uncertainty recapture
power uprate.

5.10.3 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Margin is defined as the difference between the Total Allowance (TA) and the Channel Statistical
Allowance (CSA). Total Allowance is the difference between the limiting UFSAR safety analysis limit
and the Technical Specification/COLR Trip Setpoint (in percent of instrument span). Channel Statistical
Allowance is the statistical combination of the instrument channel uncertainty components (in percent of
instrument span). The acceptance criterion for the RTS/ESFAS setpoints is that margin is greater than or
equal to zero.

The only RTS/ESFAS functions and setpoints impacted by EPU are those for Overtemperature AT and
Overpower AT reactor trip. The equations, setpoints, and time constants for these RTS functions were
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revised to optimize operating margins at EPU conditions as described in Section 3.2.1 of this report.
Table 5.10-1 shows the current and EPU values for Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT setpoints and
time constants, including the Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT equations for EPU.

For BVPS-1, the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) impact the RTS/ESFAS functions and
setpoints for the steam generator low-low water level reactor trip and auxiliary feedwater actuation and
the steam generator high-high water level turbine trip and feedwater isolation actuation. The setpoints for
these RTSJESFAS functions were revised to address the design of the Model 54F RSGs, and to optimize
operating margins at EPU conditions with the Model 54F RSGs. Table 5.10-2 shows the RTS/ESFAS
steam generator level setpoints for the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSGs at EPU conditions. The RTS/ESFAS
steam generator low-low and high-high water level setpoints are calculated consistent with the
recommendations in Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) NSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Technical
Bulletin (TB) TB-04-12 (Reference 4). Consistent with the recommendations in References 3 and 4, the
steam generator water level uncertainties for small/intermediate feedline breaks reflect inside containment
environmental conditions corresponding to a limiting T,,, equivalent to the containment pressure high trip
setpoint plus instrument uncertainties. Thus, steam generator water level low-low trip is credited as the
actuation function for small/intermediate feedline breaks that result in containment pressures less than the
containment pressure high trip setpoint (plus uncertainties) and containment pressure high will actuate
reactor trip and safety injection, and thus start auxiliary feedwater, for small/intermediate feedline breaks
that result in containment pressures greater than the containment pressure high trip setpoint. This limits
the elevated temperature conditions the steam generator water level low-low trip function instrumentation
experiences while mitigating inside containment small/intermediate feedline breaks.

Incorporating these Technical Specification/COLR changes will support operation at EPU conditions in a
manner consistent with the UFSAR assumptions. Functions not listed do not change as a result of the
EPU conditions. The results of the RTS/ESFAS setpoint analysis are provided in Reference I for
BVPS-1.

5.10.4 Conclusions

With the setpoint changes as shown on Table 5.10-1 and Table 5.10-2, all of the RTSIESFAS functions
have acceptable margins and therefore are acceptable for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for RTS/ESFAS setpoints for the
reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor
power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power).

5.10.5 References

1. WCAP-1 1419, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection Systems Beaver
Valley Power Station Unit I ," March 2004.

2. (EPU Reference -This reference number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the
EPU Licensing Report. This reference is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

3. NSAL-03-9, "Steam Generator Water Level Uncertainties," September 22, 2003.
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4. TB-04-12, "Steam Generator Level Process Pressure Evaluation," June 23, 2004.
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Table 5.10-1
Summary of the Technical Speclfication/COLR RTSfESFAS Setpoint Changes for OTAT and OPAT

BVPS-I BVPS-2

Trip Setpoint Allowable Value Trip Setpoint Allowable Value

. Current . . . Cdrrent
Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value

Parameter Overtemp'erature AT Reactor Trip 01) Overtenmpernture AT Reactor Trip (2)

K, 1.259 1.242 S0.5% AT span S0.5% AT span NA NA NA NA
(nominal) . for AT, for AT,

S0.5% AT span S0.S% AT span
. . for Tav for T.,e ,

;0.5% AT span S0.5% AT span
. .: : . -. for Pressure, for Pressure,..

.0.5% AT span S0.5% AT span
for Al for Al

K2  0.01655PF ; 0.0183/.F, N/A NIA NA, NA NA. NA.

K- . 0.000801/psi' 0.001/psi N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

T Reference T., Refercnce T.,, . N/A N/A NA NA NA NA
_ S576.2°F S580.00F.

+AI Gain 1.59 1.47 N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

-Al Gain 2:08 4.67 N/A N/A NA NA NA . NA

R(A) Penalty -36% -48% N/A N/A NA NA NA NA
Dead-band to +15% to +10%

30 seconds 30 seconds N/A N/A NA, NA NA - NA

T2' - 4 seconds 4 seconds N/A . N/A NA NA . - NA ; NA

, N/A N/A-. N/A. N/A NA NA . NA NA

T4 N/A- 6 seconds N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

TS N/A . 2 seconds N/A N/A NA NA NA * NA

T6 N/A N/A . N/A N/A NA NA . NA NA
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Table 5.10-1 (continued)
Summinary of the Technical Specification/COLR RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Changes for OTAT and OPAT

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Trip Setpoint Allowable Value Trip Setpoint Allowable Value

Current Current
Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value

Parameter Overpower AT Reactor Tript3 ) Overpower AT Rteactor Tript41

K4 1.0916 1.085 S0.5% AT span for S0.5% AT span for NA NA NA NA
(nominal) AT, AT,

S0.5% AT span S0.5% AT span
for T,, for T.,

K5 0.02PF for 0.02PF for N/A N/A NA NA NA NA
increasing increasing

0 for 0 for
decreasing decreasing

K6 0.00128/°F 0.0021P0F for N/A N/A NA NA NA NA
for T>T, ToT",
0 for TST" 0 for T:T_

T" Reference T.,, Refcrcnce T,,, NIA NIA NA NA NA NA
:9576.2°F s580.0°F

Tj N/A N/A N/A NIA NA NA NA NA

' 2 NIA N/A N/A NIA NA NA NA NA

T3 0 seconds 10 seconds N/A NIA NA NA NA NA

N/A 6 seconds N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

T. NIA 2 seconds N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

N/A N/A N/A N/A NA NA NA NA

Tj N/A N/A N/A N/A NA NA NA NA
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Table 5.10-1 (continued)
Summary of the Technical Specificatlon/COLR RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Changes for OTAT and OPAT

Notes:

(1) BVPS.I OTAT Equation for EPU:

I ____ ___ ___ ___
AT (1 5 ATo (K1 -K2 ( 1 s) T - TI) + K3 (P-P')-f (Al))+.r4 s) (I+'r2 S) l+T~S )

(2) NA
(3) BVPS- I OPAT Equation for EPU:

AT 1 ATO(K 4-K5  3 T ]-K 6ITT -Ti
(Ir 4 s(+r 3 S)(r 5 s) (+r5 s)

(4) NA
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Table 5.10-2
BVPS-1 Summary of the Technical SpecificationlCOLR

RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Changes for Steam Generator Water Level

Parameter Trip Setpoint Allowable Value

Steam Generator Low-Low Water Level, 19.6') > 19.10)
% NRS

Steam Generator High-High Water Level, 89.7(') 5 90.2(')
%NRS

Note:

(I) The steam generator low-low and high-high vater level setpoints and allowable values are calculated consistent with
the recommendations in Nuclear SafetyAdvisory Letter NSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Technical Bulletin TB-04-12
(Reference 4).
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5.11 RADIOLOGICALASSESSMENTS

The radiological impact of EPU is addressed in Section 5.11 of the EPU Licensing Report (Enclosure 2 of
EPU LAR 302/173). In addition to EPU, the analyses considered containment conversion, use of
replacement steam generators (RSGs) at BVPS-I, and complete implementation ofAlternative Source
Terms (AST) at BVPS-l and 2.:

The purpose of this section is to summarize the radiological assessments supporting RSG implementation
at BVPS-I including those portions of the EPU radiological analyses/evaluations that are relevant to:

a) Use of replacement steam generators (RSGs) at BVPS-I, and

b) Expansion of selective implementation of AST at BVPS-I to include all accidents affected by the
use of the BVPS-I RSGs.

For purposes of consistency with EPU LAR 302/173, if a radiological topic is affected by either of these
issues at BVPS-1, the entire discussion of that subject in the EPU LAR 302/173 is included herein.

The material presented in this section takes into consideration the following:

The impact of RSGs at BVPS-1 on the primary and secondary coolant radioactivity
concentrations at the current licensed power level and the associated affect on a) plant radiation
levels and shielding adequacy, b) the normal operation component of the estimated environmental
dose utilized for equipment qualification, c) normal operation annual radwaste effluent releases.

The impact of RSGs at BVPS-I with the conservative assumption of EPU conditions on the
a) primary and secondary coolant technical specification radioactivity concentrations, b) post
accident thermo-hydraulic transient and associated environmental releases from the steam
generators, either via a broken main steam line, or via the steam generator MSSVs/ADVs prior to
the initiation of shutdown cooling; and the associated affect on the dose consequences at the site
boundary and control room.

- Expansion of selective implementation of AST at BVPS-I to include all accidents affected by the
use of the BVPS-I RSGs.

Conservative use of the BVPS-1 EPU (with RSGs) site boundary and dose consequence analyses
previously submitted in EPU LAR 302/173, to demonstrate compliance with the regulatory limits
following implementation of RSGs at the current power level.

* Note that several of the assessments performed in support of EPU with RSGs utilize bounding
parameter values to encompass an event at/or operation of either BVPS unit. Consequently, for
these assessments the BVPS-2 input parameters, description of assessments, and associated
results are included
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5.11.1 Introduction

This section addresses the radiological impact of the RSGs at Beaver Valley Power Station Unit I
(BVPS-1). The current licensing basis core power level is 2689 MWt. Site boundary and control room
dose consequences presented herein are based on EPU conditions. The EPU core power level is
2900 MWt. The EPU NSSS power level is 2910 MWt which includes an additional 10 MWt of net heat
input from operation of the reactor coolant pumps.

Additionally, as holder of operating licenses issued prior to January 10, 1997, and in accordance with
10 CFR 50.67 (Reference 1) and Standard Review Plan 15.0.1 (Reference 2), the accident source terms
used in the BVPS-I RSG design basis site boundary and control room dose analyses have been revised to
reflect the expansion of selective implementation of Alternative Source Terms (AST) as detailed in
Regulatory Guide 1.183 (Reference 3) to all accidents affected by RSG implementation.

The first use of the AST for BVPS was a selective application to revise the Fuel Handling Accident
(FHA) in order to justify certain changes in plant operation and configuration during fuel movements.
The analysis was reviewed and approved by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment No. 241
(Reference 4). In June 2002, the selective application of AST at BVPS was expanded by Reference 5 to
include those accidents (i.e., the Loss of Coolant Accident and the Control Rod Ejection Accident) that
were impacted by the change in BVPS containment operating conditions from sub-atmospheric to
atmospheric pressure (i.e., containment conversion). The expansion of the selective application of AST at
BVPS, submitted by Reference 5, was approved by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment No.257
(Reference 38). Reference 5 also contained an application for containment conversion that was
withdrawn by FENOC letter L-03-135, dated September 5, 2003 (Reference 39). A revised application
for containment conversion has been submitted to the NRC for review and approval as License
Amendment Request No. 317.

The radiological impact of RSG implementation is evaluated for the following:

* Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding
. Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases
a Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)
* Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas
* Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

C

In accordance with regulatory guidance, radiological evaluations for site boundary and control room dose
consequences are assessed at a core power level of 2918 MWt to include an uncertainty of 0.6% to the
EPU power level. Installation of improved feedwater measurement instrumentation used for calorimetric
power calculation allows for instrument error to be reduced from the traditional 2% as recommended in
Regulatory Guide 1.49 (Reference 6). The reduction of the uncertainty allowance for calorimetric
thermal power measurement to 0.6% was approved by the NRC in its SER for the License Amendment
No. 243 (Reference 7).
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The impact of RSGs on the site boundary and control room doses are discussed for the following
accidents applicable to BVPS licensing basis:

1. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) (NA; EPU only)
2.- Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)''
3. Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) outside Containment
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
5. Locked Rotor Accident (LRA)
6. Loss of AC Power (LACP)
7. Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) in the Fuel Pool or in Containment (NA, EPU only)
8. Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment
9. Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR) (NA, EPU only)

Note that the CREA is addressed in this application by reference only, since these accident analyses was
performed assuming RSGs and EPU conditions and was approved by License Amendment No; 257. 'The
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) are not impacted by the RSGs.
The impact of RSGs on the Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR) is deemed negligible based on current
licensing basis. The change in primary coolant mass due to the RSGs have minimal impact on the current
design primary coolant source terms; consequently, the RSGs will have negligible impact on the dose'
consequences at the site boundary and control room following a WGSR.

At BVPS, the SLB Outside Containment, LACP, MSLB, and SGTR are not directly impacted by the
implementation of the AST as there is no accident initiated fuel damage associated with these events.
However, this application extends the selective implementation ofAST at BVPS-I and the dose
acceptance criteria of 10 CFR 50.67 become applicable to the accidents listed in Regulatory Guide 1.183
which include the MSLB, and the SGTR. It is noted that the SLB Outside Containment and the LACP are
not addressed in Regulatory Guide 1.183. The dose criteria to which they are evaluated are discussed in
Section 5.11.2.

The updated site boundary and control room dose analyses reflect EPU conditions, AST (as applicable),
and except as noted, bounding parameter values to encompass an event at either unit. In addition the
parameter values assigned to the BVPS-I steam generators reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
The MSLB and the SGTR dose' analyses are unit specific. Alternate Repair Criteria (ARC) is not utilized
in the BVPS-I EPU MSLB dose analysis because it is not applicable to the Model 54F Replacement
Steam Generators. The SGTR dose analyses for BVPS-1 reflect environmental releases based on the
licensing basis mass and energy release calculation methodology.

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SER for OLAmendment No. 257. ~Specifically, the approved design changes'include:

* Conservative estimates of control room unfiltered inleakage that envelope the results of recent
tracer gas testing performed in the year 2001, and provide margin for surveillance tests.

* Revised Technical Specification acceptance criteria for the BVPS-1 control room HEPA and
charcoal filters which'make the BVPS-l acceptance criteria similar to the more limiting criteria
for the BVPS-2 control room filters. , '
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Elimination of credit for the automatic initiation feature of the safety related control room area
radiation monitors to initiate the control room emergency pressurization system.

For those events that take credit for the control room emergency ventilation system (CREVS),
manual initiation of CREVS pressurization occurs such that the control room is pressurized by
T=30 mins.

* Updated control room atmospheric dispersion factors using ARCON96 methodology.

In addition, the BVPS-I MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute control room purge after the
accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been terminated.

The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

5.11.2 Regulatory Approach

Summarized below are the regulatory acceptance criteria being utilized for the RSG assessments.

5.11.2.1 Normal Operation Assessments

The regulatory commitments currently associated with normal operation assessments are not impacted by
this application and remain applicable for the RSG assessment:

* Normal operation on-site dose rates/available shielding will meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20
(Reference 16) as it relates to allowable operator exposure and access control

* Normal operation off-site releases and doses will meet the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and
10 CFR 50, Appendix I (Reference 17). Performance and operation of installed equipment and
reporting of offsite releases and doses will continue to be controlled by the requirements of the
-Technical Specifications-and the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual.

5.11.2.2 Accident Assessments

The regulatory commitments associated with accident assessments are revised as noted by this application
and are summarized below:

* Site Boundary and Control Room Doses: As part of the RSG application, BVPS proposes
expansion of selective implementation of the AST as defined in RG 1.183, Section 1.2.2 to
include all accidents affected by the RSGs (MSLB, SGTR, LRA, LACP, CREA and SLB).

The acceptance criteria for the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) and Low Population Zone (LPZ)
doses are based on 10 CFR Part 50 § 50.67 and Section 4.4 Table 6 of Regulatory Guide 1.183
(also noted inTable I of SRP 15.0.1):

- An individual located at any point on the boundary of the exclusion area for any 2-hour
period following the onset of the postulated fission product release, should not receive a
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radiation dose in excess of the accident specific total effective dose equivalent (TEDE)
value noted in Reference 3, Table 6.

- An individual located at any point on the outer boundary of the low population zone, who
is exposed to the radioactive cloud resulting from the postulated fission product release'
(during the entire period of its passage), should not receive a radiation dose in excess of the
accident specific TEDE value noted in Reference 3, Table 6.

Notes: * Since the following event is not specifically addressed in RG 1.183:

a. (NA, EPU only)

b. The acceptance criterion utilized for the SLB outside containment and the LACP
represent the most limiting dose criterion in Table 6 of RG 1 .183.

The acceptance criteria for the Control Room Dose are based on 10 CFR Part 50 § 50.67:

- Adequate radiation protection is provided to permit occupancy of the control room under
accident conditions without personnel receiving radiation exposures in excess of 0.05 Sv
(5 rem) total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) for the duration of the accident.

* Equipment Qualification: The regulatory commitments currently associated with determination
of radiological environments for purposes of equipment qualification are not impacted by this
application and remain applicable for the RSG assessment.

* -Vital Access Doses: The regulatory commitments currently associated with determination of
radiological environments for purposes of vital area access are not impacted by this application
and remain applicable for the RSG assessment.

5.113 Computer Codes

The QA Category I computer codes utilized in EPU analyses that support this application, are listed
below. The referenced computer codes have been used extensively to support nuclear power plant design
and are a part of BVPS current licensing basis.

1. S&W Proprietary Computer Program RADIOISOTOPE, NU-007, VO 1, L03.

2. Industry Computer Code ARCON96, "Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building Wakes"
developed by PNL (S&W Program EN-292, VOO, LOO).

3. S&W Proprietary Computer Code, PERC2, Passive Evolutionary Regulatory Consequence
Code," NU-226, VOO, LO I.

4. (NA, EPU only).
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5.11.4 Radiation Source Terms

5.11.4.1 Core Inventory

The equilibrium core inventory utilized to support the assessment of dose consequences at the site
boundary and control room due to RSGs are based on EPU conditions and reflect a core power level of
2918 MWt, and current licensed values of fuel enrichment and burnup. The methodology used to develop
the core inventory, and the associated isotopic listing, is presented in Section 5.3.3.1 and Table 5.3.3-1 of
Reference 5.

5.11.4.2 Coolant Inventory

The design basis primary coolant concentrations and the Technical Specification primary and secondary
coolant concentrations utilized to support the assessment of dose consequences at the site boundary and
control room due to RSGs are based on EPU conditions and reflect an equilibrium core inventory based
on a core power level of 2918 MWt, and current licensed values of fuel enrichment and bumup. The
methodology to develop the design basis and Technical Specification coolant concentrations is discussed
Section 5.3.3.2 of Reference 5.

In accordance with the proposed Technical Specification changes accompanying the EPU amendment
request (EPU LAR 302/173), the primary and secondary coolant concentrations for BVPS-I are assumed
to be similar to BVPS-2, which is conservative for operation of the plant prior to changing the Technical
Specifications. The primary and secondary coolant iodine activity limits assumed in the analyses
compare to the Technical Specification limits as follows:

Current Limit Assumed Limit'
Technical Specification IxCigm pCigm

3.4.8 - Reactor Coolant Systems Specific Activity 0.10 0.35

3.7.1.4 - Plant Systems Activity 0.05 0.10

Note:

1. Proposed in EPU LAR 302/173

The assumed noble gas and halogen primary and secondary coolant activity concentrations for BVPS-I
are presented herein in Table 5.11.4-1.

5.11.4.3 Primary Coolant Iodine Concentrations based on Pre-Accident/Accident Initiated
Iodine Spike

In accordance with the current BVPS-2 Technical Specifications and the conservative assumptions for
BVPS-1, the pre-accident iodine spike concentrations in the reactor coolant is 21 pCi/ggm DE 1-131
(transient Technical Specification limit for full power operation) or 60 times (based on Reference 3) the
reactor coolant iodine Technical Specification concentrations.
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The accident generated iodine spike activities in 'the reactor coolant are based on an accident dependent
multiplier, times the equilibrium iodine appearance' raie. The equilibrium appearance rates are
conservatively calculated based on the Technical Specification reactor coolant activities, along with the
maximum design letdown rate, maximum Technical Specification allowed leakage, and an ion-exchanger
iodine removal efficiency of 100%. Maximizing the reactor coolant cleanup results in maximizing the
equilibrium iodine appearance rates.

The pre-accident iodine spike concentrations and the equilibrium iodine appearance rates (utilized to
develop accident initiated iodine spike values) assumed for both BVPS-l and BVPS-2 are presented
herein in Table 5.11.4-2.

5.11.4.4 Gap Fractions for Non-LOCA Events

Table 3 in Regulatory Guide 1.1 83, specifies the fraction of fission product inventory in the fuel rod gap
to be used for non-LOCA accidents. The footnote identifies that the applicability of Table 3 'is limited to
LWR fuel with peak burnups of 62 GWD/MTU "provided that the maximum linear heat generation rate
does not exceed 6.3 kNV/ft peak rod average powver for burnups exceeding 54 GWD/MTU." The gap
fractions utilized for the non-LOCA events at BVPS which could result in fuel failure, are consistent with
the requirements for RG 1.183 and are listed below.

Regulatory Guide 1.183
wclid'e Group' 'Gap Fraction for Non-LOCA Events

1-131 . 0.08

Kr-85 0.10

Other Noble Gases 0.05

Other Halogens . - 0.05

Alkali Metals ' 0.12

The core inventory of noble gases, halogens and alkali metals are presented herein in Table 5.11.4-3.
These values are consistent with the values presented for these isotopes in Table 5.3.3-1 of Reference S.

5.11.5 Normal Operation'Dose Rates and Shielding,

RSGs will have negligible impact on on-site normal operation radiation levels. Summarized below are
the technical considerations utilized to make this determination:

The radiation levels near the reactor core or areas near irradiated fuel or other irradiated objects
are not impacted by RSGs.

The radiation levels' in the rest of the plant, both inside and outside containment, are primarily
controlled by radiation sources that are derived from primary coolant activity. The change in
primary coolant activity, and associated impact on radiation levels, due to the minor change in
reactor coolant mass resulting from the RSGs, is expected to be minimal.
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It is therefore concluded that RSGs have negligible impact on normal operation radiation levels at the..
plant, shielding adequacy, and the normal operation component of the radiation environment used for
equipment qualification.

5.11.6 Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases

Liquid ahd gaseous effluents released to the environment during normal plant operations contain small
quantities of radioactive materials. RSGs will have negligible impact on normal operation radioactive
effluents. Summarized below are the technical considerations utilized to make this determination:

* The operation/availability of plant liquid and gaseous radioactive systems will remain unchanged
following RSG installation.

The current radioactive waste system operating procedures and philosophy will remain
unchanged following RSG installation.

The liquid and gaseous volumetric inputs into the radwaste systems would be minimally affected
by the RSG installation.

* The radwaste effluent releases are primarily controlled by reactor coolant activity. The change in
reactor coolant activity, and associated impact on radioactive effluents, due to the minor change
in reactor coolant mass resulting from the RSGs, is expected, to be minimal.

It is therefore concluded that RSGs have negligible impact on normal operation radioactive effluents.

5.11.7 Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification

In accordance with IOCFR50.49 safety-related electrical equipment must be qualified to survive the
radiation environment at their specific location during normal operation and during an accident.
(Reference 18)

For the purposes of equipment qualification (EQ), BVPS-I is divided into various environmental zones.
The radiological environmental conditions noted for these zones are the maximum conditions expected to
occur and are representative of the whole zone. Normal operation values represent 40 years of operation.
The post-accident radiation levels are based on the LOCA and TID 14844 source terms with an accident
duration of six months.

RSGs will have negligible impact on the radiological environmental dose used for equipment
qualification. Summarized below are the technical considerations utilized to make this determination.

As noted in Section 5.11.5, RSGs have negligible impact on the normal operation component of
the radiation environment used for equipment qualification.

* RSGs will not affect the radiation environments following a LOCA.
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It is therefore concluded that RSGs have negligible impact on the radiation environments utilized for
equipment qualification..

5.11.8 Post-LOCAAccess to Vital Areas

In accordance with NUREG 0737, II.B.2, vital areas are those areas within the station that will or may
require access/occupancy to support accident mitigation or recovery following a LOCA (Reference 13).
The NRC SER issued to BVPS-I relative to compliance with NUREG 0737 II.B.2 is documented in
Reference 12.

RSGs will have no affect on the radiation environments following a LOCA. It is therefore concluded that
RSGs have no affect on operator exposure while performing vital missions to support accident mitigation'
or recovery following a LOCA.

5.11.9 Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

5.11.9.1 Introduction

As discussed in Sections 5.1 1.1 and 5.11.2, as holder of operating licenses issued prior to
January 10, 1997, and in accordance with 10 CFR 50.67 and Standard Review Plan 15.0.1, BVPS
proposes to revise the accident source terms used in the BVPS-I design basis site boundary and control
room dose analyses to extend the selective implementation of Alternative Source Terms (AST) as detailed
in Regulatory Guide 1.183 to all accidents affected by the RSGs.

The impact of the RSGs on the site boundary and control room doses are discussed for the following
accidents applicable to BVPS licensing basis.

1. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) (NA, EPU only)
2. Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)
3. Main Steam Line-Break (MSLB) outside Containment
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
5. Locked RotorAccident (LRA)'.
6. Loss ofAC Power (LACP).
7. Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) in the Fuel Pool or in Containment (NA, EPU only)
8. Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment
9. Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR) (NA, EPU only)

Note that the CREA is addressed in this application by reference only, since the accident analyses was
performed assuming RSGs and EPU conditions and was approved by License Amendment No. 257. The
Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) and the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) are not impacted by the RSGs.
The impact of RSGs on the Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR) is deemed negligible based on current
licensing basis. The change in primary coolant mass due to the RSGs have minimal impact on the current
design primary coolant source terms; consequently, the RSGs will have negligible impact on the dose
consequences at the site boundary and control room following a WGSR.
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At BVPS, the SLB Outside Containment, LACP, MSLB and SGTR are not directly impacted by the
implementation of the AST as there is no accident initiated fuel damage associated with these events.
However, with this expanded selective implementation of AST at BVPS-1, the dose acceptance criteria of
10 CFR 50.67 become applicable to all of the accidents listed in Regulatory Guide 1.183 affected by the
RSG implementation, which include the MSLB and the SGTR. It is noted that the SLB Outside
Containment and the LACP are not addressed in Regulatory Guide 1.183. The dose criteria to which they
are evaluated are discussed in Section 5.11.2.

The worst 2-hour period dose at the EAB, and the dose at the LPZ for the duration of the release are
calculated for each of the design basis accidents based on postulated airborne radioactivity releases. This
represents the post-accident dose to the public due to inhalation and submersion for each of these events.
In accordance with Reference 3, offsite breathing rates used are as follows: 0-8 hr (3.5E-04 m3/sec),
8-24 hr (1.8E-04 m3/sec), 1-30 days (2.3E-04 m3/sec). Due to distancelplant shielding, the dose
contribution at the EABILPZ due to direct shine from contained sources is considered negligible for all
the accidents.

The 0 to 30-day dose to an operator in the control room due to airborne radioactivity releases is developed
for each of the design basis accidents. This represents the post-accident dose to the operator due to
inhalation and submersion. The CR shielding design is based on the LOCA, which represents the worst
case DBA relative to radioactivity releases. The direct shine dose due to contained sources/external cloud
is included in the CR doses reported for the LOCA.

The updated site boundary and control room dose analyses reflect EPU conditions, AST (as applicable),
and except as noted, bounding parameter values to encompass an event at either unit. In addition the
parameter values assigned to the BVPS-I steam generators reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
The analysis reflects a SG tube leakage rate of 150 gpd/SG The MSLB and the SGTR dose analyses are
unit specific. ARC is not utilized in the BVPS- I MSLB dose analysis because it is not applicable to the
Model 54F Replacement Steam Generators. The SGTR dose analyses for BVPS-I reflect environmental
releases based on the unit-specific licensing basis mass and energy release calculation methodology.

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment No. 257. Specifically, the approved design changes include:

* Conservative estimates of control room unfiltered inleakage that envelope the results of recent
tracer gas testing performed in the year 2001, and provide margin for potential surveillance tests.

* Revised Technical Specification acceptance criteria for the BVPS-I control room HEPA and
charcoal filters which make the BVPS- I acceptance criteria similar to the more limiting criteria
for the BVPS-2 control room filters.

Elimination of taking credit for the automatic initiation feature of the safety related control room
monitors to initiate the control room emergency pressurization system.

* Manual initiation of CREVS at T=30 minutes for those events that take credit for the control
room emergency ventilation system.

* Updated control room atmospheric dispersion factors using ARCON96 methodology.
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In addition, the BVPS-1 MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute control room purge after the,
accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been terminated.

Except as noted, the accident analyses considers a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) at T=O hours or
immediately subsequent to the accident if deferriiined by the accident progression (e.g.; the SGTR). The
impact of a LOOP "significantly later" on in the accident, (such as during the fuel release phase of a
LOCA), is not'addressed per NRC Information Noti6e 93-17 (Reference 25). IN 93-17 concludes that
plant design should reflect 'all credible sequences of the LOCA/LOOP, but states that a sequence of a
LOCA and an unrelated LOOP is of very low probability and is not a concern. -Likewise,a LOOP is not
taken into consideration when evaluating the dose consequences of accidents that, in themselves, cannot
cause a reactor trip.

5.11.9.2 Accident Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

Site Boundary Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) and Low Population Zone (LPZ) atmospheric dispersion factors
(X/Q) for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 remain unchanged by this application and are consistent with current
licensing basis. These values are also the same as utilized for the LOCA'and the CREA in Reference 5
and are presented in Table 5.11.9-1. As discussed earlier, with the exception of the MSLB and the SGTR
which have unit specific analysis, for the purposes of performing bounding analyses representative for
both units, the BVPS-2 EAB x/Q's will be utilized in assessing the impact of EPU on all of the remaining
design basis accidents listed in Section 5.11.9.1.'As noted inTable 5.11.9-1, the LPZ x/Q's are the same
for both units.'

On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The control room xIQ values for the envirornental release-paths associated with the design basis
accidents listed for each unit in Section 5.11.9.1, are calculated using the latest version of the
"Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building Wakes" (ARCON96) methodology (Ramsdell, 1997;
Reference 20).

The methodology utilized to develop these atmospheric dispersion factors is discu'ssed in detail in
Section 5.3.4.2 of Reference 5. All releases are' conservatively treated as ground-level as there are no
releases at this site that are high enough to escape the aerodynamic 'effects of the plant buildings -

(i.e., 2.5 times Containment Building height, U.S.NRC, 1982).'

BVPS RSG Project On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

BVPS- I and BVPS-2 release point and receptoir6onfiguration information, release 'mode, and
meteorological sensor configuration information used as input to ARCON96 are provided in
Tables 5.11.9-2C and 5.11.9-2D. The release points addressed in Tables 5.11.9-2C and 5.11.9-2D include
the BVPS- I Ventilation Vent, Main Steam Line Break, and Air Ejector (AEJ), and the BVPS-2 Ventilation
Vent, respectively. The receptors are the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 control room air intakes. Note that the
same set of X/Q values is utilized for the BVPS-1 MSLB Break Point and Air Ejector releases as they are
conservatively assumed-to both occur from the closest point of the turbine building to'the control room air
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intakes. Tables 5.11 .9-2C and 5.11 .9-2D do not include release point and receptor information for the
Main Steam Relief Valve release points as the XIQs associated with these release points have already
been approved by the NRC in its SER for Amendment No. 257 (Reference 38).

A drawing showing the Site Postulated Release and Receptor Points on a plot plan of BVPS- 1 and
BVPS-2 (Drawing No. 8700-RY-IC, Rev. 1) was previously provided to the NRC via FENOC Letter
L-03-007, January 30, 2003, in response to NRC Request for Additional Information (RAI) in support of
LAR 300/172 (Reference 5). A floppy disk containing the 1990-1994 BVPS on-site meteorological data
input to ARCON96, in the ARCON96 input data format, was also provided in the referenced RAI
response.

As noted in Reference 5, the control room air intake X/Q values are representative of the worst case x/Q
values for control room unfiltered in-leakage since the distances and directions from the release points to
these receptors are very similar.

v Control room tracer gas tests have indicated that potential sources of unfiltered inleakage into the
control room during the post-accident pressurization mode are the normal operation dampers
associated with the control room ventilation system. The same X/Q as that of the Control Room
air intake are assigned to this location.

* The other source of inleakage is potentially that associated with ingress/egress and leakage via
door seals. This inleakage is assigned to the door leading into the control room that is considered
the point of primary access. This door is located in-betveen the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 control
room air intakes and is located close enough to the air intakes to allow the X/Q associated with the
air intakes to be assigned to this source of inleakage.

The BVPS-I and 2 X/Q values for all release-receptor combinations utilized for the design basis accidents
discussed in Section 5.11.9.1 are summarized in Tables 5.11.9-2a and 5.11.9-2b, respectively.

5.11.9.3 Dose Calculation Methodology

The dose calculation methodology is similar to that outlined in Section 5.3.5 of Reference 5. As noted in
Reference 5, computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE) from inhalation and the Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) from submersion due to halogens, noble
gases and other nuclides at the offsite locations and in the control room. The CEDE is calculated using
the Federal Guidance Report No. I1, Sept. 1988 (Reference 21) dose conversion factors. The committed
doses to other organs due to inhalation of halogens, noble gas, other nuclides and their daughters are also
calculated. PERC2 is a multiple compartment activity transport code with the dose model consistent with
the regulatory guidance. The decay and daughter build-up during the activity transport among
compartments and the various cleanup mechanisms are included.
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The PERC2 activity transport model, first calculates the integrated activity (using a closed form
integration solution) at the offsite locations and in the control room air region, and then calculates the
cumulative doses as described below:

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) Inhalation Dose -The dose conversion factors by
isotope are applied to the activity in the air space of the control room, or at the EAB/LPZ. The exposure
is adjusted by the appropriate respiration rate and occupancy factors for the CR dose at each integration
interval as follows:

DhM) = Aj) x ha) x C2 x C3 x CB x CO

Where:

Dh) '= Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (rem) from isotopej

AO) Integrated Activity (Ci-s/m3)

ha) Isotopej Committed Effective'Dose Equivalent (CEDE) dose conversion factor
(mrem/pCi) based on Federal Guidance Report No. I l, Sept. 1988

C2 = Unit conversion of lxI012 pCi/Ci

C3 = Unit conversion of lxlO-3 rermt/mrem

CB = Breathing rate (m3Is)

CO Occupancy factor

Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) from External Exposure -According to the guidance provided in
Section 4.1.4 and Section'4.2.7 of RG. 1.183, the Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) may-be used in lieu of
DDE in determining the contribution of external dose to the TEDE if the whole body is irradiated
uniformly. The EDE in the control room is based on a finite cloud model that addresses buildup and
attenuation in air. The dose equation is based on'the assumption that the dose point is at the center of a
hemisphere of the same volume as the control room. The dose rate at that point is calculated as the sum
of typical differential shell elements at a radius R. The equation utilizes, the integrated activity in the
control room air space, the'photon energy'release rates per' energy group from activity airborne in the
control room, and the ANSTIANS 6.1.1-1991 "neutron and gamma-ray fluence-to-dose factors"
(Reference 22).

-The Deep Dose Equivalent at the EAB and LPZ locations is very conservatively calculated using the
semi-infinite cloud model outlined in TID-24190, Section 7-5.2, Equation 7.36, (Reference 23) where
I md is assumed to be equivalent to I rem.
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yDcc(x,y,0) rad = 0.25 EYBAAR y(x,yO)

EyB0  = average gamma released per disintegration (Mev/dis)
V(x,y,0) = concentration time integral (Ci-sec/m3)

0.25 = [1. I Ix I.6xIO4 x 3.7x10 1 ]/[ 1293 x 100 x 2

where:

1.11 = ratio of electron densities per gm of tissue to per gm of air
1.6x1 O4 (erg[Mev) = number of ergs per Mev
3.7x 101 (dis/sec-Ci) disintegration rate per curie
1293 (g/m3) density of air at S.T.P.
100 - ergs pergram perrad
2 = factor for converting an infinite to a semi-infinite cloud

5.11.9.4 Control Room Design/Operation/Transport Model

BVPS is served by a single control room that supports both units. The joint control room is serviced by
two ventilation intakes, one assigned to BVPS-I and the other to BVPS-2. These air intakes serve both
units and are utilized for both the normal as well as the accident mode.

The BVPS-2 Control Room Emergency-Ventilation System (CREVS) system is safety-related, fully
automated, and fully compliant with relevant regulatory requirements. In the unlikely event that neither
of the BVPS-2 trains can be put in service, operator action may be utilized to initiate the BVPS-1 control
room filtered emergency pressurization system. To ensure bounding values, the atmospheric dispersion
factors utilized for the identified release paths per accident reflect the limiting control room intake for
each time period.

During normal plant operation, both ventilation intakes are operable providing a total supply of 500 cfm
of unfiltered outside air makeup which includes all potential inleakage and uncertainties. .

For purposes of dose assessment, no credit is taken for automatic initiation of the control room emergency
ventilation system following any design basis accident. For events that take credit for operation of the
CREVS, the analyses assume manual initiation, and that a pressurized control room is available at
T=30 minutes after the accident. For selected accidents, credit is taken for control room clean-up via a
half-hour control room purge, at a purge flow rate of 16,200 cfm, after the environmental release due to
the accident is terminated. Plant operating procedures will be revised as necessary to incorporate changes
to analytical assumptions relative to maintenance of the control room atmosphere.

As discussed in Section 5.11.9.3, and Reference 5, and in accordance with the current licensing basis, the
atmospheric dispersion factors associated with control room inleakage are considered to be the same as
those utilized for the control room intake. The estimated inleakage envelopes the results of recent tracer
gas testing performed in the year 2001, include 10 cfm for ingress/egress, and provide margin for
potential deterioration between surveillance tests.
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As'noted in Reference 5, the control room emergency filtered ventilation intake flow varies between
600 to 1030 cfrni, which includes allowance'fori measurement uncertainties. For reasons outlined below,
the dose model uses the minimum intake flow rate of 600 cfh in the pressurized mode as it is more
limiting. Although the filtered intake of radioisotopes is higher at the larger intake rate of 1030 cfhn, it is
small compared to the radioactivity entering the control room, in both cases, due to unfiltered inleakage.
Consequently, the depletion of airbo'me activity in the control room via the higher outleakage rate ofL'
1030 cfm make the lower intake rate of 600 cfln more limiting' from a dose consequence perspective.
This argument holds true because the CEDE from inhalation is far 'more limiting than the DDE from
immersion which is principally from noble gases.

Table 5.11.9-3 lists key assumptions and input parameters associated with'BVPS control room design
utilized in Reference 5 and applicable to the RSG/EPU analyses.

5.11.9.5 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency'with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.11.9.6 Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)

The dose consequences at the site' boundary and in the control room following a CREA is addressed in
this application by reference only, since, the CREA analysis, approved by NRC in its SER for OL
Amendment No. 257, was performed at EPU conditions with RSGs and utilized Alternative Source
Terms. The methodology utilized to analyze the CREA is discussed in Section 5.3.6.4 of Reference 5.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a CREA at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.7 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Outside Containment

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a MSLB at BVPS-1 at EPU conditions.

The BVPS-I MSLB dose assessments follow the guidance provided in RG 1.183. Table 5.11.9-4a lists
the key parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following the MSLB at BVPS-l.

The radiological model used for the MSLB assessment conservatively assumes immediate dry-out of the
faulted SG following a MSLB resulting in the instantaneous release of all of the SG contents, which are
assumed at maximum Technical Specification concentrations:' Based on an assumption of a simultaneous
Loss ofOffsitePower, the condenser is unavailable, and environmental steam releases via the
MSSVs/ADVs from the intact steam generators are used to cool down the reactor until the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) system starts shutdown cooling. The elevated iodine activity in the RCS due to a
postulated pre-accident or concurrent iodine spike, as well as the noble gas (at Technical Specification
concentrations), leak into the faulted and intact steam generators, and are released to the environment
from the break point, and from the MSSVs/ADVs, respectively.
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The steam releases from the intact SGs continue until shutdown cooling is initiated via operation of the
RHR system at T- 8 hrs, resulting in the termination of environmental releases via this pathway. The
releases from the faulted SG due to primary to secondary leakage continues until T=19 hrs (i.e., estimated
time for the RHR System to bring the primary coolant temperature down to 212'F).

Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the primary radiation source is the
activity in the reactor coolant system. Two iodine spiking cases are addressed: a pre-accident iodine
spike and a concurrent iodine spike. The analysis conservatively uses the proposed (EPU LAR 302/173)
BVPS-1 Technical Specification limits for the primary and secondary coolant activity.

a. Pre-accident spike - initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at 21 [ICi/gm of
DE 1-131, (proposed Technical Specification transient limit for full power operation). Initial
primary coolant noble gas activity is conservatively assumed to be at the proposed Technical
Specification levels.

b. Concurrent spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at 0.35 piCi/gm
DE I-13 I (proposed equilibrium Technical Specification limit for full power operation).
Immediately following the accident the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to the primary
coolant is assumed to increase to 500 times the equilibrium appearance rate corresponding to the
0.35 giCi/gm DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In accordance with the current design basis, the
duration of the assumed spike is four hours. The initial primary coolant noble gas activity is
assumed to be at the proposed Technical Specification levels.

The initial secondary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at the proposed (EPU LAR 302/173)
Technical Specification limit of 0.1 tCi/gm DE 1-131.

Following a MSLB, the primary and secondary reactor coolant activity is released to the environment via
two pathways; i.e., the MSLB location and the MSSVs/ADVs. The most limiting atmospheric dispersion
factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment
as the BVPS-I MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-1 CR intake, and the BVPS-I MSLB location to the BVPS-I
Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

Faulted Steam Generator

The release from the faulted Steam Generator occurs via the postulated break point of the main steam
line. The faulted steam generator is conservatively assumed to dry-out instantaneously following the
MSLB, releasing all of the iodines in the secondary coolant that was initially contained in the steam
generator. The secondary steam initially contained in the faulted steam generator is also released;
however, this contribution is not included in this analysis since the associated radioactivity is insignificant
compared to the other contributions. The primary to secondary leakage reflects 150 gpd at STP. All
iodine and noble gas activities in the referenced tube leakage are released directly to the environment
without hold-up or decontamination.
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Intact Steam Generator

The release from the two remaining intact steam generators (used to cool the reactor and the primary
system) occur via the plant MSSVs/ADVs. The iodine activity in the intact SG liquid is released to the
environment in Proportion to the steaming rate and the partition factor. The steam releases from the '
MSSVs/ADVs terminate at 8 hours after the event when shutdown cooling is initiated via the
RHR System.' ' '

EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose:

* The Source/Release for the Pre-incident Spike Case is at its maximum levels between
0 and 2 hours.

* The Source/Release for the Concurrent Spike Case is at its maximum levels between 4 (end of the
spiking period) and 6 hours.

Regardless of the starting point of the "Worst 2-hr Window," the 0-2 hrs X/Q is utilized.'

Accidenit Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room emergency ventilation system is manually initiated and a pressurized control room is
available at T=30 mins after the accident. Following termination of the environmental release, 'the control
room is purged, at T=24 hrs, at a rate of 16,200 cfm, for a period of 30 mins. The remaining CR
parameters utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a MSLB at EPU conditions are presented in'
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.8 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a SGTR at BVPS-1 at EPU conditions.

The dose assessments follow the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide' 1.183. Table 5.11.9-5a lists the
key parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a SGTR at BVPS-l.'

The SGTR results in a reactor trip and a simultaneous loss of offsite power at 225 seconds after the event.
Due to the tube rupture the primary coolant with elevated iodine concentrations (pre-accident or
concurrent iodine spike) flows into the faulted steam generator and the associated activities are released to
the environment via secondary side steam releases. Before the reacior trip, the activities are released from
the air ejector. After the 'reactor trip the steam release is'via the MSSVs/ADVs. The spiking primary
coolant activities leaked into the intact steam generator at the maximum allowable primary-to-secondary
leakage value are also released to the environment via secondary steam releases. The most limiting
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atmospheric dispersion factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for
purposes of assessment as the BVPS-I MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-1 CR intake, and the BVPS-l Air
Ejector to the BVPS-I Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the main radiation source is the
activity in the primary coolant system. Two spiking cases are addressed: a pre-accident iodine spike and
a concurrent iodine spike: The analysis conservatively uses the Technical Specification limits for the
RCS and secondary coolant proposed in EPU LAR 302/173.

a. Pre-accident spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 21 IiCi/gm of
DE 1-13 1 (proposed BVPS-I transient Technical Specification limit for fIll power operation).
The initial primary coolant noble gas activity is assumed to be at the Technical Specification
levels proposed in EPU LAR 302/173.

b. Concurrent spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 0.35 .LCi/gm
DE 1-131 (equilibrium Technical Specification limit for full power operation proposed in EPU
LAR 302/173). Immediately following the accident, the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to
the primary coolant is assumed to increase to 335 times the equilibrium appearance rate
corresponding to the 0.35 .iCi/gm DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In accordance with the
current design basis, the duration of the assumed spike is 4 hours. The initial primary coolant
noble gas activity is assumed to be at the Technical Specification levels proposed in EPU
LAR 302/173.

The initial secondary side liquid and steam activity is relatively small and its contribution to the total dose
is small compared to that contributed by the rupture flow. However, the release of the secondary side.
liquid activity and the resultant doses are also included in this analysis. The initial secondary side iodine.
activity is assumed to be at the proposed (EPU LAR 302/173) Technical Specification limit of 0.1 jlCilgm
DE 1-131.

Faulted SG Release

A postulated SGTR.will result in a large amount of primary coolant being released into the faulted steam
generator via the break location with a significant portion of it flashed to the steam space. The noble
gases in the break flow and the iodine in the flashed flow are assumed immediately available for release
from the steam generator without retention. The iodine in the non-flashed portion of the break flow mixes
uniformly with the steam generator liquid mass and is released into the steam space in proportion to the
steaming rate and partition factor. Before the reactor trip at 225 seconds, the activities in the steam are
released to the environment from the main condenser air ejector. All steam noble gases and organic
iodine are released directly to the environment. Only a portion of the elemental iodine carried with the
steam is partitioned to the air ejector and released to the environment. The rest is partitioned to the
condensate, returned to all three steam generators and assumed to be available for future steaming release.
After the reactor trip, the break flow continues until the primary system is fully depressurized. No credit
is taken for the condenser, since, a LOOP is assumed to occur simultaneously with the reactor trip. The
steam is released from' the MSSVs/ADVs. All activity releases from the faulted steam generator cease
when it is isolated at 30 minutes after the accident.
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Intact SG release

The activity release from the intact steam generator is due to normal primary-to-secondary leakage and
steam release from the secondary side. The Primary-to-Secondary leak' rate is assumed to be 150 gpd per
SG All of the iodine activity in the referenced leakage is assumed to mix uniformly with the steam
generator liquid and released in proportion to the steaming rate and thepartition factor. Before the reactor
trip at 225 seconds, the steam is released from the main condenser air' ejector. After the reactor trip, the
steam is released from the MSSVs/ADVs. The reactor coolant noble gases that enter the intact steam
generator are released directly to the environment without holdup. The steam release from the intact
steam generator continues until initiation of shutdown cooling 8 hours after the accident.

Release of Initial SG Liquid Activity

The initial iodine inventory in the steam generator liquid is assumed to be at Technical Specification
levels and is released to the environment, due to'steam'releases, via the condenser/air ejector before
reactor trip, and via the MSSVs/ADVs after reactor trip. The release from the faulted SG stops at
T=30 mins. The release from the intact SGs continue until 8 hrs after the accident.

EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window ' '

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. The
major source for the SGTR is the flashed portion of the RCS break flow which is terminated when the
faulted SG is isolated. Therefore the worst 2-hr window dose for both the pre-accident and accident
initiated spike case occurs during T=O hr to T=2 firs after the accident.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

No credit is taken for initiation of the control room emergency ventilation system following a SGTR.
Following termination of the environmental release, the control room is purged, at T=8 hrs, at a rate of'
16,200 cfrn, for a period of 30 mins. The remaining CR parameters utilized in this model are discussed in
Section 5.11.9.4. '

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a SGTR'at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.9 Locked Rotor (LR) and Loss of AC Power'(LACP)

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due'to airborne
radioactivity releases following a LR accident at BVPS-1 or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. As noted in
Section 5.1 1.1, bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit. '

The dose assessment follows the guidance'provided in Regulatory Guide 1.183. Table 5.11.9-6 lists the
key assumptions and parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a BVPS

'LR accident. Table 5. 11.9-7 lists the key parameters associated with a BVPS LACP. The transport
models associated with the two events are similar with the exception that the LR event results in fuel
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damage and associated release of gap activity, whereas the LACP has no fuel damage, and the maximum
release is associated with Technical Specification concentrations. Since the RCS Technical Specification
activity is significantly smaller than the gap activity associated with failed fuel, it is concluded that the
dose consequences of the LR bound that of the LACP.

A BVPS LR accident results in less than 20% failed fuel and a release of the associated gap activity. The
gap activity (consisting of noble gases, halogens and alkali metals) are instantaneously and
homogeneously mixed in the reactor coolant system and transmitted to the secondary side via primary to
secondary steam generator tube leakage assumed to be at the value of 450 gpd @STP.

A radial peaking factor of 1.75 is applied to the activity release. The chemical form of the iodines in the
gap are assumed to be 95% Csl, 4.85% elemental and 0. 15% organic. At BVPS, the SG tubes remain
submerged for the duration of the event; therefore, the gap iodines are assumed to have a partition
coefficient of 100 in the SG The iodine releases from the SG are assumed to be 97% elemental and
3% organic. The gap noble gases are assumed to be released freely to the environment without retention
in the SQ, whereas the particulates are carried over in accordance with the design basis SG moisture
carryover fraction.

The condenser is assumed unavailable due to a coincident loss of offsite power. Consequently, the
radioactivity release resulting from a LR is discharged to the environment from the steam generators via
the MSSVs and the ADVs. The SG releases continue for 8 hours, at which time shutdown cooling is
initiated via operation of the RHR system, and environmental releases are terminated.

The activity associated with the release of secondary steam and liquid, and primary to secondary leakage
of normal operation RCS, (both at Technical Specification activity limits) via the MSSVs/ADVs is
insignificant compared to the failed fuel release, and are therefore not included in this assessment.

The most limiting atmospheric dispersion factors between the MSSVs/ADVs at each unit relative to the
two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-i MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-I
CR intake) is selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

EAB 2-Hour Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. For the
LR event, the worst two hour period can occur either during the 0-2 hr period when the noble gas release
rate is the highest, or during the 6-8 hr period when the iodine and particulate level in the SG liquid peaks
(SG releases are terminated at T=8 hrs). Regardless of the starting point of the worst 2 hr window, the
0-2 hr EAB X/Q is utilized.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room is conservatively assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The remaining
CR parameters utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.
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The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a LR event at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.10 Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) in the Fuel Pool or in the Containment (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.11.9.11 Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a SLB outside Containment at BVPS-I or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. As
noted in Section 5.11.1, bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit.

Regulatory Guide 1.183 does not address a SLB outside Containment. The dose assessment herein
follows the current BVPS licensing basis model, but for purposes of consistency, uses the most limiting
dose limits set by Regulatory Guide 1.183 for'accident evaluations. Table 5.11.9-9 lists the key
assumptions and parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a SLB outside
Containment at BVPS.

The SLB outside containment postulates the break of the 2 inch RCS letdown line in the Auxiliary
Building resulting in a maximum break flow of 16.79 Ibm/sec. Thirty seven percent of the break flow is
calculated to flash. The iodine activity in the break flow is assumed to become airborne in proportion to
the flash fraction, whereas the noble gases are assumed to be airborne and discharged to the environment
without decontamination or holdup.

Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the main radiation source is the
activity in the primary coolant system. In accordance'with current licensing basis'and SRP 15.6.2
(Reference 37), a concurrent iodine spike is included in the source term.

The initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 0.35 jiCi/gm DE 1-131 (current equilibrium
BVPS-2 and conservatively assumed equilibrium BVPS-I Technical Specification limit for full power
operation). Immediately following the accident, the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to the primary
coolant is assumed to increase to 500 times the equilibrium appearance rate corresponding to the
0.35 ,Ci/gm DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In'accordahice with the current design basis, the duration of
the assumed spike is 4 hours. The iodine released frorn the RCS is assumed to be 97% elemental and 3%
organic.

The activity in the Auxiliary Building is released to the environment via the Ventilation Vent. The most
limiting atmospheric dispersion factors between the ventilation vent release point at each unit relative to
the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-1 Ventilation Vent to the BVPS-1
CR intake) is selected to determine a bounding control room dose. 'No credit is taken for Auxiliary
building holdup or filtration. The break flow is isolated by manual operator action after a period of
15 minutes. - - ':''
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EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. Since
the event is based on a 15 minute release, the worst 2-hour period for the EAB is the 0 to 2-hour period.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room is assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The remaining CR parameters
utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a SLB outside Containment at EPU conditions are
presented in Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.12 WVaste Gas System Rupture (WGSR) (EPU Section)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

5.11.10 Conclusions

The radiological analyses and evaluations documented in this section demonstrate that RSG
implementation will not impact compliance with applicable regulatory radiological dose limits for normal
operation and for accidents.

The radiological impact of RSG has been evaluated for the following:

* Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding
• Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases
* Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)
* Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas
* Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

The regulatory acceptance criteria being utilized in the RSG assessments are discussed in Section 5.1 1.2.
It is noted that as part of the RSG application, the accident source term used for the BVPS-1 design basis
site boundary and control room dose analyses affected by RSGs reflect EPU conditions and selective
implementation of Alternative Source Terms (AST) as provided in 10 CFR 50.67 and Regulatory
Guide 1.183.

The conclusions of the RSG evaluation are summarized below.

5.11.10.1 Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding

RSGs will have negligible impact on normal operation radiation levels at the plant, shielding adequacy,
and the normal operation component of the radiation environment used for equipment qualification.
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5.11.10.2 Normal Operation Annual Radwvaste Effluent Releases

RSGs will have negligible impact on normal operation radioactive effluents.

5.11.103 Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)

RSGs will have negligible impact on the radiation environments utilized for equipment qualification.

5.11.10.4. Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas

RSGs will have no affect on operator exposure while performing vital missions to support accident
mitigation or recovery following a LOCA.

5.11.10.5 Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

In support of RSG implementation, the dose consequences at the site boundary and the control room, for
the design accidents applicable to the BVPS licensing basis and impacted by RSGs have been re-analyzed
to expand the selective implementation of Alternative Source Terms (AST) as detailed in Regulatory
Guide 1.183 to include all accidents affected by the RSGs (MSLB, SGTR, LRA, LACP, SLB and CREA).
Note that the CREA is addressed in this application by reference only, since, the referenced accident
analysis, approved by the NRC in SER for OL Amendment No. 257, was performed at EPU conditions
with RSGs. -

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment No. 257.

In addition' the BVPS-1 MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute control room purge after the
accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been terminated.

It is concluded that following RSG implementation the dose consequences at the site boundary and
control room following all design basis accidents impacted by the RSGs will remain within the regulatory
requirements of 10 CFR 50.67.
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Table 5.11.4-1
- Assumed BVPS-I and Current BVPS-2 Primary and Secondary Coolant
Technical Specification Iodine and Noble Gas Activity Concentrations based on RSGs and EPU

* * Nuclide * Primary Coolant (pCi/gm) Secondary Coolant (pC/gm)

I-131 2.74E-01 8.33E-02

I-132 1.08E-01 .40E-02

1-133 4.10E-01 9.39E-02

1-134 6.OOE-02 1.95E-03

1-135 2.36E-01 *3.39E-02

Kr-83m 3.89E-02 *

Kr-85m 1.35E-01

Kr-85 1.18E+01

Kr-87 9.OOE-02

Kr-88 2.52E-01

Xe-131m 4.84E-01

Xe-133m 3.99E-01

Xe-133 2.95E+01

Xe-135m 9.09E-02

Xe-135 9.16E-01
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Table 5.11.4-2
Assumed BVPS-1 and Current BVPS-2 Primary Coolant Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Concentrations

and Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates based on RSGs and EPU

Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Activity Appearance
Concen. Rates

Nuclide (1iCigm) (IlC~sec)

1-131 16.4 2.53E+03

1-132 6.5 2.66E+03

1-133 ,24.6 4.42E+03

1-134 3.6 . 3.OOE+03

1-135 14.1 3.41E+03
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Table 5.11.4-3
BVPS EPU Core Inventory of Dose Significant Isotopes in the Gap (2918 MW't) '

Noble Gases - Halogens, Alkali Metals & BA137M

Core Activity Core Activity Core Activity
Nuclide (Ci) Nuclide (Ci) Nuclide (Ci)

Kr-83M 9.46E+06 Br-82 3.02E+05 Rb-86 1.69E+05

Kr-85 8.27E+05 Br-83 9.37E+06 Rb-88 5.57E+07

Kr-85M 1.95E+07 Br-85' 1.95E+07 Rb-89 7.26E+07

Kr-87,' 3.91E+07 , , Rb-90 6.69E+07

Kr-88 5.43E+07 -- Rb-90M 2.1 1E+07

Kr-89 6.75E+07

Kr-90 7.24E+07 1-129 2.86E+00 Cs-134 1.57E+07

1-130 2.07E+06 Cs-134M 3.69E+06

Xe-13iM 1.08E+06 1-131 7.78E+07 Cs-135M 4.39E+06

Xe-133 1.60E+08 1-132 1.14E+08 Cs-136 4.97E+06

Xe-133M 5.05E+06 1-133 1.60E+08 Cs-137 9.81E+06

Xe-135 4.84E+07 1-134 1.77E+08 Cs-138 1.48E+08

Xe-135M 3.36E+07 1-135 1.52E+08 Cs-139 1.37E+08

Xe-137 I.A6E+08 1-136 6.99E+07 Cs-i40 1.23E+08

Xe-138 1.36E+08 - Ba-137M 9.35E+06

Table 5.11.8-1
BVPS-2 Post Accident Vital Access Doses (2918 MWt) (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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Table 5.11.9-1
BVPS Site Boundary Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/m)

Exclusion Area Boundary
Averaging Period

Release Point 0-2 hr

BVPS-l Release Points 1.04E-3 - l

BVPS-2 Release Points 1.25E-3 l

Low Population Zone
Averaging Period

Release Point 0-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 day J 4-30 day

BVPS-I and BVPS-2 Release Points | 6.04E-5 J 4.33E-5 2.10E-5 | 7.44E-6

K'
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|Table 5.11.9-2A
BVPS-I On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/m3)

Release Receptor 02 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U I Containment Edge BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Top BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA'

U I Ventilation Vent BVPS-1 CR Intake 4.75E-03 3.66E-03 1.43E-03 .1.02E-03 8.84E-04

U I RWST Vent BVPS-1 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA'

U I MS Relief Valves BVPS-I CR Intake; 1.24E-03 9.94E-04 4.08E-04 3.03E-04 2.51E-04

U I MSL(breakyAEJ BVPS-I CR Intake 1.05E-02 7.72E-03 3.01E-03 2.14E-03 2.OOE-03

U I Gaseous Waste BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Storage Vault

U I Containment BVPS- I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Equipmenit Hatch

U I Cooling Tower BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Edge BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Top BVPS-2 CR Intake -NA NA NA NA NA

U I Ventilation Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake 2.OOE-03 1.62E-03 6.76E-04 5.05E-04 4.06E-04

U I RWST Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I MS Relief Valves BVPS-2 CR Intake 7.46E-04 6.31E-04 2.62E-04 1.98E-04 1.62E-04

U I MSL (break)/AEJ BVPS-2 CR Intake 4.24E-03 3.87E-03 1 .69E-03 1.188E-03 1.06E-03

U I Gaseous Waste BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Storage Vault

U I Containment BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Equipment Hatch

U I Cooling Tower BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Edge BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA. NA NA
Comer

U I Containment Top BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U I RWST Vent BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U I Cooling Tower BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW 'NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U I Containment Edge BVPS-1 Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA
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Table 5.11.9-2A (continued)
BVPS-I On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/m3)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U I Containment Top BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U I RWST Vent BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U I Cooling Tower BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Edge ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Top ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I RWST Vent ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Cooling Tower ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U I Containment Edge ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Cont.

U I Containment Top ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Cont.

U I RWST Vent ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Cont.

U I Cooling Tower ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Cont.
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Table 5.11.9-2B
BVPS-2 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/mr)

Release| Receptor ' 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-1 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Ventilation Vent BVPS-1 CR Intake - 532E-04 3.89E-04 1.75E-04 1.30E-04 9.02E-05

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-1 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 MS Relief Valves BVPS-I CR Intake 3.33E-04 2.38E-04 1.09E-04 7.88E-05 5.66E-05

U 2 MSL (break)/AEJ BVPS-1 CR Intake - NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Gaseous Waste BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Storage Vault

U 2 Containment BVPS-I CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Equipment Hatch

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Ventilation Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake 9.39E-04 6.69E-04 3.08E-04 2.23E-04 1.54E-04

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 MS Relief Valves BVPS-2 CR Intake 5.01E-04 3.58E-04 1.61E-04 I.19E-04 8.32E-05

U 2 MSL (break)/AEJ - BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Gaseous Waste BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Storage Vault .

U 2 Containment BVPS-2 CR Intake NA NA NA NA NA
Equipment Hatch

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW NA NA NA NA NA
Comer

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-I Service Bldg. NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Contain. Edge ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Containment Top ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA
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Table 5.11.9-2B (continued)
BVPS-2 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/m3)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U 2 RWST Vent ERF Intake NA NA NA NA NA

U 2 Contain. Edge ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Containment

U 2 Containment Top ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Containment

U 2 RWST Vent ERF Edge Closest to NA NA NA NA NA
Containment
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X Table 5.11.9-2C
ARCON96 Atmospheric Dispersion Factor Inputs

BVPS-1 Release Points

Ventilation Vent Main Steam Line BreakIAEJ

Unit I CR - -Unit 2 CR Unit 1 CR - Unit 2 CR
ARCON96 Parameter Intake Intake 'Intake-' Intake

Meteorological Information

Period of Meteorological Data 1990- 1994 1990- 1994 1990- 1994 1990-1994

Lower Measurement Height (m) 10.7 10.7 10.7 10.7

Upper Measurement Height (m) 45.7 45.7 45.7 45.7

Wind Speed Units rn/sec ' n/sec m/sec mr/sec

Meteorological Data File Names arconbv.met arconbv.met arconbv.met arconbv.met

Source Information

Release Type ground ground ground ground

Release Height (m) 193 19.3 0.15t) 3.6t)

Building Area (m2) 1,600 1,600 304.5 359.0

Vertical Velocity (mlsec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stack Flow (m3/sec) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Stack Radius (m) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Receptor Information

Distance to Receptor (m) 26.8 50.6 21.0 34.8

Intake Height (m) 0.15 3.6 0.15 3.6

Elevation Difference'(m) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Direction to Source (deg) 202 216 311 269

Default Information

Surface Roughness Length (m) 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.20

Wind Direction Window (deg) 90 90 90 | 90

Minimum Wind Speed (mlsec) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Averaging Sector Width Constant 4.3 4.3 4.3 | 4.3

Initial Diffusion Coefficients (m) 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0

Notes:
(I) Release height conservatively set equal to the receptor height
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Table 5.11.9-2D
ARCON96 Atmospheric Dispersion Factor Inputs

BVPS-2 Release Point

Ventilation Vent

ARCON96 Parameter Unit I CR Intake Unit 2 CR Intake

Meteorological lnformatlon

Period of Meteorological Data 1990- 1994 1990- 1994

Lower Measurement Height (m) 10.7 10.7

Upper Measurement Height (m) 45.7 45.7

Wind Speed Units m/sec m/sec

Meteorological Data File Names arconbv.met arconbv.met

Source Information

Release Type ground ground

Release Height (m) 19.3 19.3

Building Area (m2) 1,600 1,600

Vertical Velocity (m/sec) 0.0 0.0

Stack Flow (m3/sec) 0.0 0.0

Stack Radius (m) 0.0 0.0

Receptor Information

Distance to Receptor (m) 85.7 62.5

Intake Height (m) 0.15 3.6

Elevation Difference (m) 0.0 0.0

Direction to Source (deg) 59 61

Default Information

Surface Roughness Length (m) 0.20 0.20

Wind Direction Window (degrees) 90 90

Minimum Wind Speed (rmlsec) 0.5 0.5

Averaging Sector Width Constant 4.3 4.3

Initial Diffusion Coefficients (mn) 0.0,0.0 0.0,0.0
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'Table 5.11.9-3
Analysis Assumptions and Key Par-ameter Values BVPS Common Control Room

Control Room Parameters

Free Volume 173,000 ft3

Normal Operation Unfiltered Intake 500 cfm

Isolation Mode Unfiltered Inleakage (includes 10 cfm for egress/ingress) 300 cfm

Emergency Mode Intake Rate .600 to 1030 fmil

Emergency Mode Recirculation Rate . N/A

Emergency Mode Intake Filter Efficiency 99% (aerosols)
98% (elementaVorganic iodine)

Emergency Mode Recirculation Filter Efficiency -NA'.

Emergency Mode Unfiltered Inleakage (includes 10 cfm for egress/ingress) 30 cfm|

Occupancy Factors . (0-24 hr) 1.0 -
(1 -4 days) 0.6 .
(4-30 days) 0.4

Operator Breathing Rate . (0-30 days) 3.5E-04 m3isec

Delay in Initiation of Control Room Emergency Ventilation due to LOOP

Auto-Start on receipt of CIB (not credited in analysis) l

CR isolated (includes diesel start up/sequencing) . . Th77 seconds

CR in emergency pressurization mode - T=137 seconds

Manual

CR in emergency pressurization mode . T=30 minutes

67.do-4 20 5-5
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Table 5.11.9-4A
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Main Steam Line Break(") - BVPS-1

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Reactor Coolant Mass (min) 340,711 Ibm
Leakrate into Faulted Steam Generator 150 gpd @ STP
Amount of Accident Induced Leakage (AIL) into Faulted SG. N/A
Maximum time to cool RCS to 212F 19 hrs
Leakrate into Intact Steam Generators 300 gpd total from 2 SGs @ STP
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
RCS Tech Spec Iodine and NG Concentration Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 JACigm DE-I 131)
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates Table 5.1 IA-2 (0.35 lCi/gm DE-I 131)
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Table 5.11.4-2 (21 liCi/gm DE-I 131)
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate 500 times equilibrium appearance rates
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike 4 hours

Secondary System Release Parameters
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid Table 5.11.4-1(0.1lpCi/gm DE- 131)
Iodine Partition Coefficient in Intact SG 100 (all tubes submerged)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from Intact SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Fraction of Iodine Released form Faulted SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from faulted SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Minimum Post-Accident Intact SG Liquid Mass 101,799 Ibm per SG
Maximum Initial Liquid in each SG 101,799 Ibm
Steam Releases from Intact SG 0-2 hr (345,000 Ibm)

2-8 hr (734,000 Ibm)
Dryout of Faulted SG Instantaneous
Termination of release from Faulted SG 19 hours
Termination of release from Intact SG 8 hours
Release Point: Faulted SG - Break Point
Release Point: Intact SG MSSV/ADVs

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
Manual
CR pressurized and in Emergency Mode T=30 minutes
Control Room Purge (Time/Rate) 24 hours after DBA

@16,200 cfm (min) for 30 min

Notes:
(I) Steam generator parameter values reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
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Table 5.11.9-5A
Analysis Assun ptions and Key Parameter Values

Steam Generator Tube Rupture) - BVPS-1

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Reactor Coolant Mass 373,100 Ibm
Break Flow to Faulted Steam Generator 0-225 sec (21,900 Ibm)

225-1800 sec (128,000 Ibm)
Time of Reactor Trip 225 sec
Termination of Release from Faulted SG 1800 seconds
Fraction of Break Flow that Flashes 0-225 sec (0.2227)

225-1800 sec (0.1645)'
Leakage Rate to Intact Steam Generators . 150 gpd @ STP for each SG
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration Table 5.11.A-1(0.35 pCi/gm DE-1131)
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-l 131)
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Table 5.11.4-2 (21 pCi/gm DE-1131)
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate 335 times equilibrium
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike 4 hours

Secondary System Release Parameters
Intact SG Liquid Mass (min) 91,000 Ibm
Faulted SG Liquid Mass (min) . 91,000 Ibm
Initial SG Liquid Mass per Steam Generators 96,000 Ibm
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 pCi/gm DE-1131)
Form of All Iodine Released to the Environment via Steam 97% elemental; 3% organic
Generators
Iodine Partition Coefficient (unflashed portion) 100 (all tubes submerged),
Fraction of Iodine Released (flashed portion) 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from any SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Partition Factor-in Condenser 100 elemental iodine

: I organic iodine/Noble Gases
Steam Flowrate to Condenser 0-225 sec (1207.407 Ibm/sec per SG)
Faulted SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs 225 sec - 1800 sec (68,900 Ibm)
Intact SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs 225 sec - 7200 sec (417,100 Ibm)

2 hr- 8 hr (979,500 Ibm)
Termination of Release from SGs 8 hours
Environmental Release Points 0-225 sec (Condenser Air Ejector)

225 sec -8 hr (MSSVs/ADVs)

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
Control room is maintained in normal ventilation mode
CR Purge Initiation (Manual)Time and Rate 8 hours after DBA

@16,200 cfm (min) for 30 min

Notes:
(1) Steam generator parameter values reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
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Table 5.11.9-6
Analysis Assumptions & Key Parameter Values
Locked Rotor Accident") - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass 340,711 Ibm
Primary to Secondary SG tube leakage 450 gpd @ STP
Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
Failed Fuel Percentage 20%
Core Activity of Isotopes in Gap Table 5.11.4-3
Radial Peaking Factor - 1.75
Fraction of Core Inventory in Fuel gap 1-131 (8%)

Kr-85 (10%)
Other Noble Gases (5%)
Alkali Metals (12%)

Iodine Chemical Form in Gap 4.85% elemental
95% Csl
0.15% Organic

Secondary Side Parameters -

Minimum Post-Accident SG Liquid Mass 101,799 Ibm per SG
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
Iodine Partition Coefficient in SGs 100 (all tubes submerged)
Particulate Carry-Over Fraction in SGs 0.0025
Steam Releases from SGs 0-2 hr (348,000 Ibm)

2-8 hr (778,000 Ibm)
Termination of releases from SGs. 8 hours
Fraction of Noble Gas Released 1.0 (Released to Environment without holdup)
Environmental Release Point MSSVs/ADVs

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

Note:
(1) Bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit.
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Table 5.11.9-7
Analysis Assumptions & Key Parameter Values

Loss of AC Powerf') - BVPS-I and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass 340,711 Ibm
Primary to Secondary SG tube leakage : 450 gpd @ STP
Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
Failed Fuel Percentage 0%
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration Table 5.11.4-1(0.35 piCi/gm DE-1131) ;

Secondary Side Parameters
Minimum Post-Accident SG Liquid Mass' 101,799 Ibm per SG
Iodine Species released to Environment .97% elemental; 3% organic
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 IpCi/gm DE-1131)
Iodine Partition Coefficient in SGs 100 (all tubes submerged)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from SGs 1.0 (Released without holdup)

Steam Releases from SGs 0-2 hr (348,000 Ibm)
2-8 hr (778,000 Ibm)

Termination of releases from SGs 8 hours
Environmental Release Point MSSVs/ADVs

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

Note:
(1) Bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit.

Table 5.11.9-8
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Fuel Handling Accident in Fuel Pool Area or Containment - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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Table 5.11.9-9
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Small Line Break Outside Containment - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass 340,711 Ibm
CVCS letdown line break- mass flow rate 16.79 Ibm/s
Break Flow Flash Fraction 37%
Time to isolate break- 15 minutes
Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
Failed Fuel Percentage 0%
RCS Tech Spec NG & Iodine Concentration Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 jiCi/gm DE-1131)
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 ±Ci/gm DE-113 1)
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate 500 times equilibrium
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike 4 hours
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
SLCRS Filter Efficiency 0%
Environmental Release Point Ventilation Vent

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

SI

Table 5.1 1.9-10
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Waste Gas System Rupture - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 (EPU Table)

(This table number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. -The
information in this table is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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| Table 5.11.9-11
Beaver Valley Power Station BVPS-1

Exclusion Area Boundary and Low Population Doses (TEDE)

| EAB Dose LPZ Dose Regulatory Limit
Accident (rem)(l' (rem)") (rem)

Loss of Coolant Accident No RSG Impact --No RSG Impact

Control Rod Ejection Accident(4) 3.1 -- 15 63

Main Steam Line Break (Ul)(7) - 0.08 0.01 25(PIS)
0.11 0.04 2.5(CIS)

Main Steam Line Break (U2y5X7) NA NA NA

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (U1)(7) 2.27 0.14 25(PIS)
0.93 0.06 2.5(CIS)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (U2)M NA NA NA

Locked Rotor Accident 2 0.33 2.5

Loss of AC Power (Note 6) (Note 6) 2.5

Fuel Handling Accident
BVPS-l No RSG Impact No RSG Impact
BVPS-2 NA NA

Small Line Break Outside Containment - 0.23 0.012 2.5

Waste Gas System Rupture No RSG Impact No RSG Impact |

Notes:
(I) EAB Doses are based on the worst 2-hour period following the onset of the event.

(2) LPZ Doses are based on the duration of the release.
(3) Except as noted, the maximum 2 hr dose for the EAB is based on the 0-2 hr period:

• NA

* NA
* LR 6to8hr

(4) Dose values are based on the containment release scenario. The dose consequences based on the secondary side release
scenario are I Rem (EAR) and 0.1 Rem (LPZ). -

(5) NA
(6) Dose from a postulated Loss ofAC Power is bounded by the Locked Rotor Accident.
(7) PIS: Pre-accident iodine spike; CIS: Concurrent iodine spike.
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Table 5.11.9-12
30 Day Integrated Control Room Doses (TEDE)

Control Room Operator

Accident Dose (rem) Reg. Limit (rem)

Loss of Coolant Accident(') (LOCA) No RSG Impact -

Control Rod Ejection Accident(2)(CREA) 1.3 5

Main Steam Line Break (U 1)(5) (MSLB) 0.66 5

Main Steam Line Break (U2)(3XP NA NA

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (Ul)(5X6) (SGTR) 1.95 5

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (U2)(5X6) NA NA

Fuel Handling Accident(6)
BVPS-1( ) No RSG Impact
BVPS-2 NA

Locked Rotor Accident(6 ) (LRA) 2.2 5

Loss of AC Power(6) (LACP) (Note 4) 5

Small Line Break Outside Containment6) (SLB) 0.7 5

Waste Gas System Rupture(6) (WGSR) No RSG Impact

Notes:
(1) NA
(2) Dose values are based on the containment release scenario. The dose consequences based on the secondary side release

scenario is 0.06 Rem.

(3) NA

(4) Dose from a postulated Loss ofAC Power is bounded by the Locked Rotor Accident.
(5) The CR is purged for 30 minutes at 16,200 cfm following termination of the environmental releases and by:

* MSLB: Purgewithin24hrs

* SGTR: Purgewithin8hrs

* NA
(6) The following accidents do not take credit for CREVS operations: SGTR. LRA, LACP, and SLB outside Containment.
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5.12 FIRE PROTECTION SAFE SHUTDOWN (APPENDIX R) (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is' included to mnaintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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6 FUELANALYSIS.

This section describes the analyses and evaluations performed in the nuclear fuel and fuel-related areas to
support the EPU Project. The section addresses analyses and evaluations performed for fuel thermal-
hydraulic design, fuel nuclear core design, fuel rod design and performnance, heat generation rates, and
neutron fluence.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS- I at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). The analyses and evaluations for EPU
conditions bound and support operation at the current power level.

The analyses and evaluations for the nuclear fuel and fuel-related areas at EPU conditions use a total core
peaking factor (FQ) of 2.4 or 2.52 and a nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor (FAH) of 1.62 or 1.75. In
all cases, the nuclear fuel and fuel-related analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions support a
minimum FQ of 2.4 and a minimum Fmn of 1.62. The use of larger peaking factors in select analyses and
evaluations supports the potential for a future increase in peaking factors at EPU conditions.

FuelAssembly Design

To support EPU, the fuel assembly design for BVPS was changed from the 17x17 VANTAGE
5H/PERFORMANCE+ (w/o Intermediate Flow Mixing (IFM) grids) design to the 17x 17 Robust Fuel
Assembly (RFA) design (w/ IFMs), including the RFA-2 design. The RFA-2 design is essentially
identical to the RFA design except that it includes an enhanced mid grid design that results in increased
mid grid contact area with the fuel rod. The enhanced mid grid design has no impact on the fuel assembly
thermal hydraulic, neutronics, or structural models. The RFA design contains a mid grid allowable
structural limitation that is conservative with respect to the RFA-2 design. The analyses and evaluations
performed for RFA fuel also apply to RFA-2 fuel, and the term RFA fuel as used in this report includes
applicability to RFA-2 fuel.

The transition to RFA fuel was initiated at the current core power level (2689 MWt). It is anticipated that
the fuel transition will be complete and the entire core will consist of RFA fuel when EPU is
implemented. Although the core will be fully transitioned to RFA fuel when EPU is implemented,
previously burned VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies may be reinserted into the core as part of a cycle
specific reload. The VANTAGE 5H fuel design is mechanically and hydraulically compatible with the
RFA fuel design. The acceptability of reinserting VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies into the core will be
confirmed during the normal reload design process for the specific loading pattern chosen for that reload
design.

A description of the RFA and V5H fuel assembly mechanical design features is provided in this section.

Fuel Mechanical Design Features

This section describes the mechanical design and the compatibility of the 17x 17 RFA fuel assembly
design (w/ IFMs) and the VANTAGE 5H/PERFORMANCE+ (w/o IFMs) fuel assembly design. The RFA
fuel assembly is designed to be compatible with the VANTAGE 5H fuel assembly, reactor internals
interfaces, the fuel handling equipment and refueling equipment. The RFA design dimensions are
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essentially equivalent to the VANTAGE 5H assembly design from an exterior assembly envelope and -

reactor internals interface standpoint.:

The significant mechanical features of the RFA design that differ from the VANTAGE 5H desigri are the
addition of three IFM grids, modification to the mixing vane mid grids, and increased thimble and
instrument tube outer diameters. Details of the RFA fuel assembly design are presented in the following
sections.

Desian Description of the 17x17 Robust Fuel Assembly

The 17x17 RFAdesign is a 17x17 array withthestandard fuel rod design 0.374in. rod outside diameter.
The design incorporates and adapts many of the current Westinghouse advanced fuel features,' including:

ZIRLO'm thick thimble and instrument tubes
* Removable Top Nozzle (RTN)
* Reduced Rod Bow (RRB) Inconel Top Grid

ZIRLOTh Modified Low Pressure Drop (LPD) Structural Mid Grids
ZIRLOTh Modified Intermediate Flow Mixing Grids

* High Bumup Inconel Bottom Grid
* Debris Filter Bottom Nozzle
* Inconel Protective Bottom Grid
* ' 'Zirconium oxide coating on the bottom section of the fuel rod '
* Debris mitigating long fuel rod bottom end plugs
* ZIRLOTM Clad Fuel Rods

The 1 7x 17 RFA design is a VANTAGE 5H/PERFORMANCE+ design (STD fuel rod size of 0374 in.
outer rod diameter) using LPD structural and IFM grids of a modified design.'

The RFA design incorporates three ZIRLO™m IFM grids. The RFA design is mechanically and
hydraulically compatible with the VANTAGE 5H (w/o'JFMs), and the same functional requirements and.*
design criteria apply to the Westinghouse RFA fuel assemblies and VANTAGE 5H (w/o IFMs) fuel'
assemblies.

Fuel Rods -

The RFA fuel rod has the same clad wall thickniess, fuel rod pellet stack active length, fuel rod diameter,
bottom end plug and cladding material (ZIRLOm) as the VANTAGE 5H fuel rod.

Grid Assemblies : -

The RFA fuel includes IFM grids. The IFM's primary function is to promote flow mixing. Additionally,
they limit rod bow in the hottest fuel assembly spans. They must accomplish this without inducing'clad
wear beyond established limits. The IFMs must avoid interactive damage with grids from neighboring
fuel assemblies during core loading'or unloading operati6ns. - '
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The IFM grids are located in the three uppermost spans between the ZIRLOTM mixing vane structural
grids and incorporate a similar mixing vane array. Their prime function is mid-span flow mixing in the
hottest fuel assembly spans. Each IFM grid cell contains four dimples which are designed to prevent
mid-span channel closure in the spans containing IFMs and fuel rod contact with the mixing vanes. This
simplified cell arrangement'allows short grid cells so that the IFM can accomplish its flow mixing
objective with minimal pressure drop.

The IFM grids and mixing vane grids are fabricated from ZIRLOTm. This material was selected to take
advantage of the material's inherent low neutron capture cross section.

The RFA mid grid has a mixing vane pattern. Differences between the RFA mid grids and IFM grids, and
the VANTAGE SH fuel include:

* Mixing vane pattern
* Vane geometry
* Spring and dimple geometry
* Intersect slot length

To allow for the larger thimble and instrument tubes, the RFA mid grids and IFM grids are embossed
(radiused) at the thimble cell locations to accept the larger diameter thimble tube.

The Inconel bottom and protective bottom grids are the same for RFA and VANTAGE 5H except for the
larger insert inner diameter.

Guide Thimble and Instrument Tubes

The RFA design incorporates thicker walled thimble and instrumentation tubes relative to the
VANTAGE SH fuel design. The guide thimble and instrumentation tube wall thickness is increased to
improve stiffness and address incomplete rod insertion (IRI) considerations. The major outer diameter
(above the dashpot) is increased to 0.482 in. from 0.474 in. for the RFA design, relative to the
VANTAGE 5H, and the minor OD is increased to 0.439 in. from 0.430 in. There is no difference in major
or minor (dashpot) inner diameters.

The new thimble dashpot OD (0.439 in.) requires new bottom/protective bottom grid insert tubing. The
insert tube ID was increased to interface with the larger thimble tube and the guide thimble end plug was
modified to a slip fit interface with the thimble tube. This results in a minimal diameter increase locally
at the weld and additional margin for fit up in the insert assembly. Since the thimble tube major OD is the
same as the 17x 17 STD product, the RTN insert interface with the thimble tube is acceptable without a
design change to the insert or lock tube. Additionally, the instrument tube socket counter bore in the
debris filter bottom nozzle (DFBN) required modification to accommodate the larger instrument tube.

Mechanical Performance

Design changes associated with the addition of the three IFM grids do not significantly influence the
RFA fuel assembly structural characteristics that were determined by prior mechanical testing. Therefore,
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the RFA fuel assembly structural behavior and projected performance remain consistent with the
VANTAGE SH fuel assembly design. . ...

Core Components
. -., *. I- ...

The core components for BVPS are designed to be compatible with the RFA and VANTAGE SH fuel
. assembly designs.

'I
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Table 6.0-1
17x17 Robust Fuel Assembly and 17x17 VANTAGE 511

Fuel Assembly Design

Westinghouse 17xl7 Westinghouse 17x17
VANTAGE 511 RFA and RFA-2(')

Design Feature (w/o IFNIs) (wl IF;ls)
FUEL ASSEMBLY
Rod Array in Assembly 17x17 17x17
Rods per Assembly 264 264
Assembly Pitch, in. 8.466 8.466
Overall Assembly Envelope, in. 8.426 8.426
Overall Assembly Height, in. 159.775 159.975
Fuel Assembly Weight, lb. (6" Annular Blankets) -1436 -1456
Fuel Assembly Weight (Solid Blankets) -1469 -1478
BOTTOM/PROTECTIVE GRID ______________0_4455_ 0_4840___0_450

Insert Tubing, OD x ID, in. 0.4835 x 0.4455 0.4840 x 0.4500
BOTrOMI NOZZLE _

Instrument Counter Bore Diameter, in. | 0.477 . 0.484
MID GRID
Mid Grid Material ZIRLO"m ZIRLO"v
Mid Grid Envelope, in. 8.418 8.418
Vane Patternr' ] c 1kA
Vane Length (Unbent), in.() [ I e [ I'
Spring Window, in. J K.C
Dimple Slot, in."' a.C [ K[ ]

Spring/Dimple Forms(" Standard Design 1
Intersect Slot Length, in. [ IaC [ I X
Inner Strap Height, in. 1.500 1.500
Inner Strap Thickness, in. 0.018 0.018
Outer Strap Design Standard Design Anti-Snag

Outer Strap Height, in. 1.875 1.878
Outer Strap Thickness, in. 0.026 0.026
Sleeve Diameters, OD x ID, in.' 0.514 x 0.480 0.528 x 0.494

IFIMI GRID
IFM Grid Material N/A ZIRLOTm
Envelope, in. N/A 8.386
Vane Pattern N/A )S.C

Vane Length (Unbent), in. N/A [ C

Dimple Slot, in. N/A f K

Dimple Forms N/A ]kc

* Inner Strap Height, in. N/A 0.475
Inner Strap Thickness, in. N/A 0.018
Outer Strap Design N/A Anti-Snag
Outer Strap Height, in. N/A 1.363
Outer Strap Thickness, in. N/A 0.026
Sleeve Diameters, OD x ID, in. N/A 0.528 x 0.494

Note
(1) RFA and RFA-2 fuel assemblies have mid grids that differ slightly. The RFA and RFA-2 mid grid data in the table applies

to both fuel assemblies, but RFA-2 mid grids have slight differences in the spring slots, width and contact face with a
localized increase in dimple width at the contact face.
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6.1 FUEL THERMAI-HYDRAULIC DESIGN

6.1.1 Introduction

The fuel assemblies to be used in the BVPS cores at EPU conditions consist of Robust Fuel Assemblies
(with Intermediate Flow Mixers) (RFA), however, previously burned VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies may
be reinserted in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The DNB methodology used is the Revised Thermal
Design Procedure (RTDP) (Reference 1) with the VIPRE code.

This section describes the calculational methods'and'analyses performed to support the EPU to a
maximum core power of 2900 MWt.

6.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Table 6.1-1 summarizes the thermal-hydraulic design parameters analyzed in support of the BVPS
operation at an EPU core power of 2900 MWt.

6.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

6.1.3.1 DNBR Calculational Methods

The RTDP (Reference I) will continue to be used where applicable. The DNBR analysis is performed
with the VIPRE code as generically approved by the NRC (Reference 2). This is a first time application
of the VIPRE code to BVPS. The WRB-2M DNB correlation (Reference 3) is used for the RFA with the
WRB-2 (References 4, 9 and 10), WRB-I (Reference 7), or W-3 correlations (References 5 and 6) used
where WRB-2M is not applicable. The WRB-1 DNB correlation will continue to be used for any
reinserted V5H fuel assemblies with the W-3 correlation used Where WRB-1 is not applicable. The DNB
correlation limit is that value of DNBR, based on statistical analysis of the DNB test data, for which there
is a 95% probability that DNB will not occur at a 95% confidence level. The limits are 1.14 for
WRB-2M, 1.17 for WRB-1 and WRB-2, and 1.30 for W-3 (1.45 for low pressures).

With RTDP methodology, uncertainties in plant operating parameters, nuclear and thermal parameters,
fuel fabrication parameters, computer codes and DNB correlation uncertainties are combined statistically
to obtain the overall DNB uncertainty factor which is used to calculate the DNBR Design Limits (DL)
that satisfy the DNB design criterion.. The criterion is that the probability that DNB will not occur on the
most limiting rod is at least 95% at a 95% confidence level for'any Condition I or 11 event. Since the
parameter uncertainties are considered in deiermining the RTDP design limit, the plant safety analyses are
performed using input parameters at their nominal values. The DNBR Safety Analysis Limits (SAL) are'
defined as SAL DNBR = DL DNBR/(I-M) where M is the plant specific margin that is maintained for the
purpose of offsetting DNBR penalties such as rod bow and transition core penalties and increasing the
flexibility in design and operation of the plant.

The RTDP uncertainties included are the nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor (Frl), the enthalpy'rise
engineering hot channel factor (FA11 ), uncertainties in the VIPRE and transient 'codes and uncertainties

based on surveillance data associated with vessel coolant flow, core power, coolant temperature, system
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pressure and effective core flow fraction (i.e., bypass flow). The increase in DNB margin is realized
when nominal values of the preceding factors are used in the DNB safety analyses. The following
bounding instrumentation uncertainties were used to determine the DNBR Design Limits:

Power 0.6%
RCS Flow 2.2%
Pressure 37.6 psi
Inlet Temperature 4.00F

The RTDP DNBR Design Limit values calculated corresponding to the 2900 MWt core power parameters
were 1.22/1.22 (typical cell/thimble cell) for RFA. DNB margin was obtained by performing the safety
analyses to the Safety Analyses DNBR limits which are higher than the Design Limits. The DNBR
margin/penalty summary for transients using RTDP is given in Table 6.1-2. The unused DNBR margin is
available for operating and design flexibility.

The Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) is used for those analyses where RTDP is not
applicable. With this procedure, the nominal values with uncertainties are used to calculate DNBRs. The
DNBR limits for STDP are the appropriate correlation limits increased by sufficient margin to offset the
applicable DNBR penalties. The DNBR Margin/Penalty Summary for transients using STDP is given in
Table 6.1 -3.

6.1.3.2 DNB Performance

The following calculations were performed, using RTDP methodology, to support the EPU to 2900 MWt
core power. Revised Core and Axial Offset Limits were calculated. These were used as input to
determine the revised Overtemperature Delta T and Overpower Delta T trip setpoints. Calculations were
made for Loss of Flow (including Complete Loss of Flow, Frequency Decay and Partial Loss of Flow),
Locked Rotor, Dynamic Dropped Rod and Static Rod Misalignment. All DNBR Safety Analysis Limits
were met.

The analyses of Hot Full Power and Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break, Feedwater Malfunction and Rod
Withdrawal From Subcritical were done using STDP methodology. As stated above, the DNBR limits for
STDP are the appropriate DNB correlation limits increased by sufficient margin to offset applicable
DNBR penalties. All DNBR limits were met.

The Hot Full Power Steam Line Break transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation. The
applicable correlation limit (CL) was 1.30. The minimum DNBRs were greater than the DNBR limit
of 1.50. The only applicable penalty was that due to rod bow, equal to 5.5% in the lower grid spans. The
DNBR margin ((I - (CL/DNBR limit)) x 100) is more than sufficient to cover this penalty.

The Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation. The
applicable correlation limit was 1.45, since the core pressure was below 1000 psia. The minimum
DNBRs were greater than the DNBR limit of 1.61. The Feedwater Malfunction transient was bounded by
the Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break transient.
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The Rod Withdrawal From Subcritical transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation with a
correlation limit of 1.30 below the first mixing vane grid. The analysis above the first mixing vane grid
used the WRB-1 DNB correlation with a correlation limit of 1.17. The DNBR limit used below the first
mixing vane grid was 1.65. Use of this limit covers all applicable DNB penalties with margin. The
DNBR limit used above the first mixing vane grid was 1.45. In all cases, the minimum DNBRs were
higher than the limit.

6.1.33 Effects of Rod Bow on DNBR

The phenomenon of fuel rod bowing is accounted for in the DNBR safety analysis of Condition I and II
events. The maximum rod bow penalty applicable to the RFA in the 20-inch grid spans is 1 .3% DNBR at
an assembly average bumup of 24000 MWD/MTU. For bumups greater than 24000 MWD/MTU, credit
is taken for the effect of F&H bumrdown, due to the decrease in fissionable isotopes and the buildup of
fission product inventory. Therefore, no additional rod bow penalty is required at bumups greater than
24000 MWDIMTU. No rod bow penalty is applicable to the RFA in the 10-inch grid spans.

For this application, the rod bow penalty is offset with the DNB margin retained between the DNBR
Design and Safety Analysis Limits, Table 6.1-2.

-6.1.3.4 Fuel Temperature Analysis

The PAD 4.0 code as generically approved by the NRC (Reference 8) was used to calculate the fuel
temperature data that is used as initial conditions for the LOCA and non-LOCA safety analyses.

6.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria and results for the fuel thermal-hydraulic design analyses and evaluations are
included in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.5 Conclusions

The thermal hydraulic evaluation of the EPU to 2900 MWt core power for BVPS has shown that
sufficient DNB margin is available to cover the applicable penalties and satisfy acceptance criteria.

The results and conclusions of the fuel thermal-hydraulic design analyses and evaluations performed for
the core power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power of 2689 MWt.
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Table 6.1-1
Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters (using RTDP) Design Parameters

Reactor Core Heat Output, MWt 2900

Reactor Core Heat Output, 106 BTU/hr 9895

Heat Generated in Fuel, % - - 97.4

Core Pressure, Nominal, psia
high flow: 2270
low flow - 2260

Pressurizer Pressure, Nominal, psia 2250

Radial Power Distribution(') 1.62(1+0.3(l-p))( 2 )
where P = Fraction of Full Power

1IFP Nominal Coolant Conditions Design Parameters

Vessel Thermal Design Flow (TDF4)
Rate (including Bypass), 10 Ibm/hr 993
GPM 261,600

Core Flow Rate (excluding Bypass, Based on TDF)
106 Ibm/hr 92.8
GPM 244,600

Core Flow Area, ft2  41.55

Core Inlet Mass Velocity, 106 Ibm/hr-ft2 (Based on TDF) 2.10

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters (based on TDF) Design Parameters

Vessel/Core Inlet Temperature, IF 543.1
Vessel Average Temperature, IF 580.0
Core Average Temperature, 0F 584.6
Core Outlet Temperature, 0F 621.4
Vessel Outlet Temperature, IF 617.0
Average Temperature Rise in Vessel, IF 73.9
Average Temperature Rise in Core, IF 78.3

Heat Transfer /

Active Heat Transfer Surface Area, ft2  48,600
Average Heat Flux, BTU/hr-ft2  198,300
Average Linear Power, kw/ft 5.69
Peak Linear Power for Normal Operation, kw/ft(3 ) 14.3
Peak Linear Power for Prevention of Centerline Melt, kw/ft 22.4

Pressure Drop Across Core, psi(4) * 22.48 (BVPS-1)

Notes:
(I) RTDP analysis excludes the 4% measurement uncertainty that is included in theses values.

(2) A reduced peaking factor (1.456) would be used for the analysis of any reinserted V5H fuel assemblies in order to meet
the DNBR limits at the EPU conditions. The reduced peaking factor is achievable due to the significant bumup of the
VSH fuel assemblies.

(3) Based on maximum FQ of 2.52, which supports the minimum FQ of 2.4.

(4) Based on best estimate flow rate of 293,400 gpm (BVPS-1).
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Table 6.1-2
DNBR MNlargin/Penalty Summary (RTDP)(3)

DNB Correlation WRB-2M

DNBR Correlation Limit 1.14

DNBR Design Limit (Typical cell) 1.22
(Thimble cell) 1.22

DNBR Safety Analysis Limit (Typical cell) 1.55
(Thimble cell) 1.55

DNBR Margin, % (Typical cell) 21.2(')
(Thimble cell) 21.2(l)

Rod Bow DNBR Penalty, % 1.3 (20' span)
0 (10" span)r2'

Available Unused DNBR Margin, % (Typical cell) 21.2(2)
l (Thimble cell) 21.2(2)

Notes:
(I) DNBR margin (M) between SafetyAnalysis Limit(SAL) and Design Limit (DL) DNBRs: M = I - DUSAL.

(2) Minimum DNBRs occur in lFM spans for RTDP.

(3) Burned V5H fuel assemblies have also been evaluated in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The reinsertion of burned
V5H fuel assemblies at EPU conditions would be further evaluated as part of the normal reload process.
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Table 6.1-3
DNBR Margin/Penalty Summary (STDP) t2 )

llot Zero Power Steamline Break-L

DNB Correlation , W-3.

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 1.45
l (Thimble cell) . IA54

DNBR Limit(|) (Typical cell) 1.61
(Thimble cell) 1.61

Hot Full Power Steamline Break

DNB Correlation , W-3

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 1.30
l (Thimble cell) 1.30

DNBR Limit(|) (Typical cell) 1.50
(Thimble cell) 1.50

Rod Withdrawal from Subcritical

Below first mixing vane grid

DNB Correlation W-3

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 130
(Thimble cell) 130

DNBR Limit") (Typical cell) 1.65
(Thimble cell) 1.65

Remaining grid spans

DNB Correlation WRB-I

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 1.17
(Thimble cell) 1.17

DNBR Limited) (Typical cell) 1.45
(Thimble cell) I1A5

Notes:
(I) The STDP DNBR Limits are analogous to the RTDP Safety Analysis Limits and include margin to cover applicable

penalties.
(2) Burned V5H fuel assemblies have also been evaluated in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The reinsertion of burned

V511 fuel assemblies at EPU conditions would be further evaluated as part of the normal reload process.
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6.2 FUEL NUCLEAR CORE DESIGN (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
infornation in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

6.3 FUEL ROD DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

6.4 REACTOR INTERNALS HEAT GENERATION RATES. (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

6.5 NEUTRON FLUENCE (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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7 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

The EPU Project included containment analysis for BVPS-1 at the EPU conditions associated with the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt. The analysis also included initial conditions and assumptions necessary to
support conversion of the containment design basis from sub-atmospheric to atmospheric consistent with
a large dry atmospheric containment design. For BVPS-I, the analysis was performed to support the
Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). Unit specific analyses were performed for BVPS-1.
This containment analysis was previously submitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the
Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment Request LAR No. 317
(BVPS-1).

The results and conclusions of the containment analysis performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt
bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt.
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8 BOP ANALYSIS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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9 PLANT SYSTEMS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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10 GENERIC PROGRAMS

Extended power uprate (EPU) with Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) has the potential to.
affect systems, structures, and components (SSCs) contained within programs that have been developed
and implemented by station personnel to demonstrate that topical areas comply with various design and
licensing requirements. The plant programs and/or issues listed in Table 10-1 were reviewed to determine
the impact due to the EPU with RSGs. For the programs listed in Table 10-1, the controlling procedures
and processes for the programs and key reference items within the procedures were reviewed. Program
sponsors, implementing organization personnel and other cognizant individuals were interviewed for
those issues and programs that would be impacted by the EPU with RSGs. Based upon the review of this
information, the extent of impact by the implementation of the EPU with RSGs was determined for the
various issues and programs. The results of the review are summarized in Table 10-1 and discussed
below.

Table 10-1
Generic Programs and Issues

Update
Section Programs/issues Required"l)

10.1 Motor-Operated Valve Program NA

10.2 Air-Operated Valve (AOV) Program NA

10.3 Generic Letter 89-13 River/Service Water System Control and Monitoring NA

10.4 Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program NA

10.5 Inservice Test (IST) Program NA

10.6 Containment Leak Rate Testing NA

10.7 Station Blackout (SBO) NA

10.8 Human Factors NA

10.9 Plant Simulator NA

10.10 Equipment Qualification Yes

10.11 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment NA

10.12 Flood Protection NA

10.13 Internally Generated Missiles Inside and Outside Containment NA

10.14 Protective Coating Systems (Paints) - Organic Materials NA

10.15 Operating Procedures/Training NA

10.16 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) NA

Note:
(1) The designation "NA" indicates that program impact due to operation of BVPS-1 with RSGs at the current power

level is being addressed under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.
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10.1 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES (MOVS) (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency.with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.2 AIR OPERATED VALVE (AOV) PROGRAM (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.3 GENERIC LETTER 89-13 RIVER/SERVICE WATER SYSTEM CONTROL AND
MONITORING (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.4 INSERVICE INSPECTION (IS) PROGRAM (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.5 INSERVICE TESTING (IST) PROGRAM (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.6 CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE TESTING (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.7 STATION BLACKOUT (SBO) (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.8 HUMAN FACTORS (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.9 PLANT SIMULATOR (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable'for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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10.10 EQUIPMVENT QUALIFICATION

10.10.1 Introduction

This section addresses the impact on the Environmental Qualification (EQ) of safety-related electrical
equipment/components (EQ equipment currently included in the BVPS-I EQ Program) due to operation
at the increased reactor power level of 2900 MWt, with an atmospheric containment (versus
sub-atmospheric) and full RSG on BVPS-1. References to EPU conditions throughout this section is
understood to include the change due to containment conversion and full RSG (BVPS- 1). These
operational conditions result in specific changes to some of the current pre-EPU BVPS- I environmental
parameters specified within documented EQ equipment evaluations.

The revised environmental qualification conditions were compared to the current environmental
qualification requirements. Where the current requirements have been exceeded, the evaluation of the
EQ equipment qualification assessed the impact and confirmed its acceptability at the'revised conditions.

The BVPS Containment Conversion License Amendment Request No. 317 (BVPS- 1) discussed the
EQ equipment qualification for operation as an atmospheric containment. This LAR evaluated
in-containment normal and accident temperature/pressure conditions. That submittal also addressed the
Main Steam Valve House MSL break for BVPS- I due to the addition of cavitating venturis in the
Auxiliary Feedwater lines. The Service Building and Turbine Building were also addressed. The License
Amendment also addressed radiological impacts.

10.10.2 Environmental Parameters

Post-EPU operation involves an increase in steam flow and in reactor core power level. These
operational increases impact the following EQ equipment environmental parameter requirements.

*Revised Loss of CoolantAccidents (LOCAs)/Main Steamn Line Breaks (MSLBs) accident
temperature and pressure profiles inside the Containments, based upon worst-case peak
conditions for containment conversion. These increases were included in LAR 317 submittal.

Revised accident temperature and pressure (versus time) profiles inside the Main Steam Valve
Houses and Service Buildings based on EPU conditions. Evaluations have shown that profile
increases result when the RSG is considered. Those increases have been determined to be
acceptable.

Increased total integrated doses (TlDs) postulated for normal and accident conditions associated
with the increased fission product and activation product inventories in the reactor coolant,
commensurate with operation at the revised conditions.

For completeness, the following environmental paramneters, were considered within the overall evaluation
at revised conditions:

Normal and Accident Pressure Inside Containment (see LAR 317).
*Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment (see evaluation results below)
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* Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment (not impacted as noted below)
* Accident Temperatures Inside Containment (see LAR 317)
* Accident Temperatures Outside Containment (see LAR 317)
* Normal and Accident Radiation Inside Containment (see Section 5.1 1)
* Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment (see Section 5.11)

Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment (not impacted as noted below)

10.10.3 Description of Methods and Analysis

The post-EPU qualification of EQ equipment was evaluated to ensure that the above noted environmental
parameters and anticipated environmental increases do not adversely affect the capability of safety-related
equipment to perform their intended safety function. This evaluation was completed by: comparing
current EQ requirements (defined within existing EQ packages) to post-EPU EQ requirements (consistent
with the above noted anticipated environmental increases); and identifying increases for their impact to
the existing EQ packages documentation of equipment configuration and performance. The following
discussion summarizes each of the above noted qualification parameters for change due to the EPU and
the resulting impact on equipment qualification.

l. Normal and Accident Pressure Inside Containment:

Pressure effects on EQ equipment qualification were evaluated by comparison of the revised
pressures to the current qualification pressure requirements. These parameters are addressed in
LAR No. 317 (BVPS-1). All safety-related EQ equipment was found capable of the revised
pressures.

2. Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU effects/changes to the normal peak'pressure conditions for EQ equipment
qualification, based upon the comparison between the normal pre-EPU and post-EPU conditions.
Accident peak pressure~results postulated for Main Steam line breaks were compared to the initial
*qualification pressures, in a manner similar to the corresponding Main Steam line break
temperatures (as noted by Item 5 below).

3. Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU changes to the maximum normal operating temperatures inside or outside
the Containment. Therefore there are no effects on the qualified life of EQ equipment located
inside or outside Containment. The normal operating temperatures are discussed in LAR No. 317
(BVPS-I).

4. Accident Temperatures Inside Containment:

LAR No. 317 (BVPS-1) addressed the combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1) accident
temperature impacts for equipment inside Containment. The combined containment
pressure/temperature calculations generated temperature profiles that were compared to the
Equipment Qualification profiles and with the Post Accident Operating Time (PAOT)

67.dc0 .. 0 .10..-4 ..
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temperature. Equipment where the analysis exceeded the Equipment Qualification profiles and/or
the PAOT temperature were verified to be qualified by the equipment qualification test report
data.

5. Accident Temperatures Outside Containment:

Accident temperatures outside the Containment are addressed for Main Steam line breaks in the
Main Steam Valve House and the Service Building. The review evaluated the specific EQ
equipment in these impacted areas (while exposed to these increased accident temperature
requirements) with respect to its active safety related function. LAR No. 3 17 (BVPS-1) discussed
the Main Steam Valve House break for BVPS-I due to the addition of cavitating venturis in the
Auxiliary Feedwater lines. Service Building Main Steam line breaks also are discussed below.

6. Normal and Accident Radiation Inside Containment:

EPU scaling factors were determined to evaluate/compare the changes in pre-EPU radiation TID
values to those used for the post-EPU equipment qualification. Cases where application of the
scaling factors resulted in doses greater than the pre-EPU equipment qualification dose were
reviewed further to incorporate applicable TID reductions (for example, the location specific
equipment exposure conditions and/or configurations reduced the conservatively-assumed beta
radiation requirements included in the pre-EPU TID value, owing to beta shielding of its sealed
components).

7. Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment:

EPU scaling factors were determined to evaluate/compare the changes in pre-EPU radiation TID
values to those for the post-EPU equipment qualification. Equipment whose radiation
qualification could not be directly confirmed using these scaling factors was further evaluated
based upon: additional analysis of the local conditions; refined radiation calculations; application
of alternative test data; and/or evaluation of post-EPU accident operational requirements.

8. Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment:

Humidity was reviewed for change. No changes to the normal and accident humidity conditions
were identified for EPU operation.

10.10.4 Evaluation Results

The BVPS- I EQ equipment has been evaluated for the environmental parameters changed by the EPU.
The results confirm that the EQ equipment is qualified for the EPU environmental parameters as
described below.
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1. Normal and Accident Pressure Inside Containment:

As described in LARNo. 317 (BVPS-l) the evaluation was done for the combination of CC,
EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1 only). The accident pressures are within the peak of the existing
qualification accident pressure.

2. Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU effects/changes to the normal peak pressure conditions for EQ equipment
qualification, based upon the comparison between the normal pre-EPU and post-EPU conditions.
Accident peak pressure results postulated for Main Steam line breaks were compared to the initial
qualification pressures, in a manner similar to the corresponding Main Steam line break
temperatures (as noted by Item 5 below).

3. Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment:

The EPU does not change the normal temperature conditions inside or outside the Containment.
There is no change to the qualified life of the equipment.

4. Accident Temperatures Inside Containment:

LAR No. 317 (BVPS-1) discuss the qualification of the equipment for the revised accident
temperature profiles and the PAOT temperatures at the combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1
only) conditions. The equipment was demonstrated to be qualified by comparing their accident
tests to the containment accident temperature profiles, and met the required PAOTs with margin.

5. Accident Temperatures Outside Containment:

The only impacts on accident temperatures outside the Containment are due to the Main Steam
line breaks; The Main Steam line breaks in the Main Steam Valve House and Serv'ice Building
were evaluated for BVPS-l for the EPU conditions. The evaluations for BVPS-1 (LAR 317)
demonstrate that the equipment is either not required to mitigate the effects of the accidents or
have performed the intended safety function prior to exposure to accident peak temperatures. In
addition, the evaluation demonstrated that the 'equipment will remain in the safe position during
continued exposure to the accident conditions.

6. Normal and Accident Radiation Inside Containment:

The Total Integrated Dose (TID) for the combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-I only) conditions
is discussed in Section 5.11. The EQ equipment in the Containment has been evaluated at the
revised TID. The evaluation results indicate all the BVPS-I EQ equipment inside Containment'
meets the post-EPU accident dose requirements when the scaling factor is applied to the current
accident TID requirement (with reduction as applicable for beta shielding and/or installed
configuration details). - ' '
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7. Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment:

The evaluation results for BVPS-I indicate that all equipment meets the scaled TID values, based
upon either the existing qualification, refined radiation calculation/assessments, or by evaluation
of accident operational requirements.

8. Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment:

As noted in Section 10.10.3 above, no changes to the normal and accident humidity conditions
occur as a result of EPU operation.

10.10.5 Conclusions

Post-EPU qualification of EQ equipment was confirmed for the following required conditions:

* BVPS-I EQ equipment is qualified for the revised environmental conditions for the combined
CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS- I only) Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)/Main Steam Line Breaks
(MSLBs) inside the Containment.

* BVPS-l equipment is qualified to the extent necessary to respond to accidents inside the Main
Steam Valve Houses and Service Buildings at the combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1 only)
accident conditions.

* BVPS-l EQ equipment is qualified to the appropriate total integrated doses (TIDs) postulated for
normal and accident conditions at increased reactor core power.

BVPS-I EQ Program documentation will incorporate modified qualification parameters and equipment
qualification conditions as part of the EPU implementation process.

10.11 SEISMIC AND DYNAIvHC QUALIFICATION OF MECHANICALAND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.12 FLOOD PROTECTION (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.13 INTERNALLY GENERATED MISSILES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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10.14 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS (PAINTS)-ORGANIC MATERIALS
(EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.15 STATION PROCEDURES/TRAINING (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)

10.16 IMPACT ON PLANT RISK (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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11 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS REVIEW (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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12 FINANCIALASSURANCE FOR DECOMMISSIONING
(EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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13 TESTING (EPU SECTION)

(This section number is included to maintain numbering consistency with the EPU Licensing Report. The
information in this section is not applicable for the RSG Licensing Report.)
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I

INTRODUCTION

This BVPS-l RSG Component Report complements the BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report (Enclosure 2 of
BVPS-I RSG LAR No. 320) by providing additional information regarding the BVPS-1 Model 54F
replacement steam generator (RSG) components. The BVPS- I RSG Licensing Report contains those
portions of the Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Licensing Report that provide the technical justification for
the Technical Specification and analysis methodology changes contained in BVPS-I RSG LAR No. 320.
As such, the BVPS-1 RSG Licensing Report contains Section 4.7.1 (BVPS-1 Replacement Steam
Generators) of the EPU Licensing Report, which provides only a brief qualitative description of the
BVPS- I Model 54F RSG components since licensing acceptability of the RSG components is being
addressed under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.

The BVPS-1 RSG Component Report has been developed to provide additional information for the
BVPS- I Model 54F RSGs, including design features, design bases, design codes and standards, design
parameters, design transients, design evaluations, and quality assurance (tests and inspections). Where
appropriate, these sections include comparison information for the BVPS-1 Model 51 original steam
generator (OSG) components. The information provided in these sections demonstrates that the
Model 54F RSG satisfies the applicable component design, analysis, and licensing requirements and is an
acceptable replacement for the Model 51 OSG.

To promote consistency with the BVPS-I RSG Licensing Report, the BVPS-I RSG Component Report
uses the same basic format and numbering convention as the BVPS- I RSG Licensing Report. Section
number 4.7 is used in this report to present the additional information for the BVPS-1 RSG components.
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4.7 REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATORS

4.7.1 Introduction

The Beaver Valley Power Station Unit -I (BVPS-1) replacement steam generators (RSGs) are Model 54F
RSGs designed by Westiighouse. The RSGs are designed and analyzed to industry codes and standards
that are, at a minimum, equivalent to those used for the Model 51 original steam'generators (OSGs),
which were also designed by Westinghouse.

The BVPS- I Model 54F RSG design is based on the Westinghouse Model F type steam generator. This
steam generator design has been in operation since 1980 and has accumulated an extensive and '
superlative operating experience base. Currently there are more than 100 Model F type steam generators
in service with over'1,220 cumulative steam generator years of operation.

The BVPS-1 Model 54F RSGs are manufactured by Equipos Nucleares, S.A. (ENSA). ENSA was
organized in 1973 to manufacture nuclear power plant primary components. Since inception, ENSA has
manufactured 10 reactor pressure vessels, 6 pressurizers, 4 sets of reactor internals, and 70 steam
generators including those currently on'order.-

In collaboration with Westinghouse, ENSA has manufactured, or is currently manufacturing,
25 Westinghouse designed RSGs. Included in this number are 6 Model 54F RSGs (manufactured for the
Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2) that are very similar in design to the Beaver Valley Model 54F RSGs.
ENSA has demonstrated the capability to satisfactorily manufacture RSGs to Westinghouse design
requirements.

When compared to the BVPS-I Model 51 OSG design, the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSG design incorporates
numerous design enhancements. The following summarizes the more significant design enhancements:

I. Thermally treated (IT) Alloy 690 (UNS N06690) tubing, which provides much improved
resistance to stress corrosion cracking.

2. Enhanced anti-vibration bar (AVB)'design, which provides for a more stable tube bundle and
limits potential for both wear and high cycle fatigue of tubes.

3. Corrosion resistant tube support plate material (Type 405 stainless steel), which limits the
potential for corrosion product buildup in the tube-to-tube support plate contact area.

4. Structural quatrefoil holes in the tube support plates, which improve axial flow within the tube
bundle and minimize tube-to-tube support plate contact area.

5. Elevated feedring design, which minimizes the potential for thermal stratification and water
hammer.

6. Addition of two instrument taps for steam flow measurement, which eliminates the potential for
sharing of taps and the associated potential for interaction's with wate'r level measurement.

WCAP-l 6415-NP April 2005
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7. Increased number and types of external shell penetrations, which provide improved access to the
secondary side tube bundle for sludge and foreign object removal.

8. Addition of a sludge collector in the secondary side flow recirculating loop, which provides a
passive means for reducing the amount of sludge contained in the secondary side flow, resulting
in a reduction in the rate of sludge deposition within the tube bundle and, thus, enhancing steam
generator reliability and performance.

9. Improved first stage (primary) and second stage (secondary) moisture separators, which increases
the design limit for minimum steam quality to 99.90% (i.e., reduces moisture carryover to 0. 10%
or less).

10. Addition of a flow distribution baffle above the tubesheet, which promotes flow conditions on the
secondary side of the tubesheet that minimize the size of the zone where sludge deposition might
occur.

11. Enlarged narrow range span (NRS) for steam generator water level control, which provides
additional operating margin between the nominal level control setpoint and the low-low level trip
setpoint.

12. Steam nozzle with an integral flow restrictor, which limits the potential main steamline break size
and the associated loads on the steam generator internals and mass and energy releases inside
containment.

13. Forged secondary side elliptical head pressure boundary component with an integral steam
nozzle, which eliminates the nozzle to head weld.

14. Forged secondary side shell and transition cone pressure boundary components, which eliminate
all longitudinal weld seams.

The following sections describe the Model 54F RSG design, including design features, design bases,
design codes and standards, design parameters, design transients, design analyses, design evaluations, and
quality assurance (tests and inspections). Where appropriate, these sections also include comparison
information for the Model 51 OSG. The information provided in these sections demonstrates that the
Model 54F RSG satisfies the applicable component design, analysis and licensing requirements and is an
acceptable replacement for the Model 51 OSG.

4.7.2 Design Description

4.7.2.1 General

The RSG is of the unitized vertical type. It consists of a "shell and inverted U-tube" evaporator together
with moisture separation equipment. The shell of the vessel is oriented with its axis vertical with the
primary and secondary moisture separation equipment located in the upper part of the shell above the tube
bundle. The primary side inlet and outlet nozzles are located in the bottom closure head and the steam
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nozzle in the upper closure head. In addition, the vessel is equipped with nozzles for feedwater,
blowdown, and drain piping connections.

The vessel is equipped with pipe sockets for instrument connections. Access to the primary side of the
tubes and tube plate (also referred to as the tubesheet) is achieved through two manway openings
provided in the bottom closure head. Two manways are located in the upper shell to provide access for
inspection'and maintenance of the steam drum internals. Six secondary handhole closures and two
smaller inspection port openings provide access for conducting maintenance and inspection operations in
the tube bundle.

Table 4.7-1 provides RSG design data corresponding to the design data presented in Table 4.1-5, Steam
Generator Design Data, of the BVPS-I Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (U1FSAR) (Reference 1).
Table 4.7-2 provides additional information for RSG key design features. For comparison purposes,
Tables 4.7-1 and 4.7-2 also include corresponding'OSG design data and key design features. A schematic
of the RSG is shown in Figure 4.7-1.

4.7.2.2 Function

The RSG uses 3,592 U-tubes of 0.875 inch outside diameter (OD) and 0.050 inch wall. Total heat
transfer area is approximately 54,500 square feet. Heat is transferred from the single phase pressurized
water on the primary side to subcooled water and saturated steamn/water mixture flowing axially up the
tube bundle on' the secondary side.

The primary side pressure boundary is comprised of the steam generator channel head, tube plate and tube
bundle. Primary fluid enters the 3l-inch inside diameter (ID) inlet nozzle in the hemispherical channel
head. The channel head is divided into inlet (hot leg)'and outlet (cold leg) plenums by a central divider
plate. The primary fluid enters the U-tubes, which are flush welded to the Alloy 690 cladding on the tube
plate primary side and hydraulically expanded into the tube plate tube holes. The primary fluid cools as it
flows through the U-tubes and exits into the channel head outlet plenum, where it leaves the steam
generator though the 3 1-inch ID outlet nozzle.

The secondary side pressure boundary is comprised of the tube plate, tube bundle, lower shell barrels,
shell transition cone, upper shell barrels and elliptical head. Because it is a recirculating steam generator
design, the Model 54F secondary side is divided into downcomer and riser regions. The downcomer
region is composed of the annular region inside the secondary shell and outside the'tube bundle wrapper,
and the water-filled region outside of the primary moisture separators. It extends up to the downcomer
water level. Similarly, the riser region is'defined as the region inside of the'tube bundle wrapper and
inside the primary moisture separators. :

During normal operation, the feedwater enters the steam generator through a spray nozzle-equipped
feedring located in the steam generator upper shell.' The feedring is elevated above the feedwater nozzle
to minimize the potential for feedwater thermal stratification at the nozzle location. The spray nozzles
feature a top mounted (vented) configuration for water hammer mitigation with small diameter holes to
inhibit loose parts ingress into the steam generator. '
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Incoming feedwater mixes with saturated water that has been stripped from the tube bundle outlet flow by
the primary and secondary separators. The result is subcooled water in the steam generator downcomer
region. This water flows down the annulus between the tube bundle wrapper and shell and enters the tube
bundle region via the opening at the bottom of the wrapper just above the tube plate. The flow then turns
and flows upward along the tube bundle U-tubes.

As it flows upward, the fluid on the secondary side is heated by the primary side fluid via heat transfer
through the U-tube walls. The secondary side fluid boils and becomes a mixture of saturated liquid and
steam. This saturated mixture continues to flow upward into the moisture separator assembly.

The tvo-phase flow leaving the tube bundle enters the primary moisture separator assembly, which is
comprised of sixteen 19.5-inch ID risers with integral swirl vanes. The swirl vanes impart a centrifugal
acceleration to the flow, causing the heaver liquid portion to collect along the riser pipe ID. This liquid
flow is returned to the steam generator downcomer plenum through the gap between the top of the riser
pipe and the bottom of the orifice ring.

A relatively high quality steam-water mixture flows upward through the primary separator orifice ring.
Additional separation takes place by gravity as the flow travels upward to the entrance of the single tier
secondary separator. The secondary separator contains six banks of double pocket vanes that subject the
flow to multiple changes in direction. These changes in flow direction produce flow accelerations that act
to separate out the remaining liquid in the steam-water mixture. The liquid then flows down the vanes to
drainage troughs and is returned to the downcomer plenum via multiple drain pipes. The steam flow
exiting the secondary separators then leaves the steam generator through the steam outlet nozzle.

All saturated water separated from the steam-water mixture is directed to the steam generator upper
downcomer plenum. Here it mixes with incoming subcooled feedwater, completing the recirculation
loop.

4.7.2.3 Design Features

The RSG design includes a number of key design features that serve to enhance steam generator
operation, performance and maintenance. The RSG design features and materials have been developed
and selected to minimize the potential for tube degradation. The design features enhance steam and water
flow by the tubes, which minimizes the potential for concentration of chemical species that can be
detrimental to tubing material.

The U-tubes are fabricated of nickel-chromium-iron (Ni-Cr-Fe) Alloy 690. The tubes undergo thermal
treatment following tube-forming and annealing operations. The thermal treatment subjects the tubes
to elevated temperatures for a prescribed period of time to improve the microstructure of the material.
Thermally treated Alloy 690 has been shown in laboratory tests and operating nuclear power
plants (Reference 2) to be very resistant to primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) and outside
diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC). The use of Alloy 690 does not require changes to primary
or secondary water chemistry requirements or procedures. The water chemistry specifications for
BVPS-I found in UFSAR Tables 4.2-2 and 4.2-3 are consistent with industry guidelines (Reference 3)
that have been developed to minimize the potential for corrosion of nickel-chromium-iron alloys.
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The RSG design minimizes crevices between'the tubes and the tubesheet and contact areas between the I
tubes and the tube support plates. All tubes are expanded into the tubesheet for the full depth of the tube
hole by the hydraulic expansion process. This process has the advantages of expanding the tube into'
-essentially metal-to-metal contact with the tube hole without excessively cold working the tube wall, as
might be done with other expansion processes such as mechanical rolling. The hydraulic expansion
process provides precise dimensional control. Strict tolerances and other quality control measures are
applied to the hydraulic expansion process to make sure that the tubes are expanded essentially over the
full depth of the tubesheet.

Tube support plates of the flat-contact broached quatrefoil hole configuration are used to support the
tubes. The tube support plates are sized to provide sufficient strength that the tubes meet the applicable
structural criteria during seismic loading. The clearance between the tube and tube support and the
spacing between the supports is sized to minimize the potential for excessive vibration of the tubes. The
tube support plates are made of corrosion resistant Type 405 stainless steel (Type 405 SS). The tube hole
design reduces the tube-to-tube support plate contact area while providing for maximum steam and water
flow in the open areas adjacent to the tube. The flat land contact provides additional dryout margin.

The channel head is a low alloy steel forging with stainless steel cladding. The tubesheet is low alloy
steel with the reactor coolant side clad with Alloy 690. The tube-to-tubesheet joint is welded to the
cladding on the primary side. The divider plate is thermally treated Alloy 690. No Alloy 600 material is
used on the reactor coolant side.

Three anti-vibration bars (AVBs) are installed in the U-bend portion of the tube bundle to minimize the
potential for excessive vibration. The anti-vibration bars are fabricated of Type 405 stainless steel. The
construction minimizes the gaps between the anti-vibration bars and tubes.

The following sections summarize the more significant key design features.

4.7.23.1 Tube Bundle and Tubes

The RSG tube bundle is sized to provide a larger heat transfer area (i.e., more tubes with smaller tube
pitch) than the original steam generators while maintaining essentially the same primary coolant flow. In
this way, the tube bundle design supports primary 'coolant forced circulation flow and natural circulation
flow, where the tube bundle provides the thermal driving head.

The RSG tube bundle contains 3,592 tubes with an outside diameter (OD) of 7/8-inch (0.875-inch). The
tube pitch is square with a pitch of 1.225 inchei.' The tube bundle total heat transfer area is approximately
54,500 ft2.

For comparison, the OSG tube bundle contains 3,388 tubes' with an OD of 7/8-inch, tube pitch (square) of
1.281 inches, and total heat transfer area of approximately 51,500 ft2.

4.7.23.2 Tube Material

The RSG tube material is thermally treated SB-163 Alloy 690 (i.e., Alloy 690 TI). Alloy 690 TT has
been under development since the early 1970s and, based on extensive industry-wide test programs, has
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been determined to be the material of choice for steam generator applications. Alloy 690 TT has been
shown through both laboratory testing and operational experience (Reference 2) to provide enhanced
corrosion resistance compared to previous materials (e.g., Alloy 600) with regard to primary water stress
corrosion cracking (PWSCC) and outer diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC). No steam generator
tube degradation due to stress corrosion cracking has been observed in Westinghouse steam generators
using Alloy 690 Tr tube material.

For comparison, the OSG tube material is Alloy 600.

4.7.2.3.3 . Tube-to-Tubesheet Joint

The RSG tube-to-tubesheet joint provides the structural barrier between the primary and secondary sides-
of the steam generator. The RSG tubes are hydraulically expanded full depth through the thickness of the
tubesheet to minimize the tube-to-tubesheet crevice while locating the transition as close as practical to
the top of the tubesheet. Tubesheet thickness is measured to accurately adjust the hydraulically expanded
distance. The hydraulic expansion process is preferred to other techniques, such as the mechanical roll or
explosive expansion processes, based on the analysis of test results and experience.

For comparison, the OSG tube-to-tubesheet joint used the mechanical roll process.

4.7.23.4 Tube Support Plates/Flow Distribution Baffle

Seven tube support plates of the flat-contact broached quatrefoil hole configuration and one flow
distribution baffle of the flat-contact broached octafoil hole configuration are used in the RSG All tube
supports are made of SA-240 Type 405 SS. The broached tube hole configuration reduces the tube-to-
tube support plate contact area while providing for maximum steam/water flow in the open areas adjacent
to the tube. Flat tube contact geometry in the RSG provides additional dryout margin. The flow
distribution baffle promotes flow conditions on the secondary side of the tubesheet that minimize the size
of the zone where sludge deposition might occur. Materials are selected to prevent the potential for tube
denting due to tube support plate corrosion.

For comparison, the OSG uses seven tube support plates made of carbon steel with a round tube hole
design. The OSG does not have a flow distribution baffle.

4.7.23.5 U-Bend Supports

Three sets of SA-479 Type 405 SS anti-vibration bars (AVBs) are assembled in the RSG U-bend region of
the tubes to provide support in the areas potentially susceptible to degradation due to U-bend vibration
and wear. The dimensional variability (i.e., ovality) of the RSG tubes in the U-bend region is strictly
controlled during the manufacturing process. The thickness of the three sets of U-bend AVBs is also .
tightly controlled. The three sets of AVBs in the U-bend provide redundancy so that all the tubes remain
fluidelastically stable even if it is assumed that some of the support points are inactive. The AVBs in
adjacent columns are inserted to different depths to minimize the U-bend pressure drop and to discourage
the formation of flow stagnation regions. The AVBs are nearly perpendicular to the centerline of the
tubes at all locations in the U-bend so as to provide support without unnecessary tube contact. These
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features of the U-bend support system provide significant margin against flow stagnation, corrosion and
tube vibration.

For comparison, the OSG uses two sets of AVBs made of Alloy 600 material.

4.7.23.6 Tubesheet and Channel Head

The RSG tubesheet is a single piece forging with integral weld preps. Its thickness including clad is
21.425 inches. -The tubesheet is constructed from a SA-508 Class 3a forging and the surface area exposed
to reactor coolant is clad with weld deposited Alloy 650 with a maximum cobalt content of 0.;0%; The
channel head is also a single forging constructed from a SA-508 Class 3 forging with integral nozzles.
The channel head surface area exposed to reactor coolant is clad with weld deposited stainless steel with a
maximum cobalt content of 0.10%. The divider plate is Alloy 690 with a maximum cobalt content of
0.05%.

For comparison, the OSG tubesheet including cladding is 21.1875 inches thick. The tubesheet and the
channel head surface areas that are exposed to reactor coolant are clad with weld deposited Alloy 600 and
stainless steel, respectively, with a maximum cobalt content of 0.20%.

4.7.2.3.7 Access and Maintenance Provisions

The RSG has two 16-inch inside diameter (ID) manways on both the primary and secondary sides. The
RSG secondary side also has six 6-inch ID handholes (four handholes located above the tubesheet and
two handholes located above the flow distribution baffle) and two 4-inch ID inspection ports (located
above the top tube support plate in the U-bend region). These openings are located to maximize their
utility for inspection and maintenance of the tubesheei and tube bundle

Studs with nuts and spherical washers secure the gasket and cover of the RSG secondary side manways.
The RSG secondary side manways provide access to the steam drum internals from the main steam nozzle
down to and including the top of the tube bundle. The RSG primary side manways provide access to the
bottom face of the tubesheet and the inside of the tubes.

For comparison, the OSG has two 16-inch ID manways on both the primary and secondary sides and two
6-inch ID handholes above the tubesheet on the secondary side.

4.7.23.8 Water Level Control (Narrow Range) Span

The RSG water level control (narrow range) span is 212 inches. This is achieved by locating the lower
narrow range level taps in the shell transition cone and the upper narrow range level taps in the top of the
upper shell. The normal indicated water level for full-load operation is '513 inches above the top of the
tubesheet, corresponding to approximately 65% narrow range span (NRS). These tap locations and large
narrow range span maximize operating margin for the low-low level reactor trip and AFW actuation
setpoint while providing acceptable margin for the high-high level turbine trip and feedwater isolation
actuation setpoint during normal operation and operational transients.
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The RSG incorporates several design enhancements that minimize water level measurement uncertainties
and maximize water level operating margins, while using proven design features to meet moisture
carryover limits at the design poiver level. This is accomplished by providing a large water level control
(narrow range) span and by minimizing the internal pressure drops due to steam flow in the water level
control span. Relative to the standard Model F type steam generator, the RSG has enlarged Mid-Deck
Plate and Intermediate Deck Plate open areas, resulting in reduced pressure drops across these plates. The
feedwater ring is located interior to the outer circle of primary separators and sufficiently away from the
level taps that the feedwater ring and supports do not introduce any measurable pressure drop. The
Intermediate Deck Plate also incorporates vent pipes for additional relief of potential steam carryunder
bubbles. The effect of internal pressure drops and steam carryunder are addressed in the analyses that
establish the water level control and trip setpoints for the water level control (narrow range)
instrumentation.

For comparison, the OSG water level control span is 144 inches with the lower level tap located near the
bottom of the upper shell. The OSG normal indicated water level for full-load operation is 505.9 inches
above the top of the tubesheet, corresponding to approximately 44% NRS.

4.7.23.9 Physical Interfaces

The RSG conforms to the OSG physical interfaces (i.e., attached piping and supports). The reactor
coolant inlet and outlet nozzles, steam nozzle, and feedwater nozzle have the same position as the OSG.
The overall height of the RSG is approximately 813 inches, which includes a small increase in steam
nozzle length to accommodate installation field fit-up. Likewise, the feedwater nozzle external length is
increased slightly to improve fit-up. The outside diameters of the RSG upper shell and lower shell are-
176.92 inches and 135.5 inches, respectively, which are essentially the same as the OSG. The RSG
reactor coolant inlet and outlet nozzles contain nozzle dam closure rings for the installation of nozzle.
dams during tube inspection and maintenance operations. To support plant drain down operations to
install the nozzle dams, the nozzle dam closure rings are designed to establish nozzle spillover points that
are essentially the same as the OSG.

The number and orientation of the RSG nozzles is the same as for the OSG with the following exceptions:

1. The RSG and the OSG each have three narrow range level instruments, each with upper and
lower narrow range level taps. The location of the upper level taps is the same, however, the -
location of the lower level taps has been changed on the RSG to enlarge the narrow range level
span to 212 inches.

2. The RSG has two instrument taps for steam flow measurement located at the same elevation as
the upper narrow range level taps, however, the instrument taps will be plugged. The OSG has
one instrument tap for steam flow measurement, however, it is plugged.

Steam flow measurement with the OSGs is accomplished by inline flow measurement venturis
located in the main steam lines. This method of steam flow measurement will be retained -

following steam generator replacement. Since the RSG design incorporates main steam nozzle
flow restrictors, the pressure loss across the main steam nozzle could be used for steam flow
measurement. To support this option, the RSG design includes two separate taps for steam flow
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measurement. Separate taps eliminate the need for sharing of taps with steam generator water
level, and the potential for interaction between the steam flow and water level measurement
instrumentation functions. The RSG design meets the separation requirements of industry

-standard Institute of Electrical and Electronics'Engineers (IEEE)-603 (Reference 4) and
eliminates the potential for sharing of taps and the associated potential for interaction between the

- -steam flow and water level measurement instrumentation functions. -

For comparison, the OSG overall height is 812 inches and the outside diameter of the upper and lower
shell are'175.75 inches and 135.0 inches, respectively.

4.7.2.3.10 Blowdown and Sludge Removal

Steam 'generator blowdown is used to remove a portion of the secondary side bulk fluid, aiding in
secondary side chemistry control and particulate removal. The RSG design includes an internal
perforated pipe located on the shell side of the tubesheet in the tube lane and connected internally to two
2-inch blowdown nozzles located on the lower shell at the tubesheet elevation. The internal perforated
pipe promotes effective sludge removal during blowdown operations.

The blowdown nozzles are connected to the blowdown system. The RSG is designed for a maximum
continuous blowdown flow rate of 1% of feedwater flow at full power conditions, which corresponds to
approximately 44,000 lb/hr. Higher blowdown rates up to a maximum of 3% of feedwater flow at full
power conditions are acceptable for short periods.

For comparison, the OSG design includes an internal perforated pipe connected to two 2-inch blowdown
nozzles on the lower shell at the tubesheet elevation.

4.7.2.3.11 'Sludge Collector

The RSG tube bundle is designed to minimize the potential effects of secondary side particulates (sludge);
however, sludge ingress is primarily governed by the plant operation practices. To assist in the collection
and removal of sludge, the RSG incorporates a sludge collector, which is a passive sludge collecting
feature in the secondary side flow recirculating loop. This sludge collector is located in the center of the
upper shell at the base of the primary moisture separators. 'Water passing through the tube bundle is
separated by the primary and secondary moisture separators and is directed back to the tube bundle'. As
the water leaves the separators, a portion of it passes through the sludge collector, which provides a
settling zone for the suspended solids. As long a's there is recirculating flow within the steam generator,
the sludge collector is actively removing suspended solids.' In developmental testing and from operating
experience on other plants, the sludge collector has been found to reduce both the suspended solids and
the amount of sludge deposited on the tubesheet. The sludge collector is a passive device which requires
no operator actions and has no operational requirements. It has built-in cleaning jets and suction ports for
use during normal maintenance to remove the sludge from the sludge collector.

For comparison, the OSG does not have a comparable sludge collecting feature.
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4.7.2.3.12 Feedwater Nozzle and Feedring

Feedwater is introduced into the RSG through a feedwater nozzle located in the RSG upper shell. The
nozzle does not require a flow-limiting device because the feedring itself provides this function. The
nozzle contains a welded thermal liner which minimizes the impact of rapid feedwater temperature
transients on the nozzle. The feedwater distribution ring is welded to the feedwater nozzle to minimize
the potential for draining the ring. The feedring is located above the elevation of the feed nozzle to
minimize the time required to fill the feed nozzle during a cold water addition transient. The feedwater is
discharged through spray nozzles installed on the top of the ring. These features reduce the thermal
fatigue loading on the feedwater nozzle, eliminate steady state thermal stratification in the feedwater
nozzle and feedwater piping elbow at the feedwater nozzle entrance, and minimize the potential for
bubble collapse water hammer in the feedwater distribution ring. The feedwater piping elbow at the
feedwater nozzle entrance also contains an elbow thermal liner that minimizes the effects of thermal
stratification on the elbow to nozzle weld and the weld of the feedwater inlet thermal sleeve to feedwater
nozzle.

The RSG feedring is fabricated from alloy steel with a significant chromium content to provide enhanced
erosion/corrosion resistance characteristics. The feedring has spray nozzles that are spaced around the
feedring circumference to distribute the feedwater into the upper shell recirculating water pool.

For comparison, the OSG feedring is located at the same elevation as the feedwater inlet nozzle, making
the feedring and nozzle susceptible to steady state thermal stratification and potential water hammer, and
the OSG feedring is made of carbon steel, which is less resistant to erosion/corrosion.

4.7.2.3.13 Moisture Separators

The RSG moisture separation features include first stage (primary) and second stage (secondary) moisture
separators. The RSG includes an elliptical upper head, which accommodates the moisture separation
features and provides space for access and maintenance.

The RSG is designed to provide steam to the secondary system with moisture carryover limited to less
than or equal to 0. 10% during steady state operation with water at the normal control level. This
design limit applies to full-load operation at the EPU design NSSS thermal power level of 2910 MWt
(970 MWt/RSG).

For comparison, the OSG moisture carryover design limit is less than or equal to 0.25% for full-load
operation at the original design NSSS thermal power level of 2660 MWt (886.7 MWt/OSG).

1. Primary Moisture Separators

The RSG design includes sixteen 19.5-inch ID primary moisture separators of the centrifugal with
low pressure drop design type, each supported by a lower deck plate. The RSG primary
separators use field proven swirl vane, riser, and outlet orifice design features.

For comparison, the OSG design includes three 56-inch ID primary separators of the centrifugal
type.
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2. Secondary Moisture Separators

The RSG secondary separators consist of six single-tier dryer banks (approximately 215 ft2 face
area) arrayed parallel to each other and spaced across the upper portion of the steam drum. The
RSG single-tier dryer bank spacing and the total length of the banks provides enhanced moisture
separating capacity. Steam generator moisture separation performance is further enhanced
through the use of double pocket high capacity dryer vanes. Drain pipes located at the ends of
each secondary separator dryer bank carry captured water downward into the recirculating pool.

For comparison, the OSG design consists of eight two-tier dryer banks (approximately 179 ft2

face area).

The RSG primary and secondary moisture separator components are sized, designed, and proven using
laboratory testing and field experience.

4.7.23.14 Main Steam Nozzle Flow Restrictor

The RSG main steam nozzle incorporates a steam nozzle flow-limiting device (restrictor), consisting of
seven 6.03-inch ID venturis installed into integral holes in the steam outlet nozzle. The flow area of the
RSG steam nozzle flow restrictor is 1.388 ft2. The flow restrictor limits the rate of energy release into
containment during a postulated steamline break, thereby limiting the loads on the steam generator
internals during such an event. The venturis are secured to the steam outlet nozzle by welding the venturi
ends to the steam nozzle.

For comparison, the OSG design does not include an integral steam nozzle flow restrictor. The OSG
steam nozzle flow area is 4.6 ft2.

4.7.23.15 Upper Shell-Mounted Platform

A field-installable platform is attached to the exterior of the secondary side upper shell to provide access
to the RSG secondary manways and instrumentation lines for maintenance. The platform extends
approximately 2700 around the upper shell and is approximately 36 inches in width. Ladders are provided
with the platform to extend to the top of a nearby cubicle wall.

For comparison, the OSG does not have a comparable platform mounted on the upper shell.

4.7.3 Design Bases .

RSG design data are given in Table 4.7-1. The ASME Code Sections used for the RSG design are
presented in Section 4.7.4. The design parameters (normal operating conditions) and the design transients
(transient operating conditions) for the RSG design are presented in Sections 4.7.5 and 4.7.6, respectively.
The combined loading conditions and design stress and fatigue limits are addressed in Section 4.7.7.2.
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The RSG is designed to perform the same design functions as the OSG, including the following:

1. Transfer the heat generated in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) to the secondary system.

2. Provide the steam flow required at full power operation to the secondary system at the design
flow rate with a moisture content less than the design limit.

The RSG moisture separation equipment is designed to limit moisture carryover so that it does
not exceed 0.10% by weight at steady-state 100% full-load steam flow, whereas the OSG is
designed to limit moisture carryover so that it does not exceed 0.25% by weight at steady-state
100% full-load steam flow.

3. Provide a boundary for containing the reactor coolant under operating temperature and pressure
conditions to confine radioactive material and limit to acceptable values uncontrolled release to
the secondary system and to other parts of the unit under conditions of either normal or abnormal
reactor behavior.

The RSG materials are selected to be compatible with specified primary and secondary side water
chemistry to minimize corrosion of surfaces exposed to primary side (reactor coolant) and secondary side
water. The compatibility of RSG tubing with both primary and secondary coolants is discussed in
Section 4.7.8.1.

The RSG is designed to minimize unacceptable damage from mechanical or flow induced vibration. Tube
support design is discussed in Sections 4.7.7.3 and 4.7.8.5. The tubes and tubesheet are analyzed to show
that they can withstand the applicable maximum accident loading conditions.

4.7.4 Design Codes and Standards

The RSG is designed and analyzed in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
(herein referred to as the ASME Code), Section 111, 1989 Edition, no Addenda (Reference 5). The RSG
primary side is classified as ASME Code Class 1; the RSG secondary side is classified as ASME Code.
Class 2: The design, analysis, material, fabrication, inspection, examination, and testing of RSG
components and assemblies are in accordance with ASME Code Sections listed in Table 4.7-3.

The design codes and standards used for the RSG are, at a minimum, equivalent to the design codes and
standards used for the OSG. The RSG ASME Code Design Report includes a reconciliation with respect
to the ASME Code (Section III, 1965 Edition through Summer 1967 Addenda) used for the OSG.

4.7.5 Design Parameters

The RSG is designed and analyzed for the normal operating conditions associated with the Nuclear Steam
Supply Systems (NSSS) power level of 2910 MWt (970 MWtVRSG). The associated design parameters
are defined in the NSSS design (PCWG) parameters for 2910 MWt (NSSS power), as shown in
Table 4.74. These design parameters incorporate design data for the RSGs.
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In addition to the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (970 MWt/RSG), these normal operating conditions
include a full power.reactor vessel average temperature range of 566.20 to 5800F, a full power feedwater
temperature range of 400° to 455'F, and a steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) range of 0% to 22%.

4.7.6 Design Transients

The RSG is designed and analyzed for the transient operating conditions associated with the NSSS power
level of 2910 MWt (970 MWt/RSG), including associated ranges for reactor vessel average temperature,
feedwater temperature, and SGTP level..

Table 4.7-5 lists the NSSS design transients for the RSG which establish the transient operating
conditions for the RSG design and analyses.

4.7.7 Design Analyses

The RSGs are designed and analyzed in accordance with the ASME Code Sections presented in
Section 4.7.4, the normal operating conditions presented inSection 4.7.5, and the transient operating
conditions presented in Section 4.7.6. Analyses are performed in the major analytical areas of
thermal-hydraulic performance, structural integrity, flow induced vibration and wear, and tube integrity
(draft Regulatory Guide 1.121). This section summarizes the design analyses performed in these areas to'
show that the RSG is in compliance with design requirements and acceptance criteria. Also summarized
in this section is the evaluation performed for the RSG feedwater inlet distribution system to show that it
is in compliance with guidelines for the prevention'and mitigation of water hammer.

4.7.7.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The RSG thermal-hydraulic performance is affected by the normal operating conditions (PCWG.
Parameters), including the ranges for reactor vessel average temperature, feedwater temperature, and
SGTP level. At full power operation, the reactor vessel average temperature and SGTP level determine
steam pressure. Steam flow at full power is affected by feedwater temperature. Thus, variations in these
parameters within their defined ranges impact RSG thermal-hydraulic performance and affect secondary
side steam pressure and steam flow. The full-load performance of the RSG including secondary side
steam pressure and steam flow, is included in Table 4.7-1 and Table 4.7-4. For comparison, Table 4.7-1
shows OSG full-load performance information.

The RSG is designed to enhance plant operation and performance by incorporating improved water level
control features to maximize operability. The RSG is designed to operate from no-load to full-load with a'
constant water level program. The elevations at which the RSG water level narrow range span instrument
taps are located establish a narrow range span of 212 inches. The normal indicated water level is located
513.0 inches above the top of the tubesheet, corresponding to 65% NRS. The low-low level and
high-high level trip setpoints take into account level measurement uncertainties and provide enhanced
operating margin to minimize challenges to the low-low level reactor trip and engineered safety features
actuation setpoint while providing acceptable margin to the high-high level engineered safety features
actuation setpoint.
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The RSG is designed to operate with a full-load circulation ratio in the range of 3.3 to 3.6, depending on
where reactor vessel average temperature, feedwater temperature and SGTP level are within their design
ranges. The RSG secondary side masses will vary depending on the actual operating conditions. The
RSG full-load performance data in Table 4.7-1 includes the ranges for secondary side water volume,
steam volume and fluid heat content.

The thermal-hydraulic performance characteristics used to evaluate the acceptability of RSG operation at
2910 MWt (970 MWtIRSG) include secondary side thermal-hydraulic parameters (e.g., heat flux, steam
flow, steam pressure, secondary side masses), moisture carryover, circulation ratio, hydrodynamic
stability, and local (liquid) dryout on the tube wall (which addresses the combined effect of secondary
side mass flow, heat flux, and pressure).

The thermal-hydraulic analyses performed to evaluate RSG performance over the design range of
operating parameters showed that all thermal-hydraulic characteristics are acceptable, including the
thermal-hydraulic performance parameters, moisture carryover, hydrodynamic stability, and local dryout
on the tube walls. The thermal-hydraulic analyses for the RSG including methodology, acceptance
criteria and results, are documented in the RSG Thermal and Hydriulic Design Analysis Report, and are
summarized in the following sections.

4.7.7.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance Parameters

The RSG thermal-hydraulic performance parameters are affected by NSSS power, reactor vessel average
temperature, SGTP level, and feedwater temperature. The impact of reducing reactor vessel average
temperature andlor increasing SGTP level within their analyzed ranges is to decrease RSG steam
pressure. RSG steam flows decrease with reduced feedwater temperatures as a result of the increased
enthalpy difference at full power. RSG steam pressure is not significantly affected by feedwater
temperature. At a given power level, average heat fluxes are proportional to the reactor coolant inlet
temperature and the tube heat transfer area in service and are not affected by feedwater temperature.
Secondary side liquid mass increases with reduced feedwater temperature.

The RSG analyses shoowed that the thermal-hydraulic secondary side performance parameters (e.g., heat
flux, steam flow, steam pressure, and secondary side masses) fall within acceptable ranges and satisfy
design and acceptance criteria for operation at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (970 MWt/RSG).

4.7.7.1.2 Moisture Carryover

Moisture performance depends on steam flow, steam pressure, and water level. The amount of moisture
carryover tends to increase as steam flow increases, as steam pressure decreases, or as water level
increases.

The RSG analyses showed that moisture carryover satisfied the design limit of 0.10% for operation at the
design 100% full-load steam flow rate, minimum RSG operating pressure, and normal RSG operating
water level.
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4.7.7.13 Circulation Ratio

Circulation Ratio decreases with increases in steam flow.

The RSG analyses showed that for the design range of full power steam flow, the circulation ratio would
range from 3.3 to 3.6. This circulation ratio range is acceptable.

4.7.7.1.4 Hydrodynamic Stability

Hydrodynamic stability prevents steady-state oscillations in secondary side thermal-hydraulic parameters.
The hydrodynamic stability of a steam generator is characterized by a damping factor. A negative value
of this parameter indicates stable operation, and thus small perturbations of steam flow, steam pressure, or
feedwater temperature will die out rather than grow'in magnitude. This in turn promotes stable water
level and control.

A number of factors impact hydrodynamic stability, including power level, steam pressure, and
downcomer subcooling (due to feedwater temperature). The RSG analyses showed that for the design
range of full power steam flow and feedwater temperature, the damping factors are substantially negative.
Thus, the RSGs will remain hydrodynamically stable over the design range of operating parameters.

4.7.7.1.5 Local (Liquid) Dryout

Local (liquid) dryout of the tube wall results from liquid deficiency on the tube wall, and thus can
produce concentration of chemicals and/or particulates. Dryout is a localized phenomenon due to several
factors, such as circulation ratio, steam pressure, heat flux, steam flow rate, and secondary side water
chemistry. The potential for dryout to occur tends to increase with higher power levels, higher heat
fluxes, lower circulation ratios, lower steam pressures, and higher concentrations of certain particulates
and contaminants.

The RSG analyses evaluated the relevant parameters. It showed that the potential for dryout to occur is
greatest in the upper bundle at the U-bend. However, the analysis showed that even the U-bend has
margin to local dryout. Thus, it is concluded that there is no concern for local dryout on the tube walls for
RSG operation over the design range of operating parameters.

4.7.7.2 Structural Integrity

Structural analyses were performed in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III, 1989 Edition, no
Addenda in order to demonstrate the structural integrity of the RSG components. The analyses evaluated
the primary side components (including channel head, divider plate, primary nozzles, tubesheet, and
tube-to-tubesheet weld) and the secondary side components (including the upper shell, shell transition
cone, lower shell, junction of tubesheet and stub barrel, feedwater nozzles, secondary manway openings,
handholes, inspection ports, and shell taps).
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The RSG structural analyses (pressure boundary and internals) considered the following sources of
loadings:

1. Deadweight
2. Primary system pressure
3. Secondary system pressure
4. Pipe nozzle loadings
5. Pipe rupture loadings
6. Seismic inertia and anchor movements
7. Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE)
8. Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE)
9. Flow loads (based on pressure, temperature and flow information)
10. Thermal loads (based on primary, steam and feedwater temperatures)
11. Upper Shell Platform loadings

Normal.operating conditions (pressures, temperatures and flows) were obtained from the PCWG
parameters as described in Section 4.7.5 and the transient operating conditions were obtained from the
NSSS design transients as described in Section 4.7.6. The NSSS design transients include transient
operating conditions for both the primary side (reactor coolant) and the secondary side. Loss-of-coolant
primary pipe break hydraulic forcing functions were obtained from the LOCA hydraulic forces analysis
for the RSG. OBE and SSE seismic response spectra, pipe rupture loadings, and pipe nozzle loadings
were obtained from applicable design specifications and the reactor coolant loop analysis for the RSG

The Design, Service and Test loadings for the ASME Code Design Condition, for the Level A and B
(Normal and Upset) Conditions, for Level D (Faulted) Conditions, and for Test Conditions were
developed in accordance with the ASME C6de, Subsection NCA and Subsection NB. Service Limits
were obtained from Subsection NB for the Design Conditions, for Service Level A and B, and for the Test
Conditions. Level D service limits were obtained from Appendix F.
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The RSG structural analyses used the following load combinations.

Loading External Mechanical Pressure and Thermal
Conditions Loads(4) - Loads

Design Deadweight + Pressure + OBE(1 ) Design Pressures and Temperatures

Normal (Level A) 'Deadweight + Pressure + Thermal Pressure and Thermal

Upset (Level B) Deadweight + Pressure + Thermal Pressure and Thermal

Upset (Level B) Deadweight + Pressure + Thermal + OBE Pressure and Thermal

Faulted (Level D) Deadweight + Pressure") Pressure and Thermal

Faulted (Level D) Deadweight + Pressure + l BE) " Pressure and Thermal

Faulted (Level D) Deadweight + Pressure + DBE + Pipe Pressure and Thermal
Rupture(l (2) (3)

Test Deadweight + Pressure Pressure and Temperature
Notes:
(1) Inside the Code defined region of reinforcement, thermal pipe loads must be included in the analysis.
(2) Deadweight + Pressure + [( Pipe Rupturel-lPressuref )2 + (DBE)2 l"2.
(3) Pipe Rupture is either LOCA, Steamline Break, or Feedwater Line Break.
(4) Upper Shel Platform loadings must be included with external mechanical loads, as applicable.

Stress states due to applied loads were calculated using classical analytical methods or computer codes.
The criteria used to determine acceptable stress states were obtained from the ASME Code.

The principal computer codes used in the dynamic and static analyses of the RSGs to determine
mechanical loads, stresses, and deformations are the ANSYS and WECAN/Plus programs. These
programs are general purpose finite element structural analysis computer codes that are used in the design
and analysis of RSG components. ANSYS is a program that is available in the public domain and
WECAN/Plus is a Westinghouse developed and verified computer program that is a successor to the
WECAN (Westinghouse Electric Computer Code) computer code previously used in the design and
analysis of other NSSS components as described in Section B.3.9 of the BVPS-I UFSAR (Reference 1).

Structural analyses were performed for the following RSG components:

1. Primary Chamber, Tubesheet, Stub Barrel Complex
2. Primary Nozzles -

3. Primary Manways
4. Primary Chamber Divider Plate -

5. Tube/Tubesheet Weld
6. Tubes
7. Secondary Shell
8. Handhole
9. Inspection Port
10. Minor Shell Taps
11. Feedwater Nozzle and Thermal Sleeve
12. Secondary Manways
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13. Steam Outlet Nozzle and Elliptical Head
14. Lower Internals
15. Upper Internals
16. Feedring, Feedring Supports, and Spray Nozzle
17. Upper Shell Platform
18. Feedwater Elbow Thermal Liner

The RSG structural analyses showed that all applicable requirements of the ASME Code are satisfied for
the RSG components. The structural analyses for RSG components, including methodology, acceptance
criteria and results (maximum stress range/allowable stress range and fatigue usage factors), are
documented in the RSG ASME Code Design Report.

4.7.73 Flow Induced Vibration and Wear

Analyses were performed to evaluate the RSG tube bundle and support system (including flow
distribution baffle, tube support plates, and anti-vibration bars) for potential vibration and wear.
Consideration was given to potential sources of tube excitation including primary fluid flow within the
U-tubes, mechanically induced vibration, and secondary fluid flow on the outside of the tubes. The
effects of primary fluid flow and mechanically induced vibration are considered negligible during normal
operation. The primary source of potential tube degradation due to vibration is due to the hydrodynamic
excitation by the secondary fluid on the outside of the tubes. The three potential tube vibration
mechanisms due to hydrodynamic excitation by the secondary fluid on the outside of the tubes are vortex
shedding, turbulence, and fluidelastic vibration.

The RSG analyses showed that calculated fluidelastic stability ratios are within acceptance criteria,
displacements and bending stresses from turbulence are small, and calculated wear depths after the
40 calendar year design operating period are within available design margins for local tube wear. The
maximum calculated tube wear depth after the 40 calendar year design operating period is within the
plugging margin available for steam generator operation. The flow induced vibration and wear analyses
therefore demonstrate that the RSG will not experience unacceptable tube degradation due to tube
vibration and wear during the 40 calendar year design operating period.

The RSG flow induced vibration and wear analyses including methodology, acceptance criteria and
results, are documented in the RSG Flow Induced Vibration Analysis Report.

4.7.7.4 Tube Plugging Limits (Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 Analysis)

Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (Reference 6) describes an acceptable method for establishing the limiting
safe condition of degradation in the tubes beyond which tubes found defective by the established in-
service inspection methods shall be removed from service. This level of acceptable degradation is
referred to as the "plugging limit."

RSG analyses were performed to define the "structural limits" for an assumed uniform thinning mode of
tube degradation in both the axial and circumferential directions using the ASME Code minimum material
properties. The assumption of uniform thinning is generally regarded to result in a conservative structural
limit for all flaw types occurring in the field. The allowable tube plugging limits, in accordance with draft
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Regulatory Guide 1.121, are obtained by incorporating into the resulting structural limit a growth
allowance for continued operation until the next scheduled inspection and also an allowance for eddy
current measurement uncertainty. Calculations are performed to establish the structural limit for the
straight leg (free span) region of the tube for degradation over an unlimited axial extent and for
degradation over a limited axial extent at the tube support plate and AVB intersections.

The RSG analyses establish the tube structural limits for the straight leg (free span), tube support plate
and AVB tube locations based on the normal and accident conditions; Leakage monitoring using the
EPRI PWR Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines (Reference 7) provides a reasonable likelihood that
the plant can be shut down before a single tube postulated to be leaking would rupture under either
normal or accident conditions.

The RSG draft Regulatory Guide 1.12 1 analysis including methodology, acceptance criteria and results
are documented in'the RSG Regulatory Guide 1.121 Analysis Report.

4.7.7.5 Feedwater Inlet Distribution System

Steam generator water hammer (SGWH) has occurred, particularly in certain early pressurized water
reactor steam generator designs having feedrings equipped with bottom discharge holes and, at one time,
was considered to be an unresolved safety issue. NUREG-0918, "Prevention and Mitigation of Steam
Generator Water Hammer Events in PWR Plants" (Reference 8) documents the recommendations reached
in addressing feedwater inlet distribution system water hammer. The NUREG-09 18 recommendations for
the prevention and mitigation of SGWH include modifications to both the steam generator design and
plant operating procedures. Branch Technical Position ASB 10-2, "Design Guidelines for Avoiding Water
Hammers in Steam Generators" (Reference 9) also provides recommendations for modifications and tests
to verify that unacceptable water haimer will not occur.

The RSG feedwater inlet distribution 'system incorporates design features that prevent or mitigate water
hammer, consistent with the NRC recommendations in NUREG-0918 and ASB 10-2. The feedwater inlet
distribution system introduces feedwater into the steam generator through an elevated top discharge
feedring with spray nozzles. The feedring is welded to the feedwater inlet nozzle and incorporates a
welded thermal sleeve. The elevated feedring minimizes the time required to fill the feedring and the
potential for thermal stratification in the feedring and feedwater nozzle during low flow filling and steady
state operations. The welded feedring to feedwater nozzle connection minimizes the potential for
draining the feedring. The top discharge of the feedring, through spray nozzles, minimizes the potential'
for vapor formation in the feedring. 'The thermal sleeve in the feedwater nozzle minimizes the effect of
introducing cold feedwater, including auxiliary (emergency) feedwater, into the feedwater nozzle and
feedring. These feedwater inlet distribution system design features minimize the potential for thermal
stratification in the feedring and feedwater nozzle (including the feedwater piping elbow at the feedwater
nozzle entrance) and the potential for SGWH. Feedwater inlet distribution systems using these design
features have been proven in other operating plants to prevent or mitigate the occurrence of SGWH.

The technical evaluation of the RSG feedwater inlet distribution system with respect to NRC
recommendations for the prevention and mitigation of water hammer is documented in the RSG
Feedwater Inlet Distribution System Report.
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4.7.8 Design Evaluations

Design evaluations have been performed to assess compliance of the Model 54F RSGs with regulatory
guidance and acceptance criteria. Table 4.7-7 lists the regulatory guidance that has been considered in the
design, analysis, fabrication and testing of the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSGs. Although the BVPS-I
licensing basis does not include the Standard Review Plan, the design evaluations included consideration
of the regulatory guidance contained in Section 5.4.2, "Steam Generators," Section 5.4.2.1, "Steam.
Generator Materials" and Section 5.4.2.2, "Steam Generator Tube Inservice Inspection" of NUREG-0800,
"Standard Review Plan" (Reference 10).

The following sections provide evaluations of steam generator materials (including the selection and
fabrication of materials, design effects on materials, compatibility of tubing with the primary and
secondary coolants, and cleanup of secondary side) and steam generator tube inservice inspection
(including access, baseline inspections, and inspection program). This section also addresses the topics of
forced convection, natural circulation, nechanical and flow induced vibration, and allowable tube wall
thinning under accident conditions.

4.7.8.1 Steam Generator Materials

4.7.8.1.1 Selection and Fabrication of Materials

The RSG pressure boundary materials are selected and fabricated in accordance with the requirements of
Section III of the ASME Code. Table 4.7-3 identifies the ASME Code Sections and Code Cases used in
material selection. The types of materials for major RSG components are listed in Table 4.7-6.

Testing and operational experience (Reference 2) justify the selection of thermally treated (TT) Alloy 690
for steam generator tubes and divider plate. The interior surfaces of the reactor coolant channel head and
nozzles are weld clad with austenitic stainless steel. The primary side of the tubesheet is weld clad with
Alloy 690. The tubes are hydraulically expanded the full length of the tubesheet bore after the ends are
seal welded to the tubesheet cladding. The tube-to-tubesheet fusion welds are performed in compliance
with Sections III and IX of the ASME Code and are dye penetrant inspected and leak proof tested.

During manufacture, cleaning is performed on the primary and secondary sides of the steam generator in
accordance with written procedures which follow the guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.37, "Quality
Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of Water-Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants," (Reference ll) and ANSI Standard N45.2.1, "Cleaning of Fluid Systems and
Associated Components for Nuclear Power Plants" (Reference 12). The steam generators are shipped
from the manufacturing facility pressurized with dry nitrogen suitable for extended periods of storage.

Fracture toughness of ferritic pressure boundary materials is provided in compliance with Appendix G of
10 CFR 50 (Reference 13) and Article NB-2300 of Section III of the ASME Code.

4.7.8.1.2 Design Effects on Materials

Several features are employed to control the regions where deposits would tend to accumulate and cause
corrosion. To avoid significant crevice areas at the tubesheet, the tubes are hydraulically expanded to the
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full depth of the tubesheet bore after the tube ends are seal welded to the Alloy 690 cladding on the
primary side of the tubesheet.

Several corrosion mechanisms have been identified in operating nuclear power plant steam generators
that can result in unacceptable tube degradation. .The RSG design addresses these degradation
mechanisms and provides a design that is very resistant to tube corrosion. Provided that appropriate
water chemistry is maintained, the RSGs are designed for a cumulative operating period of 40 calendar
years. -

Tube wastage is a corrosion mechanism'that results in a general thinning of the tubing. This mechanism
was associated with phosphate chemistry. The use of all volatile treatment (AVT) water chemistry has
minimized the possibility for the occurrence of tube wastage..

Several features in the RSG minimize crevice areas and the potential for deposition of contaminants from
the secondary side flow. Such crevices and deposits could otherwise produce a local environment
allowing adverse conditions to develop and result in potential material corrosion.

Corrosion of carbon steel support plates in early model steam generators in some cases resulted in denting
of the tubes. Corrosion of the plate can reduce. the size of the drilled hole in the plate since the corrosion
product has a larger specific volume than the original steel. Continued progression of the corrosion can
lead to a tight crevice and a reduction of the tube diameter. These conditions result in a concentration of
chemicals and higher stress in the tubes. This may result in stress corrosion cracking.

The use of stainless steel support plates in the RSG precludes the denting of the tubes. The use of a
quatrefoil hole minimizes the potential for concentration of chemicals at the interface between the tube
and support plate. It provides high sweeping velocities at the tube and tube support plate intersections.
The sweeping velocities through the support plate reduce the sludge accumulation in the tube-to-tube
support crevices. This support plate design contributes to a high circulation ratio. The increased flow
from a high circulation ratio results in increased flow in the interior of the bundle,-as well as horizontal
velocity across the tubesheet, which reduces the tendency for sludge deposition.

The tubes are welded at the tube end and hydraulically expanded essentially over the full depth of the
tubesheet. Expansion of the tube provides the capability to control secondary water ingress to the tube-to-
tubesheet crevice. The transition between the expanded and unexpanded portions of the tube is a location
of residual stress. The use of a roller to effect the expansion would leave a relatively high residual stress
at the transition. The use of an explosive expansion would reduce the residual stress but there would be
less control on the vertical location of the transitions and the interference fit between the tubesheet and
the tube. Therefore, roll expansion and explosive expansion are not used for RSG tubes. The use of a
hydraulic expansion process in the RSGs produces residual stresses smaller than from other expansion
methods in the transitions. Residual stresses are minimized by tight control of the pre-expansion
clearance between the tube and tubesheet hole.' The length 'of the expansion is carefully controlled to
minimize the potential of an over-expanded condition above the tubesheet and the extent of unexpanded
tube at the top of the tubesheet. Along with measurement of the tubesheet thickness, hydraulic expansion
minimizes the crevice between the tube and tubesheet. These features minimize the potential for ODSCC
at the top of the tubesheet.
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4.7.8.13 Compatibility of Tubing with Primary and Secondary Coolants

Thermally treated (TT) Alloy 690 is used for the RSG tubes. Alloy 690 TT has been proven through both
laboratory testing and operational experience (Reference 2) to provide increased corrosion resistance
compared to mill annealed Alloy 600 with regard to PWSCC and ODSCC.

Industry corrosion tests which subjected the steam generator tubing material to simulated steam generator
water chemistry have indicated that the loss due to general corrosion over the 40-year design operating
period is small compared to the tube wall thickness. Testing to investigate the susceptibility of heat
exchanger construction materials to stress corrosion in caustic and chloride aqueous solutions has
indicated that Alloy 690 TT has excellent resistance to corrosion in severe operating water conditions and
provides as good or better corrosion resistance as either Alloy 600 or Alloy 800. Many reactor years of
successful operation have shown the same low general corrosion rates as indicated by laboratory tests.
Plants that have used Alloy 690 TT tubing in their replacement steam generators have not experienced
corrosion-induced degradation.

The all volatile treatment (AVT) secondary water chemistry control program minimizes the possibility of
the tube wall thinning phenomenon. Successful AVT operation requires maintenance of low
concentrations of impurities in the steam generator water. This reduces the potential for formation of
highly concentrated solutions in low-flow zones, which is a precursor of corrosion. By restricting the
total alkalinity in the steam generator and prohibiting extended operation with free alkalinity, the all
volatile treatment program minimizes the possibility for intergranular corrosion in localized areas due to
excessive levels of free caustic.

Laboratory testing shows that Alloy 690 TI tubing is compatible with the AVT environment. Isothermal
corrosion testing in high-purity water shows that Alloy 690 TT exhibiting normal microstructure tested at
normal engineering stress levels is not susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking in extended
exposure to high-temperature water. These tests also show that no general type corrosion occurred. Field
experience with Alloy 690 Tr tubing in operation since 1989 has been excellent.

Model boiler tests evaluate similar AVT chemistry guidelines adopted by Westinghouse and EPRI.
Conformance to the guidelines enhances tube life when operation with contaminant ingress is limited.
Extensive operating data has been accumulated for all volatile treatment water chemistry.

A comprehensive program of steam generator inspections, including the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.83, "Inservice Inspection of Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generator Tubes," (Reference 14)
provides for detection of any degradation that might occur in the steam generator tubing.

High margins against primary water stress corrosion cracking exist with the specification of Alloy 690 TT
tubing. Alloy 690 is resistant to primary water stress corrosion cracking over the range of anticipated
operating environments. The tubing is thermally treated according to a laboratory-derived treatment
process and is generally consistent with industry-accepted and EPRI procedures.

The tube support plates in the RSG are fabricated of Type 405 stainless steel. Laboratory tests show that
this material is resistant to corrosion in the AVT environment. If corrosion of ferritic stainless steel were
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to occur because of the concentration of contaminants, the volume of the corrosion products'is essentially
equivalent to the volume of the parent material consumed.

4.7.8.1.4 Cleanup of Secondary Side

During steam generator shutdown, inspection results may indicate the need for secondary side cleaning.
Sludge lancing may be performed by inserting a hydraulic jet through access openings (handholes) to'
loosen sludge deposits. The hydraulic water jet impinges at the tubesheet secondary side surface at high
velocity causing the material to loosen and accumulate on the top of the tubesheet. These depositions are
then removed utilizing a suction pump.

Access is available to perform sludge lancing utilizing the four 6-inch handholes located just above the
tubesheet surface. Lancing is performed by inserting the hydraulic jet into each of two handholes for
traversing the tube lane and the periphery of the tube bundle just above the'tubesheet surface. The other
two hand holes located 90 degrees apart are used to clean the areas which are located farthest from the
tube lane. This method, when used in conjunction with an AVT secondary water chemistry control
program during normal operation, provides cleaning of the secondary side surface areas near the'
tubesheet.

4.7.8.2 Steam Generator Inservice Inspections

4.7.8.2.1 Access

The steam generator contains design features that provide access for inservice inspection and replacement
or repair of Class I and 2 components, including the plugging of individual tubes. 'This allows for
implementation of Section XI of the ASME Code, "Rules for Inspection and Testing of Light Water'
Coolant Plants," (Reference 15) and Regulatory Guide 1.83, "Inservice Inspection of Pressurized Water
Reactor Steam Generator Tubes," (Reference 14). Access openings are provided to: 1) inspect, repair, or'
replace components; 2) detect, locate and plug tubes with a wall defect, and 3) perform volumetric
inspections on Safety Class I welds on the primary side.' These openings include four manways (two for
access to both sides of the primary (reactor coolant) channel head, and two for inspection and -

maintenance of the secondary side upper internals), four 6-inch handholes located just above the
tubesheet surface,- two 6-inch handholes located above the flow distribution baffle, and two 4-inch
inspection ports located above the top tube support plate in the U-bend region. Insulation can be removed
as necessary to provide the required access.

4.7.82.2 Baseline Inspection

All tubes in each steam generator will be given a baseline volumetric examination prior to service using
eddy current techniques and equipment in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.83.

The vessel welds, attachments, and bolting will be examined as required by ASME Section Xl after the
completion of the pressure tests required by ASME Section III. Examination'results will be retained for
comparison to future inservice inspection data.
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4.7.8.2.3 Inspection Program

4.7.8.2.3.1 Number of Steam Generators to be Inspected

The number of steam generators to be inspected will be in accordance with the Technical Specifications.
During the first examination of steam generator tubing performed after installation, the tubes in two steam
generators will be examined. The tubes in the remaining steam generator will be examined during the
following inspection.

After the second inservice inspection, all steam generators will have been examined once. Further
inspections may be limited to any one steam generator on a rotating schedule if the results of the first or
previous inspections indicate that all steam generators are performing in a like manner. Note that under.
some circumstances, the operating conditions in one or more specific steam generators may be found to
be more severe than those in the other steam generators. Under such circumstances, the sample sequence
will be modified to inspect the steam generator with the most severe conditions.

4.7.8.2.3.2 Steam Generator Tube Inspection Procedure

During each inservice inspection period, the minimum number of tubes per generator to be inspected will
be in accordance with the Technical Specifications. Results will be categorized and corrective actions
taken, in accordance with the Technical Specifications.

4.7.8.2.3.3 Steam Generator Vessel Inspection Procedure

During each inservice inspection period, examinations and repairs (as applicable) will be performed as
required by ASME Section XI.

4.7.8.2.3.4 Inspection Frequency of Tubes and Vessels

Inspections of steam generator tubes will be performed at the frequencies specified in the Technical
Specifications.

Inservice inspections of the steam generator vessel will be performed in accordance with the frequency
specified in the UFSAR.

4.7.8.23.5 Reports of Inservice Inspection

Inservice inspection reports of steam generator tubes will be provided to the NRC in accordance with the
Technical Specifications.

4.7.8 3 Forced Convection

The effective steam generator heat transfer coefficient is determined by the physical characteristics of the
steam generator and the fluid conditions in the primary and secondary systems for the normal full power
design case. It includes a conservative allowance for fouling and uncertainty. Adequate heat transfer area
is provided so that the full design heat transfer rate is achieved.
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4.7.8.4 Natural Circulation Flow

The driving head created by the change in reactor coolant density as it is heated in the core and rises to
the reactor vessel outlet nozzle initiates convection circulation. This circulation is enhanced by the fact
that the steam generators, which provide a heat sink, are at a higher elevation than the reactor core which
is the heat source. Thus, natural circulation is available for the removal of core decay heat during
shutdown operations in the unlikely event of loss of forced circulation.

4.7.8.5 Mechanical and Flow Induced Vibration

Potential sources of tube excitation are considered,'including primary fluid flow within the U-tubes,
mechanically induced vibration, and secondary fluid flow on the outside of the U-tubes.' The effects of
primary fluid flow and mechanically induced vibration, including those developed by the reactor coolant'
pump, are acceptable during normal operation. The primary source of potential tube degradation due to
vibration is the hydrodynamic excitation of the tubes by the secondary fluid. This area has been
emphasized in both analyses and tests, including evaluation of steam generator operating experience.

Three potential tube vibration mechanisms related to hydrodynamic excitation of the tubes have been
identified and evaluated. These include potential flow-induced vibrations resulting from vortex shedding,

'turbulence, and fluidelastic vibration mechanisms.

Non-uniform, two-phase turbulent flow exists throughout most of the tube bundle. Therefore, vortex
shedding is possible only for the outer few rows of the inlet region. Moderate tube response caused by
vortex shedding is observed in some carefully controlled laboratory tests on idealized tube arrays:
However, no evidence of tube response caused by vortex shedding is observed in steam generator scale
model tests simulating the inlet region. Bounding calculations consistent with laboratory test parameters
confirmed that vibration amplitudes would be acceptably small, even if the carefully controlled laboratory
conditions were unexpectedly reproduced in the RSG.

Flow-induced vibrations due to flow turbulence are also small; root mean square amplitudes are less than
allowances used in tube sizing. These vibrations cause stresses that are significantly below fatigue limits
for the tubing material. Therefore, neither unacceptable tube wear nor fatigue degradation due to
secondary flow turbulence is anticipated.

Fluidelastic tube vibration is potentially more 'significant than either vortex shedding or turbulence
because it is a self-excited mechanism. Relatively large tube amplitudes can feed back proportionally
large tube driving forces if an instability threshold is exceeded. Tube support spacing in both the tube
support plates and the anti-vibration bars in the U-bend region provides tube response frequencies such
that the instability threshold is not exceeded for secondary fluid flow conditions for tubes effectively
supported. This approach provides large margins against initiation of fluidelastic vibration for tubes'
effectively supported by the tube support system.-

The RSG includes a number of features that minimize the potential for tube wear at tube supports and
anti-vibration bars. Provisions to minimize-the potential for wear include the spacing behveen the tube
supports, the configuration of the broached hole through the tube support plate, the surface finish of the
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broached hole in the tube support plate, the clearance between the tube and the hole in the tube support
plate, tube support plate material selection, and the configuration of the anti-vibration bar assemblies.

As outlined, analyses and tests demonstrate that unacceptable tube degradation resulting from tube
vibration is not expected for the RSGs. Operating experience with steam generators having the same size
tubes and similar flow conditions supports this conclusion.

4.7.8.6 Allowable Tube Wall Thinning Under Accident Conditions

The tubes and the inservice inspection plan for the RSGs are in conformance with the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.83 and the ASME Code, Section XI. Regulatory Guide 1.83 provides guidance on
the sample size and the inspection interval. The ASME Code, Section XI establishes 40% as the default
plugging limit.

The steam generator tubes, existing originally at their minimum wall thickness and reduced by a
conservative general corrosion and erosion loss, provide an adequate safety margin (sufficient wall
thickness) in addition to the minimum required wall thickness so that the maximum stress does not
exceed the allowable stress limit, as defined by the ASME Code, Section III.

In addition to the analysis required by the ASME Code, an analysis is also performed to establish the
minimum wall thickness of the tubes using the guidance of draft Regulatory Guide 1.121.

The draft Regulatory Guide 1.12 1 analysis is performed for the full range of normal operating conditions
(including startup, operation in the power range, hot standby, and cool down and all anticipated transients
included in the design specification) and design basis accidents. The pressure loads corresponding to full
power operation are bounding relative to allowable tube degradation. The allowable degradation depth
and the through-wall allowance for growth and NDE uncertainty are determined to satisfy the 40% tube
plugging limit.

The draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 analysis includes an assessment of the loads that result from postulated
accident conditions, including a design basis earthquake (DBE) in combination with a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) break or a steam line break (SLB).

For the DBE plus LOCA analysis of dynamic loadings, the MULTIFLEX (3) computer code
(Reference 16) is used to generate the dynamic response (i.e., pressure time histories) due to a LOCA pipe
break. The ANSYS computer code is used to calculate the structural response of the tubes to the LOCA
pressure time history. The Westinghouse WECAN/Plus computer code is used for the structural analysis
of the DBE loading. MULTIFLEX and WECAN/Plus are Westinghouse-developed proprietary computer
codes. WECAN/Plus is a successor to the WECAN (Westinghouse Electric Computer Analysis)
computer code that has been used extensively by Westinghouse in the design analyses of NSSS Seismic
Category I components designated as ASME Code Class 1, 2 or 3. The WECAN computer code is
described in Section B.3.9 of the BVPS-I UFSAR (Reference 1). The ANSYS computer code is a
general purpose finite element structural analysis computer code that is available in the public domain for
use in performing analysis of structures to various types of applied loadings, including the dynamic
response of structures.
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For the postulated SLB accident, the predominant primary tube stresses result from the primary to
secondary side through-wall pressure gradient. The peak differential pressures for this event are obtained
-from the results'of a transient blowdown analysis that is based on a full double-ended rupture of the main
steam line where the secondary side of the' faulted steam generator blows down to the ambient pressure.

The analysis of the tubes for combined DBE plus SLB loads 'considers the combined effects of the
applicable'seismic and steam line break loads.

4.7.9 Quality Assurance

The overall quality of RSG design and construction is controlled by the RSG Quality Assurance Program,
which is in compliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, "Quality Assurance Criteria 'for Nuclear Power
Plants and Fuel Reprocessing Plants" (Reference 17). For all pressure boundary components, the Quality
Assurance Program is also in compliance with Section III of the ASME Code (Reference 5) and ASME
NQA-I (Reference 18). Quality assurance records are maintained in accordance with the guidelines in
10 CFR 50,'Appendix B.

4.7.9.1 Nondestructive Examination Tests'

The Quality Assurance Program includes nondestructive examination (NDE) tests that are performed to
control the quality of the RSGs during fabrication. All NDE tests including acceptance standards are in
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, Section V (Reference 19), and
Section XI, as applicable. 'NDE examinations include radiographic (RT), liquid (dye) penetrant (PT),
magnetic particle (MT),'ultrasonic (UlT), and eddy current (ET) tests.

Table 4.7-8 summarizes the type of NDE performed for the various RSG components.

4.7.9.2 Functional Tests

The Quality Assurance Program includes functional tests. The functional tests include shop hydrostatic
pressure tests of all RSG tubes after bending and shop hydrostatic pressure tests of all RSGs after'
assembly. The hydrostatic pressure tests are perfdrmed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME
Code, Section III.

In addition'to hydrostatic pressure tests, helium gas leak tests of the tube-to-tubesheet welds are
performed prior to the shop hydrostatic pressure tests.'

4.7.93 Visual and Dimensional Examination

Following assembly, 'the RSG and its parts (including welds) are subjected to visual and dimensional
examination per ASME Section V to confirm compliance with applicable requirements of design
drawings and specifications.
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4.7.9.4 Preservice Inspection I

Upon completion of the ASME III hydrostatic pressure tests and prior to shipment of the RSG assemblies,
baseline preservice inspections (PSI) are performed for RSG welds and tubing.

Baseline volumetric ultrasonic and surface examinations are performed on RSG welds requiring inservice
inspection (ISI). This PSI of welds is performed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code,
Section XI.

Baseline eddy current tests are performed for RSG tubing over the entire length (tube end to tube end) of
each tube in each RSG. The PSI eddy current testing is performed in accordance with Section XI of the
ASME Code and the EPRI PWR Steam Generator Examination Guidelines, Revision 5 (Reference 20).

4.7.10 Conclusions

The RSG design and analyses meet or exceed the regulatory requirements and the codes and standards in
effect at the time of the original plant construction. The RSGs are designed and fabricated to more recent
editions of the ASME Code and related codes and standards. This is consistent with accepted practice for
the design of new systems and/or major modifications to existing systems, which is to design the
replacement components to the latest edition of the applicable codes and standards.

The RSGs are designed, analyzed and fabricated to the quality requirements of 10 CFR Part 50
Appendix B (Reference 17) and applicable industry codes and standards are met. The RSG key design
features are developed such that the appropriate design technical requirements are met. Lessons learned
from the design and operation of the BVPS-1 OSGs as well as other original and replacement steam
generators were incorporated into the design of the BVPS-I RSGs, including enhanced tube support plate
design to minimize the entrapment of corrosive materials, tubing composition and fabrication controls to
minimize susceptibility to corrosion (including stress corrosion cracking, intergranular corrosion, and
wastage), and tube-to-tubesheet expansion process to minimize residual stress and the crevice between the
tube and tubesheet. Analyses have been performed in the analytical areas of thermal-hydraulic
performance, structural integrity, flow induced vibration and wear, tube plugging limits, and feedwater
inlet distribution system to show that acceptance criteria are satisfied. Evaluations have been performed
in the areas of steam generator materials, inservice inspection, forced convection, natural circulation,
mechanical and flow induced vibration, and allowable tube wall thinning under accident conditions to
show that acceptance criteria are satisfied. These analyses and evaluations show that the BVPS-I RSGs
satisfy applicable licensing requirements and acceptance criteria and that they are acceptable replacement
components for the BVPS-I OSGs.
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- Table 4.7-1
- BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator Design Datas'-

Model 51 OSG 2 )|
Model 54F RSG 2660 MWt

Parameter i 2910 MWt (Original Design)

Number of Steam Generators 3 3

Design Pressure, reactor coolant/steam, psig 2,485/1,085 2,485/1,085

Reactor Coolant Hydrostatic Test Pressure 3,107 3,107
(tube side-cold), psig --

Design Temperature, reactor coolant/steam, 'F - 650/600 650/600

Reactor Coolant Flow, 106 lb/hr 33.7 to 33.1(5 33.6

Total Heat Transfer Surface Area, ft2  54,500 51,500

Heat Transferred, 106 Btu/hr 3,310 3,030

Steam Conditions at Full-Load, outlet nozzle:

Steam flow, 106 lb/hr 4.00 to 4 .3 4(4X') 3.85

Steam temperature, 'F 490.2 to 515 gt4xs) 516.8

Steam pressure, psig 623 to 7g3 (4xs) 790

Maximum moisture carryover, wt % - 0.10 0.25

Feedwater temperature, OF 400 to 455() 436.9

Overall Height, fl-in. 67-9 67-8

Shell

Upper Shell Outer Diameter (OD), in. 176.92 175.75

Lower Shell Outer Diameter (OD), in. 135.5 135

Number of U-tubes 3,592 3,388

U-tube Outer Diameter, in. 0.875 0.875

Tube Wall Thickness, (nominal), in. 0.050 0.045(t)

Manways

Number 4 4

Inside Diameter, in. 16 16

Handholes

Number 6 (Handholes) 2
2 (Inspection Ports)

Inside Diameter, in. 6 (Handholes) 6
4 (Inspection Ports)
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Table 4.7-1(continued)
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator Design Data(')

Model 51 OSGt )
Model 54F RSG 2660 NIWt

Parameter 2910 NMWt(Original Design)

Reactor Coolant Water Volume (Rated Load/No Load), ft3  956 to 1,136/1,136() 1,080/1,080

Primary Side Fluid Heat Content (Rated Load/No Load), 24.69 to 29.66/29.06() 28.23/27.63
106 Btu

Secondary Side Water Volume (Rated Load/No Load), ft3  1,836 to 2,083/3,419(,) 2,080/3,350

Secondary Side Steam Volume (Rated Load/No Load), f3  3,797 to 3,550/2,214() 3,788/2,518

Secondary Side Fluid Heat Content (Rated Load/No 49.52 to 57.40/92.17() 58.59/91.48
Load), I0' Btu

Notes:
(I) Quantities are for each steam generator.

(2) Model51 OSG design data are from BVPS-I UFSAR Table 4.1-5.
(3) Tube wall thickness (minimum) is equal to 0.045 inch.
(4) Steam conditions are limited to minimums of 700psia and 503.10 F. Foranalysispurposes, maximum steam conditions

are 831 psia, 522.60 F and 4.347 x 10' lb/hr.
(5) Design data for Full Load (Rated Load) operation is provided for design ranges for reactor vessel average temperature

(566.2° to 580.00F), feedwater temperature (4000 to 4550F), and steam generator tube plugging level (0% to 22%).
Design data for No Load operation is provided for 0% steam generator tube plugging level.
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Table 4.7-2
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator Key Design Features

Model 51 OSG
Model 54F RSG 2660 MWt

- Parameter 2910 1M1Vt (Original Design)

SG Overall Dimensions (ileights and Distances) . -- -

Height from top of tubesheet to lower wide range level taps, in. 11.8) - 12.0

Height from top of tubesheet to lower narrow range level taps, in. 374.8 443.0

Height from top of tubesheet to upper wide range/narrow range 586.80' 587.0
level taps, in.

Height from top of tubesheet to nominal indicated water level 513.0 505.9
(NWL), in.

Height from top oftubesheet to top of tube bundle, in.- 417.5 417.0

Overall height, in. 813 -812

SG Primary Side Inlet and Outlet Plenums

Thickness of tubesheet (including clad), in (6- 21.43 21.1875

Primarysidetotal volume at 0% SGTP (ambient), ft3  1136 1081

Primary side thermal design flow, gpm 87,200 88,500

Primary side delta-P at 0% SGTP and thermal design flow, psi 25.62 to 26.03() - 30.460)

SG Tube and Tube Bundle

Straight length of tubes without tubesheet thickness 353.57/357.57 356.75
(shortest/longest), in.( - -

Largest tube radius, in. 59.49 59.84

Smallest tube radius, in. 3.14 2.19

Tube outer diameter (nominal), in. 0.875 0.875

Tube wall thickness (nominal), in. 0.050 0.050

Number of tubes 3,592 3,388

Total heat transfer area (secondary side), ft2  54,500 51,500

Tube material Alloy 690 rT(') Alloy 600 MA(2 )

Tube pitch, in. . 1.225 1.281

Tube pitch arrangement . Square Square

Tube volume, average of one tube, ft3 0.2287 0.2253

Tube hole configuration (tube support plates/flow distribution Quatrefoil/Octafoil Round/-
baffle) -

Number of tube support plates/flow distribution baffles 7/1 7/-

Tube support plates/flow distribution baffle material 405 SS(3) Carbon Steel
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Table 4.7-2 (continued)
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator Key Design Features

Model 51 OSG
Model 54F RSG 2660 INWt

Parameter 2910 M (Original Design)

Number of U-bend AVBs 3 Sets 2 Sets

U-bend AVB material 405 SS(') Alloy (Inconel) 600

Primary flow area (0% SGTP), ft2  11.767 10.956

SG Secondary Side Assembly

Wrapper inner diameter, in. 123.50 123.50

Wrapper opening height, in. 14.0 14.0

Lower shell inner diameter, in. 129.38 129.38

Upper shell inner diameter, in. 168.50 168.50

Lower shell outer diameter, in. 135.5 135.0

Upper shell outer diameter, in. 176.92 175.75

Secondary side total volume, ft3  5633 5726

Primary separator design Centrifugal/w Low Centrifugal
Pressure Drop

Number of primary separators 16 3

Diameter of primary separators (ID), in. 19.5 56

Swirl vane angle, degrees 30 37

Secondary separator design Single Tier Two Tier
. (6 Banks) (8 Banks)

Secondary separator face area, ft2 . 215 179

Steam nozzle venturi flow limiter flow area, ft2  1.388 4.6(4)

Steam nozzle venturi flow limiter hydraulic diameter, in. 6.03 N/A(4)

Number of steam nozzle venturi flow limiters 7N/A(4)

Secondary side circulation ratio at full-load 3.3 to 3.6 5.0

Secondary side delta-P at full-load (from inlet of feedwater nozzle 19.5 to 25.4 23.4
to outlet of steam nozzle), psi

SC Weight and Center of Gravity (CG) l

Total dry weight, without platform, lb 718,000 1 15,000 660,250

Total operating weight (full power), without platform, lb. 878,000 4 20,000 808,160

Total flooded weight (with 70'F water), without platform, lb 1,141,000 1 22,000 1,075,090

Dry CG (elevation measured from vessel support pad datum 362 ± 4 289.5()
plane), in.
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Table 4.7-2 (continued)
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator Key Design Features

.Model 51 OSG
Model 54F RSG 2660 MWt

Parameter 2910 MWt (Original Design)

Operating (full power) CG (elevation measured from vessel support 354 A 4 283.6(S)
pad datum plane), in.

Flooded (70"F water) CG (elevation measured from vessel support 389 L 4 322.2(S)
pad datum plane), in.

Notes:

(I) The RSG upper wide range/upper narrow range level taps and the RSG lower wide range level taps are located at the
same plant elevation as the OSG but differ by 0.2 inch due to changes in the distance from the support pads to the top of
the tubesheet between RSGs and OSGs.

(2) TT- Thermally Treated, MA- Mill Annealed

(3) SS - Stainless Steel

(4) The OSG steam nozzle does not include venturi flow limiters to limit flow area.

(5) Primary side delta-P for OSG based on original thermal design flow (TDF) of 88,500 gpm/loop and primary side delta-P
for RSG based on TDF of 87,200 gpm/loop.

(6) Includes 0.25 in. cladding thickness.

(7) Smallest radius tube/largest radius tube.

(8) The OSG CG elevation is measured from the top of the tubesheet.
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Table 4.7-3
BVPS-I Replacement Steam Generator ASME Code Section Requirements

I. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section II, "Material Specifications,' 1989 Edition,
No Addenda.

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section 1I. "Rules for Construction of Nuclear Division I
Power Plant Components," 1989 Edition, No Addenda.

Code Case N-20-3, "SB-163, Nickel-Chromium-Iron Tubing (Alloy 600 and 690) and
Nickel-Chromium-Iron Alloy 800 at a Specified Minimum Yield Strength of 40.0 ksi and Cold Worked
Allow 800 at a Minimum Yield Strength of 47.0 ksi, Section 111, Division 1, Class '."

Code Case N-71-16, "Additional Materials for Subsection NF Component Supports Fabricated by
Welding:'

Code Case N-41 1-1, "Alternative Damping Values for Response Spectra Analysis of Class 1, 2 and 3
Piping" (See BVPS UFSAR for requirements on use of N-41 1).

Code Case N-474-2, "Design Stress Intensities and Yield Strength Values for UNS N06690 with
Minimum Yield Strength of 35 ksi."

Appendix XXIII, "Qualification and Duties of Specialized Professional Engineers," 1995, 1996
Addenda.

NCA-3250, "Provision of Design Specifications," 1989 Edition, No Addenda.()

3. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section V "Nondestructive Examination," 1989 Edition, No
Addenda.

4. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section IX, "Welding and Brazing Qualifications, 'Latest

Code Case 2142-1, "F Number Grouping for Ni-Cr-Fe Classification UNS N06052 Filler Metal.":3)

Code Case 2143-1, "F Number Group for Ni-Cr-Fe Classification UNS W86152 Weld Electrode."(3)

5. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. Section XI "Rules for Inservice Inspection of Nuclear Power
Plant Components," 1989 Edition, No Addenda.

Code Case N-401-1, "Eddy Current Examination."

Notes:
(I) Use of 1989 Edition reflects applicable construction code year. The design specification meets the requirements up to the

2001 Edition, including the 2002 Addenda.

(2) Latest ASME issued.

(3) Code Case 2142-1 and Code Case 2143-1 have been incorporated into ASME Section 11, Part C and ASME Section IX,
1998 Edition, 1999 Addenda. These welding consumables will be procured to ASME Section 11, Part C, 2001 Edition.
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ITable 4.7-4
BVPS-I Replacement Steam Generator NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters

THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Case I Cai'e 2 Case 3 Case 4-

NSSS Power % 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4
MWt 2910 2910 2910 2910
106 Btu/hr .9929 I 9929 . 9929 9929

Reactor Power M1Vt 2900 2900 2900 2900
106 Btufhr 9895 9895 9895 9895

T1hermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200 87,200 87,200
Reactor 10

6 lb/hr 101.1 10. . 99.3 99.3

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, 0F
Core Outlet 608.6 608.6 -621.4 621.4
Vessel Outlet 603.9 603.9 617.0 617.0
Core Average 570.6 570.6 -- 584.6 584.6
Vessel Average 566.2 566.2 580.0 580.0
VesscllCore Inlet 528.5('" 528.5(i) 543.1 543.1
Steam Generator Outlet 528.2 528.2 542.8 542.8

Steam Generator .-

Steam Temperature, IF .005492(2) 151 8 .35.

Steam Pressure, sa- 684(2) 623(2) 783(') 716.
Steam Flow, 10 lb/hr total -12.02112.97 12.01(12.95 l12.06113.01(') 12.03/12.98
Feed Temperature, 'F 400/455 400/455 400/455 400/455
Moisture, % max. 0.10 0.l0. 0.10 0.10
Tube Plugging Level (%) 220. 0 22(4

Zero Load Temperature, O~547 547 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMIETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm ]101,400
Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total -~266,800

Notes:

(1) Vessel inlet temperature is limited to aminimum of5308F due to reactor vessel embrittlement considerations.

(2) Steam conditions areclimited to minimums of 700psia and 503.10F due to component desgn transient considerations.

(3) For analysis purposes, maximum steam conditions are 831 psia, 522.60F and 13.04 x 106 1b/ht

(4) Steam generator tube plugging is limited tol10% due to Small]Break LOCA Analysis.
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Table 4.7-5
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator NSSS Design Transients

Number of Occurrences
Model 51 OSGC1"

Model 54F RSG 2660 NIWt
Condition 2910 NIWt (Original Design)

NORMAL CONDITIONS _

Heatup and Cooldown at 100 0F/hr 200 (each) 200 (each)

Unit Loading and Unloading at 5 Percent of Full Power/min 18,300 (each) 18,300 (each)

Step Load Increase and Decrease of 10 Percent of Full Power 2,000 (each) 2,000 (each)

Large Step Load Decrease 200 200

Steady State Fluctuations Infinite Infinite

Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby(2) 18,300 18,300(12)

UPSET CONDITIONS _ _

Loss of Load, without immediate turbine or reactor trip 80 80

Loss of Power (blackout with natural circulation in the RCS) 40 40

Loss of Flow (partial loss of flow one pump only) 80 80

Reactor Trip from Full Power 400 400

RCS Cold Overpressurization(3 ) .0o) N/A

Operational Basis Earthquake (20 earthquakes of 20 cycles each) 400 400

FAULTED CONDITIONS _ _

Main Reactor Coolant Pipe Break I I

Steam Pipe Break I 1

Steam Generator Tube Rupture I (Included in upset I (Included in upset
condition item 4 condition item 4

above, Reactor Trip above, Reactor Trip
from Full Power) from Full Power)

Design Basis Earthquake I

TEST CONDITIONS

Turbine Roll Test 10 10

Hydrostatic Test Conditions
a. Primary Side 5 5
b. Secondary Side 5 5
c. Primary Side Leak Test 50 50

Notes:

(I) Design Transient infonmation is from BVPS-I UFSARTabIe 4.1-10.

(2) The Feedwater Cycling/Hot Standby design transient is not shown in BVPS-l UFSAR Table 4.1-10 but was included for
original steam generator design.

(3) The RCS Cold Overpressurization design transient is not shown in BVPS-I UFSAR Table 4.1-10 but is included for
replacement steam generator design.
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Table 4.7-6
BVPS-1 Replacement Steamn Generator Materials of Construction

Model 51 OSG(')
Component Section Model 54F RSG (Original Design)

Pressure Plates N/A(2) ASTM A-533
Grade A Class I

Pressure Forgings SA-508 Class 3 or ASTM A-508
SA-508 Class 3a Class 2

Cladding for Heads, Stainless Type 309L or 308L Type 309 or 308L

Cladding for Tubesheets Alloy 690 welding Alloy (Inconel) 600
consumables welding consumables

Tubes . Alloy 690 T1' Alloy (Inconel) 600

Channel Head Castings N.A-2) ASTM A-216
Grade WCC

Notes:

(I) Materials of Construction information is from BVPS-1 UFSAR Table 4.2-1 (Deleted).

(2) Pressure Forgings are used for the RSG Secondary Shell and Primary Channel Head pressure boundary components.

(3) TT-ThernallyTreated..-
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Table 4.7-7
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Requirements

Code of Federal Regulations

1. 10 CFR 20, Standards for Protection Against Radiation

2. 10 CFR 21, Reports of Defects and Noncompliance

3. 10 CFR 26, Fitness for Duty for Nuclear Power Plants

4. 10 CFR 50, Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities

5. 10 CFR 100, Reactor Site Criteria

Regulatory Guides (RG)

I. RG 1.29, Seismic Design Classification, 1978.

2. RG 1.31, Control of Ferrite Content in Stainless Steel Weld Metal, 1978.

3. RG 1.37, Quality Assurance Requirements for Cleaning of Fluid Systems and Associated Components of
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, 1973.

4. RG 1.38, Quality Assurance Requirements for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage and Handling of
Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants, 1977.

5. RG 1.43, Control of Stainless Steel Weld Cladding of Low Alloy Steels, 1973.

6. RG 1.44, Control of the Use of Sensitized Stainless Steel, 1973.

7. RG 1.50, Control of Preheat Temperature for Welding of Low Alloy Steel, 1973.

8. RG 1.54, QA Requirements for Protective Coatings Applied to Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants,
1973.

9. RG 1.60, Design Response Spectra for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants, 1973.

10. RG 1.61, Damping Values for Seismic Design of Nuclear Power Plants, 1973.

II. RG 1.71, Welders Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility, 1973.

12. RG 1.83, Inservice Inspection of Pressurized Water Reactor Steam Generator Tubes, 1975.

13. RG 1.84, Design and Fabrication Code Case Acceptability ASME Code Section III, Division 1, 1999.

14. RG 1.85, Materials Code Case AcceptabilityASME Code Section III, Division 1,1999.

15. RG 1.92, Combining Modal Responses and Spatial Components in Seismic Response Analysis, 1976.

16. RG 1.121, Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator Tubes (Issued in Draft form), 1976.

17. RG 1.147, Inservice Inspection Code Case Acceptability - ASME Code Section XI, Division 1, 1999.

18. RG 8.8, Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposure at Nuclear Power
Stations Will Be As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA), 1982.

19. RG 8. 10, Operating Philosophy for Maintaining Occupational Radiation Exposures as Low as is
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA), 1977.
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Table 4.7-7 (continued)
-BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator

[ - U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Requirements

Branch Technical Positions (BTP)

|1. BTP ASB 10.2, Design Guidelines for Avoiding Water Hammer in Steam Generators, 1984.

NUREGs

1. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan, 1981.

2. - - NUREG-0918, Prevention and Mitigation of Steam Generator Water Hammer Events in PWR
Plants, 1982.
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Table 4.7-8
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator NDE Test Requirements

RSG Component RT ( UT ' PT NIT (l) ET (

Tubesheet

Forging - Yes _ Yes

Cladding - Yes (2) Yes _

Channel Head

Forging - Yes Yes _

Cladding - Yes Yes _

Secondary Shell and Head .

Forgings - Yes Yes _

Tubes - Yes Yes

Nozzle (forgings) - Yes _ Yes =

Safe Ends - Yes Yes _ _

Weldments

Shell, Circumferential Yes . Yes _

Cladding (channel head - tubesheet joint) _ Yes Yes _ _

Feedwater Nozzle to Shell Yes Yes _

Support Brackets . . Yes _

Tube to Tubesheet 3  - Yes _

Instrument Connections (primary and - _ _ Yes
secondary)

Temporary Attachments After Removal - Yes

After Hydrostatic Test (all welds and major - _ _ Yes _
base metal repairs - where applicable)

Safe Ends to Nozzle Buttering Yes Yes _

Notes:
(1) RT- Radiographic, UT- Ultrasonic, PT- Liquid (Dye) Penetrant, MT- Magnetic Particle, ET- Eddy Current.

(2) All surfaces for bond and flat surfaces also for defects.

(3) Helium LeakTest.
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* Figure 4.7-1
BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generator
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LAR 320 Enclosure 4

The following tables are offered as a reviewer's aid for Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS) Unit No. I LAR 320, Replacement Steam Generators (RSG).

Table I lists all the changes submitted in the Extended Power Uprate (EPU) LAR (302) for BVPS Unit No. I and identifies the Technical Specification changes
included in the RSG LAR.

Table 2 lists all the Licensing Report Section submitted in the EPU LAR and identities those needed to support the Technical Specification changes included in
the RSG LAR.

A brief discussion of the reason for the exclusion or inclusion of the Technical Specification change and Licensing Report Section is also provided.

-1.,T ' 5h n ; Table- 1TecllncilSpecifi stionsRequ ired RSI R3 * ;
.Ad. 'Teh Spe'.' ~ n'il.~-C-.~ ,Shoe~ ; Reasons ror Inicludlng/Not Including- ,'~

~ ~ y'~ ~ ,>:§'~. ~-<~~ -'- ~ Rqu"d ro~ ~ TS Cha in igesRSG Ut.AR .
~TS C

I License page 3 item 2.C(I) Maximum Power Level No Increase in powver level not required/current TS more
_____._. limiting

2 License page 3 - Item 2.C(2) Technical Specifications No Administrative change (deletion of Amendment Number)
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ __ __._ _ not required

3 1.0 DEFINITIONS - 1.3 RATED THERMAL POWER . No Increase in power level not required/current TS more
_ . -. . . limiting

i< 4.~-.t 2.1. 1 ...... l;jt.i~--? .... rSAFEIYLIMTS -REACTOR C0REB-4 <~y :~ St e~ a j.! Y -i Yes -:&~ IWR 2M Yoreltoruie WoEP BnlssV~
5 3. 1.2.8 REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK~ (RWST) No Increase in RWST temperature not required/current TS

_______. .___.___. more limiting

6 3.3.1.1I REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION No. Administrative change (deletion of TS) not requiredlcurrent
(Tables 3.3-I and 4.3-I1 FUNCTIONAL UNIT 4[sl] Power Range. Neutron Flux High TS more limiting

___________________. _ Negative Rate Trip)____________________________

- :.7... i33.3i3. .....vJ r . 'RREAAOgRP.YSTRINSR MNTAIONiN4xTRU .:;';. AT.I -N: .......... Yes.................................... a- -- c- Tqund Teuatoncangsreure~or :
(RGs;:.TZ >>i55;'x^ *.(TabIe3.3.t.FUNCTOveNmrtuNre vSer w neaoraer~ ee Lo;w ;. '~ .- '.;..i, ~

%7:2.

9 3.3.1 .1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTElS .'NSTRUMENTATION No Administrative change not required
_______. f_________ Table Notation-Action 8) . ._______________________

10 3.3.2.I ENGINEiERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATiON SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION . No .Administrative change not required
__________ (Table 33.3-3 Footnote to Steamline Pressure - Low) - ______ .______________________

-S-. I--11# 3:3.2.1 / ..S; ;-i> ENGINEERED SAFET FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION~ - ;;Ye~s .- :SOlevel setpoint changes required for RSG:: ; ................... :

(RSTS)SG R

s 7( a... Stea Generator Wa>f~e Lb~L~ h~5 -. ig ,d' . .C:2:iw. ..............................

I Licns 3 3:1!p-;f REACTORCOOLA TSYSTEMaSHm PUe OLN(SR44 vl3N3)o.--.-.. - : ~ V -Yes g SG levelsurve irenuecchang ureqire ToreSS--
__ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ , . >.1- ' S j -- i-- 3<fi 8:..,, ..... . l 2-t. '"<;. . ms '.' *.*v- ' '.- -t ;;
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LAR 320 Enclosure 4

(.

11 - j�.��; - , _',
-7 . �, - . ,,, I 2- ;,,: , ::"-- t " �,V2 �, able'l7edini D 11.�.",..�� ! ;,. �1 -T � �' ,.- fD!" �,4 �1-,%,'..; A 1� ;,; 1--1;�,T ", " �t ' -,.ca]S'6ciric�tibfii-Red�iiidi6,.RSG!EA]t,,320'i,7-��,-'� 1 " ..

; N o ,& (,, S OjT c ' ,~~KT t e . ~ ~ T S C h an cg6Re s n f r T ic u l gf o

. -b~ Chage In.

13 3.4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM - SAFETY VALVES No Increase in lift setting tolerance not required/cunent TS
more limiting

y 144 .3.4 .S . ISTEAM GENERATORSO , - .A- -.;7 , , ,.. ; S surveillance changes, required for RSGd
; u-- (RSG.TrS) Y ' ,,;t s 2;'-jt' ;''-t -' ''t

15 3.4.8 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM - SPECIFIC ACTIVITY No Increase in specific activity not required/current TS more
limiting

16 3.5.1 ACCUMULATORS No Accumulator pressure and level changes not
._ _ ,required/current TS more limiting

17 3.5.4.1.1 BORON INJECTION TANK ? 3501F No Administrative change (Elimination ofTS) not required.
18 3.5.4.1.2 BORON INJECTION TANK < 3501F . No Administrative changes not required

3.5.2 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS-Tavg>350F
3.5.3 ECCS SUBSYSTEMS -Tavg < 350F

3 5'be di 'Ez r. / ? f C Uitilmui SI Sl 6Wvch 're^Juirid f6rSBLOCafialyssii

20 3.7.1.1 TURBINE CYCLE - MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVES (MSSVs) . No Reduction in % power levels for MSSVs OOS not required
for current RTP and increase in MSSV lift setting tolerance
not required/current TS more limiting

21 3.7.1.3 PRIMARY PLANT DEMINERALIZED WATER (PPDW) No Change in volume not required for current RTP.

22 3.7.1.4 PLANT SYSTEMS - ACTI VITY No Increase in specific activity not required/current TS more
._ . | limiting

23 6 9 5 :COREOPERATING LIM ITS REPORT (COLR, y : ;:; ; esfi WI. Correlation and 'IPRE Computer Code required
;... -t ...... : ^-' : t ; t .5 . ; P;. 5 ; . 9 - #- .\ t 3.> t * - , ~~ r " ' Eq t, ; y
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LAR 320 Enclosure 4

The RSG Licensing Report contains those sections from the EPU Licensing Report that provide the technical justification for Technical Specification and
analysis methodology changes that deviate from the current licensing basis and, hence, cannot be performed under 10 CFR 50.59. Those sections that are not
required to provide technical justification for Technical Specification or analysis methodology changes are being addressed under 10 CFR 50.59 and, hence, are
not included in the RSG Licensing Report.

,Table 2 RSG*Llenslnff'Re6rt.(LR) S~ctlons Retuired inRSG Lcenise'Ahiendin~fent Recibest (LAR3320),!~>~

* 4.^ k -7-. 8 :.1i1, 12 14 i:19 f:'23~ *. i---•

M SNSS Aealvsis.:.ti-' .....* ,- _ 2 Yes I ntrduces SSS'an isne' ti W

~2 .-1. jA- NiSS Par e~t 'r~4 -^'- tf 5. _ _ _ _ - t, iL es,'. s.;T, 5 ducesNSSS Par'me'rs aina k 's'scs'n s ;t~ < 'i,;-' ",;

2.1~it- 71>.i-Desi~gn(PCWG) Parameters t.A 'C i _ _ __. : i~.-Yes. i C' d Pres 'nts PCW G Para eterst tjiit sport otherairalysis'sections-' :
2.1.2 BE Parameters . No (EPU Section)
2.1.3 Tavg Coastdown Parameters No (EPU Section)

2.2 Design Transients No (EPU Section)

i, 4 .tS§S Svstir M-s I ,t, >; 4:,. _ _ _____'**- j intoucsSSS S st ra1siss io j ,,;<;{n
3.1 NSSS/BOP Interfaces No (EPU Section)

*-3.251;t 'NSSSCo'riirolS-stem ; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - Yes;' Y. ; ntroCusesNSSSControl'Sj7 stem an,'is scctiLns' '

*::. JA S t Os~blt.' -i'i-ivta:_ _ _ _ - ;.I C . l ,ucSintriSsen tboi O ailtU^-^ '_w
3.2.1.1 Stability/Setpoints .. No tEPU Section)

;3.2.'i.2P'A; ^PLnht 06abilitfMilgi S - ;!5 2U y; yi.^! g' :' .t.-- ; >e~sm_ S ort'iTScha ges orT d

3.2.1.3 P-9 Setpoint - _ No (EPU Section)

3.2.2 Component Sizing No (EPU Section)

3.2.3 COMS No (EPU Section) . _'_ . _.

.. ;. N`SS t o~m-n" e'n'is: S......-i2 .Co .;"inYesifi t t7tir,uc NSio ne s'nlsi c s I :
4.1 Reactor Vessel . No (EPU Section)

4.2 Reactor Vessel System No (EPU Section)

4.3 Fuel Assemblies . _ No (EPU Section)

4.4 CRDMs = No (EPU Section)

4.5 Reactor Coolant Loop Piping . No (EPU Section) .

4.6 Reactor Coolant Pumps . No (EPU Section)_
im7-. Stem~eheriitrs' " ': _ _ - ,- c s genertor anr %sis * "' I,

ep.7.I9-24. 'B-PS-I R cGpYlacement Gs i Y ; Y i _ y ; : sy.-nges.for RSG level setpoints. .evel * r
__*_______ , . . .. rj"requiiement during shutdon on nd inspei'or sureillin eq irements`C

4.7.2 BVPS-2 Original SGs - - No (EPU Section)

4.8 Pressurizer = No (EPU Section)
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(.

Tablel"RSG L e sn R pot (LR) SectoionsRegtuire in R G License Aitendment Ret'uet (LA R 320)Y<:- '~-: ̀ 0~ -~ :~~I&'*r; f ngor Repor 'M.:>S

4.9 NSSS Auxiliary Equipment No (EPU Section)
4.0 Loop Stop Isolation Valves _ __ No (EPU Section)

:i~ re t'~ Aha ji ii- j es ~Si~
V - .

___ __ _ _ __ __ ___ __ __M t_ __.,.,~% .Y es,, ~ S upports ~con tinu it w t t e B L O A E R

________'r, SiY1 i i~ ~ L7j.~ , ~S ppik s TScihain e for seal nei~ipesi-
5.2.3 Hot Leg Switchover No (EPU Section)
5.2.4 Post-LOCA Subcriticality/LTCC No (EPU Section)
5.2.5 CREA Steam Releases -- No (EPU Section)

53.l1 ('~ I-.-i 1~ * - r Y ,r 14: 1 k du~eii~ r-LO'CAaiQal iiss ldn ,,

S.3.7 >" RCL Cs fNriiii a1l~ft F I . . Y' Y s 7 2 Supports TS cd~hi 'sf SG l e' eii~~; v
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P .-Y.rc ~ w e . Y Y e r - . u p 'po rts T S ch a nA g esc r s e e1 e i s >

f 5 3 1 7 . E c s i c L a ~ > ~ ~ - 'Y s A ' S u p p o rts T 2ng sV Vir R BR EMV I P E;X k

.5.3.8',' - L is'O2 Po`W'e'"Y---~ * Y, '' ,Y es ~
~5.~14Y' ~Ci'1~tLosRC 1'oW.'? Y -Y~ ..-. Yes>.-~. ~upjr TS~ha~ge'ti R .2 IV1 RE~-Y.2'.V Y

FNV Sii~ihmwuhti6, ~ ,,~y ;z, Zes, ~ S6-" fii

5 .3 .1 6 R C C A E j e c t io n N o ( E e cti o n

.S 3. 9A 4 e t i lk e L ss R S F l -w **'
4 . w , K 5 t o s ~ h n e f i' ~ s t o n ~ & B ~ M V P E ' '

.5.4.18 Sp ri u O e aton o S N ( Sc tion) i po t 6 tn~f ih Ri i l g c I s s m n s ci n~
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LAR 320 Enclosure 4

C

________ TAble 2 RSGLice si Repoit (LR) Sections R uiid In SG,Licese- Ameid ent Reuest (LAR 320) <; ; :

5 4 2 BV2 SGTR Overfill _ _ No (EPU Section)
5.4.3 BV2 SGTR TOv tor Doses No (EPU Section)

'5 6 j , t,: -M S LB M & E s ' ln l d C m 2 > _ _ ' . . . . . . . . ..... . . . ... - - ' i - ' : :Y e s ; . - * X I it: d u......S u B o & t n l s s c oniut i t h C 'AR' , -, , ,,ti

5.6.lo ~a MSLB M&Es lutside'Crnnt Th- ^ ^'' '; ,'-y-Y s;Ye ,S * ofi '::"; ';' Yes-' theoCo sTRch es

5.7 LOCA Forces No (EPU Section)

5.8 ATW S _No (EPU Section) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

59 Natural Circulation/Cooldown = = = = = = = = No (E3PU Section) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

;5.102-'5 : RTS/ESFAS Ssooin 57 $' '\t5- ,t .Y .'Y f '~ ; . " <z i' 'Fe.'~1 S- p.;ir~ h~~e t4,A an :'G ' iretitb' yii

5.12 Fire Protection Safe Shutdown _ No (EPU Section)

6t Fuclt, . . .in ; ; ,: , C,, , ,.i. < _ ~Yes~. Sit ,.iports.S c2n iiREs , T 'Tate..' limt) ;. .,

6.2 FutL Core Design No (EPU Section)

6.3 Fucl Rod DesigAn .' No (EPU Section)

6.4 Reactor Internal Heating Rates =___== = No (EPU Section) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
6.5 Neutron Fluence No (EPU Section).-

7-':-' . ContaPin"ialyss- por-ts n nxpa ., .

8 BOP Analysis .__ No (EPU Section) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

9 Plant Systems _No (EPU Section) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1 Fi Prot T cio Sa fe ShutTone neriP jranis'sectioi - ., i,

10.1 MOV Program =___== = No (EPU Section) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10.2 AOV Program =-====No (EPU Section) __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ = _ __ _ _ _ _ _
10.3 GL 9- 13 Monitoring = = = = No (EPU Section)

10.4 ISI Program _ _ No (EPU Section) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10.5 IST Program __No (EPU Section) __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10.6 Cmnt. Leak Rate Testing . No (EPU Section)

10.7 Station Blackout D . No (EPU Section)

10.8 Human Factors _ No (EPU Section)

i0.9 Plant Simulator ems No (EPU Section)
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'-.' " T'ble 2 RSCLicesini Report (LR) Sections Req'ui d in RSG'Llcense Aniend ' ent Request (LAR320), !'-."''s-:.. ' . ;; ' .
~~ 1 Ar&~~i ~~ ~Tcchn cal pedfcatid C~ji g~6~A ~ ,Ii~d u~KRaoit' nIdn

sp Reiuonmbo''nrudn i-Ifi lli lssi hag o

0. E ''1 'i. :I .k ; to A . Su onrt TS clhiiiesfior AT- ndRSG l6e e.

10.11 Seismic/Dynamic Qualification No (EPU Section)

10.12 Flood Protection No (EPU Section)

10.13 Missiles Inside & Outside Cmnt No (EPU Section)

10.14 Protective Coating Systems = No (EPU Section)

10.15 Station Procedures/Training . No (EPU Section)

10.16 Impact on Plant Risk = No (EPU Section)

I I Environmental Impacts . No (EPU Section)

12 Decommissioning No (EPU Section)

13 Testing _ No (EPU Section)
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